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IS VOIR AMIGA STILL IN THE STONK AG1

JUST ADD TO YOUR AMIGA FOR

B5000-25 Faster than the CBM A300025 I

• 500-1000% Waster than your Amiga •
* Massive 4-32Mb of superfast memory '

• 100% Software compatibility •
» Plug-in up to a 50 MHz Maths Co-Pro I

1 B5000 has advanced 32-bit Paged-Mode design

I 32-bit Kickstart — five/ten times faster i

Three models — A5000-16/B5000-25/B5000-40

• THE MACHINES •

A5000-16 16.67 MHz Asynchronous MC6B02WC 2-3 MIPS (8 MIPS pe

BSOOG. "J MHz 1 MC68030RP 5-6 MIPS (12 MIPS port)

B5000-40: 40O0 MHz Asynchronous MC68030RP B-9 MIPS 08 MIPS peak)

FPU 12 5 MHz 50 MHz Asynchronous MC68B81RC or MC68882RC
A5000-16RAM AMeaaDyieso; Ons DRAMs
B50O0-25 HAM 16 Megabytes ot 32-bii RAM 1024 * 4 80ns DRA
85000-40 RAM: 32 Megabytes ol 32-oit RAM 1024 x 4 80ns DRAMs
SHADOW ROM. Move yc '0 32-b't SUPER-FAST-RAM
SOFTWARE 66000 Fallback mode *x 100% software compano
HARDWARE 100% Compatible with Amiga 500/2000 and add-on cards

INTERFACE 1 Plugs into 68000 processor socket inside your Amiga

INTERFACE 2 A/82000 Coprocessor (Zorroti) cart (tor B500(M0 o~

A5000-16
(PriCt includes 1Mb RAM)

B5000-25
(Price includes 1Mb RAM)

B5000-40
(Price includes 4Mb RAM/

(All prices inclusitt <>f VAT)

Solid State Leisure: l

00 FlIKBOn RO*D, lNTntir»OBOROUOM, NORTHANTS NN9 STZ. TELtPMQNE: >D933) 6SQ67? Intc«naTi<m 65D677
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SHOPPING UST
This is an alphabetically

arranged, quick reference list to

everything in the issue. Just look

for the relevant name of the

software, hardware or subject

heading and it should be in this

list. Some things are cross-

referenced under more than one

heading so you should have no

troubl* finding what you're after.

i '

» i
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Save time, save files, save money with a hard drive.

Hard Drives on Trial 21
Check out our comprehensive survey of hard disk

drives for both the A500 and A2000.

Expansion Modules
Does your 500 need expanding to fit more in?

What is SCSI?
Just what is this 'scuzzy' business all about anyway?
All is revealed in this informative guide.

30

59

Hardware Project
You can stop that annoying disk drive clicking

with this easy-to-build hardware project.

60

Questionnaire
Help make this an even better magazine by telling

us exactly what you want from it.

75

Professional Page 2
The full low-down on the hottest new DTP program.

Simpatica
A production tool that could transform your videos.

Contriver Mouse
s this the brand new mouse for you?

37

45

47

DAATAMouse
...or should you be going for this one?

47

Big Alternative Scroller
Can this simple software satisfy your titling needs?

48

Disney Animation Studio 51
Disney try to star in software as well as cinema.

VideoMaster
Check out a new genlock from across the Atlantic.

Advantage
Can this spreadsheet cure your financial headaches?

57

67

Mastering AmigaDOS 2
Discover the latest in serious bedtime reading.

91

C Programming

Assembly Language

AmigaDOS

71

77

81

News
Show reports, opinions, launches and revelations

4

Amiga Answers
All your prayers answered and problems solved

by our team of experts who will tackle anything.

Desktop Publishing
In-depth review of Pro Page 2 from Gold Disk.

10

37

Video
Reviews of Simpatica and the VideoMaster.

Graphics
All you need to know about the Animation Studio.

45&57

51

Comms
Is CIX the on-line service you just have to log on to?

55

Music
Get fo grips with MIDI and travel to Frankfurt.

63

Business
In-depth review of Advantage and an update on

the whereabouts of K-Spread 4.
"

67

Education
A mum's view of the world of educational software.

84

Subscriptions 94
Make sure you get your Amiga Shopper every month.

Buyers' Guide
Crucial guide to which floppy disk drive you need.

97

AMOS
AMOS fans get invaluable hints and tips.

98

Buyers' Advice
Get our advice on buying stuff safely.

100

Public Domain
Everything you need to know about free software.

105

Till Next Time
Farewell, adieu, to yeu and yer and yuuuuuu

114
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AMIGA SHOPPER
GETS SERIOUS

Welcome to the first full issue of

Amiga Shopper - the magazine

that's as serious about your Amiga

as you are. Many of you will have

seen the sneak preview issue that

was given away with issue 21 of

our sister magazine Amiga Format*

For those that an coming to Amiga

Shopper for the first time, we
should explain what's so special

about yet another Amiga magazine.

Amiga Shopper is totally

dedicated to the serious side of the

Amiga and completely excludes

games, except to refer to them in

terms of their programming. We've

launched it because that's what you

were crying out for - a magazine,

with no games coverage, that took

the Amiga as seriously as you do

and could provide the sort of in-

depth back-up and information you

need to get the very best out of

your Amiga.

The team behind AS knows
what it is talking about too,

although it certainly doesn't know
everything. Bob Wade, the editor,

was in charge of Amiga Format for

1 8 months before launching AS and
knows the Amiga scene and what

you want from a magazine. The

three consultant editors Mark
Smiddy, Phil South and Jeff Walker

are all highly regarded Amiga

experts, all with great experience,

and know how to pass on their

knowledge to you. Add to that an

experienced team of writers - all

specialists in their fields - and you

have a team that can give you

absolutelym everything you need

for your Amiga.

Every month we will be doing

major comparison features on

hardware and software to help you

make the right buying decisions.

Already we have done floppy and

hard disk drives in the preview

issue and this issue respectively,

and in the next three we will

be covering 2D paint programs,

accelerator cards and mono
printers. As these comparisons are

completed they will be repeated on

a rota basis in the form of the

buyers' guide - you will find the

floppy drives' guide on page 97.

These will be changed as often as

necessary to include new releases

and updates.

Of course, we will also be

reviewing every new piece of

hardware and software as it comes
out, but not in the flimsy manner
you might be used to from other

magazines. When we review

something, it is put in the hands of a

specialist in that area and then

tested long and hard until we're

sure 'we've got it right. You may not

always see it reviewed here first,

but you will always find it reviewed

here best.

As well as reviews, we are

committed to providing you with the

best tips and tutorials to help you

get the most out of your Amiga.

We will be running regular tutorials

on the various programming

languages, individual programs and
more general techniques as well.

When it comes to tips and solving

problems, you will not find a better

place to come because, as well as

giving tips within each specialist

column and review, we will be

solving virtually any problem you

can throw at us through our Amiga
Answers pages.

If all this sounds too good to

be true for just 99p an issue, then

notice the fact that we have cut our

production costs right back by not

using any colour on the editorial

pages. We are not interested in

looking glossy, just in providing

the maximum amount of useful

information as cleanly as possible.

These are the goals we have

set ourselves and we will be striving

to meet them. If you think we fall

short at any stage then we want

to here about it so we can do

something about it. Or if you think

we've got it just right, we would all

be chuffed to get a pat on the back.

Whatever your view, vie want to

hear it. So why not let us know
what you think by writing to:

Bob Wade, Amiga Shopper, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

VISTA FROM AN
by Mark Smiddy

Virtual Reality's much

vaunted Vista landscape

generator has received a

welcome upgrade in the form

of the stunning new Vista Pro,

which includes support for

24-bil frame buffering, giving

over 16 million colours.

The original Vista wos a

stunning piece of software in

its own right, but this latest

version takes it into a new

world. A host of new features

has been incorporated in

the package, including

support for high-res, interlace

and overscan screen modes.

Phong shading has been

replaced with the more

realistic Gouraud technique

and it has had infinite light

control added.

Another welcome

addition is the animation

script control, enabling the

generation of progressive

landscapes without user

intervention. Using this, it

is claimed Vista could be

used to create stunning

transformations, such as the

'Genesis effect' seen in Star

Trek II, the Wrath of Khan.

However, 3D ray-tracing

freaks will be pleased to

know the program still

exports to Turbo Silver.

On the cards for later this

year are Vista 2 and Vista

Pro 2. These have even more

impressive features such as

trees and even realistic river

tracking. These help you

define the start of flow and

the Vista will calculate the

path of the river - even

accounting for variations in

the geological detritus (rocks

and stuff).

Included with the

program are pre-defined

scenes of Mt St Helens before

and after the 1980 eruption;

Half Dome and El Capitain

from Yosemite National Park;

Crater Lake and the Calera

ANGLO SAXON
by Phil South
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Saxon Publisher, the latest contender in the DTP stakes.

A new contender in the DTP bottle is Saxon Publisher from
Soxon Industries. The program features full PostScript

output, and a great many features not found in any other

Amiga DTP package, such as the ability to skew; bitmaps

and text to interesting angles.

The program works in an original way, more like

Ventura on the PC than the usual run of intuitive,

graphically and mouse-driven Amiga programs, but is

surprisingly easy to use. Most pieces of text and graphics

are tagged and styles are chosen for them from a

requester rather than the usual highlight and choose
methods employed in the more mainstream programs like

Pro Page 2.0.

The program works in everything from a 1Mb Amiga,

and comes on just one thin disk. Saxon Publisher costs

£249.95 and is available in the UK from Surface UK.
Surface UK
«081 566 6677

4
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OTHER PLANET

Owners of big RAMs will be able to get spectacularly lost

In Virtual Reality's vaunted Vista landscape generator.

area of Mars - this truly is a

Vista from another planet. In

case you ever get bored with

those, Vista boosts four

billion fractal landscapes and

extra scenery disks with over

150 new scenes.

At £99.95, Vista Pro

sounds like o cost-effective

land of fun - but the bad

news is it needs at least 3Mb
to run and 3.5Mb for full

features. The original Vista

software (which only needs a

measly 1Mb) is still available

ot £59.95.

HB Marketing

tr 0753 686000

WHO ARE YOU?

So what do you use your Amiga for? Don't be shy, we

would like to know. If you are using it in a professional

capacity, as port of an interesting hobby or in some

unusual capacity then why not tell everyone else about it -

it could be the start of something, big. You can either write

your own self-profile or we might be persuaded to drop in

on you and nave a chat ourselves. We are particularly

inteiested in profiles that will give other Amiga owners

bright ideas for things they too can do. Send your words

to: I Want to be Famous, Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth

Street, Bath &AI 2BW.

Conference report
As Amiga Shopper was going to press, a

group of the most influential Amiga
developers gathered at a secret location in

Maidenhead to hear the latest movements on

the CDTV scene

Developer liaison manager Sharon

Rodrigo took the floor and the

expectant audience

numbering almost 90 - awaited

news with keen anticipation.

After a brief welcome, the first

of the speakers, On-line's

Clement Chambers, was
introduced to demonstrate the

company's DUNE system.

Chambers keenly pointed

out how DUNE could help with

the creation of complete

packages without the need for

programmers. Anyone, he

noted, can use DUNE - from

the MD downwards - avoiding

the situation in which n-Line chief, Clement
programmers hold a company to chambers had bad news
ransom by threatening to leave for CDTV programmers .

part way through a project. This

gained a mixed reaction from the crowd

which contained, among others, members of

Jez San's highly respected Argonaut team.

By contrast, Ariadne's David Parkinson

showed how their ELK system could allow

programmers to create software with the

minimum of time and effort. This revealed the

cross-section of those attending, as Parkinson

went on to describe the programmer-friendly

resource management employed in ELK -

glancing around, he commented: "I can see

some eyes glazing over".

Unfortunately, most of what was on show was

for "developer's eyes only" and cannot be

reported as of yet. A release date is said to

be imminent - backed up by Gail

Wellington's (Commodore's head of special

projects and the guiding force behind CDTV)

comment via satellite, "I think we are giving

birth to a baby elephant..."

Nevertheless, from what this observer

sow, when CDTV does arrive

it will almost certainly have a

software base unrivalled in the

history of computer launches.

For instance, a representative

from British Telecom was
spotted, aiding speculation

that the whole UK telephone

directory may soon appear on

CD-ROM - at a realistic

consumer price. This has got

to be good news for everyone

not only does

it mean potential buyers

will be treated to a machine

with a future, but also

the developments are bound

to influence and improve

standard Amiga software.

Interestingly too, Commodore
has estimated the price point for complete

development systems will start from as little as

£3,000 excluding VAT. Compared to rival

systems, such as CD-I, this is very cost-

effective and has the added bonus that

applications can be developed for the

CDTV and Amiga on the some system.

# This report was compiled for Amiga
Shopper by a registered (working) CDTV
developer and with the approval of

Commodore UK.

HYPERMEDIA? CAN DO
by Phil South

Checkmate Digital has announced it is to

be the sole UK distributor of the CanDo
hypermedia authoring system from
Inovatronics. This system was previously

only available in the US and on import
in the UK. Checkmate will be fully

supporting the program, and indeed all

Inovatronics programs such as the

amazing HyperHefpers.
Checkmate is also starting a CanDo

PD library for contributions from UK
users. The program is capable of helping

create just about any Amiga application

using a simple icon and requester

format, so products on this PD library

should be something to behold. The best

submission they get every week will

receive a CanDo T-Shirt. All that you
have to do is to send in a program along
with a photocopy of your invoice to act

as proof of purchase. For further details

why not phone up the CanDo PD Library

on 081 204 3954.
CanDo 1 .22 costs just £125 normally,

but until the new version 1.5 comes
out the program will be priced at

an introductory £99. HypcrHclpcrs,
containing online AmigaDOS help and
lots of other Hypertext style utilities, is

also on sale at £49.
Checkmate Digital « 071 923 0658
Inovatronics tr 0101 214 340 4991

SO WHAT'S THE STORY?
If you have a news story that all Amiga owners

ought to know about/ make sure you tell us

about it, because if you don't tell us then we
can't tell everyone else. What's newsworthy?

Well, how about new hardware, new software,

shows, services, overseas markets, Amigas in

odd places, unusual uses for the Amiga, famous

Amiga users, major achievements and disasters

caused by the Amiga, bankruptcies, new
companies and anything else you think would

be of relevance or interest to Amiga owners.

Write to: Shock Horror Probe,

Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1

2BW or FAX us on 0225 446019.
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Show Report by Peter Jones in Belgium

The Evenementenhal in

Eindhoven boasts exhibition

space of around 3,000

square metres, which

seemed ample for the Amiga

World Benelux show The

trouble was that it was also

the Atari Expo Benelux AND
the PC Show Benelux. This

meant that of the 95 stands

in the hall, only about 30 of

them were showing Amiga-

related products.

The hall was split into

three areas, with the Amiga

and Atari getting about

the same amount of space,

ond the PC, somewhat

surprisingly, rather less.

Charles van der Linden, of

Inter Expo & Media, the

show organiser, said

attendance on the Friday

was very good, with around

8,000 people passing

through the turnstiles, and

that he expected a total

attendance of around

30,000. He added that

the next show (20-22

September) will be held

in the Beursgebouw, an

exhibition centre currently

under construction in the

centre of Eindhoven It will

hove three halls, each of

3,000 square metres, one

for each computer.

Dealer reaction was

mixed. Nigel Chandler, of

Connect International, said

that although he had

Belgian shows obviously look just like British ones - but this one had no launches.

probobly covered the cost of

the three-day show on the

Friday, given that the charge

of the stand was only a fifth

of what it would be in the

UK, his stock of mainly

games software was not

moving very fast.

On the other hand, Paul

Burgess, of Precision

Software was very satisfied

with sales - Precision, as

always, specialising mainly

in 'serious' applications. Paul

Shore, managing director

of a local company U.S.

Action, said business had

been so good on the first

day that he had had to close

down his shop and bring all

of his staff to work on the

stand at the show,
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The Pulsar card that gives you 2 Meg of chip memory

Commodore Nether-lands

was absent, as were most

of the leading German

Amiga specialists, with the

exception of Rossmueller

Inc which was showing

a range of hardware add-

ons, including the Turbo-XT

card at 498 guilders; the

Megadrive 1.52Mb floppy

at 329 guilders, and the

Vortex ATonce PC-card at

449 guilders.

One local dealer

bemoaned the fact that

although he was offering

games packages at anything

from 40 to 55 per cent off

the list price, they were not

selling. "It's always the

same," he said, "a youngster

will come up to the stand,

look at the what's on offer,

say 'got it, got it, got it'

and then ask for a game
that's hardly out of the

programmer's hands. What
he means by 'got it', is that

he has a pirated copy.

Piracy is a way of life in

the Netherlands. We were

pirotes in the post, and we
still are today."

Max Barber, editor of

the recently launched

Hoog Spel, a full colour

Dutch-language games

magazine, wos also present.

He said that the 20odd

computer magazines in the

Netherlands were all boring,

both in layout and

content. Personal Computer

Magazine, Dutch sister of

Personal Computer World,

came in for special mention

in this context. He felt that

his readership would come

from all the young games

players looking for a

'serious' games' magazine.

Sultan Systems of

Rotterdam displayed a card

from Pulsar that gives an

Amiga 2000 two Megabytes

of chip memory, like the

3000. No other details or

prices were available, but

advertisements in the States

for something similar put the

price at a whopping $329

(£160 ), although there is an

unspecified buy-back price

for the fatter Agnus chip

which the card replaces.

On the professional

side. Take 1 Productions of

Heerlen, wos demonstrating

the multimedia qualities of

the Amiga 3000, including

a demo program using a

Microtouch touch-sensitive

screen. Paul Heimbach of

THE POWER AND THE FORMAT
We don'f have any truck

with those game things

round here, but if you're

looking for some light

entertainment in between

stretching your Amiga to its

limits, then why not take a

peek at our two sister

magazines, Amiga Format

and Amiga Power. Amiga

Format covers all areas of

the Amiga and comes with a

cover-mounted disk every

month, containing playable

game demos and other

useful programs, and costs

£2.95. Amiga Power is

another new magazine from

the Future Publishing stable

and is full colour and totally

dedicated to games. It also

comes with a covermounted

disk containing a full game

and demos and costs £2.95.

Watch out for Amiga

Format hitting the streets on

April 1 1 with a preview of

Amiga Power attached. The

first issue of Amiga Power

comes out on April 25.

AER0BICISE YOUR EYES

Aerobic Glasses are the latest idea for coping with eye strain

caused by sitting in front of computer monitors. They are

supposed to be worn for a maximum of 20 minutes a day and

assist focusing and limit eye strain. We're getting hold of

some to test out in the office, but you can find out more from

the suppliers Larkhall Natural Health who sell the specs for

£27 or £42 including an eye exercise chart and an

information book.

Larkhall Natural Health n 081-874 1 130
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Take 1 , said the company

has recently provided some

70 information terminals at

Jazz Mecca, the big Jazz

festival in Maastricht,

Holland. The company is

almost entirely Amiga

based, he added.

The Amiga World

Benelux was rather

disappointing. It had neither

the size nor the variety of

exhibitors of a British or

German show and was

rather spoiled by having to

share a hall with both the

Atari and the PC Inter Expo

& Media are going to have

to try rather harder if they

are to improve significantly

for the next show at the end

of September.

Checkout
Launches.........0/20
Not at this show.

Bargains....... 1 2/20
There to be had, but see

comments on piracy.

Venue 20/20
Very simple to get to; leave the

motorway, head for the centre

of Eindhoven, left at the

footboll stadium. Good
temperature in the hall and

very easy to get around.

Facilities 12/20
Only one set of toilets, though

these were clean (the Gents, at

least!). Small snack

bar/restaurant with a long

queue during the lunch period

Prices reasonable by Dutch

standards

Stands 20/20
With a few exceptions

(Ros&mueller, TDK} the stands

all had a counter, two sides

and a back and goods were

advertised on large sheets of

white paper with marker pens

Overall 64/100

STAND AND
BE PRINTED
Contriver has come up with

the Printer Pak which you
can place your printer on,

allowing the paper to be
stored underneath. The Pak
also contains a cable and
over 100 yards of paper.

The Pak costs £19.99, or

you can get just the stand

for £14.99.

Contriver tr 0280 822803

The opinion column is open to anyone for

comment on aspects of the Amiga scene
about v/hich they feel strongly. This

month Terry Cox, a CDTV developer,

shares his view of the future of the

Amiga-based entertainment system.

What awaits the CDTV and its users in the near, and far, future? Terry Cox speculates

take you on a

journey to the

I want to

journey, a

future. Your future. We are

in your living room. It feels

familiar. There are many

things here that you

recognise. You have a new
Hi-Fi. You sit in your favourite

armchair, pick up the remote

from the coffee table and turn

on the TV. A presenter is

reading the news. As he talks,

his voice issues from the hi-fi

speakers in stereo. You flip

through the channels briefly,

then look around the room.

On the table is a CD with

the word 'Welcome' printed

on it. You place it in

the player. A man's voice

says: "Welcome. If you

are unfamiliar with the

equipment, please allow me
to guide you."

On the TV, a picture

has appeared. A number of

images and some text. The

man speaks again.

"What is your interest

today? Please use the remote

to make your selection."

The heading 'Modern

History' catches your eye

and, using arrow keys on the

remote, you select it. The

screen changes and the voice

speaks: "Modern history,

which period?"

Seeing the phrase

'Current Day', you select it,

hoping to learn more. The

screen changes to a time line

which quickly slides to its right

hand end and fades to create

a new picture.

"This is the age of

Information Technology. The

sum total of man's knowledge

doubles every three to four

years. The linear storage

concept of the mass-produced

'book', which was first

invented in the 16th century,

was realised to be highly

restrictive to the education

process and much effort was

devoted to the development of

machines to assist in storage

and learning."

As the voice speaks, so

the words are echoed on the

screen and, in one corner, a

video plays showing a range

of computers. Fiddling with

the remote, you discover that

certain words in the text can

be highlighted. You select

the word 'Learning'. The

screen fades to reveal a list of

education-related subjects.

Flicking aimlessly, you select

'Educational Psychology'. An

official looking report

appears and now a different

voice speaks.

"Of paramount

importance in the process of

education is the retention

factor - the amount

of information actually

remembered following a

learning session. There are

many factors affecting this

process, but one of the most

significant is the degree of

interest or otherwise thot the

student has in the material.

It is unfortunately true that

any subject matter can be

considered a lost cause if its

standard of presentation is

not up to scratch. It takes a
well written book to drag

attention away from the

television or a video game.

"As always, however,

technology comes to the

rescue in the form of

'interactive multimedia'. This

allows the presentation of

information as o combination

of text, pictures, video,

speech, music and other

sounds within a tool, that

allow the student to explore

the material in the manner

of his or her choice. It is this

flexibility thot is the

underlying power of the

system. No two people will

have exactly the same point

of view and so will approach

a subject from differing

angles. A multimedia tool

allows that person to study the

material in the form that he or

she sees best."

Here is the key that

you are looking for and
instinctively you move to call

up further information on this

'Multimedia Tool'. This lime,

the speaker is a woman.

"Interactive Multimedia is

probably the most important

creation of the 20th century.

Just as the invention of the

movable-type printing press

in the early 1500s allowed

the common man access to

o wealth of knowledge

previously only available

to church and state, thus

precipitating the Renaissance,

so cheap multimedia

machines will be the basis for

a 21st century renaissance as

people react to the huge pool

of human knowledge now
available to them. Such is

the scope of this information

that the latest machines are

being designed with integral

Artificial Intelligence systems,

which learn the preferred

forms of information and
areas of interest to their users

and automatically format

the data in the most eosily

digestible form."

We must return you to the

present now, but as we
depart, your eye is caught by

a newspaper headline under

the coffee table. The date on

the paper is April, 1991, the

headline reads "Commodore
releases CDTV".

Bins
One Compact Disc can store

650Mb of data; That h

roughly 250,000 pages of

text or a pile of paper 36

feet high. Storing the data

on CD saves 8 whole trees.

V 8t BOBS
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DIARY DATES

Here's a list of forthcoming

shows and events that may

be of interest. If you want

something to be featured

here, just send us brief details

of your event and we will

print them here. Send your

info to: Diary Dates, Amiga

Shopper, 30 Monmouth

Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

APRIL 21

All Formats Computer Fair.

The National Motorcycle

Museum, Solihull, West

Midlands. John Riding

» 0225 868100
APRIL 23-26

Which Computer? Show.

NEC, Birmingham. Reed

Exhibitions

* 08 1 948 9800

APRIL 26-28

MIDI Music Show. Novotel,

Hammersmith, London.

Westminster Exhibitions

it 081 549 3444
MAY 10-12

Spring Computer Shopper

Show. Alexandra Palace,

London. Blenheim Database

Exhibitions

ft 08 1 868 4466
MAY 21-23

CD-ROM Show. Novotel,

Hammersmith, London.

Agestream n 0733 60535

June 25-27

Multimedia '91. Ob/mpia 2,

London. Blenheim Online

' 08 1 868 4466

WOT,
NO AMIGA
SHOPPER?
If you had any trouble

getting hold of this issue of

Amiga Shopper, then first go

and ask your newsagent if

they have it in stock - and if

not why not? Then give them

o copy of the form on page

94 reserving a copy of the

mag. Then phone the ever

helpful Kate Hodges in our

circulation department on

0225 442244 and tell her

the name and address of the

shop(s) where you could not

get AS, and we will try to

ensure that in future you get

hold of the mag.

byBob Wade

A great deal of the software
and hardware for the Amiga
originates in the USA and is

imported to the UK by distributors and other third

parties. This leads to two extremely annoying
occurrences that ought to be dealt with:

1

.

Magazines just printing the US phone number for

a company and expecting readers to go through the
time and expense of contacting them themselves to

sort out prices, availability, etc.

2. The extraordinarily high prices that certain
imported goods end up being sold at, so that it

would in fact be cheaper to buy things in the US or
the rest of Europe.

I can't speak for any other magazines in remedying

point one, but I do know that in AS we will be,
wherever possible, providing you with contact
numbers in both the UK and the US. If there isn't a
UK distributor we will let you know. It seems to me
that any other attitude is sheer laziness and a
failure to look out for your interests.

As for point two, it's a thorny subject that,
distributors will rightly tell you, is down to import
duties (as you will know if you've ever tried
bringing stuff in by mail) and the relatively small
size of the UK market in comparison to the US or
rest of Europe as a whole. However, the UK Amiga
base is growing at a rapid rate and the excuses for
the differentiation in pricing are not as strong as
they used to be. We will be keeping a close eye on
prices both here and in the US and if you encounter
any big discrepancies you think ought to be looked
into, then let us know.

FIRST IN A SEQUENCE
by Jon Bates

Sequencer One III Gajits 1991

KEYB B

. * i • •

«

I
|

[Trk:81l-*-l eee'27 28 29
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REC REH FF PLAY STOP

START POS
88881:81 LIMTrl LOOP

END POS
88849:81

DUB
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Sequencer One is the new sequencing program from Gajits and comes with a composition system, The Hit Kit

Gajits, which must be one of the

very few UK software houses

creating Amiga music software,

is finally launching Sequencer

One for all Amiga models.

There are 32 Tracks for

recording MIDI data, with

graphic editing displays and a

passive cue sheet. All tracks can

be named and sound changes

are set up from the main page

instead of diving into a complex

data-stream editing procedure.

A Block page takes care of

overall song construction with

macro cut and paste facilities,

and all songs can be stored in

both MIDI file formats.

Sequencer One has full

synchronization specs which

enable it to run with any

external devices and it supports

IFF sample play on four

channels in stereo thus giving

the possibility of 20 channels of

separately controllable sound; a

visible track activity display

shows which frocks are working

at any time.

As well as 32 tracks, there

are section markers enabling

overdub or automatically going

over sections as you record or

apply any correction to the

section thus defined All the

transport icons are very simple

and easy to understand.

Notes can also be entered

from an on-screen keyboard

and there are facilities to thin

out unwanted MIDI data either

before or after recording, as

well as the usual quantize

timing correction which has the

ability to transpose and shift

whole tracks in time - useful

for creating echo effects or

thickening up sounds.

The program will come with

a free bonus of The Hit Kit, o

music composition system. It

multi-tasks with other Amiga

music software, including their

own Roland voice programmers

and will cost £89. Gajits offers

a helpline service and there are

plans to extend this to a library

of sounds and song files. Expect

a full review soon.

Gajits 9 06) 236 2515
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WHAT'S ON AT THE SCALA?

The screen caption promises much and we will see if Scala delivers next month.

Scola is a new presentation package from Digital

Visidft Software Design Group, which pushes back

the boundaries of quality you can expect from

presentations. The program combines the ease of

use of an authoring package, with the quality of a

broadcast quality titling package. And all this for

£249, which, for the spec isn't at all bad. Silica is

the UK distributor. Amiga Shopper will be running a

full review soon

Silica Distribution ltd * 081 309 1111.

CLOSE TO THE EDIT
Syntronix should be a

familiar name lo anyone in

the field of Amiga video

YY©rk and the company has

just launched its Amiga

Editing System. The system

uses the Amiga to become

the editing control console

and provides editing

facilities between two VCRs.

Assembly and insert editing

can be done in manual or

automatic moa1

©*, IFF filo*

can be pulled in os part of

an editing sequence and

timecode is unnecessary

because you can achieve

frame accuracy in the

manual mode. The system

costs £49995 excluding

VAT, but you may still

be able to take advantage

of Syntronix's special

introductory offer of £299 -

phone for details and say

that AS sent you.

Syntronix also produces

an RGB Recording System

and an RGB Splitter

(£249.95 and £199.95

respectively - both excluding

VAT). The Recording System

is an alternative to a

conventional genlock,

allowing graphics and

animation to be recorded on

to videotape, while the

Splitter eliminates the need

for the old black and white

camera with those annoying

colour wheels and con grab

pictures from any VCR that

has a high quality 'still

frame' function.

Syntronix tr 0332 298422

USER GROUP NEWS
by Janet Bickerstaff

Members of ICPUG South East (part of the
Independent Commodore Products Users Group)
were intrigued to see a Xetec CD-ROM drive in

action with an Amiga 3000 at their latest meeting.
Member Jolyon Ralph had imported the drive from
the States. The matching metal-cased CD-ROM drive
sat neatly between the Amiga 3000 and its

monitor, connected through the SCSI port. Among
the many CDs available is one containing a large
part of the Fred Fish PD library - much more
convenient than around 400 floppies.

A large crowd is expected when Dave Parkinson
of Ariadne Interactive demonstrates the CDTV to
ICPUG South East - Ariadne's Sophia authoring
system is among those used in preparing CD-ROM
discs for the machine. ICPUG South East has one
lecture night a month and, in addition to Dave
Parkinson, future speakers include barrister Alistair

Kelman on legal matters and Simon Tranmer on
latest developments from Precision Software. Other
nights are open nights, on which members bring
their own machines, and regular PD software
nights are held on which the ICPUG PD library is

available free of charge. The group meets at
7.45pm on Thursday evenings (except first

Thursday of the month). The venue is Biggin Hill

Library, Biggin Hill, Kent.
John Bickerstaff, ICPUG South East tr 081-651 5436

AVOID THOSE EMPTY-SHELF BLUES
Want to know how to make sure you get hold of a

copy of Amiga Shopper every month? Well turn to

page 94 to find a marvellous subscription offer and a

handy form you can give to your newsagent.

LOSING LATTICE
Confused by the changing title of SAS/Lattice C ? To clarify the

situation, courtesy of HiSoft's David link, the program is

currently still known as SAS Lattice C, but is becoming known
just as SAS C. The latest version is 5. 10A and David says

HiSoft are pleased to talk to anyone interested in upgrading.

HiSoft* 0525 718181

^^M

YOU'VE ALL NE JOLLY WELL!
The European Computer

Trade Show on April 14-16

is again the stage for the

European Computer Leisure

Awards. Although these are

mostly games related, there

are a number of categories

in which the Amiga and

Amiga

hardware are

honours. The Amiga 500

has again been nominated

as Home Computer of the

Year - a title it picked up

last year. Commodore's

AmigaVision, for creating

software and

vying for

multimedia presentations,

has been put forward for the

Multimedia Package award,

while Newtek's Video

Toaster, Vortex's ATOnce

card and Datel's Action

Replay cartridge have all

been nominated as Most

Innovative Peripheral

On the software side,

Deluxe Paint III from

Electronic Arts, Real 3D from

Activa, Sculpt Animate 4D
from Byte by Byte,

Professional Draw 2 from

Gold Disk, Disney Animation

Studio from Silent Software

and Art Department

Professional from ASDG
have all been nominated as

the Best Art Package. KCS

Omega from Dr T, Bars &
Pipes from Blue Ribbon,

Sonix from Aegis and

Sequencer One from Gajits

get the nod for Best Music

Package, while Fun School

3 from Database, Disney

Software from Disney and

Henrietta's Book of Spelling

from Scetlander are battling

for the Best Home Education

The A500 is nominated tor Computer of the Year again

12Package. Finally there

the Best Home Productivity

Package award, where the

Amiga is again heavily

featured, with Superbose

from Precision, Scala from

Digital Vision, Professional

Page 2 from Gold Disk,

Deluxe Paint /// from

Electronic Arts, Protext 5
from Amor and ProWrite 3

from New Horizons. We will

let you know who triumphs

in the next issue.
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Q
Final
I havo heard people talking

about recursion in hushed,
near-mystical tones. What is it

exactly? And is it really so

difficult to understand?

A
The idea of recursion is perfectly

simple to understand; it's writing

recursive functions that causes people

headaches. If an object (a program,

function, sentence, strand of DNA) is

recursive, the description of it

includes some reference to itself. The

classic example is: "This sentence is

false." If we accept the sentence as

true, then it tells us that it is false. But

if we take it to be false, then its

meaning is not true - that is, it is not

true that the sentence is false,

therefore it is true. And so on ...

Another example is given by the

WHATEVER YOUR PROBLEM WITH THE
AMIGA, WE ARE HERE TO SOLVE IT.

That's the task we have set ourselves in giving you the best possible support

for your Amiga. We are confident that our experts can cope with anything

you can throw at them. If they don't already know the answer to your

problem, they will find it out. Read on for some of the typical, and obscure,

problems you may encounter when trying to get the most out of your Amiga.

CONSULT AMIGA SHOPPER'S EXPERT PANEL
We are prepared to deal with any problem you have with the Amiga, from

general enquiries about AmigaDOS or workbench, through questions about

specific pieces of software and hardware, to advice on what you need to

buy to do a particular task. If it's to do with the Amiga, we will help out.

What we cannot do is offer this service over the telephone - do not phone us

with your enquiries, but write or fax us at the address and number below.

We also cannot enter into personal correspondence - all enquiries will

be dealt with in the pages of the magazine. This does mean a delay in

solving your problem, but because most of the panel does not work in the

main offices and we have to hove time to produce the magazine every

month, it's unavoidable. We will come up with an onswer for you, but you

will hove to be a little patient and wait for it to appear in print.

Send your questions to: Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth

Street, Bath BA1 2BW. Fax: 0225 446019.

The Amiga Answers panel consists of all three consultant editors -Jeff

Walker, Mark Smiddy and Phil South - and of course resident technical

editor Cliff Ramshaw. We will also be calling on the services of all our other

contributors, so you won't be able to catch us napping on any subject. Each

panelist will be dealing with queries in their own specialist area and it would

help us greatly if, when writing, you label your query envelope with the name

of the expert who can solve your particular problem Below is a list of their

areas of expertise. It's a list that we will add to and update every month so

you will know who to write to about any subjects not mentioned here.

Gary Whiteley - Video

Stuart Russel - Comms, CAD.

Paul Overaa - programming, music.

Mick Draycott - hardware, programming, MIDI.

Jeff Walker- desktop publishing, programming.

Mark Smiddy - AmigaDOS, business, CDTV, hardware projects, drives.

Phil South - public domain, graphics, AMOS.
Bob Wade - American football.

Cliff Ramshaw - anything else.

We've assembled the best panel

of Amiga experts in the land and
every month they'll be getting

together to help solve your
problems. Trivial or techie, Amiga
Shopper has got the answers
words heterological and autological.

These are words that can be applied

to adjectives such that an adjective is

autological if it can be applied to

itself - heterological otherwise.

'Polysyllabic' is autological, as is

'small'; 'monosyllabic' and 'big' are

heterological. Of course, the burning

question is: is heterological

autological or heterological?

This process of an object

continually referencing itself in search

of a definition is called recursion. As

you can see, recursive definitions

tend to go on forever - not really

suitable for computer programs. To

avoid this, a program includes a

'base case' - a point where the

recursion ceases. This is best shown

with another example.

The mathematical function

'factorial' is defined for integers

greater than or equal to 1 . The

factorial of 1 is 1 (this is the base

case). For any other integer, the

factorial is the product of all numbers

between itself and 1 . So the factorial

of 4- 4*3*2*1.

The pseudo-code for factorial

might look something like this:

factorial (n)

IF n=l THEN
RETURN (1)

ELSE
RETURN n*factorial(n-l)
ENDIF

If you imagine calling this function

with n-4, you can see that it needs to

multiply 4 by factorial(3). Before this

can be done factorial(3) has to be

calculated - similarly for factorial(2).

Finally, factorial! 1) is called. The

program produces an immediate

result - in this case (1) - and returns

it. Control then passes to factorial(2)

which is able to resolve

2*foctorial(l), so returns its result.

Eventually control passes back to the

original 4*factorial(3), and a final

result is obtained.

Note that the variable n in the

example is local to the function. So

that when we call the function with

n=4 and it calls itself with n-3, these

two n's are independent. Also, each

'level' of recursion only has access to

its own version of variable n. CR

Q
Pseuds' corner
What is pseudo-code?

A
Pseudo-code is a recursive program

that not only refers to itself but sits

around contemplating the meaning of

its own existence.

Only joking. It's simply a way of

writing programs without getting

bogged-down in the syntax of a

particular language. It uses English-

like words and a standardised set of

constructs, such as IF, THEN, ELSE

and REPEAT, UNTIL. It isn't a real

programming language - you can't

get a compiler for it - but it is an

easy matter to convert a piece of

pseudo-code into the language you

require. Because of this, it allows

short programs to be written in a
clear and portable manner. CR

a
Change indirection
Having programmed in Amiga
Basic for some time, I feel I'm

now pretty competent, but I

want to move to a faster,

more efficient language. I was
thinking of C, and have heard
that it offers multi-level

indirection pointer facilities. I

have managed to write many
varied programs without using

these, so what are they and
what are the advantages of

using them?

A
As you are probably aware, a

variable in a program is a means of

remembering a volue. The value moy
be an integer, a real number, o

character, etc. It is held in memory
and is accessed by using the

variable's name. This is all that

languages such as Basic will allow.

In C, a further type of value may
be stored: that of a pointer. A pointer

is a positive integer that represents

(or points to) an area in the memory.

Like other variables, each pointer has
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its own name. Pointers are usually

used to point to other variables, so

that a variable's value may be

accessed directly without needing to

rofgrencQ its name.

This is useful when a function is

being called in C. Normally a

function makes local copies of all the

parameters it is supplied with. This

means that when the function alters

the values of these parameters, the

originals are left untouched. To pass

largo data structures in this way
would be time-consuming and

wasteful of memory. It would be

pretty pointless to do so anyway if

thm (unction was Intondod to modify

tho dtructuro. Instead, a pointer,

whose value is the location in

memory of the structure, is passed to

the function. Using this, the function

can directly read and write the data

structure's contents.

When calling AmigaDOS and

Intuition routines, pointers are used

extensively. Often a pointer's value

points to another pointer which in

turn points to a variable. Figure One
should help clarify things. CR

Q
Clocking on
I have bought a RAM
expansion with a battery

backed-up clock. Is there any
way I can alter the startup-

sequence in my Workbench
disk so that the time is

displayed at the top of my
monitor screen while

Workbench is running?

A
First, always make a copy of your

Workbench disk before modifying it

so that you can go back to the

original if you mess the copy up. This

is especially true when changing the

startup-sequence since, if you make a

mistake, you may not be able to re-

boot your Amiga. Having safely

mode your back up, it is time to start

fiddling about.

The command you want is called,

appropriately enough, Clock. You

will be able to find Clock in the

Utilities directory. There are a

number of options useable with this

command (you can find out what

these are by typing 'clock ?' From the

Shell] but a simple digital clock at the

top of the screen can be displayed

by keying in the line:

run clock digital2

The problem with this is that if you

insert it into your startup-sequence,

th* initial CLI will not close down and

you won't be able to see the

Workbench screen - not a very

useful state of affairs. This is because

the Clock program has on

input/output handler attached to the

CLI, even though one is not required.

To avoid this happening, the input

and output of the command can be

re-directed to NIL:, as below:

run <nil: >nil: clock
digital2

Simply insert this line in your startup-

sequence between the path and the

LoadWB commands, and, well, there

you have it. CR

a
I see no C in PD
I was thinking of buying a C
compiler from the public

domain. The problem is that I

don't know C very well, and I

was wondering if such
compilers come with their own
manuals. If not, can you
recommend a good book that

will teach me?

A
More often than not, any

documentation provided with a PD

compiler will let you know about the

peculiarities of its implementation,

along with the commands necessary

to compile and link programs. You

would be very lucky indeed to find

one that would teach you C.

There is a PD disk-based C
manual for the Amiga, written by

Anders Bjerin. It comes with lots of

example programs and explains how

you can use C to get at all the

Amiga's graphics facilities, such as

moving sprites and custom screens.

But if you want to learn C from

scratch, probably the best place to

look is The C Programming Language

by Kernighan and Ritchie. This is the

book that most C programmers swear

by and, until recently, it provided the

only definition of the language

available. Of course, having taught

yourself C, you will then have to

learn how to program C on the

Amiga, which is a task in itself. CR

Q
Through the window
I have been trying to copy
programs from my Workbench
disk onto an empty disk of my
own. Unfortunately, when I

moved the icons into the new
window they were placed on
top of each other. Even if I

expand the window and move
them about, the next time I

open the window up they are

Figure One

The variable 'pointdr's value is an address that points to the
variable 'fred'. The variable 'point Ts value is an address
pointing to 'point2', which in turn points to fred.

back where they started. How
can I separate them?

A
There is a way to make Workbench

remember any changes you make to

a window, using the Snapshot option

on the rightmost menu at the top of

the screen.

You probably need a bigger

window, so the first thing to do is

expand it, and then, while the

window is selected, select Snapshot.

Whenever the window is opened it

will appear at this new size.

Similarly, you can move an icon

to where you want it inside the

window and take a Snapshot of its

new position. Bear in mind that the

icon must be selected for Snapshot to

work. If you want to move more than

one icon, you can Snapshot each

individually, or you can keep the shift

key held down while you use the

mouse to select all of them and then

do a single Snapshot. CR

Q
Install stalled
How do I install a disk with

only one disk drive? I tried

typing 'Install dfOV from the

Shell, but a requester
appeared asking me to insert

the Workbench disk. When I

did so, I got an error message
saying that the disk is write-

protected. Is there a way to

make it realise that I want to

install my own disk and not
the Workbench one?

A
There are two ways around this

annoying problem. The first is to put

your Workbench disk in the drive

and type:

install ?

The Amiga will respond with o list of

the possible options and wait for you

to type in those you require. At this

point, take out the Workbench disk

and put in the one you want to

install. When the drive light has gone

off, type:

dfO:

And press RETURN. Your own disk

will then be installed.

The alternative is to copy the

install program from the C directory

of the Workbench on to your RAM

I SEE NO TIPS
Don't need our help? Reckon
you can do a better job of

giving advice and tips on a
subject? Well, do it! As well

as asking for advice, we
want you to give it too. If you
have discovered a useful tip

or two for any program,
hardware, language etc, then

send it to us and if it's any
good we will use it on the

Amiga Answers page and
bung you £5 in return. If you
think we have got an answer
wrong, or have failed to give

the full picture, then give us

what you think is the right

answer - we might even

cough up some cash for that

too. So don't just sit there,

get tipping and help out your
fellow Amiga owners. Send
them to: Amiga Tips, Amiga
Shopper, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

continued on poge 1?
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conftnued from poge 1

1

disk, using the command:

copy dfO:c/install ran:

You cai\ then insert your own disk

and install it immediately with:

install dfO:

It is a good idea, if you hove enough

memory, to copy those AmigaOOS
commands that you use the most onto

the RAM disk. It can save you an

awful lot of disk swapping. CR

Q
Banking on Protext
Recently I decided to use my
Amiga to keep a record of my
finances. I typed all my bank
statements into Protext 4, but

instead of saving the file as

Bank Account' as I intended, I

mistakenly saved it as 'Bank
Account without the
unHt'fvnre. Now, when I try

to make a backup of the file

on another disk, I find I can't

because AmigaDOS will not

recognise filenames that have

a space in them.

A
You can force AmigaDOS into

treating a name including spaces as

just one word by enclosing it in

double quotes. However, the whole

of the pathname must be in quotes. If,

for example, your file was in the

subdirectory 'Documents' on the RAM
disk, you could copy it to dfO: by the

following:

copy "RAM: Documents /Bank
Account" to dfO:

Alternatively, you could try using

the Rename cwmmgnd, but again you

must enclose the filename and its

path in quotes This would save any

future confusion. CR

•Q
red one

Whenever my Amiga crashes I

get a great big flashing red

box and a Guru Number.
What do they mean, and what
possible use can they have?

Big

A
To most people, the short answer is

not a lot. The initiated, however, use

the Guru Meditation Number to tell a

great deal about what has caused

the machine to crash. All of the Alerts

(the proper name for a Guru box) are

defined in the system header file

called 'exec/alerts'. You can get a

listing of that file from the Addison

Wesley Includes & Autodocs manual.

Now for an approximate translation

of what it all means.

The alert number is divided into

several parts. The bit to the right of

the decimal point is the memory

address of the task that was running

when the error occurred. The left

hand portion is an encoded error

number in which the first two digits

identify the operating system module

that reported the error (this is called

the Subsystem ID).

The next two digits specify the

general error-type, which identifies

such things as out-of-memory

conditions and missing libraries.

Finally the last four digits give more

specific information about exactly

what type of error has occurred (with

the interpretation depending on the

particular subsystem involved).

Alerts can also be caused by a

68000 processor exception and,

when this happens, the subsystem

and general error codes will be zero.

The specific error code will be the

'trap number' of the trap as defined

by the 68000 chip. The error code

03, for instance, means a 68000
addressing error has occurred.

While talking about guru alerts,

it's worth mentioning that, in many

cases when the initial 'Software Error

- task held' requester appears, it

usually means just that - the rogue

task has just been prevented from

running. Providing that the program

concerned has not screwed the

operating system up (eg by

overwriting important system memory

locations) there's a chance you'll be

able to switch to another window (or

open another Cll) and save any

important files before selecting

CANCEL and rebooting. PO

Q
Making a DIN
How do I get MIDI information

into sequencers such as Music

X or Dr T's KCS program?

A
The Amiga collects MIDI data via its

serial port, but to get the right

electrical and cable connections you

have to use something called a MIDI

interface (these cost from £20
upwards and are available from

almost all Amiga dealers). Take one

MIDI lead from the MIDI-OUT

terminal of the synthesizer (or

whatever it is that you are using) and

connect it to the MIDI-IN terminal on

the interface. Assuming you also

want to play back your recording,

you then need to take a second lead

from the MIDI-OUT terminal of the

interface and connect it to the MIDI-

IN terminal on the synthesizer.

Recording is simple. You just

load your sequencer program, set it

into record mode (you'll have to look

in the sequencer manuals for this sort

of information because every

sequencer has a different way of

doing this) and play. Whenever you

touch the keyboard, or alter a

control, your synthesizer will transmit

digital messages (MIDI messages)

and it is these messages that the

sequencer will store.

Once you've recorded something

just select the sequencer's play option

(again all sequencers have different

ways of doing this) and copies of the

recorded messages will be sent back

to the synthesizer. The result? The

synthesizer will use those MIDI

messages to recreate the music you

originally played.

Once familiar with the basic

ideas, you'll find very few problems

in practise. When things do go

wrong it will usually be something

annoyingly simple, such as plugging

one of your leads into the wrong

socket or not having the instruments

set to the right MIDI channels.

Many newcomers do in fact get

quite confused about MIDI channels

and the standardisation of the MIDI

messages, so here's the brief run-

down: MIDI recognises the existence

of 16 separate channels and a large

class of MIDI messages, known as

Channel messages, contain a

channel number embedded within

the message. This allows pieces of

equipment to be selective about the

types of messages they make use of

and that's why it is possible to have

electronic drums, sequencers and

synthesizers etc, all attached via a

single cable loop.

It's a bit like someone writing a

letter to yourself, sticking it in an

addressed envelope and posting it.

The letter, along with a great many
others, gets shuffled around the mail

system, but the contents are

essentially ignored until it arrives at

your door You know the letter is for

you because it's got your name and

address on it - MIDI units know when

a channel message has arrived for

them because it has their channel

number built into the message.

The formats of the various MIDI

messages are laid down in the MIDI

standard. At the highest level, you've

got the channel messages just

mentioned and messages of more

general interest to the system. These

latter 'System messages' fall into

three subcategories known as Real

Time, Common, and Exclusive.

What is not laid down in the

standard is the number of different

types of message that pieces of

equipment must transmit, nor in many
cases the exact effect of MIDI'S

special controller messages. Some
budget-priced synthesizers transmit

just a few basic messages types. The

more expensive models usually offer

for more comprehensive facilities. For

specific details of what facilities are

or ore not supported, you'll have to

look at the MIDI Implementation

Chart and which will be provided in

the synthesizer's manual. PO

Q
Listing links
I am in the process of writing

a simple database program.
Obviously, the actual amount
of data will be variable, and I

have heard that the best way
to store this data is by using

something called a 'linked

list'. How do I implement
'linked lists' using C?

A
In C, linked lists are usually

implemented by using pointers. Each

list item will contain some data and a

pointer to another similar item. This in

turn will contain yet another data

item and a pointer field which is used

to identify the next item (if there is

one). Conventions, such as using a

special 'header node' and setting the

last pointer in a chain to NULL, help

identify the beginnings and endings

of such chains.

Chains that are linked by one

pointer per item can of course be

searched in one direction only. To be

able to traverse such lists in two

directions (ie, backwards and

forwards) we need two pointers per

item and that is why these

arrangements are normally called

'doubly-linked lists'.

There are all sorts of variations

on this basic theme. If, for example,

you wanted to retrieve items from the

start of the list but always to add new
items to the end of the list (ie create a

queue arrangement), then you would

need to keep a record of the location

of the last item in the list (the tail) as

well as the first real item. In that

situation the best idea is to include

both pointers within the header node.

Where do these items get

stored? Well, it's possible to make o

static memory allocation or

dynamically pre-allocate enough

memory for the items to be stored.

The trouble with this approach is that

that the list can overflow, even

though there may still be system

memory available.

One of the most versatile ways
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ground this is to uso calloc()/free()

calls to dynamically allocate memory

for items as Is needed. It's not difficult

to do and perhaps the best idea is to

give an example - here's the

rundown on how to create a dynamic

allocation version of the queue

arrangement just mentioned:

You need to create o queue

descriptor structure which contains

pointers to the first and last items of a

linked list of queue items (NULL if

qu«ue is empty]. In the Following

examples I've also included a value

representing the size of the objects

being placed in the queue - this

allows me to use me same routines

with mvlliple lists, oath storing

different sized objects. A suitable

queue header (which I call the queue

descriptor) might look like this:

struct QueueDescriptor

{

otruct ©ueueltem

*FirstItem;
struct Queueltem
Lastltem;
UBYTE ItemSize;

)?

The queue items themselves would

need to be based on a structure

containing a 'next item in the queue

list' pointer, and a reference to the

first byte of some unspecified data

item. The following instruction would

do the job:

struct Queueltem

{

struct Queueltem
*NextItem;
UBYTE Data[l]; /*

actually user defined
amount of data */

};

With these type of structures the rest

is easy. To check whether a list is

empty, for instance, you just have to

examine the head entry to see if it's a

valid (ie non NULL) address.

In other words if the address:

queue_descriptor_p-
>FirstItem

is not NULL then you will know that

the list isn't empty and that the first

real item in the list will be found at

that address.

The ideas are easy enough, but

it'll make more sense if you have

some code to think about. Figure Two

shows a couple of routines that

illustrate the sort of code needed to

add and remove items from such a

queue. I've used ANSI-style C where

QUEUE is a generic (void *) type

pointer (hence the cast at the start of

the routines). If you get stuck, or if

this hasn't answered all your

questions, write again and we'll try

and convince Bob Wade to run an

in-depth tutorial. PO

Q
OU-Bridge
I am about to embark on an
Open University computing
course and the recommended
machine is an IBM PC. I have
heard that it is possible to get

a 'bridgeboard' for my Amiga
2000 that will give me PC
compatibility. What exactly

does this involve?

A
The AT/XT bridgeboard hardware

consists of a large board that fits into

one of the large expansion slots

inside the Amiga 1500/2000. It has

the capability to emulate an IBM PC,

with a high level of compatibility,

from within the Amiga environment.

What this means, in essence, is

that by clicking on a icon you can

change the Amiga instantly into a

PC, with the resultant increase in the

availability of business software that

is currently in circulation for that

machine. The change is not

permanent however, and closing the

window will bring the computer

straight back to its original Amiga

state. Flicking between windows will

always bring you back to where you

were on the PC. A Ctrl-Alt-Del key

sequence while in emulation mode
will reboot the PC without affecting

the Amiga in the slightest.

There is no need for additional

hardware; the PC emulation supports

CGA and Monochrome graphics

modes on your normal Amiga

monitor. A switch on the board itself

will determine which of these modes

it will boot in, and another will

configure the available memory. A
VGA card can be purchased, but this

would necessitate the adding of

another suitable monitor to display

the higher level of graphics.

Otherwise, the only recommended

extra purchase would be a hard disk

drive, although this is not essential.

A special Workbench disk is

supplied with the hardware, sporting

a PC drawer (including all the extra

facilities available for the PC) and a

Janus handling device located within

the expansion drawer. When this

Workbench disk is loaded, the

BindDrivers command in the startup-

sequence uses this device to

configure the bridgeboard for

subsequent use. All of the above can

be copied to a normal Workbench

1 .3 disk provided there is enough

room after deleting unwanted files.

A hard disk drive, 5.25-inch

Figure Two - Clever queues with C
BOOL AddToQ(QUEUE
'descriptor p, UBYTE
'data item)

I

BOOL error flag =TRUE; COUNT
i; struct Queueltem
#new_item_p;
struct QueueDescriptor
"queue descriptor p;

queue descriptor p = (struct

QueueDescriptor

1

if (new item p=( struct

Queueltem '

)

calloc(l, siieof( struct

Queueltem)
1 queue descriptor p-

>HemSize))

(

if(queue descriptor p-

>First»tem)

I

queue descriptor p->Lastltem

>NexHtem =new item p;

queue descriptor p-

>LasHtem =new item p;

}

i

queue descriptor p-

>Firstltem = new item p;

> Lasrltemrnew item p;

J

for (i=0;i<queue descriptor p-

>ltem$ize;U +
)

{r»ew_rtem_D-

>Data[i) = "dota item ++;J
error Bag=FALSE;

return(error flog):

BOOL RemoveFromQ(QUEUE
"descriptor p, UBYTE
*data _ item)

I

BOOL error_rlag = TRUE; COUNT
i; UBYTE "dead block p;

struct QueueDescriptor
'queue descriptor p;
queue descriptor p={ struct

QueueDescriptor
")descriptor p;

if (queue descriptor p-

>FSrstttem)

I

for (i=0; Uqueue descriptor p-

>ItemSize; i + +
}

{

"data item++=queue descripto

r_p->Firstftem-»Data[i];

}

deod block p=(UBYTE
*)queue descriptor p-

> Firs tlte re-

queue descriptor p-

>Firstttem =queue descriptor p
> Firstttem-> Next*rem;
iHqueue descriptor p-

>Firstltem = =:NULL}

queue descriptor p-

>Lastltem = NULL;
free(dead block p);

error flog=FALSE;

retum(error_fkig);

j

floppy or 3.25-inch disk drives can

be added directly to the bridgeboard

but this would then mean they would

not be accessible by the Amiga. A
better configuration would be to have

a hard disk connected to the Amiga
and allow the bridgeboard to access

a portion as o pseudo hard drive.

tf oH this sounds a bit

complicated, rt isn't. A large file is

merely created on the Amiga hard

disk. The Amiga sees this as a
normal yet unusable file in its own
directory, but by the PC it con be

formatted and used just as though it

were its own dedicated hard disk.

Isn't it amazing what they can do

with computers these days?

If you think that is impressive,

then you might also be interested to

know that it is possible to create

virtual drives on just about any

Amiga drive device, including the

RAM disk and 3.5-inch floppy,

thereby allowing them to be
temporarily converted to PC

peripherals for the time you are

working with the bridgeboard. A
virtual drive is similar to the Amiga's

RAM disk. H is configured for an

initial size and will grow os more

data is added to it.

In order to achieve these effects,

as small program colled PCDisk must

be running prior to accessing the

bridgeboard. This can easily be

overcome by placing the command
in the startup-sequence.

Other commands in the PC
drawer allow the bridgeboard to

update its built-in clock with that of

the Amiga, convert the Amiga mouse

continutd on pogt U
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AND DELIVERY
Express Courier Delivery £5.00 Extra

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE Irom one ol the longest

established companies in .heir field, with a
reputation lor good service and prices. We have
invested ntflviiy in a computer system to enable

our Telesales stall to provide up-lo-the-minute

stock information coupled with highly efficient

order processing. Our fully equipped Workshop
?npbt9» v» te wry v«n almost ony repair on our

premises. Wc feci sure that you won't be
dt»»ppoiiMocj if you chooto Evtsham Micros.

HOW TO ORDER

Call us now on

0386 765500
Lines open Monday -Saturday,

9.00am - 5.30pm

rf>
Send Cheque. Postal Order or

j£_D ACCESS/VISA card details to :

Unit 9, St Richards Rd.

Evesham, Worcs
WR11 6XJ

& ACCESS / VISA
Cards Welcome^

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible

Express Courier delivery £5.00 extra

Please note that 5 working days must be allowed

(or persons! cheque clearance.

Mall Order Fox: 0386-765354

RETAIL SHOWROOMS
All our Showroom outlets hold large stocks of most

Hems and also supply from a tar wider product range

than advertised. Please do not hesitate to ring any ol

our showrooms and discuss your requirements with a

member ol our highly trained staff.

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

V 0386 766180
lax : 0386 765364

Open Mon-Sat.. 9.00 - 5.30

5 Gttsson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA

IT 0223 323898
fax : 0223 322883

Open Moo Frl. 9.30 -6.00

and Sot. 9.00 -5.30

IBM Oeoier • Corporate SoeciaRsr

1762 Penhore Rood, Cotteddge
Birmingham &30 3BH

IT 021 458 4564
fox: 02 1 433 3825

Open Mon-Sat. 9.00 - 5.30

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

IT 0386-40303
Monday lo Friday. 9.30 - 5.30

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS
Ait (latmls correct ar time ol press

All goods subject to availability. E. & O.F.

3'A" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
AMAZING LOW PRICE

!

£54.95
Including VAT & delivery

Very quiet

Slimline design

Suits any Amiga
Cooling Vents

Sleek, high quality metal casing

Quality Citizen Drive Mechanism
On / Off switch on rear of drive

Full 880K Formatted Capacity

Long reach connection cable

Also available:

5.25" External Drive

40 80 Track Switchable

Only £99.00 inc. VAT-dehvery

AMIGA A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES

512K RAM/CLOCK
UPGRADE

m

512K
RAM CLOCK
EXPANSION
FEATURES :

-V Direct replacement tor the A501 expansion

i* Convenient On / Off Memory Switch

-> Auto-recharging battery backed Real-Time Clock

u Compact Unit Size : Ultra-neat design

> Only 4 low power consumption FASTRAMs

['•

512K RAM Expansion 1
also available without

clock for only

1 .5MB RAM BOARD
:* Fully populated board Increases total RAM In A500 to 2MB 1

-V Plugs Into the trapdoor expansion, and connects to GARY chip

A Includes Auto-recharglng battery-backed Real-Time Clock

* Socketed FASTRAM ICs for accommodating up to 1.5MB RAM

Unpopulated RAM board with clock «...«.««„««..«.«-. £ 39.95

RAM Board as above, with 512K FASTRAM Installed £ 59.95

RAM Board as above, with 1MB FASTRAM installed - £ 74.95

RAM Board as above, wtth 1.5Mb FASTRAM installed £ 89.95

N B : The expansion Board requires Kkckstart i 3 to operate - Klckslarl 1.3

upgrade available 'rom us tor € 79 95

COMMODORE A590 HARD DISK
Good quality Commodore HanJ Disk unit. axkxJng Its own PSU and builHn cooAng fan.

Features sockets tor up lo 2Mb ol on-toanj FASTRAM sipansion (see betow) 80m*

Access lime, wtfi up to 2 4M&sec transfer rale. Auioboots when used with KicKstan 1 .3

Commodore A590 Hard Drive ( 20Mb Hard Disk ) £ 279.00

A590 RAM
UPGRADES

A590 RAM Upgrades are fifed Iree

ol charge when bought with an A590

512K Upgrade
i Me upgrade
2Mb Upgrade

C 31.95

£5995
£99 95

We currently support specially upgraded versions of the A590
incorporating NEC high capacity, fully autoparking SCSI drives

(25ms access time) SCSI interlaced hard drives offer a

substantial performance Increase over conventional units.

We are also oftenng the NEC mechanisms seperatery. either cased for

those who wish to "chain on' an additional hard d*sk to their A590, or on
their own for internally replacing their existing A590 20Mb mechanism

A590 upgraded with fast 40Mb NEC SCSI Disk E 479.00

A590 upgraded with fast 100Mb NEC SCSI Disk £ 669.00

A590 with 40Mb NEC SCSI Disk.

PLUS 2MB RAM FASTRAM fitted ................... £ 559.00

NEC 40Mb SCSJ Drive cased with PSU
to directly add-on to the Commodore A590 £ 349.00

NEC Drive cased with PSU as above. 1 00Mb version £ 549.00

NEC 40Mb SCSI Drive mechanism on Its own £ 249.00

NEC 100Mb SCSI Drive mechanism on Its own ..„., i..- L l... £ 44900

AMIGA 1 500/2000
UPGRADES

.UPGRADLB.0AflD.KfI
Kits comprise ol full size hard disk controller cards

incorporating unpopulated SIMMS RAM eipans.on

sockets lor accomodating up to 8Mb RAM. PLUS
high speed, lost access NEC SCSI hard disks

40MB HARD DRIVE
S INTERFACE / RAM CARD £ 399.00
100MB HARD DRIVE
S INTERFACI MAM CARD I 399 OO
Pl£ASEN0TE ThSM« unpopuUJsa HAM lootstt AddC

1 1 * 00 Of 2M> 9 RAM «**«

8MB RAM Expansion Board
«*itn 2Mb O-RAM titled, only C 229.00

DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO
Th« onry fut-foaturad •natnaborvpewit program to uMm
suto <h tr-t art tocftnsqusi mat ars cftaractaratc ol

O&ntY-tiyiv anirnabon SpacuM fsatutas L#t you
ftupervrpoM your Animations on background ptctiXM
Samps* ar*ma*ons. plus sound •Asd fctvanr <nc*udad

m tr-» package, from wftcft you can add to your

QTMMn Supports IFF Anlm gr*pr*cs formats and
SONIX. SMUS and INSTR sound tormatm Groat prto»i

Normal RRP : £ 99.95

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL PRICE „. C69.95



ACCESSORIES

NEW! ZY-FI
amplified stereo speakers

REAUSE THE

TRUE SOUND

POTENTIAL OF

YOUR AMIGA

WITH THIS PAIR

OF FULL HANCE

SPEAKERS!

Your Amiga produces fine quality hi-fi stereo sound.

Enjoy quality stereo sound reproduction ft> the full

with this specialty designed, great new twin speaker

system I Features reflex ported speaker design with 3

separate drivers in each unit, and incorporates a

built-in amplifier with adjustable volume control. Runs
from PSU (supplied) or from batteries (not included).

ONLY £39.95
INCLUDING VAT
AND DEUVERY

VIDI AMIGA
VIDI-AMICA

Wttoty rtganfed at tnt Mil tn u
cMtgory VIOI Amiga *Sm *gftr*w

•motet you ID *

• Htvt pMad ftMH freWt from

any v*J»o, m up to 16 %fmOm
• Grab real nma 3*0 imagM
• Stoft | raptay acftofi wquancM
• flaaHw Desktop VWao
• and much rrtchmora

VIDI Amiga ha oomprntM «th at

vMao atandarda. agootxr. aw
VMS Bala. PAL. KTSC **c

VIDI-CHROMt AMIGA
Colour frama grabbing «grada

anablmg producton of Had. Own
and 8*1* afcamara eefetn uaing a
bUA^fifta camara. by uaa of Man
(Cototir cim«r.v'video racordar

MB'

VIDI-RGB
AuiftfTMftcaty s*paniaa n+d Graan

and B»ja cotour signal from *dao
raccida* or camara. anabing aasy

produdcnt4a«>uf picturas

VIDI Amiga :£ 95.00
VIDI Ch'om«..„__. E IB 95
VIOI RGB C 64.05

MINIGEN Genlock Adapter E 95.00

TRUEMOUSE
.

WE GUAfUHTEE thai tfits Is me
amoothMt, moat reeponaJve and

accurate replacement mouse you

can buy for th« Amkja. ExoMkwil

performance, amazing tow pries I

P17 Q 1? GUARANTEED

GOLDEN MAGE OPTICAL MOUSE «*c«*tnt Bawl & accuracy C 37AS

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY
SCANNER TOUCH-UP

OUattndang Qiatfty uctttnt vahua lor fnonay fm
PaaAaga nexbas a i0O400dp scannar we cfttv

Via vnaDnglr po***U TOUCH-UP
paAaga wti* d^*s tha Kvrar d*rac»y Scama*

ndudas vwsmg *w»ow I baAla>H lor awcurmia

•vary ftma Scan arthar hn»an or gray

imagas up to 400dp4 Many Imig*)

anh«n»rtwii ft spaoaJ aflarA avi

frtim witfaw-i Touch-Up A
Nauiafri try OmtOoq PWmtwq wtrt-

£179.00 INCLUDING VAT
AND DEUVERY

PHILIPS \S
n TV/MONITO

vmti rts oedkatad monitor Input, trrta

mode* comblnaa tna advantagaa of a high

quality madlum raaolimon colour monitor

with tna convanlanca of mmon control

Tateteit TV - it an excellent tow prtca !

OOCQ AQ Including VAT.
delivery & cab la

GAMIGA
C*

LOOK WHAT ELSE YOU GET
WHEN YOU BUY AN AMIGA

FEATURE PACK FROM

AMIGA 500 SCREEN GEMS PACK
Top-selling package includes Amiga 500 now
Includes 1Mb RAM, plus 1Mb Drive and TV

modulator, also Night Breed', 'The Beast 2', 'Back

to the Future 2\ 'Days of Thunder', Deluxe Paint II'.

A500 1MB SCREEN GEMS PACKAGE £ 369.99

A500 Screen Gems Package

PLUS Evesham Micros 3Vr External Drive .. £ 419.99

r
i

i

i

i

i

TraCkault taarvioar 90 Java Treasure Trap

Block Alancna Lost'N fcUza Wtcrnen

Bait* Squadron Dial Mot Tank Bart*

Nigel HaneeJI Subbutao

PLUS I A wortJprocossor and spreadsheet

l

i

i

l

i

i

i

i

J

AMIGA 500 CLASS OF THE 90S PACK

Pack features A500 computer plus A501 512K
RAM Upgrade. TV Modulator. 8 Software Titles.

10 Disks, Mouao Mai. Video Tape and more ....

CLASS OF THE 90's Package £ 549.00

Class of the 90s Pack plus 37." Drive .. £ 600.00

AMIGA 1500 STARTER PACK
InckxJQaV A1 5O0 computer ( 1 Mb RAM. 2 n 3*/2*

Drtv#a. 8 expansion slots). Commodort Hi
Rosolutron Colour Monitor, plus Softwnru Including:
Ooiuxo Paint |ir« Battto Cheu". 'Sfin City* and T7>e

Worka (busino&s software).

A1500 STARTER PACKAGE C M9.00

AMIGA 500
COMPUTER
BASE PACK

Features a Genuine UK version 512K Amiga 500 Base package E 299.99

Commodore Amiga 500 compuler with A500 Pack as above, with

1Mb Internal Drive, TV Modulator. 512K RAM / Clock Upgrade fitted £ 329.99

i
Mouse. Power Supply. KickStart 1 .3. etc. A500 Pack wtth External 3V Drive £ 349.99

(Note: Does not include extra software A500 Pack wtth External 37," Drive and
package as with otherpackages above) 512K RAM/ Clock Upgrade fitted

, £379.99
¥ ^m

NEW! VIRUS PROTECTOR
BANISH VIRUS PROBLEMS!

Our compact Virus Protector fits easily to the Port of the

last disk driva In your Amiga system, protecting all Internal

and external drives from boot block viruses. Incorporates a
awfich to enable or

disable the protection

facility. Top value I
ONLY £9.95

REPLACEMENT A500 PSU
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500

type replacement Power Supply

Unit Good quality 'switch mode'

type. Super low price I

ONLY £39.95

MIDI INTERFACE
GET CONNECTED I

Our Kay ojmpaaBa, rtgh queWy MIDI rtartace comactt dracsy «•> tm Amoa
tana) pot and pnMdaa M. OUT a THRU pons lor good ftanbatr Faauaa LED

locators on aacn port tor

dtagnoaac purpoaat.

compact daaqn.

Saparb ONLY £19.95

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER
SS-S-SAMPLE THIS I

Oftirtag kM conpatMTy wto tkrom any AlMgt iudb <*g*m# parAagv our

Sound Stmpttr tteMim ticsiltrt artutry. y**dkng pratestonaJ rnuls. The

mam A/D convene* gives i d01Wng resoluHon o* up to SOKKz. win a (an a4«W

rale Two phono wWorts are pnjvttsd tor stareo Ine rpm pk)M an opion lor

rm^ophona M^jsutto gir a
bufl-ti•c^evad wth

knob Cornptfte «th

ckynar 4L* cortarwig aounO

KRAFT TRACKBALL
vary ragn guaaty traohbal. dracfly cuiuaBUa to any

Anga. ST or C8M*64. ptoa many oSwt
Ctoaratas Irom Bjaj mouaa or oyttc* port.

and taatuaa MtactatM drag corWot /

autofra twtton tor vsrsaStty and battar

action Laft or right hand use. wrtn Wal ona-

nandadcontol Top ouahty consoucoon ano ogto

rnachartcal daagn, daavamg rvgh spasd and

accuracy avary Sma No dm«r aoaawi naadad i

ONLY £44.95

[Philips CaiB833 Mfc.H including cablo C 239 00

1

AT-Onoa Harowar* PC Emuaaor toaturing COA and

Harcutoa aaaSafsa, aupport tor hard Seal and aaaSaaal
memory No aoktanng naadad tor fatalation. . ...^.._...

KCS Po—rftoard Hardwara PC Ernuaaor win as own
iMbo(RAMonoaanl5t2KuaaaDtonAnigamooa
Klckattn UUpgrads
Amiga 500 Dual Cow ... " *•*

r i7soo

4J6

NEW! Olivetti DM1 24C
Outstanding 24 Pin COLOUR Printer

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

24-PIN COLOUR

PRINTING NOW

AVAILABLE - AT AN

AFFORDABLE PRICE

!

Combining tna advanaoaa of advanoad COLOUR output wrth tna

atatewlprajuaaryot Qajaaaj pyolaaaaonl 24-ptn prtnang. tna naw
DM124C rapraaants axcaaant vatua lor rnoneyl Conatatant rMgh

quality la aaaurad avary time, wtth no Ink excesses or pale Snea at

any apead Peace Of hind lor trouble-free uae to Ouavanreed. wrlth

Oavettra i2MonthaOn-S*te Warranty cover I

Q Fast 200 cpa output m draft. 50 ope m Laaar Quality mode
Q 7 Colour output. Qrapnaca naeotuOon up to 300 x lOOdpt

Q ParaJW mtariaoa. Tractor A Striata Shaat Feed aa atandard

J CompMla vrtth catoaa A 12 laOMTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY
Olivetti DM1 24C Normal RRP; £ 389.95 Inc.VAT

Evesham Micros QNLY £269.00
Special Offer Price iocvat. Deafen & cable

Automatic Cut Stmet mvaUa&e tor only C 79S5

PRINTERS Prices Include VAT,
delivery and cable)

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER !

All STAR Printers include 12 months On-Sile Maintenance

Buying
a Star
LCW?

For a limited time, we are
offering the Star LC- 10

Mk.ll at the same price of

an LC-101

Get the latest faster
version forjust

Price Inc. VAT, rJeivery. cocae a 1 Year On-S** Warranty

£159.00
Star LC 200 9-Pn Colour. 4 fonts, 180/45cps .. C 209.00

Star LC 24-10 24-Pin, 4 fonts, 180/60cps £215.00

Star LC 24-200 24-Pin, 5 fonts, 200/67cps £ 249.00
Star LC 24-200C 7 colour version ot above £ 289.00

MPDaekjetMO 3 paoas.tnjnute. 300 DPI ir*jet prtma> I 450.00

Oahrattl OatlOOS 20OO0 cpa 9^m. (nc.12 mrjrtfeCVSAI.- C 115X0
PanaaonlcKXPni23riew24-plnaucc«aaorioKXP1t24 .. t ffJMI

I
KrndWordB2 C 37 50
pretext vs r-tites
DtaBa Homt Accounta C18 95
DafcM Kar« 3 c S0J9
DHa# Vkleo 9 C 59 95

UutC-Xt.t CtlOOO
AMOS C3750
raSoSLaatceC _^ Ct79 00
OFABASICV3 £3995
OfA BASIC Compear £34 95

Dtajaaritl C 44.95

Roger RabU £ 90S
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to the PC, and switch the parallel

port to accept output from the

bridgeboard. A PC preferences

program is also available to Fine tune

everything just the way you like it

Copy and paste facilities are

available, enabling the Amiga to

extract text from the bridgeboard,

and vice versa, via a communal

clipboard. Bridgeboard colours can

be decreased for extra processing

speed or increased up to a maximum

of 16 Windows can be added and

existing ones frozen, the cursor

speed can be adjusted and the user

may decide how much processor

time should be devoted to the PC.

The Amiga certainly does enhance

the basic facilities of a PC, although

it has to be borne in mind that once

the PC is emulating, it is just that - a

PC, with all its inherent wobbly

mouse pointer and our old friend,

MoS*y DOS.

All the favourites, such as dBase,

Wordstar, Reflex and Lotus 123

appear to run without problems, but

there are a few programs that don't.

The Fixed Disk Organiser (on a

pseudo disk) seems to be one of

them, and there are bound to be a

few others.

Many of the questions I am
repeatedly asked about the

bridgeboard refer to the installation

and setting-up of the pseudo and

virtual drives. If enough of you write

in (hint, hint!) then maybe I could be

persuaded to write an article

addressing these problems.

The bridgeboard is not exactly

cheap, especially the AT version.

Many PC clones are advertised for

less, but when a PC can be

physically enhanced by the multi-

tasking abilities of the Amiga, it has

to be very seriously considered.

Besides, incorporating two great

computers into one takes up a lot less

room on the desk. MD

Q
A tad of RAD:
What is RAD:?

A
The term 'RAD:' can strike terror into

the heart of the average Amiga user.

It doesn't stand for RADiation or

RADical or anything dangerous. It

means Recoverable RAMdrive.

A Recoverable RAMdrive

emulates an external disk drive from

within the computer's memory,

retaining data after the Amiga has

been re-set. The necessary entry for

RAD: can be found within the

DEVS:Mountlist file of the

Workbench 1 .3 disk that comes with

your Amiga.

The normal RAMdrive, which is

automatically mounted when

Workbench is loaded, is suitable for

most needs because it dynamically

uses as much memory as it requires,

adjusting its size as files are added,

deleted or until available memory is

exhausted. This is why it always

appears full.

RAD is not dynamic. Once

memory has been allocated to it, it is

lost for ordinary use until RAD is

removed with the Shell command
RemRad and the machine is re-

booted. Users with 1Mb and more

will find this a small price to pay for

an extra disk drive that can load and

save data at up to four times the

Figure Three: defining a cube

(-5,-5,-5
(57-5,-5)

speed of a normal drive. The RAD
drive is not limited to the size

prescribed in the MountList; it can be

increased to 880k (normal disk drive

size) or more.

The real benefit of RAD: is that,

with a reasonable knowledge of the

Shell, a small startup-sequence can

be placed there which can make the

necessary assignments and mounts

before passing control to a non-

bootable hard disk, thus converting it

to a bootable hard disk, to all intents

and purposes. AID

Q
Blitter witter
I have heard that one of the

things that makes the Amiga
special is its 'blitter'. What is it

and what is it used for?

The blitter - short for Block Image

Transfer - is a sequence of

instructions within Agnus to move

data from one location to another.

Because this is a custom chip with

little dependence on the main

processor, this can all happen

extremely quickly.

So, you might ask, why should I

wish to move data from one location

to another at blinding speed? Well,

the answer lies in the Amiga's

graphics capabilities.

If a block of graphics data can

be moved quickly enough and it

doesn't effect the other actions the

computer happens to be doing at the

time, then you have the basis for

effective animation. There are many
ways that this can be used.

Page flipping, where one screen

is replaced by another, will give the

impression of movement if the images

of each screen are subtly different.

This involves the blitter in the same

way that a Clear Screen command
does, by filling the relevant area of

memory with given data.

The blitter can also be used to

scroll rectangular areas of the screen

either horizontally or vertically. There

is a Graphics library routine called

ScrollRaster which is used for this

purpose. A blitter object - or BOB as

it is more commonly known - is

implemented by using the blitter to

capture a specific area of data (the

image) and transferring it to another

area, either on or off the screen.

The image need not be

transferred exactly as captured.

'Masks' can be introduced to affect

the way in which the final image will

be portrayed. A mask, put simply, is

a means of extracting selected parts

of on image and leaving the rest,

typically the background, behind.

The mask consists of logical

operations such as PSET (switch a

pixel 'on'), PRESET (switch a pixel

'off'), AND, OR and XOR.

You have probably used the

blitter chip in your progams without

realising it. The GET and PUT array

commands and the SCROLL
command in AmigaBasic

automatically access the blitter. For C
programmers, the necessary blitter

routines are in the Graphics library,

but there are certain rules that you

will have to adhere to otherwise an

unwelcome visit from Mr Guru is

more than likely.

Check out the libraries or

computer stores for some good books

to help you explore this area more

fully. Amiga games programmers

make extensive use of the blitter, and

you will too if you know a good thing

when you see it. AID

-—Q
PC pix problem
Is there a program available

to display and save PC picture

files as IFF?

A
There are several ways to do this.

One way is to convert the PC files to

GIF format on a PC and then use the

PD program HAMGIF to convert them

to IFF. This is handy for those hard-to-

view 256-colour VGA pics. Another

way around it is to get the PC file

into PICT format and use Imagelink.

Unfortunately, most image crunchers

are in PC format, you see, but they

do work with PC Emulators like the

KCS Power PC board. The programs

I would recommend are Optiks,

Hijaak and Graphics Workshop.

Optiks and GWS are shareware, but

Hijaak is a commercial program. All

three of these handle Mac, PC and

Amiga format picture files. If any

coders are reading this, the market is

ripe for a reliable Mac/PC/Amiga
picture file switcher on the Amiga, so

get coding and send us a copy while

you're at it. PS

Q
A, what's up?
How do I include ['ae' joined

together] and ['a' with a little

circle above it] in text entered

in Deluxe Paint?

A
The command you are after is

setmap, which you can find in the

System drawer. The tricky thing about

16
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using setmap from Workbench is that

it needs you to alter the default tool

In »ne Ink mens/. A more reliablo

way fo alter your Itoymapj i» to insert

It Into your startup.sequence, as this

loads up when you boot and stays

put. The line might look something

like this:

System/setmap n

There you go. PS

Q
Open says me
There If a Clots Workbench
command on AMOS; is mere
an equivalent Open
Workbench command?

A
Close Workbench should only really

bo put into a program if you arm

short of space. It closes the

Workbench down, saving you an all-

important 40K of space.

Unfortunately, there is no Open

Workbench command and frankly

there is no need for one. When a

program finishes, it re-opens the

Workbench for you. The only way to

get Workbench back is to close

AMOS and open it agoin. PS

Q
Over the bar
Disney's Animation Studio

uses .SMUS score filet to ploy

musk. Are there any programs
on the market that will enable

me to create an SMUS
conversion?

Q

SMUS is the IFF format for music

scores on the Amiga. At least, it was
until everyone caught on to how
large and inefficient it was.

Nowadays everyone uses

Soundtracker and its equivalents.

ThetQ are a couple of utilities and

programs that convert from SMUS -

Music X for example - but very few

that convert to SMUS, it being such

an outmoded standard and all that.

You could try using MED 3.0

(available from Amiganuts) to load a
soundtracker score, play it out as

MIDI into another Amiga running

Sonix or Deluxe Music Construction

Set, then edit the instruments,

although I admit that is a slightly

convoluted signal path. The problem

Is lhar 5MU5 does not save its

instruments, but stores them in a

separate directory called Instruments,

whereas Soundtracker modules store

the samples as part of the file. PS

Fly by wire
I have been planning a game
for some time now. It is a 3D
game using wireframe
graphics/ but I'm having some
trouble in representing a 3D
shape on a 2D screen. How is

this done? Also, how do I

make these shapes rotate? The
effect I'm looking for is similar

to the way the spaceships in

Elite turn in space.

A
What you need to do is to keep track

of two separate co-ordinate systems:

the imaginary three-dimensional one

in which your game takes place and

the two dimensional one of the

screen you are using. The trick is to

know how to make the transformation

between the two.

First you have to define your 3D
shape. Wireframe shapes are stored

as a series of points representing

their corners. Since these need three

values to specify them, the easiest

method is to use three arrays (X, Y

and Z). Then your drawing routine

goes along these arrays, drawing

lines between each point and the

previous one. Using this method, you

have to define some corners more

than once. A cube, for example,

needs 16 points instead of the

expected 1 2. This is so that all of the

joining lines are drawn. See Figure

three for an example. Notice that all

of the coordinates are defined

relative to the cube's centre.

Now we come to plotting the

shape. Since the cube exists in 3D
space, a further set of coordinates is

required to define its position in this

space, say Xpos, Ypos and Zpos.

These define where the centre of the

cube will lie. The absolute

coordinates of any point in our cube

can be found by adding the point's

relative coordinates to [Xpos, Ypos,

Zpos]. Before we plot this point (or

rather, draw a line between it and

another point) we must transform the

resultant coordinates

[Xabs,Yabs,Zabs] into a set of 2D
screen coordinates [Xscr, Yscr].

Assuming our vanishing point (ie

the origin of the 3D coordinate

system) lies at the centre of vision,

[Xscr,Yscr] may be derived in the

following manner:

Xscr = Xabs/Zabs and Yscr
= Yabs/Zabs.

This division by the Zabs coordinate

gives us the effect of perspective,

since the higher Zabs is, the further

away from the viewer the object is

and the smaller it should appear. In

practise, a scaling factor usually

needs to be included to prevent too

much distortion. So:

Xscr = Xabs/(Zabs*Zscale)
and Yscr =

Yabs/ (Zabs*Zscale)

One thing to be careful of is that

Zabs is always greater than zero,

otherwise a divide by zero error may
possibly occur.

Although the origin of our 3D
system is at the centre of the 'screen',

the origin of the 2D screen

coordinates is in the top left corner.

For this reason, Xscr and Yscr need

to be shifted by half the horizontal

and half the vertical resolution

respectively. So the final

transformation, in low resolution

mode, is:

Xscr = 160 +

Xabs/ <Zabs*Zscale)
Yscr = 100 +

Yabs/(Zabs*Zscale)

The cube can be moved around the

3D system by changing its

coordinates [Xabs,Yabs,Zabs], but

rotations involve a certain amount of

trigonometry.

The forumla for a rotation

through an angle theta about the z

axis is:

x = x*cos (theta)

-

y*sin( theta)

y =

x*sin (theta) +y*cos (theta)
Z = 2

Figure four, below, shows a simple

Basic program that creates a 3D
cube and then moves and rotates it

about the screen. Unfortunately, it's

rather slow, but it should give you an

idea of what is going on. To do this

sort of thing properly you could really

do with getting to grips with C or

assembly language. CR

Q
Star driver
I have bought a Star LC24-200
printer and can't get much

Figure Four: rotating cube
SCREEN 1,640,200,4,2

REM ** 3d Box

WINDOW 2,, ,28,1

DIM XU6),Y(16),Z(16>
Xorigin=320: Yorigin=100

Zecalec.002

pi-22/7

xpos-0: ypos-0: rpoa-50: REM
** position in 3d space of

box

REM ** read in coordinates of

cube

FOR i-1 TO 16

READ X(i),Y<i),Z<i>

NEXT i

DATA -5,-5,-5,-5,-5,5,5,-

5,5,5,-5,-5,-5,-5,-5

DATA -5,5,-5,-5,5,5,-5,-5,5,-

5,5,5,5,5,5

DATA 5,-5,5,5,5,5,5,5,-5,5,-

5,-5,5,5,-5,-5,5,-5

GOSUB boxdraw

deg-11.25

rad-dea*2*pi/360

REM ** main loop for

animation

FOR j«l TO 100

GOSUB rotate

zpos=zpos+4

xpos-xpos+INT ( RND*5 -2

)

ypos-ypos+INT ( RND*3 -1)

GOSUB boxdraw

NEXT j

GOTO finish

rotate

:

REM * rotating about box's

centre

FOR i-1 TO 16

CALL turn(X(i),Y(i))i REM *

rotate about z

CALL turn(Y(i),Z(i)): REM *

rotate about x
NEXT i

RETORN

•

SUB turn(a,b) STATIC
SHARED rad

c-a*COS(rad)-b*SIN<rad)

b=a*SIN(rad) +b*COS (rad)

a*c

END SUB

boxdraw:

Xabe-X(l)+xpos:

Yabs-Y(l)+ypo8:

Zabs = Z ( 1 ) » zpos

GOSUB perspective
Xold-Xscn Yold-Yscr
FOR i-2 TO 16

Xabs»X(i)+xpos:

Yabs-Y(i)+ypo8:

Zabs-Z ( i ) + zpos

GOSUB perspective

LINE (Xold,Yold)-(Xecr,Yscr)

Xold-Xscr : Yold-Yscr

NEXT i

RETORN

perspective:

Xscr-Xabe/ (Zabe*Zscale)

Yscr-Yabs/ (Zabs*Zscale)

Xscr-Xscr+Xorigin

Yscr-Yscr+Yorigin
RETURN

finish:

coottfiuM on poot 18
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sense out of it. My friend says
I need a printer driver. What's
a printer driver?

A
A printer driver is part of the

background team which acts as

translator between the Amiga and

the printer.

The application that wants to

send data to the printer hasn't the

faintest idea which printer you have,

so it sends standard ANSI escape

codes to the Amiga's printer device

(PRT ) instead There is a full list of

(hoc escape codes in Appendix D of

rhQ Amiga 500 manual.

The printer driver itself is a

program like any other and it multi-

TALKING
SHOP

Don't just sit there letting us

do all the talking - we want
to hear what YOU have to

say. After all ifs you that

have made the Amiga the

huge success it is. Send us

your opinions on the Amiga,

Amiga Shopper, Commodore,
piracy, Wimbledon's
diminishing reliance on the

long boll, how old it makes
you feel to have a Clash track

on a Levis' ad, why you are

one of the five per cent of

businessmen that is optimistic

about the coming year, why
Jive Bunny are actually a

complex, philosophical

allegory of modern society

and not just crap, what you
think of the new ring-pulls

that stay attached to the can -

or anything else that might

interest the editor enough not

to roll your letter into a ball,

take two steps and
vigorously slam-dunk it into

the wall-bin shouting "two
points, suckers".

Letters can fall into two
categories - long wibbly ones

that will probably get hacked
up and receive £5 if printed

and Short and Curiies that

must be less than 50 words
long and also get £5 if

printed. You all have
something interesting to say,

so say it to us and earn

yourself a fiver. Write now
to: Talking Shop, Amiga
Shopper, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath BA1 2BW or FAX
on 0225 446019.

tasks quietly in the background

waiting for something to speak to it,

at which point it jumps into action

translating the standard ANSI escape

codes into commands that the printer

can understand.

There are two 'standard' sets of

commands for printers - one lot

invented by IBM, the other by Epson.

Such printers are advertised as IBM

Compatible or Epson Compatible; a

fair few printers are both IBM and

Epson compatible.

But not all printers adhere to one

or other of these standards. Some
stick to a standard for the most part,

but add extra commands for features

unique to that particular printer.

Other printers are unique and have a

whole new set invented for them.

Some of these printers have become

so popular that their commands sets

are now standards in their own right;

Hewlett-Packard printers for example.

So you can see that it would be

impossible for one printer driver to

be able to talk to every printer there

is as such a program would be

massive. Which is why you a need a

single specific driver for your printer.

The Star IC24-200 supports all

the IBM and Epson printer commonds
- in fact the whole LC24 range does.

On the whole, especially for bit-

image graphics output - screen

dumps from DPaint, text output from

KindWords and the like - you should

stick to its Epson emulation.

When all that is being sent are

ASCII characters, output from a text

word processor, database or

spreadsheet for example, the printer

driver can sit back and let everything

pass through it untouched. Its real job

is to interpret the escapes codes that

switch special style effects on and off,

like underline and italics, and to set

things like tabs and margins. And

let's not forget graphics.

Graphics works a bit differently.

With graphics the printer first needs

to be told that the data being sent to

it is bit-image (screen dump)

information, not ASCII characters,

then it needs to be told how much
data is coming. The amount of data

sent depends entirely upon the

Density setting in the Change

Printer/Graphics 2 part of

Preferences Normally you would

want to print graphics at the highest

density your printer can manage, so

it should be set to 7.

Now, the rest of the world will

tell you to use the EpsonQ driver with

the Star IC24-200, but I'm going to

lot you in on a little secret. The whole

Star LC24 range has a maximum
density of 360 x 360 dots per inch

(dpi), but the maximum density of the

EpsonQ driver is only 360 x 1 80
dpi. That's fairly common knowledge.

Here's the secret: The NEC_Pinwriter

driver is totally Epson compatible and

has a maximum density of 360 x

360 dpi. So all you owners of Star

LC24 printers, go into Preferences,

change your printer driver to

NEC_Pinwriter - you'll find it in the

devs/printers drawer on the Extras

1 .3 disk - and set the Density in

Graphics 2 to 7. I have tried it and it

works just fine.

If you don't know how to select a

printer driver, check out Chapter 6 of

the Amiga 500 manual.

Incidentally, if you're getting

squashed or distorted screen dumps

out of your Star LC24, it means the

machine is in IBM mode. Read your

manual to find out how to switch it

into Epson mode, which is the

manufacturer's default setting. For the

IC24-10 you need to hove dip switch

6 set to ON and for the LC24-200

you have to mess around with the

keyboard overlays and the buttons

on the front panel; the LC24-200 will

tell you which mode it is currently in

if you put some paper in the printer

Calling all clubs
i

If you belong to or run an
Amiga user group, then we
want to hear from you.

Amiga Shopper aims to

provide the best club scene

coverage, so grab a slice of

the action and get in touch.

Write to: User Group Info,

Amiga Shopper, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath BA

1

2BW, with the following

information:

The name of your group.

Where and when you meet.

What computers the group
caters for. Membership.

Services and offers available

to members. Any special

activities. If you have an in-

house magazine, what's the

title, price and frequency of

publication? We may even
buy one off youl Can't say
fairer than that. Don't forget

to include your name,
address and telephone

number so we can get back
in touch for the full story.

Or, if you prefer, just

write to us asking for a form
that you can fill in with all

the relevant details.

and switch it on while holding down
the on-line key. JW

a
Kicking the bench
Lately I've been reading a lot

about Workbench 2.0 and
how wonderful it is. My
question is a simple one - will

it work on an Amiga 500?

A
Workbench 2.0 is only going to

work if it has Kickstart 2.0 and

AmigaDOS 2.0 to play with as wel

- the whole lot is referred to in

developer circles as System 2.0.

In the Amiga 3000. a lot of the

new system is on ROM and the only

way to get the new Kickstart into an

Amiga 500 is to load it into WORM
RAM (Write Once Read Many) from

disk in a similar way that Amiga

1 000 owners have to with the old

Kickstart. But it takes up a dirty great

chunk of memory and the loader only

works with machines that have a

1Mb or greater expansion that

autoconfigs at $20000.
Currently, distribution of System

2.0 is restricted to registered

developers only; it is not public

domain. Will you be able to buy it?

Who knows? Speak to one

department at Commodore and they

say yes, speak to another departmeni

and they say no.

What is certain is that System

2.0's 16-colour Workbench, the

feature that Amiga 500 owners seem

to be getting most excited about, is

going to eat up a lot of the Amiga

500's 5 1 2k of chip ram, so an

upgrade to the Fatter Agnus and the

changes to the motherboard to gel

the 5 1 2k expansion in the trap door

to configure itself as chip RAM have

to be the first steps to take. Then

you'll need some more autoconfig

memory for Kickstart to load into.

Alas, if it is released for the

Amiga 500, System 2.0 is not going

to be the quick and cheap upgrade

that 1.3 was. JW©

f.FREE ADVERTS
As pari of our commitment to helping

you save money. AMIGA SHOPPER
will carry free readers' ads from issue

two* Fill in your entry on page 114 to

guarantee that yours will be among
the very first to appear. The nearer to

the top of the list your ad Is, the

quicker you'll get your response.
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UR PERFORMANCE

& SUPERIOR QUALITY...

...RESTS ON OUR NAME!
When it tomes to mice and scanners, Naksha clearly lead

the way. Naksha build mice and scanners with high precision

designs and the very besi components,

The Naksha Upgrade Mouse is silky smooth, operating at a high

280dpi rest tlution Supplied with Mouse Mat and Pocket. No Cables
— No Fuss Simply plug in and go.

Naksha Scanners with a swkchable resolution between 200 and
400dpi halftones and dual roller tracking, remain straight and true. Naksha

Scanners tome supplied with interface, "express IT" software and either

De^as Elite* or Deluxe Paint //'.

The Vaksba Mouse and Scanner are available for both the Commodore
Amiga and the \tari S'l range of computers.

Fur further information call (0925) 56398 < >K am of our distributors listed below for your nearest

dealer ok visit an) Dixons, Harrods, Selfridges, Bentails or Makro store

*Degas Elite supplied foi Atari Deluxe Paint II supplied for Amiga.

Naksha (1 k ) Limited, 2<) The Wharf, Warrington \X1AI JUT. lei: 0925 56398 Fax: 0925 574375

GEM (0279 W2842MBD (021 625 3302VSDI (081 KK) 3399)ZCL (0543 U4817HAZER (0404 166603

HB MARK] IING 10753 686000) GAKW »OD 10245 l6077)i£!SI RESOFT(0604 76B7U)

UBEK*n (0753 586805)COU MBI S (0457 $60300) \\ MARK] ITNC (0279 152733) GENESIS (051 648*5402)

Trade murks a>ul Registered Trade Marks are ./» knowieetged



The New 1 Meg Amiga From Digicom
Following The Huge Success Of Our F-19 Digistar Offer,We At Digicom Are Proud To Present The Meanest Pack Available For
The Amiga A500. This Unbeatable Deal Now Includes Commodore's Screcngems Pack PLUS the A501 RAM/Clock Upgrade Plus

Our Very Own Exclusive New Arcade Smash Hits Pack And The Chart Topping I Megabyte Version Of Kick Off 2!

Includes: Amiga A500 Computer 512K Keyboard PLUS A501 512K RAM/Clock Expansion Fitted To Give I Meg Memory Total

• Built-in 1 megabyte DS/DD 3.5" Disk Drive • Multi-Tasking Operating System • Latest Kickstart And Workbench 1.3 •
Superb 4096 Colour Graphics • Speech Synthesis # 4 Channel Digital Stereo Sound • Notepad Word Processor • Commodore
Mouse Plus 3 Owners Manuals • Amiga Basic Program Language • T.V Modulator And All Connecting Leads And Cables

Plus This Great Software : Shadow Of The Beast 2 • Days Of Thunder
AMIGA M • Back To The Future 2 • NightBreed • Deluxe Paint 2

Plus Exclusively to Digicom
Bring The Atmosphere Of The Arcade To Your Home With The
Arcade Smash Hits Pack From Sega.Incnrporating Five Of The Most
Kxciting Games Around !

J I
T
m I?

6'

2
Ut Shlnobi D

After

o«p Blade Run Burner

fy> Plus : A High Qualit) Micros* itched Joystick,

Amiga Tailored Dustcover, 10 Blank Disks And
Disk Storage Box, Mouse Mat And

Notice : The Memory I parade SripglmhW'ithTfifcrHfter Is The

Official Commodore 4501 Ram Expansion Worth £99.00 ANY
Alternative Expansion I'nit Will Invalidate Your Warranty

Complete Package Price Only

rHEGAME
OF THE
MAR

1 Meg Ami^il Screengems Pack (As detailed in the above offer) Plus

The Superb Philips CM88J3Mk2 Multipurpose ( olour/Slereo

Monitor -PA?R DO
Free ArnicaWW l^ad And Monitor Dm I WW J-'VJZ.O • \J\J

I Meg Amiga SUMUgUDS Pack (As detailed in the above offer) PLUS

Philips <
' Vf8833Mk2 (Colour/Stereo Monitor)

Star LC200 9 Pin<toiour Printer) £S ^S 00
Free Printer Dust <m it & Lead

d*%J*l\J*\J \I

HOW TO ORDER
By Phone:

Call Our Credit Card Order Line

And Quote Your Credit Card Details To Our

Helpful Sales Staff. We Accept ACCESS.
EUROCARD, VISA. MASTERCARD. AMEX.
BARCLAYS CONNECT. SWITCH, and

LOMBARD CREDITCHARGE.

By Mail:

Simply Write Down Your Ordct

And Post It lo Us With A Personal Cheque.

Postal Order.Bankers Draft Or Building

Society Cheque Made Payable To "Digicom

Computer Services Ltd".

<Pwv»ui Ctmfxx Rnfuirr Time Tu Omi Brt<« Onpttrtu

Phone Our 24 Hour Hoi I inc

(0908) 37KOOX
X Lines ( >pen

Fax «W08| 179700
All Mi1|< 'i * rvdll < .ml V -. tfptt I

All Pri

Include VAT
And FREE
Delivery

The New Amiga 1500 Is Here !

The Ultimate Personal Home Computer Designed To Cover Every

Computing Requirement.From Business To Leisure And From

Design To Education

Includes : 1500 CPU with One Megabyte of Memory
;

Separate Keyboard : Additional Disk Drive

Optional IBM Compatability

9 Expansion Slots Plus This Great Software

PLATINUM EDITION
DELUXE PAINT 3

THEIR FINESTHOUR
BATTLE CHESS
SIMCITY+

TERRAIN EDITION
POPULOUS SPECIAL

l5lMlNxskMl With* <

< nlaur Moniln; »ll« VoIoImm

Nfjti Da) i ikH'im Hard Drive OnK)

Ivstem Onh

£679.00
1500 Symcm With

Philips MU.VVlk 11

£909.00

Visit Our Showroom Open Mon-Sai 9.00am-5.30pm

DIGICOM
36-37 Wharfside,Fennj Stratford,Watling Street

Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ
Whoifridc k Opposite liw Bridge Pub On IT* A5 Wrtlinfl su

i Hi:'h nni < Hh i s \ on V

All I il.il<> Illl ill t )c.! | i

r K ''ilai Ni l jj|. i

till ' Ml I I >ll '.I! ft

(J [In Ri j'l.i i I il I .lull l'i<. .In,

'<
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ARD DRIVES O TRIAL

Whatever

Happened To • • •

Several drives we had planned

to feature did not turn up in

time to meet our deadline.

They will be featured in our

regular update slot when they

finally arrive - maybe they're

just shy of incorruptible,

attractive, enigmatic, hard-

working critics.

Reasonable excuses were

received from Power

Computing, which found a

slight glitch in its 40Mb
Slimline model. It should be

fixed by the time you read

this, however. The same did

not apply to Power's

incredibly cute 20Mb Conner

internal mechanism. It did

show, but we were not

prepared to butcher an Amiga

just on the off-chance it might

prove to be something

extraordinary. That is not

some thinly disguised jibe at

the quality of the drive, but the

spare machine, generally used

for shove-in/crowbar-out tests,

was being abused with a

plethora of accelerator cards.

The Xetec Fastrak proved

too tricky to get running in

time and the Vortex units

refused to show at all, despite

numerous phone calls to their

UK distributor. Finally, and

sadly, the AdSCSI ICD 2000

was dead on arrival.

they
Demon drivers Mark Smiddy and
Cliff Ramshaw unpark more than
470 Megabytes of disk space and
leave no parameter untested to

bring you the full price-versus-

performance /owe/own on Amiga
hard drives driven really hard

hose of us computing in the days of Spectrums

and VIC20s will remember the agony of waiting

for a program to load from tape, often only to find

that there had been an error and the whole

process had to be started again. Then come floppy disks.

While giving a dramatic increase in speed (and avoiding

the need to fast-forward and rewind through a tape to find

the program you were after), even these began to seem

painfully slow. The obvious answer was a hard disk.

Not only is a hard disk much faster, it can store more

data. The smallest are 20Mb unformatted. Compare that

to the Amiga's 1Mb floppy. For those with Kickstart 1 .3,

the machine can be booted from the hard disk, obviating

the need to have a Workbench disk constantly to hand.

One seeming disadvantage of a hard disk over a floppy is

the fact that the disk in the former is unremovable. In

practise, this is rarely a problem because of the hard

disk's far greater capacity. If it does become full, there are

two options: either to copy the less used files on to floppy

and remove them from the hard disk, or buy a bigger hard

disk. It is possible to buy removable hard disks, but these

are both expensive and rare.

Anyway, having convinced you of the time and

money-saving benefits of owning a hard drive, which one
should you buy? We have put eight drives through their

paces - four for the Amiga 500 and four for the 2000 -

and come up with an awful lot of interesting, and not a
few surprising, facts. Read on to find your ultimate drive.

Drive: 173Mb
RAM: up to 8Mb
The Series II controller card can be

bought in two formats: with and

without the space onboard for 8MB of

RAM. GVP drives range from 40 to

200 Mb. The one on test is a 1 73Mb
Fujitsu M261 4S, fitted to the end of

the printed circuit board so the card

takes up the whole length of the

Amiga. The drive itself is deep enough

to obscure another expansion slot

unless the unit is fitted into the first.

Checkout
Spaed 22/30
Fast, but not that fast. Performs well

with HAM contention.

Construction 1 7/20
Amazingly compact, with space for

RAM on the same board.

Software 22/25
Lots of power, but with a beginners

option too.

Documentation ......10/15
Good, but the software documentation

could have been fuller.

Ease of Installation ..7/10
As with most 2000 drives, a little bit of

hassle, but easy enough.

Overall .....78/100
A good, reliable, quick drive for a

reasonable price.

GVP Impact Series II A20Q0-HC+8
Components are through-mounted on

the card and layout is compact but

tidy, showing no signs of last-minute

changes. There is a SCSI socket at the

end of the card - coming out at the

back of the Amiga - for the addition

of extra drives. Power for the card

comes from the Amiga via the

expansion slot. Installation is

straightforward and clearly explained

in the documentation.

Software is run from Workbench

and comes up with an uncluttered

screen from which the user can select

either automatic mode, for those

unfamiliar with hard drives -

straightforward to use, yet still

allowing choice on the number and

size of partitions - or manual mode.

The latter facilitates low-level

formatting, reading and writing the

rigid disk block and partition block,

setting up the sizes of partitions and

the files systems they will use, and so

on. Once the drive has been

formatted, the software will copy any

floppy disks (such as Workbench and

Extras) you care to have included.

GVP would seem to be on to a winner here with this bijoux and versatile

beastie, but perhaps should give more thought to the drive's manual.

continued on poge 2?
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HARD
from poge ? I

IVES ON TRIAL

The DataFlyer A2000

The Dataflyer is not the fastest or friendliest thing you could shove in a

slot. A slim manual and skimpy on-screen help do this slowcoach down.

Drive: 48Mb
RAM: requires extra card.

The DataFlyer A2000, by US

company Expansion Systems, is a

newcomer to the Amiga hard disk

scene. The controller card can be

bought bare, or fitted with a number

of SCSI compatible drives. Ours

came with a 48Mb Seagate ST157N

attached to the back of the card.

Although the card is half the length of

the others reviewed, because of the

way the drive is fitted, it is necessary

to put in the last expansion slot to

avoid obscuring an adjacent slot.

The circuit board is remarkably

baro. Thoro is ovon an ompty IC

socket, which the manual says is 'by

design', but offers no reason as to

why such a design feature might be

necessary. The components are

through-mounted on the board. There

is also a socket for an optional

memory card that can hold between

4 and 8Mb of RAM. As with the

GVP, the unit gets its power from the

Amiga's expansion slot.

The slim manual explains, with

the aid of diagrams, how to add a

SCSI drive to the board and how to

install the board in the A2000. It

then moves swiftly on to outline the

formatting of the drive using the

supplied software. After this comes a

section giving general advice for

using hard drives, followed by

troubleshooting advice with an

outline of some possible problems.

Although all the necessary

information is there to get the system

up and running, the manual is less

than exhaustive.

Installation software is invoked

from the Workbench screen by

clicking on its icon. A Shell window

is opened and the program asks the

user a number of questions about the

type of set-up required. This

approoch is not very friendly, but at

least default values are supplied for

SMART BUYERS

Checko
Speed 1 0/30
It could not be described as fast, but it

still beats a floppy.

Construction 1 3/20
Fairly basic, and sadly ii obscures

another valuable expansion slot.

Software 1 0/25
Again, fairly basic, and could be

intimidating to the uninitiated.

Documentation 7/15
A little on the terse side.

Ease of Installation. .8/1
Slightly easier than the others because

the card is shorter and less screws have

to be screwed.

Overall 48/100
A slightly sub-standard drive in terms of

performance, and not that much

cheaper than the competition

AMIGA SHOPPER is wholly dedicated

to helping readers make smart
purchases. You'll see many head-to-

head group comparison tests, with

our experts firmly stating their

recommended choices. And there will

be pages and pages of detailed

buyers' guides.

very Issue of

AMIGA SHOPPER
will save you time and

the inexperienced. If partitions of

different sizes are required, these

sizes must be entered in terms of

percentages rather than Megabytes.

Once all the questions have been

answered, the user is confronted with

a 'Do you wish to continue?'

message. Typing [yj results in the

drive being formatted and partitioned

according to the entered parameters.

The program then goes on to copy

Workbench from a floppy disk on to

the boot partition.

After you have done all that, it is

time to reboot, and the system is then

ready for the off.

JARGO
BUSTING
FFS: Fast Filing System. A new

filing system driver that was
introduced with Workbench
1 .3. Disk blocks or* orranged
SO large amounts of data can
be read quickly. Read* and
write* ore speeded up by up
to seven rime*. Directory

searching it around 10 times
faster and the hard disk
partition limit if raised to two
Gigabyte*- Some older hard
disk systems connot boot with
FFS* Also, it is not available
with floppy disks under
AmigaDOS 1.3,making them
slooooow. For comparison
with OF S . we loin Kitted RAD
and a floppy disk under FFS
500 and ran the tests again.

See Figure 7 for results.

HAM: Hold and-Modif y : As if you
didn't already know, this is

the Amiga's special screen
mode which allows tt to

display 4096 colours at once -

gosh! HAM also has a nasty
habit of slowing the machine
down - not noticeably

perhaps, but it does* The
result is simulated here with

the drive timings token when
showing a HAM picture.

HIGHLEVEL FORMAT: An
AmigaDOS format. Prepares
the drive for use with
AmigaDOS by formatting it

with OFS or FFS. New filing

systems may become
available in the future.

LOW UVR FORMAT: Hard drives
are weird beosties and this

initial formatting is done by
the drive controller, usually
only once when the drive is

first configured. Primarily
this format controls queer
things like interleave factors.

OFS: The old filing system dating
bock to the days of the very
first Amigas. It works, but is

not suitable for the improved
speeds and storage capacities

available with hard disks.

PARTITION: Part of the drive

separated off from the rest. As
for as Workbench, AmigaDOS
and the rest of the world is

concerned, o partition is o
disk in its own right. Problems
do come to the fore when you
try to copy data between two
partitions on the same drive.

PREP:Tells the drive what size it is,

the interleave factor, filing

system type, where the bod
blocks lie, and so on. This sort

of information is only useful to

advanced users squeezing
more speed from a 6rbfm^

.

SPEED TEST 2000 • SPEED TEST 2000 • SPEED TEST 2000 • SPEED TEST 2000 • SPEED TEST 200

p*****«v*
Figure 1
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Armgo A2094
Daiaflyet 2000
GVP A2000+O8
SupraDfiv* 2000

A2000 speed

tests show
speed of file

handling and

directory

access, with

Dataflyer on a

flyer in seek

and read.
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Figure 2

32k

Amiga A2094
Dotaftyw 2000
GVP A200&HC*B
SuproDnv* 2000

The raw read

speed tests

show the

SupraDrive to

be streets

ahead of the

pack, with the

GVP snapping

at its heels.
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HARD IVES TRIAL

Drive: 52Mb
RAM: N/A
This is another card that takes up the

whole length of the Amiga, with the

drive (a 52Mb Quantum LP52S) fitted

on the rear end of the card by a

couple of sturdy-looking steel rails. At

the end is a SCSI socket, which

protrudes from the back of the Amiga

to take extra drives. The cord is slim

Checko
27/30

The fastest of the drives tested

Construction 1 8/20
Well built and slim enough to sit in just

one drive.

Software 22/25
Powerful and easy to use.

Documentation 11/15
Good, bul there could have been mote

background information.

Ease of Installation*.7/ 10
Easy once you have got the hang or it.

Overall ...........84/ 1 00
This really is the one to go for.

enough to fit in any of the available

expansion slots without intruding on

any of the others-

Like most of the other cards

tested, the Supra takes its power from

the Amiga's expansion slot. The

components ore all through-mounted

on the circuit board, again like the

others tested, but the layout is

somewhat more complex, apparently

requiring more chips to do the job.

Of all the drives reviewed, the

Supra had perhaps the clearest

documentation. The actual installation

of the cord is clearly explained, with

plenty of diagrams of both the Amiga
and the card itself. Once the Amiga's

cover has been removed, o firm push

sees the card securely fitted in the

expansion slot. After that, it is a

simple matter of connecting the LED

plug, tightening a screw and finally

replacing the cover.

That done, it is time to format the

drive. The documentation is again

supportive here, and the supplied

software is marvellous. Clicking on

an icon from Workbench results in a

large, colourful screen being

displayed. This is similar in many

The SupraDrive WordSync 2000

The SupraDrive more than lives up to its monicker. Rip-roaring read and
write speed plus ease ot handling serve to make ft a real drool drive.

ways to the software supplied with

the GVP. All the drive settings are

clearly visible and easily changed.

The software is quite intelligent,

among other things being able to

suggest the start and end cylinders of

a partition given its size. Once
everything has been set according to

your needs, it is a simple matter of

clicking on an icon and sitting back.

After rebooting the machine with

Supra's Install disk still in the floppy

drive, a script file is executed which

kindly copies Workbench and Extras

onto the hard disk's boot partition.

After that you are ready to rock.

Drive: 40Mb
RAM: N/A
A hard drive round-up would not be

complete without a review of

Commodore's own offering. The one

reviewed comes with the 2090A
controller card, successor to the

earlier 2090 controller card, and a

40Mb Toshiba MK1 34 FA. As well

as supporting SCSI, the 2090A con

support up to two ST506 (PC-style)

drives, but a cheaper card and

controller is available that is only

SCSI-compatible.

Unlike the others, this drive is not

attached to the board but has to be

fixed to the left of the floppy drive

already installed. This done, one of

the four-pin connectors from the

Amiga's power suppy must be

attached to the drive.

The controller card has to be

fitted into one of the expansion slots.

It is a long, slim affair, littered with

through-mounted components and

seems the most convoluted design of

all those tested. At least it doesn't

obscure the remaining expansion

slots. There is a small socket on the

card where the LED lead plugs in.

Before replacing the Amiga's

cover, a ribbon cable has to fitted

between the drive and the controller

board. A second drive can be fitted

internally using a 'daisy-chaining'

ribbon cable (one with three plugs

instead of two). Further drives can be

attached to the SCSI socket, which

comes out at the back of the Amiga.

Although the fitting of the

hardware is relatively laborious, it is

adequately explained in the manual

(or rather manuals, since the 2094
manual makes many references back

to the old 2090 controller manual).

On the other hand, software

documentation is poor. The manual

dives straight in with descriptions of

The Amiga 2094

\ SPEED TEST 2000 • SPEED TEST 2000 • SPEED

Am.ga A2094
Data Rye' 2000
GVP A200O+tC»8
SupraDrive 2000

Again, the

Supra and

GVP lead the

field In the

raw write

stakes, but

Dataflyer runs

well with a

0.5k buffer.

0.5k 4k 32k 0.5k

Figure 3

4k 32k

Mountlist entries, cylinder numbers

and so on. A thorough understanding

of both AmigaDOS and hard disks is

required to make sense of it all. As

with all the disks reviewed, however,

the 2094 comes ready-formatted and

with Workbench already installed.

Software is activated by clicking

on the relevant icon from

Workbench. From here it is possible

to prep the disk (let the disk know

how many partitions are required,

etc), perform a low-level format,

format any of the partitions and

install Workbench. Each program

opens up a shell window to run and

takes user input by a question and

answer process. To change the size

or number of partitions, the mountlist

entry on the initialisation disk must be

altered. This involves calculating by

hand the start and end cylinders of

each partition and possibly creating

entirely new entries if more than three

partitions are required.

Having formatted the disk, it is

necessary to reboot. Then the

installation program can be run to

copy Workbench on to the disk.

Here, the setup is slightly different

from thot of the other systems tested.

The documentation states that it is not

possible to use the Fast Filing System

on a boot partition. What normally

happens is that the boot partition is

relatively small, holding the bare

minimum for its startup script to pass

control over to the Workbench

partition where most of the system's

software resides. Despite this, every

other drive we saw managed to use

the Fast Filing System on the boot

partition. Consequently, the speed

results for the A2094 are quite a bit

lower than those of the other drives,

since all our tests were performed on

a 10Mb boot partition. In practise

the results might not be so bad.

ECKOUT
Speed 4/30
Appalling, bul would be better with FFS

in a norvboot partition.

Construction 1 1/20
The controller card seems remarkably

cluttered. It is slim, so it doesn't obscure

any other expansion slots, but space

has to be found for the drive itself.

Software 6/25
Limited and user unfriendly.

Documentation 9/1

5

Plenty of information, but beginners

may find the manual on the

impenetrable side.

Ease of Installation^/ 10
Involves the most work of the lot, since

the drive has to be mounted separately.

Overall 36/ 1 00
You would have to be a particularly

keen Commodore supporter to choose

this drive.

continued on pan 24
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ARD DRIVES O TRIAL
continued from pogt 23

Commodore A590

Commodore has done jolly well with the A590. It may not whizz about

like GVP's jet-propelled number, but it certainly looks cute on the desk.

DRIVE: 20Mb
RAM: 2Mb
Commodore's A590 may be nothing

Hash, but it has proven itself a trend

setter. Since its introduction at World

of Commodore in Canada, o whole

bunch of clones has appeared and,

while most of the A590 clones do the

job better, none do it as cheaply.

Although it is £299.99, some dealers

do it for less and many even throw in

extra RAM.

Externally the A590 is roughly

sculpted to follow the contours of the

machine and, being made by

Commodore, it matches the case

colour very well.

On the back panel a set of DIP

switches determine the configuration

settings for LUN and autoboot. These

are fiddly to get at but rarely need

attention. Also found here is a 25-

way D connector for chaining other

SCSI devices. Next to the SCSI

socket lies the power supply inlet -

perhaps its weakest feature because

the 5-way DIN plug easy to pull free.

RAM is added in three stages -

512K, 1Mb, 2Mb. Fitting extra RAM
is a chore, but fitting the A590 is

simplicity defined. Plug in, switch on

and you're off. Autobooting is

available with 1 .3 Kickstart - a
feature of the Amiga, not the drive.

All units are pre-configured with

Workbench, but tinkerers will find

documentation better than usual.

Checkout
Speed 1 5/30
Not the world's fastest hard drive, but

competent nevertheless.

Construction 1 5/20
Sturdy build. Tricky RAM upgrade.

Software 17/25
Intuitive and easy to use.

Documentation...... 10/15
Good for beginners, but insufficient

detail for experts.

Aesthetics 6/ 1

Good looking, but outmoded

Overall................63/ 1 00
The best budget hard drive around.

Hard Drive Care
Short of physical abuse, the most

dangerous thing you can do to a

hard disk is switch on. The second

is switch off. This might seem

fatuous, but it's true that toggling

the power will wreck the structure

and give rise to checksum errors.

The watchword here is care.

Most drives come with a utility

called park. It moves the disk

heads to the park cylinder, an

area reserved by the disk during

prepping and never used by

AmigaDOS. Always park the

heads before you switch off,

putting them out of harm's way
when the drive comes back on and

the platters start their spin-up

phase - the point at which the

damage occurs.

Parking is normally only

recommended prior to moving a

drive. In practice, however, if the

heads are left over the surface, the

power-up kick can terminally

corrupt data. It is very important

never to park an auto-parking

drive and never attempt to use a

park utility designed for use with

a different system.

DataFlyer 500 DRIVE 49Mb
RAM: requires extra card
The DataFlyer system can be summed

up in two words. Oh, dear. What
probably started out as a great idea

has resulted in something that

belongs in a garage. Everything

about the system has an unfinished

feel to it; it certainly does not belong

next to an Amiga of any description.

At first glance it almost looks

acceptable. The anodised cream is

matched to the machine andwe

When It comes to high performance data storage, you need to look much
further than the DataFlyer. Not the best drive in the world.

raked to mimic the Amiga's

keyboard. It starts to go downhill

from there. Various drillings and

cuttings have been made for future

additions but they have not been

blanked off. This much we could live

with. The sticky tape insulating the

continued on page 29

Checkout
Speed 20/30
Hardly outstanding, but competent

Construction 5/20
Tough metal case, but a shoddy design

with a home-made look.

Software 5/25
It works, but that's it.

Documentation 3/15
Thin, poorly written and poorly

produced.

Aesthetics 1/10
Ugly-

Overall 34/ 1 00
This cheap and nasty design has little in

its favour.
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showing for the
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32k

Amigo A590
Dato Flyer 500
GVP A500-HD*
SuproDriv© 500 XP

The GVP left

the rest for

dead at higher

buffer sizes,

with the Supra

500 taking the

raw read speed

honours down
there at 0.5k.
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HARD IVES O TRIAL

DRIVE: 50Mb
RAM: 8Mb
GVP's little drive is everything the

A590 could hove been if the

technology hod been oround when it

was designed. When not connected

to the machine, it resembles a piece

of Wensleydale (yummy). Once
fitted, it becomes difficult to tell

where the Amiga starts and where

the drive begins.

Boot this beast up and hold your

breath. As the machine fires into

action, a dull chattering can just be

heard over the noise of the turbo at

the back. Like the A590, the fan is

mounted precariously about half-an-

inch below the grille. It is unlikely a

child could jam a finger into it, but

there is more than enough room for a

terminal screwdriver.

GVP claims this is the fastest hard

disk in the world and none of our

tests could prove that wrong. Not

only is it fast, it's quiet too; one of the

quietest tested. It is far from silent

and the game switch atop does not

ECKOUT
29/30

Any faster and it would fake oft.

Construction 1 7/20
A brilliant design.

Software 20/25
Not os strong os Supro's but good

Documentation 12/15
A bit thin for beginners.

Aesthetics 9/10
The best looking A500 hard drive yet.

Overall 87/ 1 00
Untouchable THE choice.

stop the noise - just prevents the

drive appearing on the bus.

The documentation, although not the

worst we had ever seen, was more

than a little vague.

Three screws hold the RAM cover

in place - one fore and two aft - not

five os mentioned in the manual.

Installing RAM should be a piece

GVP Impact 11+

GVP turns in GTI performance with this stormingly fast drive, combining
looks, design quality and speed enough to frighten your granny.

of coke. Unlike the A590, the GVP
unit has been designed to take up to

8Mb of RAM in easy-to-fii SIMM
modules. The only problem with this

approach is SIMMs are still difficult

to come by - even GVP admit, the

4Mx8 versions are rare. This is a

bind for real power users because

the upgrade from 4Mb to 8Mb
means throwing away the old chips.

DRIVE 40Mb
RAM: 2Mb or 8Mb
The Supra Corporation has a

reputation for making good, solid kit

and the 500XP is no exception.

Another one of the A590 clones, this

one is housed in a solid metal box

that looks ready to take the knocks.

Unlike the A590, Supra's unit is

ECKOUT
Speed.. ............ ......22/30
Acceptable, but not outstanding

Construction 1 7/20
Solid metal cose and good internally.

Software 24/25
Excellent - best of the bunch.

Documentation 14/1 5
Well produced and easy to follow.

Aesthetics 4/ 1

OK, but the A590 looks better.

Overall 81/100
Well supported. Not amazingly quick .

designed to sit back from the

computer. This prevents it interfering

with a typist but it can get in the way
at the back.

At the rear of the case is the now
almost obligatory 25-way D
connector and power socket. The DIP

switches have been moved to the

side on this design - just accessible

when the unit is mounted, but only

just. These determine the SCSI

address of the drive, the autoboot

and, unusually, the RAM disable.

Also on the back is an unmarked

toggle switch. This turns out to be the

gome switch which disables the drive

when not in use. This is a fine idea,

but those investigative pinkies could

all too easily knock it to the wrong

position. By comparison, the GVP's

switch is much easier to foul, but

more easily spotted.

So how did it run? For a while

we thought the machine had been

damaged in transit because the

Amiga pointedly refused to boot up

when the thing was hooked on.

Supra 500XP

Great software and documentation, plus strong construction almost
make up for the potential PSU-frying antics of Supra's 500XP.

Despite the fact the test Amiga was
running with a 650W PSU, the Supra

refused to boot until we fitted an

external power source.

Of the drives tested, Supra's had

by far the best software and superior

documentation. A unique feature was

o bus throughport, making it possible

to chain other drives and RAM
expansions to the machine. On the

down side, this drive should be

supplied with an external power
supply as standard (see Power Sauce

on page 29).
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32k

Amiga A590
DatoFlyef 500
GVP A50OHD+
SoproDnv. 500 XP

Again, the all-

singing GVP
did all right at

raw write, with

the DataFlyer

fading away
badly as the

buffer was
cranked up.
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Now compare
how other

devices fared in

the raw read

and write tests.

Notice the

difference

between RAD
and RAM.

continued on pop 79
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AMIGA DEALS
AMIGA 500 STANDARD PACK

• A500 computer • 512k RAM • 1Mb disk drive •
• mouse • modulator •

• power supply • operation-manuals •
• workbench disks, etc. •

£314
Exclusive Amiga Packs from Dowling, as easy as A, B, C.

[

Pack A PackB
EURO LANGUAGE PACK 1992 ROBOCOP AND FRIENDS PACK

* Amiga as in Standard Pack * The French Mistress

•k The German Master * The Spanish Tutor

* The Italian Tutor

All for just £329.95

* Amiga as in Standard Pack * Robocop

* Batman The Movie * Indiana Jones

* Ghostbusters II

All for just £329.95

Pack c THE ALL NEW ULTIMATE GAMES/LANGUAGE PACK
• Amiga as in Std Pack

• The French Mistress

• The German Master

• The Spanish Tutor

• The Italian Tutor

• RVF Honda

• Microprose Soccer

• Tower of Babel

• Kid Gloves

• Datastorm

• Powerplay

• E-Storm

• Dungeon Quest

• Grand Monster Slam

• Shufflepack Cafe

• Robocop

• Batman The Movie

• Indiana Jones

• Ghostbusters II

PLUS:- High quality mouse mat, dustcover and joystick.

ALL FOR THE UNBELIEVABLYLOWPRICE OF £369. l>5

EURO LANGUAGE
DISK DRIVE PACK

|

• Cumana CAX 354 Disk Drive.. ..RRP £89.95

• The French Mistress RRP £19.95

• The German Master RRP £19.95

• The Spanish Tutor RRP £19.95

• The Italian Tutor RRP £19.95

Total RRP £169.75
|

Special Pack Price £89.95

EURO LANGUAGE, MUSIC
AND ART SOFTWARE PACK

• Music X Junior RRP £79.95
• Photon Paint 2 vl.l RRP £89.95
• The French Mistress RRP £19.95
• The German Master RRP £19.95
• The Spanish Tutor RRP £19.95
• The Italian Tutor RRP £19.95

Total RRP £249.70

Special Pack Price £69.95

packi AMIGA PERIPHERAL PACKS pack 2

Megaboard Ram Expansion RRP £49.95

40 capacity lockable disk box RRP £9.95

20 3.5' DS/DD disks with labels ...RRP £19.95

Cumana CAX 354 disk drive RRP £89.95

Megaboard Ram Expansion RRP £49.95

40 capacity lockable disk box RRP £9.95

20 3.5" DS/DD disks with labels RRP £19.95
3.5" disk drive cleaner kit RRP £9.95

TOTAL RRP £79.85 PACK PRICE £39.95 TOTAL RRP £179.75 ...PACK PRICE £99.95

RS



AMIGA
l/2 MEG UPGRADE

BOARD
* Uses latest 4 chip design
* Memory on/off switch

* Option of battery

backed clock

* FuH 12 month guarantee

* New super tow price

£29.95

Clock version £34.95

3 V2

M HIGH
QUALITY DISKS

|Box of 50 £19.95

Box of 100 £37.95

Box of 250 £79.95

iRoll of 1000 labels .£5.99

* 100% certified

* Individually wrapped

• "Made in Japan' Media

* Fully Guaranteed

CUMANA CAX
354 DISK DRIVE

"SCOOP"
* Latest slimline design

* High Speed Access

* Acknowledged as 'the best'

RRP £89.95
SCOOP PRICE

£59.95

THE NEW 200 SERIES FROM 5§lE@|f^
"The best printers just got better!"

LC-200 FACT FILE

At Multipurpose 9-pin, 80
column dot matrix printer

with colour

,V Black and colour ribbons

included as standard

ft Electronic dip switches (see

LC24-200)

ft 180 cps draft elrte/45 cps
near letter quality

k High speed draft facility

225 cps at 12 cpi

> Swivel selectable push or

pull tractor

-V Bottom feed

RRP £297.85 OUR PRICE
£199.95

LC24-200 FACT FILE

,Y Versatile 24-pin 80 column
dot matrix printer

> 200 cps in draft elite/67

cps in letter quality mode
ft 10 resident LO fonts

> A high speed draft facility of

222cpsatl0cpi
> Swivel selectable push or

pull tractor

-V Bottom feed

,Y Advanced paper parking

with sheet feeder installed

> The economy of first and
last line printing

J* 1 K-byte buffer expandable

to 39K-bytes

RRP £366 85 OUR PRICE
£239.95

LC24-200 COLOUR
FACT FILE

> Multi-purpose colour version

of the 24-pin LC24-200
ft Seven colour printing -

black, purple, orange,

?reen, pink, blue and yellow

K-byte buffer expandable
to 62 K-bytes

> 10 resident letter quality fonts:

Sanserif, Times Roman,
Couner, Prestige, Script and
italic versions

-> Electronic dip switches

operable from the push
button front control panel (as|

the LC24-200 mono version)

RRP £424.35 OUR PRICE
£279.95

STAR LC10 MONO £149.95 STAR LC24-10 £199.95

ESSENTIAL COMPUTER
ACCESSORY PACK 1

* Competition Pro 5000 joystick RRP £16.95

* High quality solid perspex

computer dustcover RRP £14.95

* 20 3V2' DS/DD disks

with labels RRP £19.95
* 40 capacity lockable disk box RRP £9.95
* 3^2" disk drive cleaner kit RRP £9.95

TOTAL RRP £71.75

PACK PRICE £29.95

ESSENTIAL COMPUTER
ACCESSORY PACK 2

* Naksha high quality powermouse .RRP £34.95

# High quality 8mm mousepad RRP £8.95

• High quality solid perspex

computer dust cover RRP £14.95

* Twin joystick/mouse extension leads ..RRP £9.95

TOTAL RRP £68.80

PACK PRICE £29.95

THE NEW AMIGA 1500 ONLY £699.95 INC VAT
Not only does the Amiga 1500 accept all standard Amiga 2000 peripherals but can also be
upgraded to full IBM compatibility. Just feast your eyes on what you get:-

ft Latest Commodore Amiga 1500 computer complete with 1Mb of Ram (expandable

to 9Mb) and 2 x 3.5' 880Kb disk drives.

> Platinum Works:- An integrated word processor, database and spreadsheet package.
,Y Deluxe Paint III :- Paint/Animation package. .

> Populous & Sim City:- Two great strategy games. This pack with 1 084S
ft Battlechess:- The most exciting game of chess you'll ever play. colour monitor
ft Their finest hour:- Battle of Britain brought to life.

ft A-Z of Computer jargon.

> "Get The Most Out Of Your Amiga":- Two introduction books.

,Y Optional 1084S Stereo colour monitor.

£929.95

AT LAST - THE COMPLETE 5

STAR REPAIR SERVICE
|# We will send our couner to pick up your faulty

computer, all we ask is trial you pack it adequately"

I* We will repair and soaktest your Amiga to the highest

standard
t We will guarantee the parts replaced for a full 3

months
I* We will extend the guarantee to a period of 12 months

for a nominal £25
I* We will return your computer speedily via courier

The trury complete service tor onry £59.95
N.B Oowkng reserve trie ngnt to refuse machines in tne utMtfy
|event mat *i our opnon they are beyond resonabte rep*r

1 k "lariiand only

COMPLETE VIDI-AMIGA SCOOP
[Another bowling exclusive giving you a complete

system enabling you to connect your Amiga to any

standard video recorder and start frame grabbing!

[Pack includes:-

Vidi - Amiga (Pal version) RRP £1 14.95

Vidi - RGB Splitter RRP £69.95
Vidi - RGB Power Supply RRP £9.95
Vidi - Chrome RRP £19.95

E180 VHS Video Tape RRP £6.95

TOTAL RRP £221.75
SCOOP PRICE £149.95

DOWLING
HOW TO
ORDER

Accesa
VISA

BY PHONE
Simply call our head office quoting your
Access/Visa number on

Mon-Fri 0480 403222
Sat 0480 403304

By personally calling at

our St Neots Shop
6 Priory Mall,

St Neots, Cambs
Tel: 0480 403304

BY POST
Make cheques, building society drafts or
postal orders payable To:

Dowling Computers

(UK Mainland, moil areas)DELIVERY
Ptease add £6 courier delivery for orders over
£100, add £2 p&p for orders under.

• ••••••••••••
GOLD CLUB SERVICE

* 7 day money back guarantee it not completely satisfied

* 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur
* 1 year guarantee giving FREE collection and delivery

service should a fault occur
* Exclusive gold card with personal membership number

entitling you to special offers

* All this for a nominal £10 per item over £100

*M.V* PLATINUM CARD SERVICE *NEW*
* All the benefits of the succesful gold card service (above)

plus the following

* Extended 2 year guarantee from dale of purchase. i Peace ofmind
for 2 yean)

+ Free use o! loan machine should voun need to be repaired. (Nov
you never need be without your expenstvc purchase

-> Ircc collection and deliver)- service tor the full two yean should a

fault OCCUr, (Jmt make one ample phone call and leave the rest to

Mil)

-* Exclusive platinum priviledged customer card entitling you to

special offers.

-» All of these benefits for the incredible price of just £39.95 per item

purchased.

SB In the unlikely case of shortages of identical model loan machines

a tuitahle alternative will he offered.

TELESALES ORDER LINE (MON-FRI) 0480 4C3222/(SAT) 048C 4C33C4

WHY CHOOSE DOWLING?
* ESTABLISHED OVER 5 YEARS

Witti a growing reputation for 'putting the

customer first . We intend to satisfy many more
customers for years to come

* TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON-SITE
ENGINEERS
Employing over 20 specialist staff, we are

equipped to deal w*h the maionty of queries
* FULL TESTING PROCEDURE

All computer hardware is tested prior to despatch,
proving Dowlrngs commitment to customer care

So choose Dowling andput
our reputation to the test!



10 MARKETPLACE
ST. ALBANS
HERTS AL1 3DG
TEL (0727) 56005/41396

THE GALLERY
ARNDALE CENTRE

LUTON, BEDS LU1 2PG
TEL (0582) 457195/411281

STARTER PACK
Full Amiga 500 pock, WITHOUT Jtotmon/Flight/Scrcen Gems

software BUT WITH:

1 5 else Hobbyie PD Greats pock including Virus Killers, the

B«t Star Trek end other top len garnet, Arcade Classics, Booid

Classics, Best of the Utilities, Home pack including Word

Processor. Spreodsheel, Database

Joystick

1 Ml AMIGA £339
51 2K AMIGA £319

ABSOLUTE
BEGINNERS PACK

FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: POSTMAN PAT, SNAP,

SNAKES AND UDDERS, LUDO

FUN SCHOOL 2 AND FUN SCHOOl 3

(specify under 6 yeots, (specify unaet 5 years,

6 to 8 years, or 8* years) 5 to 7 years, or 7* years)

1 ? stunning UK educational games with beautiful pictures, exerting animation

and musk that help to develop number, word and other sfcik

Up ID 6 ski levee* Conform to National Curriculum requirements

HOB BYU EDUCATIONAL PACK, feeiunng up « 1 7 Learn «rne

you ptoy' games Ivanes accordng to age group)

HOMYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 10 (foe pod

iik Imtn Set Gome, Flashbiw _---
JOYSTICK 1MB Amiga £389
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS SOFTWARE _
PACK lor existing Arnica users £49 Vi^

*>**

EXTENDED WARRANTY
COVERING 3 YEARS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE

INC FULL REPAIR, COLLECTION AND RETURN
CARRIAGE

A500 inc mouse, keyboard, power supply £49.95

A 1 500 inc. mouse, keyboard, monitor £95.00

CBM 1084 or PHIUPS 8833 Monitors £19.95

PLUS FREE GAME

PLEASE ASK FOR QUOTE FOR PRINTERS

ORDERING:
TELESALES NO: (0727) 56005
Next day delivery for credit card orders placed

before 4.00pm subject to avoilobilty. Alternatively send

cheque, postal order, bankers draft or official order (PLCs,

Education and Government bodies ontyl to; Dopt. AS,

Hobby te Computer Centre, 1 Market Plate, St.

Albans, Herts AL3 5DG. Please allow / working days for

cheque clearance Subject to availobility, despatch rs normally

within 24 hours of receipt of deored payment

DELIVERY CHARGES: UK Mainland (not Highlands)

Small comsumabtes & Despatched by post, please check

software items charges when ordering

Other items, except losers Next day courier service, £ 1 per box

laser printers Next day courier service, £1 7.50

Offshore and Highlands tamo! rate plus $20 * VAT per box

In addition we offer me Wowtng express servxes;

Soturdoy debvenes

7am to 9om next day

Am next day

Normol tote plus flO- VAT

surcharge pet box

Normal rate plus £ 10 »VAI

surcharge per box

Normal rate plus ?S * VAT

surcharge pec bo*

GAMES PACKS
BATPACK, FLIGHT OF FANTASY, SCREEN GEMS
FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PIUS: Batman Pod Software

Barman, F18 Interceptor, New Jeotond Story, DekjxePoint II

OR Fl^hr of Fonotsy sofnrore: F?9 Retofetor, Rainbow rsJand,

Escape from the Planet of the Robot Monsters, Deluxe

Pomt II

OR Scieen Gems software: Shadow of the Becsi II,

Bock to me Future II, Days of Thunder, Nightbteed,

Deluxe Point II

any 1J MB Amiga £369 any 2. 1MB Amiga £399
anyl.5l2K Amiga £339 any 2. 512K Amice £369
ANY SOFTWARE UPGRADE PACK
for existing Amiga owners £39

FIRST STEPS
EXPANDED EDUCATIONAL/APPLICATIONS PACK
FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS:

AS01 51 2K RAM expansion

lets Spell at Home. Musk Mouse. Prowrite WR InfofHe

spreoasheet, Deluxe Paint II. Deluxe Print, Musk Mouse, LOGO.

Talking Turtle. BBC emulator, 5 BBC programmes, 10 (fees, DOs and

DON'fs poster, Resource File, In Pock Video. NAPE BookJet.

HOB8YTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, featuring up to 1 1 'Learn

wdile you play' games (vanes acordnglo age group)

HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 10 doc pock

un Ser Game, flashbiei ....
JOYSTICK £5x9
SOFTWARE UPGRADE PACK

f 1 00
snog tonga owners

• • • /• CDTV

VERY LIMITED STOCKS EXPECTED SOON,

RESERVE YOURS NOW £ - phone

\ \ \

A500 to B2000 or 3000 Trade In

tor the first year (UK

(All prices ex VAT)
• 24 How response time oe site moktwa*

MnrnJand 7000 sonk;)

• 20 Monk discs and 80 capacity tockable disc box

• I S else Heoeylo PD Greats pack, n Vvus tiers. The JrnrxrH Slot

Ire*, and other great games. Anode Classes. Board Classics, Best of the

Writes, Home Pad inc Word Processor. SpeB Check. Database. Spreadsheet

Free Amiga Visie* multimerk authoring software, lot? £149

87000 with AUk* 7MI RAM an 7058 board SUP board

7090A/70MB HD HDioatrtUr pea te 7MB pop to SMI
HO arty 699 M HI 99V

BeefeM HI l/l in 1149

Betel leri lit! I/I 1399 1499

730OH£eeeck Wf t/l 969 1079

17000 with
709I/40MIHD
HDcWy S4v 919 1039 1149

XIUpiBwd 999 1069 1189 1799

u Morale* Ml 1419 1539 1649

TUthtCoM 979 »« 1119 1279

A30OC

A3000 16/40 UeK. *0 MHC.7MUM.il 3VMIram>«M !1695

A300Q 25/40 25 Mttr, 40 MB HO,M UN, 1

1

aySMCtkwv.kwNxrt C20S9

A-'IOOO 7S/100 7S MKr. 100 MB HO, ?M8 UM. 1 1 3 S* 0eOK Haparr, ke^ioorrc! £2379

1950 Monitor SVGA 800 600 resolution MumsyrK £ 399
Please see under litres* for oddMond expensm

1

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT fACUITIES (UK mainland)

(recti! terms or 34.8% APR (variable) con be arranged for puchases over

S 1 SO. subject to status. Competitive leasing schemes ore also ovariafaie for

businesses, mdming sole rtoders and partnerships. Just taj tot written

COMMOOORE IQMS OR PHILLIPS 8833 (01 OUR MONITOR

LEADS [220 *m aw Art

sum LQ4 mo (Otoutmm amp ieaos £28S*tH«Yw«

THE LOT!!
EVERYTHING YOU COULD EVER NEEDfl

BATMAN, FLIGHT OF FANTASY OR SCREEN GEMS
GAMES PACK AS LEFT, PLUS:

10 GREAT INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED GAMES phone to

choose ftomow current SUPlRlts'o* IS, orleoveHTous!

15 DISC HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK, /-cluing Vm» rtm. the

BEST Vtv lie* Computer Conftrt, faoVout and cwrsiruction W, Wrrcvd and othot

games, A/code '

-soard On DorOfMi? OoBtt, Res' of ihn UMrnnJ

Homo pott nlwckng Word P Sptl Check. Sr*e©d*oet. Ootabose

Dost Cover, 1 Blank Disci, SO Copodty DHc loi. Moose Ma i

.

Micromitcti Turbo Joystick 1MB Amiga £399
SHKArmgo £369

CLASS OF THE 90S
EDUCATIONAL/APPLICATIONS PACK

FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS:

AS01 SI?K RAM exponston, MIDI Interface, Deluxe Point

Suoetbose Personal, Mo.iplan SOO, Publisher's Choke, Dr Is

MIDI Recording Studio. LOGO, BBC fmulotur, S 8BC

progmmmes. 10 bkink drys. mouse mat. fa woeV.

HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, ieati/eirj up > 12

Its* wWe you atoy games fircnsacconlngtoooegroLol

HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES,
I C !'* pmk in [ram Sot Game, ftahbter

joystick £529
class of the 90s software uporaoe

PACK for existing Amiga owners El 99

AMIGA 1 500
Km Floppy 1 MB RAM, Mouse. e«^xr»n cs B2000, 1 084S0 Mcrirlof wlh

The Works Platinum rJctobase. WP. Spreadsheet, (Mure Pomt III. Sim Cm/,

Populous, Thee Finest Ham. Bottiechess. A-Z of Computer logon, Get me
mast out of you Amiga, manuals and operating discs

15 DISC HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK, .mluangVeusKiiler,

the BEST Star trek. Computer Conflict. Breakout ond construction Tit. Bkr/ced

and other games, facade Classics, Boord Oassxs, Shoot-em Up Oassks,

Best of the Utities. Home pock rrxWrng Word Processor , Spell Check.

Screodsheirr, tto^ose £899
WITH T.V. MODULATOR NO MONITOR £699

A500TO 1500 TRADE IN
With rwnrtrx with 20M8 Autoboot Hord dove C999
Wrrhoul montor. wm ?0Vi A^obool had dnve £799

EXTRAS
Slot 1(700 coUw primer with UoeS

ShH LC24 700 toiour priatw with r

incVAT

Cittien Swth 9 pin (olour prinltr wtth leeds

Grwtn Swifi 74 em colour printer wftfc teods

bmmodort 1 0S4SO1 or Pht> 8133 Mill Sikh colour Moortor. with leads

Second titemat 3 5" drive -m danytbaa mrougb port «td enable i-Hh
A50lrWOffiool(IMS17IUM
(Kl5l?lrUUe«:>cm*xi* dak
AS90 Hord drive

Amiga 590 Hord drive * ertro 7MI
10 blank dna I00\ guararrteerl with PIN no in box

SOMonkd^lMXrjiKrronleedwtmPIHno
KaS00iVMbr^iKSl7T(e» MS DOS, sM 440K
AS0M6N7OAaiUratoriMlWUM
Itndate U07 Ge4xk
G7G«rdodfor 7000/1500
A?3O0Wtrnolje4ootiw7uO0/1S00

A20I8 XI BfdM Board, 640*. MS DOS 3 3 * 5.2r drive, for 2000/1500-

A7786 Al Bridge Boord. 1MB. MS DOS 4 01 5.75" drrve for 7000/1 500 -

A705B BMI RAM exp board, populated to 7M8. tor 7000/1 500

8UP 8MB RAM eip board, pop lo 8MB for 7000/1 500

A7630 68030 card poouloied to 7MI for 7000/1 SOO

A7630 61030 card. Mpuloted >o 4MB lor 7000/1 500

A7090V70^7WA«looealrVd^^ -
A7091/7094 40MI SGI Autobeo) Hard Drive for MOO/1500-
IVS Tmnpcard . 40MB bard dnve for 7000/1500

A7370 Display buSoncer card (flicker fixer) lor 7000/1 500

Al 950 hah in colour mo*!w lor 7000/1 500 with A7370 ond 3000

lMByotkRAMfofASOOO -
A500/I500modoiotc-

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALER
Hobbyn pi jbj«Jt> tAAonnir ^i- hifkMI (IM

cm«lfelf ««trd«d te M >p lff> lorrn (IM

£195
C279
El 89
C779
£227
E59
C49
£39
C76t
£329
£6.99
£16.99
£219
C2I9
£179
£649
£99
£199
£569
£199
£349
£999
£1799
£299
£499
£3*9
£249
£459
£199
£23
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READER REVIEWS\
We've told you what we think of the

drives in our survey Now you tell us

about your own new hard or

software. Bung us 50-100 words on
what you think of any new product

that you know about and you think

others should know about too. If we
use it. well give you £5 for your

trouble. Send your contributions to:

Reader Reviews Amiga Shopper. 30

Monmouth Street. Bath BA1 2BW j
ooooooooo
Shopping List
GVP Series II A500-HD+ (50Mb)

£599 from Power

GVP Series II A2000-HC+8

(173Mb)

£849 from Power Computing Ltd

44a Stanley Street, Bedford

MK41 7RW.tr 0234 273000

Expansion Systems DataFlyer 500

(48Mb).. £389.95 from Trilogic

Expansion Systems DataFlyer

2000 (48Mb)

£349.99 from Trilogic

Unit 1 253 New Works Rood

Bradford, BD1 2 OOP

tr 0274 691115

SupraDrive 500XP (40Mb)...£489

SupraDrive WordSync 2000

(52Mb) £449 from Surface UK
5 Rockware Avonu«

f

Greenford

Middelsex. UB6 OAA

tr 081 566 6677

and

WTS Electronics Ltd

Studio Master House, (haul End Lane

Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ

tr 0582 491 949

But try shopping around.

Amiga A590 (20Mb)

£299

Amiga A2094 and A2090A

controller card (40Mb)

£1209.80 from

various suppliers

Power
Sauce

When the Supra drive refused to

boot up under the A50O's own

steam, warning bells started

ringing - especially since the PSU is

only rated for one external floppy

drive. In search of the definitive

answer; we contacted Commodore

for advice. They very obligingly

informed us. "The expansion port

can supply external devices: +12

volts @ 300mA and 5 volts @

50mA. There is a -5V line, would

you Kke that too?"

Then we inquired what would

happen if we put a hard disk

drawing a couple of amps on the

bus. They told us, "You might get

away with 600mA [about two

thirds of an amp] if you don't have

an A 501 and a external drive. Any

more than that and not only will

you fry the PSU, but you'll also

invalidate the warranty.''

This warning should be taken

very seriously. Commodore says

mat if you want to add loads of

hardware, then it must operate

under its own power. The Supra

500XP and especially the

DataFlyer are serious culprits and

should be avoided unless you

have a replacement PSU capable

of supplying the juice.

from poge?4

expansion bus we could not. This

rather dodgy situation takes the beast

straight from unprofessional to

amateur - without passing GO.
Internally the design is nice, clean

and uncluttered An IDC bus at the

bock accepts most SCSI drives.

Ours was fitted with a power-

hungry Segate ST- 157, something

straight out of cheap PC land. Unlike

all the other drives in the lest, the

DataFlyer does not feature an

external SCSI or any space for

expansion RAM. Apparently these

are actually available, but at extra

cost. An external power module also

costs more. Someone has obviously

overlooked that problem with the

power drain on Amiga 500s.

The software is crude, almost to

the point of being primordial, and the

manual little short of diabolical. Even

though there is no cooling fan, this

was also the loudest drive subjected

to test It seems a shame to end a

review this way. but the message is,

for those on a budget this is one drive

that should be avoided ^D

• 500 • 500 • 500 • 500 • 500 • 500 •

(A500) COMMODORE A590
No, we have not gone totally potty.

It's slow and only offers 20Mb of

storage, but it's a good workhorse

for under £300 and guaranteed to

be 100% reliable with other

Commodore kit..

(A500) GVP IMPACT 11+ 50MB
Superb build, excellent aesthetics

and blinding speed make this the

best A500 drive featured. And from

what we saw, it will take some

beating. The only choice for the

power user with money to burn.

• 2000 • 2000 • 2000 • 2000 • 2000 •
SUPRA WORDSYNC 2000
It is the fastest drive we tested,

comes with plenty of storage for the

price, and it all fits in a single

expansion slot. It comes with

versatile, user-friendly software too.

What more could you ask?

GVP SERIES II A2000HC+8
The review model hod a 1 73Mb
drive, but Power sell a 40Mb version

for £399 It performs almost as well

as the Supra, is supported by good
software, and has the capability to

odd RAM onboard.

Hard drive SPEED TEST RESULTS Sizing up
Drive Format 10Mb Cold Boot Load DPa»t III DIMENSIONS (mm)

Partition (sees) (sees) (sea) Length Width height

A2094 605 35 » N/A N/A N/A

DataFlyer 2000 24S * 3 N/A N/A N/A

GVP 2000 110 40 2 N/A N/A N/A

SupraDrive 2000 N/A 45 3 N/A N/A N/A

AS90 205 45 3 260 112 65

DataFlyer 500 240 35 2 377 145 62

GVP 500 520 23 1 330 135 62

SupraDrive 500XP N/A SI 2 1 285 107 60

The Tests
Unlike floppy drives, the hard variety perform at

differing speeds depending on the disk controller

and me actual disk drive supplied with me unit.

See the figures for how the drives performed.

The first thing was to measure the time taken for a

low-level format. Normally, hard disks are

supplied already formatted, with Workbench and

Extras (and sometimes some manufacturer specific

tools) installed. But in some cases it might be

necessary to re-format: ie, if you need to change

me number or size of the partitions. The timings for

the format are given in seconds per 10Mb, since

larger drives obviously take longer to format.

The time taken to format and initialise a boot

partition of 10Mb - the partition where all

subsequent tests were performed - was also

measured.

Having done this we installed Workbench on

the partition (each of the models come with

software to do this) and measured the time taken

for a cold boot from the hard disk.

To simulate the performance of the drives in

everyday use, we used DiskSpeed 1 .0 by Michael

Sim of MKSoft Development. This creates 256 files

on the disk; scans the resulting directory list twice,

and then deletes the files, taking timings for each

hi terms ot number ot operations performed per

second. A seek and read test is then executed,

whereby a 256k file is created and sections of

data at the beginning, middle and end of this file

are sought and read 1 50 times each. It also tests

the speed at which the drive can write and read

raw data. Results are given in number of bytes

reod/written per second.

Once these tests were done, we ran them

again but this rime with a HAM picture at the front

of the screen. The reason for this is that the custom

chips have to do a lot of work to display a HAM
image, and there wfl be some contention between

them and the hard dbk for access to memory.
Finally, we measured how long it took for a

typical program to toad from each drive. For this

we chose Deluxe Paint III.
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Bodega Bay

Most people were only really aware

of the Bodega Bay when the ad

came out in the American Amiga

mags. A strange box that makes your

Amiga look like an old Apple III?

How silly. But reading the specs

alongside the picture soon changed

my mind. It's boast is to (nearly)

bring the A500 up to A2000
specification. The brackets around

the word 'nearly' are there because

of a small asterisk by the full spec in

the ad, which says that video slots

oro coming along later. Hmm. Does

this mean that the Bodega Bay is half

a solution? Nah, there's much

more to it than that Now the Bodega

Bay is in the UK, via the Amiga

Centre Scotland, and that means we
can take it apart and give it

a good old-fashioned shakedown.

The Bodega Bay is a large box, a

little bit wider than an A500,

which stands off the floor enough for

you to get all but the keyboard

of your Amiga under it. A prong in

tho loft hand side of the Bodoga

Expansion slots on an A500? Surely not. But oh yes
indeedy as Phil South stretches his Amiga with the

Bodega Bay and Checkmate Digital expanders
he big problem for A500 users after

they've used their Amiga for a while is

that they feel the need for more. Yes,

more. More of everything, more
expansion possibilities, more memory, hard
disks, 24-bit graphics, video toasters ... the

whole bit. But owning a machine in which the

only real internal expansion options are

whatever you can fit into the trapdoor can be
rather limiting to their aspirations.

But as is usual in these things, people are out
there using their noddles and making the best of

a bad job. First came the Checkmate Digital

1 500, now we have the Bodega Bay. Where wi
it all end? Could this be the death of the 2000?
Let's take a look at the options and find out.

Bay goes into the expansion slot in

the side of your 500 and the

whole thing snaps together. The Foot

on which the Bodega Bay stands

has a sort of lip which goes under

the 500 meaning that, once the

thing is attached to your Amiga, you

can pick the whole bundle up as

one without the Amiga falling off the

bottom or bending the slot.

The unit itself is a metal box,

inside which is a nice strong power

supply from which you can drive your

Amiga, monitor and the stuff in the

Styling on the Bodega Bay is not exactly avant garde, but then have you

noticed how dated certain computers are looking these days?

Bodega Bay. The Bodega Bay

contains four card slots, some of

which are PC compatible, and a

5.25" disk drive. If you have a

bridgeboard in place, this means you

can use big PC disks and run PC

flavour fax cords. Very nice.

There is space in the Bodega Bay

for onother external disk drive, so

you con use this as df 1 : or df2

:

depending on whether you've got

your first external pressed into the

drive slot on the back or not.

Smart looks
When it's fitted together the whole

thing looks very smart and very

distinctive. Its metal case is fronted by

a plastic fascia, which slopes sexiry

down to meet flush with your

keyboard. The metal top is strong

enough to take the weight of a

monitor, so all together it's very posh.

You get a flying lead with the system

which goes into the back of the

Bodega Bay and out to your Amiga
power supply socket. The same goes

for the monitor, so you can switch the

whole show on just by flipping the

switch on the back; the one over on

the right hand side. On the foot that

takes the weight of the Bodega Bay

on the right, there are a couple of

joystick connector-shaped holes

which, with a pair of flying leads (not

supplied in my demo unit), could pull

the mouse and joystick ports round to

the side within easy reach.

There is a fan inside the unit to

keep the old power supply cool. The

supply has a little toggle switch

marked 11 Ov and 230v which I

should imagine on all units they ship

in the UK will be switched over

before they go out.

The unit is undone for the fitting of

cards and extra drives in the same

way as a PC or a 2000. Retaining

screws on the bock of the box are

unscrewed and the top of the unit

slides forwards revealing the shiny

metal innards. On the left of the box

inside, as you look at it from the

front, is the circuit board containing

the card slots, Four in all. This board

goes down to o complex connector

under the unit which feed the data to

and from the expansion port. To all

intents and purposes, the unit is

invisible to the Amiga, appearing

to the machine like an extension of

the normal circuits in the machine. As

"The unit's PC

bridgeboard does

its PC thang in a

slow and crunchy

way and the 5.25"

drive whirrs away
like it is meant to."

the unit is plugged right into the bus,

there is intrinsically no difference in

performance between the Amiga with

or without the Bodega Bay.

The four card slots have openings

at the back of the machine, not

unlike a 2000, in cose any of the

cards you slot into the machine have

ports out the back. There are a

couple of empty holes in the back,

one the size of a joystick plug, the

other more like a 25 way RS232
plug. What these are for wasn't

obvious and, as the docs had

vanished by the time I got my hands

on the thing, this will remain a
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The unit makes a basic Amiga look pretty small, but the expansion possibilities are huge. Prospective PC users

will find the internal roominess an advantage and some mysterious extra holes in the case look promising.

mystery for the lime being. Three of

ihe slots are PC XT/AT compatible,

»© yov covld plv3 in a EGA or VGA
card to get your bridgeboard display

more smooth and PC-like. (It's a bit

juddery on the Amiga window.) You

can even slot in PC Fax cards, which

are very cheap, and this will get

around one general shortfall in

Amiga peripherals; there ain't a

viable alternative on the Amiga to

cheap PC cards. Having a machine

with slots gives you more than just

possibilities (a very vogue term, I

find), it gives you power to expand

the technical limits of your machine,

with not only the wide range of

Amiga cards, pretty amazing in

themselves, but PC cards as well. This

makes the box even more of a

bargain than it was already.

Fitted bridgeboard
The unit I was supplied with was
ready-fitted with a Bridgeboard - the

jolly old Commodore PC on a board

which enables you to run PC

software on your Amiga, albeit a

little bit slowly. This board is attached

internally to the 5.25" disk drive via

a nice thick ribbon cable. (As a point

of order, you needn't use up one of

your slots on a Bridgeboard as, don't

forget, the KCS system fits into the

standard A500 trapdoor, so you

already have the capability to have

PC software up on your Amiga.

Bridgeboards are nice for running PC

cards though and, as I said just now,

this is very handy if you want to

really go places.

Conclusion
As this is a plug and fit expansion,

there really is nothing to go

wrong. No moving parts means

nothing will wear out and the whole

thing comes out just a little bit too

good to be true.

In use, the unit performed

flawlessly. The PC bridgeboard did

its PC thong in its slow, crunchy way
and the 5.25" drive whirred like it

should do. I am really at pains to find

anything that wrong with the damn
thing. But being the kind of guy I am,

I'll have a good try.

So, on the nit-picking front, it is a

bit of o shame that it takes up the

expansion port, as this removes the

possibility of using the nice cheap

A590 disk drive, or indeed anything

else which might be of use, like o

snapshot cartridge. Although having

access to cards and big disk drives is

certainly an inducement, you are

making your Amiga more than a little

harder to get at. Don't underestimate

the effort involved in opening and

closing the box, and the access to the

back of your machine is severely

restricted. Just try leaning over your

table to change the modem plug in

the serial port for the MIDI interface

or the printer lead with your

scanner/sound sampler. You'll soon

find out that owning a dirty great big

box with a computer in it is not all

beer and skittles.

But these reservations aside, you

won't find a great deal to grumble

about in the Bodega Boy. It is very

good looking, sturdy and, for what it

is, pretty damn cheap too.

Checkmate Digital

Despite nasty rumours to the contrary,

Checkmate Digital is still very much

with us. The company that practically

invented the expansion box market in

the UK is still coming up with

innovative ways of making your

basic A500 go much, much further.

The company's policy has always

been that the 500 is all the computer

you'll ever need, so why bother

going to anything else? The

workstation concept that the

company espouses is taken to its

logical extreme with the first product,

released last year, called the

Checkmate 1500.

The Checkmate 1 500, not to be

confused with Commodore's silly

sticker-covered A 1500, is a metal

box which allows you to slip the

A500 out of its plastic casing and

into a much more slim-line, rugged

affair, The keyboard is put in a slim

continued on poge 3?

ECKOUT
Bodega Bay

Ease Of Use 8/10
Fitting the thing is a piece of cake,

though you may find the strain on your

back too much when it comes to

reaching the bock of your Amiga under

all that metal

Speed 9/10
There is no slowdown in operation in

using your Amiga, as all the bits

connected to the Bodega Bay are

invisible to the system. Damn smart that.

Construction 7/10
Good, solid construction overall, though

the plastic bits like the foot covering the

edge connector are liable to break off

under the weight of the cose if you let it

drop on it. So the case is fine, it's just

the trimmings that are a bit flimsy.

Connections 10/10
The Bodega Bay is well connected to the

outside world and if the rumoured video

slot and co-processor sockets come out

as predicted, the unit will practically be

an A2000.

Expansion 10/10
The expansion possibilities are very

good, giving you access to a range of

cards in both the Amiga and PC fields

There are also some nice undocumented

holes in the case which promise further

customisation will be possible in future.

Good Looks 6/10
Good looking in an old fashioned sort

of way. Nice use of the plastic surround

to iron out any rough metal edges, but

the trim was a rod flimsy and not very

well fitted to the metal The problem

there is that if you plan to lug it about.

b»ts may break off and slart to make it

look shabby

Use Of Amiga 9/10
The Bodega Bay sets your A500 free to

explore strange new vistas, seek out

new cards and applications, to boldly

go where only a few more expensive

computers went only last week.

Documentation 3/ 1

There wasn't any documentation in my
test version, but to be honest you don't

need any. If someone gives you a shovel

and a large pile of manure, explanation

seems fairly unnecessary.

Price Value 18/20
As far as expansion boxes go, this is

about the ballpark price- It's worth about

£300 in my estimation, so whack on

£50 for shipping it over from the US
and you've gol a good deal It's

cheaper than trading up for a 2000
anyway, and memory expansion and

memory expansion and hard disks are

cheoper on the whole if you know ihe

right places to look.

Overall ..............80/100

A very good idea and very well

executed. The best thing about it is that

it takes you 1 seconds to fit and lasts

as long as the computer does. What can

you say that of these days?
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continued horn page 31

Checkmates 1500 is still going strong - strong being the operative

word. Ham-fisted owners will be hard-pressed to make an impression.

box on o curly lead coming out of the

front, and the internal disk drive is

turned 90 degrees to face front.

Inside the case, using a special

adaptor board, the user can fit the

guts of an A590 20Mb hard disk

drive/memory/SCSI controller,

making it a much more compact and

sexy workstation. It's much slimmer

than a 2000 and inside there is room

to fit all manner of interfaces and

devices. In looks it is more like a

cross between the old Amiga 1 000
and a Sun SPARCstation or

something similar.

To open the unit all you have to

Checkmate's Near Future
To make the system compatible

with Amiga cards and other

peripherals, the company plans

to release what was once called

the 'top box'. Instead of a

separate box on top of the unit,

the company is now planning to

supply a bigger top for the case,

expanding the size of

it upwards and having the slots

fitted internally. This will

probably happen sometime

around late Summer.

But before that, the new

Checkmate box - IQLR500 tower

case - will be coming out this

Spring, probably in April. The

price is not yet fixed, but

Checkmate's Steve Jones puts it

in the region of £350-£400,

which sounds very sensible. The

new box is a tower, so it stands

on its end on the floor, and as

well as a new sexy separate

keyboard case, it has (and I

stress this spec is preliminary):

• 4 Amiga slots

• 1 slot for your A500

motherboard

• A full length video slot

• 5 disk bays for either 5.25" or

3.5" drives

plus enough headroom over

your processor to fit

accelerators/emulators, room

for your 501 board, and an

integral chunky 220w power

supply. (Phew) The Checkmates

were showing the unit at the

recent AmiExpo in New York,

and it looked nice and strong

and very smart.

Give Checkmate a call to

checkout the latest specifications

and its availability.

do is undo the retaining screws and

the bottom of the box (called the tray

in the trade) slides out. The box is an

all-metal construction, painted with a
very nice Hammerite-type, light grey

paint. Stickers marking it as a A 1500
are positioned on the front left of the

box and on the keyboard. All the

ports and stuff still stick out of the

back like they ever did, except now
they are nice and low down and are

protected by the lip made as the

back of the top curves down and

back the to side of the tray.

The joystick and mouse ports are

extended on little internal leads to

poke out of the front. This is very

convenient, as one of the greatest

bugbears of an Amiga user's life is

switching plugs at there rear of the

machine. This facility cuts out one of

the regular culprits.

Conclusion
I've actually used a Checkmate box

since they came out, and although

I've had some problems with it, these

are mostly due to the fact that it is a

prototype unit. Production units were

much sexier-looking and much more

reliable. Although Checkmate's focus

of attention is it's new products now

(see Checkmate's Near Future), it will

continue to support the 1500 until it

is a complete system with slots.

The only drawbacks are to do with

not having the expansion slot free if

you have the 590 fitted internally,

and not having enough headroom

over the processor to fit other types of

boards. But this is a small niggle and

is far outweighed by the benefits.

As an example of the quality of

goods Checkmate is capable of,

the 1 500 says a lot of this young but

very shrewd company. It was a bold

plan to completely re-box the Amiga,

and it's execution was perfect. Fitting

the unit around your motherboard

isn't that hard - I'm terrible when it

comes to these things - and I

managed to do it without cracking

the board in half. If a klutz like me
can do it, then so can you. CO

[000000000
Shopping List
Bodega Bay MMMm.£350
Amiga Centre Scotland

4 Hart Street Lane

Edinburgh

EH1 3RN

« 031-577-4242

Checkmate A 1500 £199

Checkmate Digital

80 Mildmay Park

London

Nl 4PR

it 071-923-0658—

Checkout
Checkmate Digital

Ease Of Use 8/10
Fitting the motherboard in the box is

tricky, but even a child could do it with

supervision. You have to mind out (or

the sharp metal shield in the Amiga itself

but the hazards really end there.

9/10
The cose doesn't impair the speed of

your Amiga or the 590. In fact, if you

add one of the SCSI drives that

Checkmate can tit you out with, it

positively flies along.

Construction 10/10
The rugged, all-metal construction means

that your Amiga becomes big, butch

and as strong as a safe, so very few

worries there.

Connections 10/10
Checkmate is continuously updating and

expanding the possibilities of the

machine. Fitting some of your more
frequently used interfaces is child's ploy.

Expansion 10/10
You con fit any of the known expansion

boards internally to the unit and, of

course, all the usual stuff that fits into the

trapdoor can still fit, so the possibilities

are limitless really.

Good Looks 9/10
It's a slim and sexy unit, so no

complaints there. It drops a point for

looking a little too rugged in the wrong

light, but if you are planning to knock

your Amiga around a bit (got to show it

who's boss) then you are onto a winner

Use Of Amiga 9/10
Removes all the problems associated

with owning a 500 and replaces them

with only a few drawbacks Sets your

500 free of it's gaudy games machine

cosing and adds the welcome possibility

of more of everything

Documentation 8/ 1

A full set of instructions is included for

the brain dead and generolly hard of

thinking, but I bet you could probably

work out how to set the unit up if you

tried without consulting them.

Price Value 18/20
Can't really be beaten price-per-ounce

on metalwork. The price is low for what

you get, and good expansion options

and new products from Checkmate will

r>o doubt reflect a similarly competitive

pricing strategy.

Overall 91/100
A first<Iass bit of kit and one which you

will not regret investing in. It brings o
few minor and transitory problems, but

these are outranked by the many
benefits of having an all-in-one

workstation. If you want everything in

one place where you can get at it, then

this is the kiddy.
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Distinctly Digita
Cleverly written and always favourably reviewed in the press,

Digita produces a range of powerful, low cost software for the home
and business user.

DGCALC MA1LSHOT
TN> learnt end moat qo**<+J tofeedaheet evaHaMe *r\tm

pr*e bracket •* 5

1

2 '«• by 52 ctfumna, 9*»ng you up to

2N24ceOa Aiw*m aU Ogta product *a operation of the

program lecJeertyfcoutf* out B#^)t**r wtoo rnouttof

command driven you ll bo able ta start umg n wdmrnrfMea
-even tfyouw never weed a apraedaheetbetora Some*
the liefciree which mafcen suchyod value are ftetiporeng

of ASQtmaa for ifopriBoftyffofffcf pfopnw. ifliumbu
co*\*nn wK>h and ted overflo*. programmable hmdion keys

(macros), and a umque vmdovtng taDiity. to thai you can

looOldrterentpartoolasf^atfteaametime^^

W you e*er need to send out m»tmgs or ponl label*, jcu
fcno* horn ha>y and t»me<onegneng * can be mafcmgwre
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o* the paat Because Uarfata eetietty shows you the latwf

on screen, you cap typewm and addreaeee *n etectfy the
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screen aa a conbrw* sheet eNcmng you to tat*
t**wirOBafYiiorw«. to seen* tor particular fcjywds or

toedRontioewiftlhemtn*rnun'offuea Faoiitiee include

Marching, detect o* (3u&*cm tabets. sorting feven

aurname') 9 labels aaoes. Mi copiea o* any label TNshas
») ba t*e simplest and moat ertectve metwd of creating a

, IVP| . MHHHHH CLASSIC INVADERS
MAILSHOT PLUSDo you ever have to print names and addreaeai at awkward
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formi cm mvocaa *hers thttext has toba*ntiact(y ther»ght

place? Uauatfy you have to do * by hand, or get your puety
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compute* ind porter into a Miy fledgad typewriter.
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(uaatcabon and proportional spacing, to thai you can adit
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PERSONAL TAX PLANNER
Ara you ebeolutely sura your laiman is doing hts job

correctly? Wan your own tax wift sase Ma menmJriven

program wtll calculate your income tai liability (4 tai years

included) and provide pertinent facia about your tai poeifton

You can perform whaM?*rjlr^aton to discover ways to

minimita your tti liabtlrty In lad tha program wrll advtaa

youonthingaauchu rfyouvaamariadman. whattartt

woiid ba advantAoaoua to hava your wria % incoma tajiad
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'tnd that PIP will pay lor >ttafl rn tai tavwga tha f»nl tima you

uaaiH
" STOP PRESS M

July BB - PTP uaar fawvaa tai fatund of ovar f2 000"

£39.95

DAY-BY-DAY
An aicatlant way to gal orgamaad With it you II ba rtm^ndad

of birthday) and othar annivaraarioa, maatmga and

appointmants. phonacaNatomahaandaoon Aawiftall

Digita products, inputting in*>rmabonii»impltcrty»aaH and.

onca antarad. you can March for kayworda or for particular

avanti tuch as birlhdayi to %%• whan ona it coming up

lndudaimonth/w«ati/day planner automatic ramindart tor

ovardua appoinvnann month and waak summary al a

glanca For laaa than CMthitia tha idaa* way to maU aura

you navarm«Ir«t important occa**onigfcn' *--*
ftcLZ9-99
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£49.95

CASHBOOK COMBO

FINAL ACCOUNTS
Tha program will tafca *jrw«w pmm
ConVoftar and product a avnplaia aai of

' TnaiBawxa * Tradtng and Proht and Loaa Accoifff

Now to tha Account

*FuBAccounbngri

Ail rapom *tay be produced at any t-me, Mfi
comparative^Hidgat figum tt required The taoWy to

produce fteaedoamenttQuckty, accuracy, anora^jieny
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tinea one ahowi tha true profitability adeemed, and the other
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£29.95
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SSL
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Available to the trade from:

Digita, GEM, Greyhound,

HB Marketing, Lazer,

Leisuresoft, R & R, SDL. ^9-95

DIGITA
INTERNATIONAL

'Serious software at a sensible price"

All aoftware written in the UK. Prices include VAT & P & P (add £200for atpWl)

HOW TO ORDER
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE

ES 0395 270273
Post: Digita International Ltd

Black Horse House
Exmouth Devon
EX8 UL dand
Fax: 0395 268893
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dDEF IPCDWHIE
NOW WITH THE
SYNCRO EXPRESS

f^rtotw^y^ mmm wra>; m$k

THE ANSWER TO YOUR DISK DUPLICATION PROBLEMS

SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK IN AROUND 50

SECONDS!!

^ Syncro Express requires a second drlv» & work* by controlling it os a slave device & Ignoring the computer disk drive controller

chip whereby high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved.

_1 Menu driven selection of Start Track/End Track up to 90 tracks. i_] Ideal for clubs, user groups or your own disks.

(_) Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge. J The most powerful Disk Copier ever conceived.

Q Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, ST etc. jj No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

^_) Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

Q Now with a SUPER POWERFUL "SYNCRO" MODE that actually synchronises your Disk Drives for even greater accuracy!!

'^J Can be switched OUT when not in use - totally transparent. .J Make up to 2 copies simultaneously*.

PtdltS MANY NEW FEATURES INCLUDING ...

J DRIVE SPEED CHECKER - now m

[_] DISK TOOLKIT - Syncro III now ii^H^^Hfl
Hard Drive File Copy etc. etc.

you don1 have a second drive we can supply SYNCRO OQQ
EXPRESS together with a DIGITAL DISPLA Y Drive for ONL K... 1~ Z/Z7.

PLEASE STATE AMIGA
500' 1000' 1500 2000 3000 WHEN

ORDERING

¥n

WARNING
1900

COPYRIGHT
ACT

Daiei Electronics HO .
nerttwr conoooee nor aulhonaee the um o« us products for (he repnxJucton o* copyright materiel.

T*« Mt»up iec*i*e 91 tw proowct are OwgnM to reproduce- onry eoftwese such aa Pub*c Doma»n material, the o—n
own programs or software where parmiaaron to maka backups n«s been dearly given. >t * MegaJ 10 make copiM. even
tor your own use. of copynghi material, wnnoui the g*van parmaaon ol the copyright owner, or the ucencew Iherrwf

M(DWW (BUTT J®VIR STUUIEID ISZIPIRIB33 UHU

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS
WE WILL DISPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY A EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING

THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS, NOT WEEKS
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hra. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO...

DAr£l ELECT/tOMCS LTD.

m e

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND.

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

SYNCH!



THE WORLDS MOST POWERFUL FREEZER-UTILITY CARTRIDGE

IS NOW EVEN BETTER
THE NEW ERSION IS HERE!!

/j

V

/

STILL ONLY

£5S >9
POST FREE

FOR THE A500/1000

A2000 VERSION AVAILABLE

ION
HE P R TO

PLEASE STATE WHICH COMPUTER YOU HAVE WHEN
L

> < ORDERING

INTO THE EXPANSION PORT OF YOUR AMIGA AND GIVES
EZE tfOST ANY PROGRAM, THEN YOU CAN...

*FT

itlvt

IN MEMORYTO DISK
s enable up to 3 program* t« III

Now lavts directly loidisk as Amiga Do* reloads independently ef the

carlrfdge • even transfer to hard drive! Works with up to 2 Mpas off flam -

even 1 Meg Chip MenffrfTatter Agnus).

• UWQUC. INNNITE LIFE TRAINER MODt • NOW MORE POWERFUL
Allows you to generate more and even infinite lives, fuel, ammo, etc.

Perfect as trainer mode to get you past that imposejble' level. Very
easy to use.

• IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR
The full Sprite Editor allows you to view modify the whole sprite set

including any attached sprites. RANGE OF IMPROVED FEATURES
• VIRUS OETECTION
Comprehensive va»i% detection and removal features to protect your

software investment. Works with all presently known viruses.

• SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK
Pictures and sound samples can be saved to dish. Files are saved
directly IFF format suitable tor use with all the major graphic and music
packages. Samples »r» displayed as screen waveform

• SLOW MOTION MODE
Now you can slow down the action to your own pace Easily adjust ae4 «

from full speed to 2©** speed. Ideal to help you throwgn the tncky parts:

• RESTART THE PROGRAM
S'sre'r press a hey and the program mM continue where yosi left afff.

a FUl\ STATUS REPORTING
At the press of a key now you can *>

Ram. Chip Ram. RamO'Sk, D*we Status, etc.

a POWERFUL PICTURE EOITOR
Now you can manipulate and search lor sereone throuo*

Over SO commands to edit the picture e*us MrHajm en sci

-*n* '-«

overlay shows all the information you cowed ever need to work on screens.
No other product comes close to offering such d|

frozen programs"
#

• MUSIC SOUND TRACKER
With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music in programs ,

demos, etc. and save them to disk. Save* •** formal suitable for most track

player programs. Works with loads of programs"
io AUTOFIRE MANAGER
From the Action Replay II preference screen you can now set up autofknt

from to 100S- Just imagine continuous fire power9 Joystick 1 and 2 mrm
set separately for lhat eslra advantage:
• DISKCODER
W>Th the new D«*kcoder opt >on you can now tag your disks with a unique
code that will prevent the disk from being loaded by anyone et%e. Te
disks will only reload when you enter the code. Very useful for security.

• PREFERENCES
Action Replay II now has scr*en colour preferences with menu setup
Customise your screens to suit your taste. Very simple to ust.

% DISK MONITOR
Invaluable d>sk monitor displays disk information in easy to unc

format. Full modify save options

DOS COMMANDS *

Now you isa.e a selection of DOS commands availed** at al
FORMAT COe>T, DEVICE «v_

DISK COPT
Disk Copy at the press of a bunon . faster than Dos Copy No need to lead

Work* inch . avilisli mt aM tmeas-

800T SELECTOR
E.lr^fJCttorCFi

S A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR Wl

A%semakk

you K see aad medfff atl ch*p registers

Oiak Sync oanprn

_~-j%% LMd i-j«* "••' "*

ivt.;ponryiifia>lri MfffJaM D*s*rdndVH>
i Ma corrmiOKT act

********* -*»*•€%

Iff**

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER FAST...
TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) - 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS

WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY 4 EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITH* OAYS. NOT WEEKS

ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT ALL CHEQUESPOSTAL ORDERS HADE PAYABLE TO-

DATBL clcCTTJOp/CS" LTD.,
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND

TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324
AAA;



SO?eK ACCeLeKATOKS
68030 for A500 B2000 & A1500

GET MORE THAN AMIGA 3000 POWER IN YOUR MACHINE!
Fantastic reviews in AUI and Amiga Format...blows the opposition away.
33mhz 25 mhz 20 mhz speeds with PRICES AS LOW AS £340
SAVE £50 Call us and find out how you can save money

on a 68030 system, (offer must close 30th April, 1991)

Please note we do not sell out of date 68020 systems.
If you phone before 3.30pm you can have your 68030 system (he next day (courier) If out of stock you will be
only kept waiting 7 days. No other company can make this promise. We also specialise In technical support

68030 NEWS We will shortly be launching another 68030 card but this one
will have a super fast SCSI interface built on it Release date June 91

68040 LATEST! we are shortly to release the first 68040 card for toe amga
ONLY FOR THE 2000/1500 It Is aimed more at the video post and pre-production market as well
as (he serious hobbyist. It Is designed to work hand-in-glove with the Video Toaster and yes,
we are to stock the PAL version or this out very, very soon. This will link into a very new
Genlock with full VHS-S C 111 Band and hardware special effects. The total video studio?

ONCE AGAIN WE ARE FIRST.

DUAL SPEED 68000 switchable between 7 and 14 mhz for full compatabillty.
Now on its own plug-in board with one lead to connect. No cache memory
(so you save over £100) to conflict with the A590 DMA drive JUST £42.95

YOU KNOW WHERE TO COME TO MAKE YOUR AMIGA CO FASTER!

MORE CHIP MEMORY? NO PROBLEM for 2000/1500 owners, convert
your machine to 2 meg of chip memory with our conversion. Just plug It In. Carries the new
A3000 Super Fatter Agnus and 1 meg of ram. No need to swap your machine and only C199

5I2K
& CLOCK £24.95

No clock £21.95
100% compatible with
Commodore's own 501G
Built In the UK and will

configure as chip
mcmory-wlth switch

Buy our 312k and get
a quality mouse mat
worth £3 for Just CI

all post free

A590 HARD DRIVE
CONVERSIONS.

We can sell you a full

replacement super fast

SCSI hard drive for the
A590 or an add-on extra
drive In slim-line case
40 meg to 211 meg.
Call for prices.

BYTES & PIECES (EUROPE) LTD.
37 CECIL ST, LYTHAM.LANCS,
TEL 0253-734218 1 1 AM-6PM

M0NT0FRI. FAX 0253-736035
Callers by appointment please.

We are the North European Agents
for CSA and SPIRIT with sub-
agents in other countries.

BYTFhTBACK
the fastest and best
hard disk back-up
program now V3.0

& k/S V2.0

compatible still

ONLY £19.95

X-COPY
professional with
hardware £33

X-COPY 2.9 with
hardware £15

Hardware only £10

13 K/S roms £29
1 meg Agnus £55

Post free



DESKTOP PUBLISHING
ifferent people wont

different things from

desktop publishing

programs At one end of

the scale there is the simple black-

and-white letterhead, at the other end

the full-colour, many page brochure

or maguting. In between there is a

whole miafrmadh of needs - the

leaflet, the advert, the local church

magazine, the company report, the

housing estate newsletter...

Time is money
A prime requirement, then, of any

desktop publishing program is

versatility. But it is no good a

plagium being able to do everything

a user may require of it if that

program becomes so complex, as

many do, that the user has to keep

digging into the manual. The usual

developers' excuse that complexity is

the price you have to pay for

versatility simply doesn't wash when

time is money - especially if it's your

time and your money.

So the other prime requirement of

"/ am certainly not

overestimating your

ability when I say

that pages can be

created within

PPage in a very

short time"

any desktop publishing program is

ease of use. More than that, it needs

to be intuitive - you should be able to

do things the way you would expect

to do things. This is a two-pronged

fork. Because the program is running

on the Amiga it means that

Commodore's user-interface

guidelines need to be adopted, and

because many users may have

moved to desktop publishing from

traditional publishing methods, the

traditional publishing conventions

need to be adhered to as well.

Professional Page (PPagej fills all

these criteria admirably.

Enter v2
PPage 2 feels like a total re-write.

[The latest version at the time of

writing, and the subject of this article,

is v2A )
Although Gold Disk has

quite rightly stuck close to the vl .3

user-interface, certain things have

changed which may make getting

Gold Disk's Professional Page DTP package has
reached version 2, with extra features, higher

performance and a higher price. JEFF WALKER
examines v/hat can be had for a few dollars more

This poster was cobbled

together in two minutes flat. The
requester shows the RGB and
YMCK values for a yucky colour

I defined; the big square on the

right shows the colour patch

that will be used on-screen.

Fill Color

Sky Blue Pink
[~

]
CustOM

No UCR/GCR
V. V

'A m

7.6

35.7

13 89 13

7.1 X C

14.3 v. K

SavQ Load

OK

].
PREFERABLY DEAD

used to the upgrade a more arduous

task than it has been in the past. But

changes haven't been made for the

sake of it, only to make operation

easier or more intuitive.

At its simplest level, creating

documents in PPage involves nothing

more than arranging a number of

boxes on a page and then filling

them with either text or graphics.

Boxes ore created by selecting the

box tool, moving the pointer on to the

page, holding down the left mouse

burton and dragging the outline of

the box until it is the size you want it.

To put text in a box, select

Project/lmporl/Text, load in your text

file, select the text tool, click in the

box where the text needs to go and

select Edit/Paste. To put a graphic in

your box you first click in the box,

which should hold the graphic, select

one of the four supported formats -

bitmap, Aegis Draw, PDraw or

Encapsulated PostScript - from

Project/Import, and in it loads.

Now all you need to do is move

the boxes into the exoct positions you

want them and your page is finished.

Rapid reports
I am certainly not over-estimating

your ability when I say that pages

can be created within PPage in a

very short time. The tutorial in the

manual - the front page of a

newsletter with two columns of text

flowing around a centralised graphic

- takes about half-an-hour to follow

through; once you have completed it

you will be able to do the whple

thing again, without the aid of the

manual, in about five minutes.

Honestly, simple stuff like this is like

Falling off a printing press.

Working in its single bitplane

(black-and-white) mode, the program

runs at an acceptable pace. Various

tricks can be adopted to quicken its

use, which admittedly makes the

display less and less WYSIWYG
(What You See Is What You Get),

but when you become more

experienced in desktop publishing

you will find that you don't actually

need to see every single detail of the

page all of the time - after o box has

been pasted-up as required there is

not much point in having a

WYSIWYG display of it.

contnuBo of) pooc 38
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING
continued from page 37

To aid production further, screen

refresh can be halted by hitting Esc,

which will probably become the

mo«t-u*»d key on your keyboard.

Sizing it up
Text in PPage can be of any size

from 2pt lo 720pt - about l/36rh of

an inch lo 10 inches. Two Roman
(upright) CG typefaces are supplied -

one with serifs, in the form of good
old traditional Times, and one

without serifs (sans serif) called

Triumvirate, which is AGFA's version

of Helvetica.

Italic and Bold are available from

tho Stylo menu, along with Outline

and Underline. More CG fonts, 35 of

"PPage a/lows

rotation of boxes,

textAND graphics,

which can add

some real sparkle

to your layouts"

them, can be bought for under £100
and they include specially designed

Italic and Bold typefaces. But don't

rush out straight away and buy them

because you'll be surprised how far

two typefaces will go - many
magazines, for instance, use only

two, employing just different styles

and different sizes to keep things

looking interesting.

*i

lO
c^Vc$

4#£j*

PPage still supports its old Amiga

bitmapped fonts output. Heaven only

knows why; 75 dpi does not even

approach anything that could be

loosely called professional-looking.

However, it's there if you want it.

At this stage it is worth

mentioning that in traditional

typography the width of a character

is designed to be a proportion of its

height. So if you change a

character's point size, its width

remains proportionally the same. For

instance, a word which is, say, three

inches wide in 72pt in a certain font

will be an inch-and-half wide set to

36pt in the same font. If you wanted

that word to be three inches wide

AND 36pt, you would simply have to

find a fatter font

Stretching sense
To DTP newcomers (and PageStream

owners) this seems a silly idea. Why
can't you simply stretch the word to

fill the three inches? Well, all

typefaces have been purposely

designed to be visually attractive and

easy to read. There are occasions

when distorting a font can be eye-

catching, but on the whole it is

frowned upon as poor practice.

PPage doesn't give you the

opportunity to fall into this bad habit.

Some look on it as a restriction; I

regard it as a strength.

What PPage does allow,

however, is rotation of boxes - text

AND graphics - full circle, in one

degree increments, a feature which

can add real sparkle to your layouts.

All the tools you need to

manipulate text are provided. Along

with the point size and style you can

.> ^«*>*

4&

Preferences
Magnif icat ion
Layout Tools

Text forridt

*sf Generic
Generic no CR
TransNr i te

HordPerfect 4.x C

WordPerfect 4.x (

Scribble?
TextCraf

t

TextCraft Plus
Interrupt ible Refresh
HorkBench Screen
Color Dither Mode

^i£>£^*

*<*ft8&. vXf

Text can be imported directly from half-a-dozen popular word

processors, or in two generic (ASCII) forms. The baselines of rotated text

appear wobbly on-ocroon, but when output they are perfectly straight.

t**>r ^^v
.* N.-dVfy Style tag

SubheadTag Nanv

J] Para

Color

BFont
HSiw
[l]Line Spacing:

Fixed

O Relative

(§) Leading

i»..i ...i I t

Black

(CG ) Tr i I'm v
j

i
. i

..

JH.84

ll.luctiru

flLoft
QRiaht
QCenter
QFlu*h

Solent Typftf*f:o

8.H8

Pts.

X

Pts.

3 H Trackins

a BjBaso Shft
ig

[|] Kerning

IB Hyphenation

B]Bold
^Italic
[3 Outline

] Underline

H.HHH

(CG)ITCAvaniOarde

apfChancory
(CG)ITCZapfDingbats
(CG)SyMboT
(CG)Tiwei
(CG)Triunvirate
CCG )Tr iimvirateCond

lJ
o
o

OK
I

Cancel

Wii
v* »">* &*-*" ^1 g^^

Cancel

V
Style tags are very easy to set up. You can either type the names of your
requirements into the string gadgets, or click on the buttons to the right

of the string gadgets to bring up file requesters. In the illustration above
I am about to change the subheading font from Triumvirate to Bookman.

adjust the colour of the text; the

space between letters positively

(tracking) or negatively (kerning),

paragraph indents; line spacing can

be set \o whatever you require;

baselines can be moved up or down;

justification can be set to left, right,

centre or flush; and hyphenation can

be turned on or off. All these options

can be performed on single letters,

words, sentences, paragraphs ...

right up to the complete contents of a

set of linked boxes.

Changing these settings one at a

time for a marked block of text can

take ages. In vl .3 you had to do it

this way, but v2 has a great new
feature called tags.

Wrestling with tags
Tags are great time savers Let's say,

for example, that you are typesetting

a book and have decided that all

chapter headings are going to be set

in 36pt Times Bold, coloured red,

centred on the page with 72pt (an

inch) of line spacing below them.

Everything goes fine. You show the

proof to the author and he goes

crazy because he asked for green

chapter headings in 24pt Triumvirate

Italic, left justified.

There are lots of chapters in his

book. You are sick as a parrot, yes?

No. Because you had set up a tag

called Chapter Headings which,

funnily enough, described all the

attributes of chapter headings. All

you need do is modify the tag to the

author's new requirements and every

chapter heading in the document will

automatically adjust to the new style.

That's an example of a Style Tag.

PPage also features Paragraph Tags,

so when your fussy author complains

later that he wanted his paragraphs

PPage
Potted

PPage is by no means a
new program; it has gone
rhrough several

incarnations. The original

program (vl to vl .2) was
only of any practical use
with PostScript printers. It

did support dot-matrix
output, but only at screen

resolution - a very jaggy
75x75 dots per inch (dpi).

The release of vl .3 saw
the inclusion of support for

AGFA'S re-scalable

Compugraphic (CG) fonts,

which happily meant that

output resolution was now
limited only by the

specification of your
printer. Excellent results

(360x180 dpi) could be
gained with a mere - and
by this time cheap - 24
pins hanging off the

parallel port, and non-
PostScript Hewlett Packard
compatible inkjet and laser

printers costing less than
£1,000 could produce a
wonderful 300x300 dpi.

As good as PPage 1 .3

was, and it was pretty

good, it unfortunately

lacked a number of

desirable features. Plus it

had an annoying tendency
to fall over when pushed.
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JARGO
BUSTING
BASELINE: The imaginary line on

which tit m« bate* of oil

letters without descenders.
rTPLANf /BITMAP A bltplane is an

orto of memory whore
every binary bit

correspond* to o pixel on
the screen. One bitplone

r»pr«»«nti a monwhrom*
image, several can be
overtayed (a bitmap) to

represent a colour image.
CROPPINGiCutting out tho part o* a

picture that you arm
interested in.

DITHERING: The juxtaposition in

varying densities of block

and white (or coloured)

dots to croat* o groy seal*

(or more colours).

HAM: Hold And Modify is on
Amiga graphic mod*
allowing all 4096 colours

to be displayed at once,

with certain restrictions.

IFF* InUrrhnng* Fil* Format ! a
means by which data from
different graphics or

sampling programs can be
saved in a compatible way.

ILBM; Interleaved Bit Mop is the

IFF sub-format in which
graphics images are stored.

JAGGIES: The jogged edges soon on
diogonal lines, caused by
the use of small, but
nonetheless finite,

rectangular pixels to moke
up a picture.

JUSTIFICATION: The way text is

formatted on a line. Right

justification results in the

text being hard against the

right margin, similarly for
Lft. Other possibilities ar*

flush and centred.

POSTSCRIPT: A powerful
mathematical langauge
used to describe graphics

and text images to

compatible printers.

Because it does not rely on
a pixel system, objects con

be scaled and rotated

without distortion.

SERIF: Typefaces that have little

flourishes at the end of

letters, eg: I taMI

indented half-an-inch, nol half-o-

centimetre, you simply modify your

Bodycopy Indent paragraph tog (or

whatever else you've called it) and

the job's done. Both types of tag can

be saved to disk and loaded again

for use in another document.

As mentioned briefly above,

boxes can be linked together so that

when one box is full the text flows

automatically into the next box in the

chain. Boxes can be linked across

pages, and special keypresses allow

you to insert the page number which

the previous, or next, box is on,

making things like "Continued on

page..." and "Continued from

page...'' a piece of cake.

Hacking copy
PPage itself has a very basic text

editor which can be used for making

simple changes to the words at page

make-up time. Operations, like copy,

cut, paste, search and replace, work

well enough, but for the initial

writing/editing and any major

changes it's best to use a dedicated

word processor.

New to v2 is the addition of a

fully-integrated article editor and

spelling checker. Typeface styles

(bold, italic and so on) embedded in

text written with the article editor are

in the same format used by PPage, so

a word you've picked out in bold in

the editor will automatically appear

in bold when imported to PPage. The

article editor is simple to use and

very quick; if you are using PPage a

lot it is well worth getting familiar

with it in preference to the word

processor you would normally use.

By far the most useful feature of the

editor is that while using PPage you

can mark a block of text, send it to

the editor - which will load in with

y*>\.&>;"ft«ifi> p-«p"*
"* -v!& A\.^ • . p^n-s namo innrail a

H.H

Para Njmp

Margin*: [M] Trim Box LeftrjBJBeWB Right

Paragraph Spacing: EH3H''- °f Line Spacing

Indent: QNone © In Q Hanging

U*x Spc: IntPrHord rj^H x InterChar [_1 1'188 I'm

Tabs: Q From Box

sqjhjHH ')&& ' I

7 E£EeM llUflJeM

1

I

3

4

3.8

6TB

39.8

42. H

OK | Sort Tabs) Cancel

*P

**£rt:*»1vcS.

The Paragraph Tags requester includes useful options which enable you

adjust (he inter-word and Inter-character spacing for flush justification.

the text you have marked to be ready

for editing - make your changes,

check it for spelling mistakes and

then send it back to PPage, where it

will be pasted back into the position

it was cut from.

PPage's graphics handling is not

far short of excellent. All types of IFFs

can be imported - including 24-bit

(16.7 million colours) - and once on

the page can be cropped, re-scaled

and rotated to suit. Loading times

are of course, like bitmapped fonts,

restricted by the resolution of the

screen - about 75x75 dpi in hi-res

mode - and this is the best resolution

you are going to achieve with IFF

graphics no matter what the

resolution of your output device.

IFFy scaling
Consequently, scaling IFFs up results

in blockier and blockier images and

scaling IFFs down results in more and

This close-up of the Clint poster shows that you can still clearly see

what you are doing with rotated graphics; the greater the detail in the

graphic, however, and the more confused the screen representation

tends to become. This doesn't affect the output, but it does mean that

any cropping and so on needs to be done before the graphic is rotated.

vary from very quick for single

bitplanes to yawn for HAM, but once

loaded, re-scaling is instantaneous

and rotation is not far behind.

What you see on-screen is a four-

grey-level representation of the

graphic when in colour mode, or a

dithered representation in black-and-

white mode - either way it is plenty

enough to see what you are doing,

except after a rotation, when what

appears on the screen can become

severely confused if the graphic

contains fine detail This is actually a

Good Thing - PPage appreciates that

you would much rather get on with

the job of laying-out than waiting

ages for it to calculate exactly where

every single rotated point of the

graphic should be.

Despite their appearance on the

screen, rotated IFF graphics print out

exceptionally well - much better than

you would expect - having none of

the distortion or jaggies that rotated

brushes in DPaint are prone to.

Although it doesn't display them,

PPage remembers the colour details

and sends them perfectly to the

printer or PostScript file when output.

IFF graphics, being bitmapped,

more detail going missing. PPage

cannot be blamed for this; it is a

restriction, first of the Amiga's screen

resolution and second of the IFF ILBM

formal which does not contain dots-

per-inch information.

But all is not lost. As well os IFFs,

PPage can import structured

drawings created with either Aegis

Draw or Gold Disk's own
Professional Draw. These have the

advantage, like CG fonts, of being

mathematically described in memory,

which means they can be re-scaled

up and down, and rotated, with no

danger of the jaggies creeping in.

And thanks to colour dithering,

structured drawings can be displayed

in up to 1 ,000 apparent colours.

Having structured drawings on-

screen, even in black-and-white

mode, tends to slow PPage to a

snail's pace, so most times you will

work in wireframe mode, where just

the outlines of the structured

drawings are shown. Even this slows

you down, so once you've adjusted

your drawing to the required shape

and size, you can alter it's box to

Quick Display after which the box

will appear on-screen with just an X

(OHtnuMJ on poge 40
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A finished spread featuring imported HAM graphics and rotated text. It took a good deal more time to write the copy than it took to lay the spread out.

through it, which speeds things up

quite considerably.

When IFF graphics and

structured drawings are imported,

they will automatically scale

themselves as closely as possible to

the size of the containing box while

preserving their original aspect ratio.

PPage will also Import

Encapsulated PostScript Format

(EPSF) files. Like structured drawings,

these can be scaled up and down
with no loss of resolution. But they

cannot be represented on-screen, so

you are working blind, and they can

only be output to a PostScript printer.

If Gold Disk is working on PPage 3,

those aro two features that mutf be

implemented - if only because

PPage's rival, PageStream, can both

represent EPSF files on-screen, and

dump them to a dot-matrix printer.

PPage % colour handling has

always been good. Any of the 4,096

colours in the Amiga's palette can be

created and used, all on the same
page if you like, although what you

see on the screen is a dithered

approximation - orange, for

example, is displayed as a pattern of

red and yellow dots

Printing primaries
Screen colours ore defined in the

normal Amiga manner as RGB
values, but this isn't how they're

printed. Talk RGB to a printer and

he'll send you to the local TV shop;

what he wants know about is YMCK
- Yellow, Magenta, Cyan, blacK.

Because what you see on the

screen is only an approximation of

the actual colour, you'll need to

choose the exact colour you want

from a book of colour charts. This

book will specify the exact

percentages of yellow, magenta,

cyan and black which, when mixed

together, create each colour.

To get that exact colour you

would type these percentages into

the YMCK string gadgets next to the

RGB sliders in PPage' s palette

requester When separating the

document, the yellow, magenta, cyan

and black components will be

generated from these YMCK values.

But this is still a surprisingly hit-ond-

miss process, depending on all sorts

"On a 1Mb Amiga,

with its 512k of

chip RAM, there's no

way you'll be able

to work in hi-res

colour mode,"

of things like the moke and quality of

ink used on the presses.

The Pantone Matching System

was developed to standardise the

printing of these kinds of mechanical

or 'spot' colours, and now, new to

PPage 2, is Pantone colour support.

This system consists of more than

700 numbered colours. Any printer

who adheres to the Pantone standard

can reproduce the colour you ask for

exactly since he will use the specified

Pantone colour formula.

Pantone colours are selected

from a list of names and numbers.

On-screen they are, again,

represented by a colour patch that

only approximates the colour, so

you'll need a Pantone colour patch

book if you need to select exact

colours. (Make sure you get one that

is printed on very similar paper to

that which your document will be
reproduced on to - colours will

appear as slightly different shades on

different qualities of paper.)

Documents can be output in two

different ways. First there's dot-

matrix, which includes inkjets and
lasers. PPage uses whichever printer

driver you have specified in

Preferences and gives you the choice

of up to seven different densities.

confirmed on poge 43
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COMMODORE
1084S STEREO
MONITOR

Including FREE lead

ONLY £229.00

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

j

i
PHILIPS 8833 MK II

j

i STEREO MONITOR i

J

Including Free Lead
J

j
ONLY £229.00

J

L I

C°*tf Open Monday to

Saturday 9am - 6pm
Callers and Mail Order welcome

J
NAKSHA '

i
UPGRADE MOUSE

|

• MAT PLUS i

!
HOLDER

J

i ONLY £26.50 i

i 1

i 1

! ALL-IN-ONE SOFTWARE
|

j
Music, Paint Word Processor '

I
3 Games • Tutorial Video j

" ONLY £119.00 i

i i

i 1

AMIGA PACKS
i

, SCREEN GEMS PACK, inc Shadow / Beast n. Back/Future n, Nightbreed. Days of Thunder. Dpaint U ... £359.00
STARTER PACK, inc 6 Commeiciai games plus Joystick £359 00

I CLASS OF THE 90S FIRST STEPS, inc Extra 512K. Pr-Wnte. Inio File. Dpaint * Dprintn etc.. £515 00
I CLASS OF THE 90S. inc Extra 512K. Publishers Choice. MaxiPlan. BBC Emulator. Midi Int. etc £515 oo
AMIGA CREATIVITY PACK, with Word Processor. Music & Paint packages. 3 games * Tutorial Video £419.00

All Amiga A500's supplied with mouse, modulator, manuals, workbench, Basic + Tutorial

I

I

I

I

I

J

r— AMIGA ASOO FUN PACK —i r-
Amiga A500. Mouse, Modulator. Manuals, Basic. Workbench, Tutonal Joystick. Disk Box.
10 Blank Disks, Dust Cover. Dpaint n, PLUS 14 GREAT GAMES Shadow of the Beast n,

Back to the Future D, Nightbreed, Days of Thunder. Star Wars, Toobin. Barbanan II.

Licence to Kill - James Bond Game. Running Man - With Schwarzenegger, APB, Xybots,
Dragon Spirit. Hard Dnvin. Voyager

STILL ONLY £399.00 1 Meg version £429.00
J

I I

I I

I I

I I

AMIGA A500 MAX PACK y

SOFTWARE AND DISKS —
\

3D PROFESSIONAL £209

BROADCAST TITLER £159
I CAN DO Authoring Software £49

I CROSS-DOS. Multi - format file transfer £23

| DIGIVIEW GOLD V4 ., £95
FRAMEGRABBER (PAL) Realtime colour grabber £429

I
. PAGESETTER V2, DTP Package \ C47
I PAOESTREAM, Now Version 5.1 £139
I PANASONIC 1410/4 VIDEO CAMERA. Ideal for DigiView £149

| PEN PAL. Excellent Word Processor (1 Meg) £69
I PIXEL 3D £49

I

PROFESSIONAL PAGE New Version 2.0 „ £149
PRO VIDEO POST £159
PRO-WRITE V3 1 £85

I SCULPT ANIMATE 4D £225

I SONY DD/DS Disks. Box of ten inc. labels £9

| THE WORKS PLATINUM, Integrated package £62

| TITLE PAGE £109

£109
I

VIDEO EFFECTS 3D
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO (1 MEG) £69

I X-CAD DESIGNER (1 MEG) £69

I X-COPY PROFESSIONAL inc. Hardware £34

00
00
.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

,00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

00

00
00

49
00
00
00
.00

.00

00
.00

I

L

r
I

Amiga A500, Mouse. Modulator, Manuals, Basic, Workbench. Tutorial. Joystick.

Disk Box, 10 Blank Disks. Dust Cover. Dpaint H. PLUS 10 GREAT GAMES Star

Wars. Toobin. Barbarian U. Licence to Kill - James Bond Game, Running Man -

With Schwarzenegger, APB, Xybots. Dragon Spirit. Hard Dnvin. Voyager

ONLY £359.00

HARDWARE |

-

, COMMODORE A590 20MB Hard Disk. Unpopulated....
1 COMMODORE A590 20mb Hard Disk * 2m RAM

1
I

* ....... - £275 00 .

£339 00
I COMMODORE 1084S Colour Stereo Monitor £229 00 I

| REKDALE 8802 Genlock. A500/B2000 1185.00 |

I SUPRA 2400 External Modem £11900 i

SOPHUS S5 Professional Stereo Sampler £79.00
KCS POWERBOARD. PC Emulation (A500) with AM DOS £220 00
AMIGA compatible external disk drive, switch plus thru port £57 50 I

I AT ONCE PC Emulation £175 00 I

|
GVP 40 MEG SCSI Drive plus 8 Meg Ramboard for 1500/200 £395 00 I

I

GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER with software plus Photon Paint £195.00

I
LNAKSHA CLONE MOUSE £19 95

I

I

!!
i i

i i

i i

j u

AMIGA A500. Mouse, Modulator. Workbench, Basic £335.00

PRINTERS
STAR LC-10 MONO PRINTER inc Lead £155 00
STAR LC-200 COLOUR PRINTER inc Lead £204.00
STAR LC-24/200 MONO PRINTER inc Lead £24900
STAR LC-24/200 COLOUR PRINTER inc. Lead £297.00
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 MONO inc. Lead £279.00
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR inc. Lead £309 00
CUT/EN 124D 24 Pin Mono inc Lead £199.00
CITIZEN 120D Plus. 9 Pin Mono inc Lead £139.00
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR .£22500

I

I

I

J

I

I

I

L

AMIGA A1500 n r—
The NEW A1500 inc Stereo Monitor. Twin Drive. Dpaint3. The Works

Plat.. +4 Games. ONLY £879.00
A500 Upgrade Available - please phone

I

I

I

J

I

AMIGA MEMORY
B2000 Microbotics 8M Ram Board + 2 Meg RAM £199.00

, Extra 2 Meg Ram for above board £75.00

J
A500 BaseBoard. Populated to 4 Meg £249.00

1 ASOO TARGET 512K Ram. With Clock * Switch £36.00

r
i

i

u

SUPRA/BAUD BANDIT 2400 MODEM
\

Hayes Compat. Autodial/answer. V21. 22. 22bis £119.00
As above but includes MNP5 error correction £159.00 New Supra 9600 Modem £399.00

I

I

I

I

J

I

I

HOW TO ORDER:
Either call our number
below with your credit
card details, or send a
cheque/PO or credit
card number and
expiry date to our

address. Make cheques
payable to

THE 16 BIT CENTRE
1 lo change without

notification

All prices include VAT + Courier Service

16 BIT CENTRE
Units 15-17,

Lancashire Fittings Science Village
Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF

Tel (0423) 53I822/5Z63M

EXTENDED WARRANTY
AND MAINTENANCE

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE
ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE
CALL FOR FURTHER

DETAILS

VISA

*



p Five years to the month after Protext version 1 was

launched Arnor are pleased to present version 5, an enormous leap

forward in both ease of use and performance.

Protext 5.0 introduces a completely integrated system of pull down menus

ond dialogue boxes. The menus are omong the many operations that may now
be carried out with either the mouse or the keyboard. Protext really does give

you the best of both worlds.

Protext 5.0 handles printer fonts flexibly and accurately. You can make full use

of any number of proportional printer fonts, mix them freely within any line,

centre them in headers, use automatically formatted footnotes. And Protext

correctly formats your text as you type it, no matter how many font changes

you use, showing you line and page breaks exactly as they will be printed.

Protext 5.0 is still the fastest word processor around. Even though we have

mode all these major improvements we have token great care to ensure that

text editing is as fast as ever. The menus work smoothly and quickly even

with high resolution displays. But of course, you can use Protext's efficient set

of commands and keys just as before and 5.0 remains compatible with all

earlier versions from 1.0 onwards.

Protext 5.0 is a worthy successor to version 4, which was described as "the

best word processor at any price", "the best text processor on the Amiga"

and "the most powerful word processor on the Atari ST" (AUI, ST/Amiga

Formal, ST User).

Protext 5.0 heralds a new era of multi-lingual European software, in time for

1992 and the opening up of Eastern Europe. Protext may be used in at least

27 different languages and has 10

different national keyboard layouts

built in (plus the capability to define

your own symbols and

keyboard layouts).

The Features
.'< New lost t easy to use pull down

menu systenvith dialogue boxes and

alerts; file selector; mouse dragging lo sel

blocks. Menus complement existing

commands and keyboard shortcuts, do

not replace them. Menus may be used

with mouse or keyboard. Amiga version

follows Intuition guidelines.

.V Enhanced printing capabilitiessupports multiple proportional fonts; mixing of

different font sizes on the some line; proportional formatting whilst editing; side

margin, heoders and footers independent of main text font. Tabs, decimal tabs and

centre tabs. Extensive range of printer drivers supplied.

.\ Multiple file editing- up to 36 files may be open; split screen editing.

A Graphics mode supporton PC allows use in virtually any text or graphics mode

including 1 3? column or 75 line VGA modes; user defined characters ond on-screen

bold, italics ond underlining now on oil versions; use of 1 3 different occents on any

character.

A Languoge support includesAlbanion, Bosque, Czech, Danish, Dutch. English,

Esperanto, Estonian, Flemish, Finnish, French, German, Hungarian, Irish, Itolion, Latin,

Lithuanian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Rumanian, Serboaoolion, Slovak, Spanish,

Slovene, Swedish, Welsh. (Note: some printers do not support all languages).

\ Index ond contenhgenerotion. Indexer takes marked words or phrases, contents

entries automatically taken from titles wrapped in control codes; many options for style

of contents output.

Spelling checkerfeatures completely new 11 0,000+ word Collins dictionary with very

fast phonetic lookup. Anagrams ond find word pattern. Foreign language dictionaries

(German, Swedish available now, others to follow).

including multi-line footnotes ond endnotes; automatic

timed save; add column or row of figures; indent tabs; find word at cursor; 40 column

mode support; sentence operations; inter paragraph space; much improved expression

evaluator; self incrementing variables; Roman numerals; newspaper-style column

printing; file sorting utility with special options for names and addresses; revised manual

plus new tutorial guide.

.V And don't forget Proteit still include background printing; box manipulation;

macro recording, exec files; headers and footers; find and replace; mail merging;

undelete; file conversion utility; configuration program; auto reformatting; on screen

help; time and date; typewriter mode, line drawing; disc utilities.

Prkes

Protext 5.0 may be purchased from any good computer shop or directly from Arnor Upgrades from earlier versions

ore only available from Arnor ond the original discs should be returned with your order.

PC Amiga ST/TT Archimedes

Protext 5.0 £149.95 £149 95 £14995 £149 95

Upgrade from v4.

2

from earlier versions

(60 £60 £60 H/A

£75 £75 £75 H/A
Protext 4.2 £99.95 £99 95 £99 95 H/A

Prodatol.l £79.95 £7995 £79.95 due 1991 01

Notes:

Prolext 5.0 requires at least 640K of memory on oil machines

Protext 4.2 requires at least 51 2K of memory on all machines

Prodato requires 1 MB of memory on the Amigo

Arnor Ltd UmsJ, 6 1 1 Lincoln Road, Peterborough, PE1 3HA. Tel: 0733 68909 (24 hr), Fax: 0733 67299



DESKTOP PUBLISHING
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Checkout
Ease of use 14/15
Like programmer*, desktop publishers

lend to lose manuals under piles of

paperwoik, so il should be obvious From

th# start which button to prew in ordor to

operate even the least-used features of a

DTP program. In this respect, PPoge is

near perfect. For the advanced user

thoro are hundrod* of hotkey shortcuts.

Speed 10/10
Artists do their best work in fleeting

moments of inspiration. If trie softwar©

can't keep pace with the brain,

creativity is going lo surfer. In black-and-

white med-res non-WYSIWYG mode

PPage is quick enough to keep

frustration al bay; for full colour hkes

WYSIWYG, oi least 1Mb of chip ram

and a 68030/68882 accelerator is

recommended.

Output 10/10
Thanks lo the Compugraphic fonts, dot-

matrix oulpul is restricted only by the

resolution of your printer (or printer

driver). The program desperately needs

a PostScript interpreter so that a page

which includes imported PostScript files

can be output to dot-matrix printers.

PostScript output facilities are excellent

Graphics handling..6/ 10
All IFF IIBM formats are supported,

including 24-bit pictures, plus Aegis

Draw and PDraw structured drawings.

EPSF graphics can be imported and

manipulated, bur noi displayed.

Text editing 4/5
Most editing will be done with your

word processor, but facilities provided

by PPoge and its integrated Article

Editor give good reason to change

Colour 10/10
Full Amiga 4,096 RGB palette, 1 00
million YMCB palette, plus more than

700 atanciara Pantona colour* built-in

Tools 5/10
Locks power in certain advanced areas

— no automatic facility for Rowing text

around an irregular-shaped graphic,

only eight fill patterns available (none

user-definable), no macros, graphics

can't b* tlontod or rwi»t©d.

Documentation 8/ 1

A comprehensive cross-referenced index

helps find things quickly in a well-written

and expertly laid-out 250-page manual.

A quick reference card and tutorial

video are also supplied.

Price value ........... 14/20
fcxpensrve at U3U and a big increase

from the vl.3 RRP, but quality costs. The

price includes tutorial video.

Overall ..............81/100

PPage helps you to forget about working

the software and helps you concentrate

on laying out the document. If only this

much thought went into the design of all

Amiga programs.

You can choose which page to start

printing from and which page to print

to, and how many copies you want.

There are buttons for black-and-white,

grey scale and colour, plus a further

three buttons to select which dither

pattern to use - Ordered, Halftone or

Floyd-Steinberg.

For quicker printouts you can

select the Draft button and PPage will

only output the text of o document, X-

ing out all the boxes which contain

graphics, so you can check the

general layout and typography

before printing the final document.

PPage will also allow you to

adjust the scale of the dot-matrix

"Outputting to a

dot-matrix printer is

an absolute piece of

cake compared to

the traumas of

Postscript output"

output, so you can easily reduce A4
pages to A5 (25 per cent scale, not

50 - think about it), or, if you have a

wide carriage printer, enlarge the

whole page. This feature is most

useful for getting quick dumps of

pages with graphics in place - even

at 50 per cent scale (A6 size output)

most 6pt CG fonts are clear enough

lo be able to proof read the pages,

which print out in a fraction of the

time and use a fraction of the

ribbon/ink/toner a full scale page

does. You can halt or pause the

printing process at any stage by

simply clicking on a button.

Outputting to a dot-matrix printer

is an absolute piece of cake

compared to the traumas of

PostScript output, and the PPage

manual quite rightly goes into great

detail in this area.

PostScript printout
If you have access to a PostScript

output device - maybe you have one

at work or perhaps there's a cheap

DTP bureau down the road - then

you can take advantage of such

advanced features as screen density,

dot angle, colour processing and

separation, cropping marks and

page rotation. PostScript files can be

saved to disk rather than printed

directly, although complicated pages

with lots of structured drawings or

large fonts on them can result in huge

files that won't fit on to a floppy disk.

So you'll need a hard drive and a

standard archiving utility like ARC or

ZOO with which to compress the file

down to floppy size. At this point you

can trot down to the DTP bureau

where they can decompress the file

and output it for you. If the bureau

doesn't own an Amiga, you'll need

to write the file to a PC formatted

disk (which Macs can read as well as

PCs), so you'll need a utility like Dos-

2-Dos or CrossDos for this job.

CG fonts facility
One of the problems with PPage 1 .3

was that unless you had a B2000
with a PC Bridgeboard, you couldn't

download fonts to your PostScript

printer. But with v2 comes the facility

to download CG fonts. Gold Disk

makes the point that if you would like

Adobe PostScript fonts to be made
available in Amiga format, you

should hassle Adobe Systems.

I have successfully used PPage

and its Print to PostScript option to

save a business card design to an

EPSF file and get it output to a

Linotron typesetting machine at a DTP

bureau. The cord included a couple

of structured drawings and three

different typefaces - Times Italic,

Triumvirate and Triumvirate Bold. I

gave the bureau a PC formatted disk

containing a single EPSF file. A week

later they handed me my 2,000

business cards.

PPage needs at least 1 Mb of

RAM or it won't load. But the story

doesn't stop there. On a 1Mb Amiga

500, with its 5 1 2k of chip RAM,

there's no way you'll be able to work

in hi-res (interlace) colour mode -

well, not for very long at least. PPage

will soon warn you that memory is

running low and you should save

your document. You would do well to

take heed of its advice without delay.

PPage is extremely hungry for

chip RAM. The CG fonts are also

memory munchers. To conserve RAM,
and to speed up both screen and

printer output, PPage creates font

caches on disk. If you are using

PPage regularly, these caches can

very quickly become huge, which

means on a floppy-based system you

r IEWS\
We've told you whet we think of PPage
Now rt'i your chance to tell us what

you think about your own new sort or

hardwire. H you get something that Is

so new we've simply not had s chance
to review It, then give us 50-100 words
on what you think ot It and why. K we
use N you wtll get £5 for your trouble.

Send your contributions to:

Reader Reviews, Amiga Shopper. 30
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

will be forever swapping disks so that

PPage can access the cache. Loading

caches from floppy has the nasty

side-effect of negating the reason font

caches were invented - it's almost as

quick to let PPage calculate the font

as it is to load it from the cache,

although this uses up more memory.

My CG font cache - and
remember, I use PPage to produce a
monthly magazine - is currently

about 5Mb, built up over a period of

only two months. The higher the

output resolution, the larger the font

cache is going to be. I output to a
Canon BJ-130 bubble jet at

PAL VIDEO VACUUM

At the time of writing no UK (PAL)

videos were available, so the program

is being supplied either without it or

with the NTSC one. When the UK video

is ready Gold Disk will supply it free

upon application.

360x360 dpi; my Times cache for

this resolution is more than 1Mb, plus

there are caches for 75x37 dpi (med-

res screen), 75x75 dpi (hkes screen)

and 1 80x1 80 dpi (proof printouts).

Hard and serious
It's fair to say that a hard drive is a

necessity for anything but casual use

of PPage. Having 1Mb of chip ram is

more important than having another

2Mb of fast RAM, although I would

recommend both of those, plus the

hard drive, as your minimum

requirement for serious use.

I know there ore lots of you using

vl .3 quite happily on your dual-

floppy 1Mb Amiga 500s, and you'll

be able to do the some with v2.

Which proves you don't have to

spend a fortune to start out on the

great DTP adventure.Q)

ooooooooo
Shopping List
Professional Page 2 .....£249.95

Gold Disk Inc, PO Box 789 Streets*.

Mississogua, Ontario, Canada

L5M2C2 tr 010 416 602 4000

Distributed in the UK by:

Sflka Distribution Ltd,

1-4 The Mews, Hatherfy Rd, Sid<up,

Kent DAM 4DX« 081 308 0888

HI Marketing Ltd, Unit 3, Poyte 14,

Newlonds Drive, Colnbrook, Slough

SL3 ODX tt 0753 686000

Precision Software Ltd,

6 Pork Terrace, Worcester

Park, Surrey KT4 7JZ

* •

*
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AMIGA
VIDEO EDITING

SYSTEM
Syntronix Systems, Burlington House, Prime Industrial Park, Shaftesbury Street, Derby, DE3 8YB.

Tel/Fax 0332 298422

WE HAVE THE ANSWER fill

Syntronix Systems are offering exciting computer video solutions for serious users. The NEW Syntronix AMIGA video

editing system will SAVE YOU POUNDS! The AMIGA based editing system that beats all others on price and
performance! This is a consumer product only, but is packed with professional features.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER - LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

1

AMIGA VIDEO EDITING SYSTEM
AMIGA RGB RECORDING SYSTEM
AMIGA PRO RGB SPLITTER

NORMAL PRICE
£449.95

£299.95

£179.95

£1069.33

SPECIAL PRICE
£260.82

£199.95*

£149.95*

£702.33TOTAL (inc VAT)

WHY NOT BUY ALL 3? AND GET AN EXTRA SPECIAL BONUS PRICE OF C600 + VAT + carriage

CALL THE SYNTRONIX HOTLINE - (0332) 298422

If purchased together (All prices exclude VAT unless indicated)

SYNTRONIX
— A 5v

AMIGA
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AT Oxe
Hitachi Camera 4 tern 224 99
D^»^ew 8999
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Type 10 Handy Scanner ... 13499
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VIDEO

Gary Whiteley opens the shutters on a regular video column and
explains how you can get your animations together with Simpatica

When I first began to

put Amiga animations

on to video there was
no simple way or

taking a sequence of graphic images

from the Amiga and pasting them

together seamlessly on to videotape.

This was because there was no way

of controlling the video deck from the

Amiga and letting it do the hard part

- namely the editing So I used to

Requirements

An Amiga computer (A500,

Al 500, A2000, A3000)

preferably fitted with 1Mb of

chip RAM (Fat Agnus). Access

to a professional video deck

(preferably with time code)

supporting 9-pin Sony

protocol, and a video

monitor. You con hire these.

An RGB to video

converter compatible with

the input of the VCR. In

many cases a Genlock will

suffice. 3Mb of expansion

memory is preferred, say

Artbeat, as is a hard disk. It

will work without these but

you will be limited in screen

resolution and floppy disk

access. Simpatica supports

Workbench 2 and it is

multitasking.

huvc to lake my sequence of images

ana edit them, one frame at a time,

onto U-matic VCR's (Video Cassette

Recorders) - a nerve-wracking

process where every image is

recorded sequentially onto tape.

But unfortunately it wasn't so

limplo to do, pvroly because U-malic

decks didn't have the frame-accurate

editing required to ensure a clean cut

between successive video frames. So

I used to have to edit four frames of

the image on to tape, then

backspace two frames, add four

more frames of the next image.etc.

Since there are 25 video frames

to the second in PAL, smooth video

animation requires at least 1 2.5

separate images for every second of

video tape if you are 'shooting by

twos', or 25 images per second if

you are 'shooting by ones'. For

instance, a constantly changing 10-

second animation would require at

least 12.5x 10 images (125

frames). So this would be the number

of edits required, which would take

several hours of intense

concentration. And if you mode a

mistake it was impossible to make an

invisible cut back into the sequence.

Just imagine the heartache when

you render all your 3D images on to

disk (a task in itself) and are just

about finished putting them on to

tape, as usual against a ridiculous

deadline, when oops, you drop a

frame and have to start again.

Artbeat's Simpatica offers a

friendly single-frame rendering system

for the Amiga which looks set to do

away with these problems.

Simpatica is a hardware and

software system designed for

professional video users to perform

the complete assembly of sequences

of Amiga images (IFF files and

ANIMs, in almost any resolution and

size) on to videotape. It will do this

job completely unattended, leaving

you free to get on with the rest of

your life. It was devised by Stan

Hearle and Pete Roe of Artbeat so

that they could get on with theirs.

The Hardware
The hardware is the electronic guts of

the system, allowing the Amiga to

control all the functions of any VCR
carrying the Sony 9-pin protocol -

including BVU (Broadcast Video U-

matic) and Betacam, although I'm

told that other VCR drivers are being

developed which will control S-VHS,

Sony series V, M2, D2 and possibly

optical disk. Simpatica does not

support domestic-type video decks as

these do not have the accuracy for

frame-accurate editing.

Connection is simple - a serial

connector to the Amiga (A500,

A 1500, A2000 and A3000
supported) and a cable to the video

deck. The video signal is taken from

the RGB port of the Amiga and has

then to be converted to your required

The eyes have it. Simpatica offers a professional way to automatically

transfer your animations to video tape, so you can just watch and go.

format - usually composite video.

You could use a Genlock or RGB
converter for this but if you require a
component output you will hove to

use a proprietary coder.

There are two copies of the

master disk, in case one should fail,

and it can be installed on hard disk.

Once your deck is connected and

loaded up, you're almost ready.

The software itself, custom written

by long-time Amiga developers, Lee

Gibson and Kevin Stevens of

Digigraphic, is pretty comprehensive

and simple to use. A small amount of

technical knowledge may help you

initially, but on-screen help is always

available, should you get stuck.

Mouse control
The idea is that you can do almost

everything with the mouse - from

controlling the video deck to selecting

and editing your sequence of

images. So if you're new to

computing, the machines should not

get in your way. The GUI (graphical

user interface) is mostly easily

understandable, although one or two

of the icons are initially a little

difficult to recognise.

There is a host of useful functions

JARGO BUSTING
ANIM: A method of storing animation frames, developed by Spartafilm,

whereby only the changes between successive frames are stored, thus
saving significant amounts of space.

CHIP RAM: This is the area of the Amiga's memory directly accessible by the
custom graphics and sound chips. Originally a maximum of 512k, newer
machines fitted with the fatter Agnus graphics chip can access 1Mb,
allowing smoother animations and more screens to be displayed at once.
The new Amiga 3000 comes with an Agnus chip capable of addressing
2Mb of chip ram.

CONTROL TRACK: A track onto which regular pulses are recorded so that the
position of the video tape con be read by the VCR as time elapsed. Unlike
time code, index points must be set so as to locate other points on tape.

FAST RAM: Any extra memory which is not chip ram. The custom chips cannot
occess it, and because such accesses to chip ram can block out the central
processor and slow down tt* own accesses, fast ram is faster.

GENLOCK: A way of slaving one video source (eg Amiga) to another (eg video
tape) in order to synchronise their signals to allow stable wipes, mixes
and other effects including overlay between the two sources.

SONY 9-PIN PROTOCOL: This is a data configuration used by compatible VCRs
which allows them to be controlled from an external source.

TIME CODE: A numerical coding system recorded onto audio or video tope to
uniquely identify hours, minutes, seconds and frames, etc. to allow
accurate location of the tope at any point.

24 »IT GRAPHICS: Normally, the Amiga uses between one and five bits (binary
digits) to store the colour of each pixel (picture element) of o display. This
means that between two and 32 colours can be displayed. Hardware
add-ons are now becoming available which use 24 bits per pixel, giving
a possible 16.7 million colours*

mlmdmm U
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VIDEO
continued fiom poge 4 b

The Amiga 1000 was me first

home computer that could offer

video, graphics, sound and DTP

at an affordable price. It also

looked like it was going to

have a reasonable lifespan and

would be well supported.

It's been a long time since

the 1000 s launch, but it is still

going strong and is used

widely for video productions -

to produce graphics, animation

and titles - for broadcast TV

and films. It has helped

produce musk, sound samples,

DTP work, digitised images

and, it must be said, its share

of frustration and elation.

The early days were

difficult. The software was

American, so the resulting

video output was in NTSC (the

American National Television

Systems Convention ) and had

around 100 lines missing from

the bottom of the standard UK
PAL (Phase Alternate Line)

screen. The video output from

the machine wasn't the best in

the world, and the lack of

interfacing devices for

rendering graphics sequences

to tape was hardly inspiring.

But with perseverance and

experimentation the Amiga has

evolved into a useful beast.

We now have a multitude

of fine video applications -

software ranging from 2D and

3D graphics and animation

programs to video titters and

scrollers; hardware supporting

24 bit graphics; video

manipulation; video editing;

and special effects. And we
have far more capable Amigas,

thanks mainly to the Enhanced

Chip Set.

With all the above in mind,

I'll be attempting to bring you

the lowdown on the best in

Amiga video, from the

wackiest to the incredibly

useful to the credibly useful.

in this versatile package. The heart of

the system is the Image Edit Window,

which is where the bulk of editing

your picture sequences is carried out.

It looks like a four-frame clip of film

and each frame displays a mini

version of the full-sized picture that it

represents. But you're not limited to

four frames - the 'film-strip' is as long

as your sequence of images. And
loading them is as simple as double-

clicking on a frame and using the

pop-up directory to select your files.

You can also use the Image Edit

Window to cut, paste, delete and

insert frames (and ranges of frames)

into the sequence. But not into the

middle of a loaded ANIM file. They

remain unaltered as they're only held

in memory for the use of the editor

"The idea is that

you can do almost

everything with

the mouse.

"

and will not be re-saved to disk.

The mouse is used to move

backwards and forwards along the

film strip so you can view and alter

any of the files in the sequence.

Read the script
As the sequence is built up in the

editor, a script is being compiled

elsewhere which can be kept for your

own reference.

At any time while preparing the

sequence in the editor, you can have

a real-time Mini Preview' which will

show you a scaled-down version of

the animation directly on the Amiga

screen. This allows you to edit the

sequence offline first and leave your

expensive video deck free for other

tasks, as long as the hardware

remains connected to your Amiga.

Simpatica will recognise whether

your video deck has a time-code

module fitted, and will use it if it

does. But it works fine using the

control track of a 'pre-blacked' tape

instead. However, if control track

reading is being used, it is advisable

to complete your work in one session

as the location points will be lost

when the tope is ejected. This is not

the case in lime-code operations as

the code can be read and the correct

tape point located in order to

continue a project.

Once you've set up an image

sequence and blocked' your tape -

which you can do using Simpatica if

you have no other handy source of

black - then the rendering process

can be got on with.

No Sir, render
To start rendering, all you have to do
is tell the VCR where to start

recording on the tape and tell it the

duration of each picture to be

recorded (in video frames - where
there are 25 frames to every second

in the UK PAL TV system). This can be

done very simply using requesters.

You can also change the pre-roll time

of your VCR (pre-roll is the time

allowed for the run-up to the edit

point so that the VCR can get up to

speed and stabilise). This may save a

little time in the long run if you have

a very stable deck. You can also

ensure that your images are centred

on the video monitor in case your

Preferences are set wrong for your

Amiga screen. The rendering can

then be left to take place unattended.

When it has finished, an optional

time-out can eject the tape and shut

the deck down.

So, you've rendered your

sequence, but there are a couple of

small problems. First, there's a black

frame where a picture should be.

Well, this is usually easy to cure,

especially if you have time code,

since all you hove to do is tell

Simpatica to simply re-record the

missing frame over the offending gap
once you've found its start and finish

points. Bui you'll have to do a little

detective work first. Second, there's a

short sequence of block frames with

a file name written over them. This is

an optional way of having Simpatica

tell you that a file was missing and

that it waited for a pre-determined

time for you to change the disk, but

since you were asleep anyway it just

carried on with the rest of the job.

Other stuff
As well as all the above, there are

some useful test patterns to make sure

your video monitor is set up OK, a

40-second clock that you can

customise with your own logo and

full remote control of the VCR using

the mouse to rewind and search. You

can also set tags, these being points

on the tape that you have decided

you want to locate quickly and easily

by recalling previously stored values.

Coming soon will be support for

24-bit graphic boards such as G2
Systems' Masterpiece and the Amiga

Centre Scotland's Harlequin. So then

we can really start cooking.

And of course you can use the

Simpatica to take control for more

traditional animation jobs such as

rostrum camera work and time-lapse.

And I'm sure there's more than that.

I'll leave it up to you.©

Documentation ....... 7/10
Workmanlike, but could hav« be«n a
littlp c\earor in some areas. An overview

of some of the relevant technical terms

used in video may also be of benefit to

some readers And some of the Icon

graphics are rather hard to distinguish.

Construction 8/10
Solidly built, sturdy cose. And no

moving parts to wear out.

Flexibility 9/10
Simpatica doesn't tie up your VCR if you

don't wont it to. It accepts most Amiga

graphics modes and resolutions, and

can be used to perform other types of

video-based animation.

Speed 14/15
About 1 80 frames an hour with BVU,

240 with Betacom. This compares to my
average manual entry speed of about

30-40 on to Lo-Band U-matic.

Features 13/15
comprehensive features for all aspects of

single frame rendering, with 24- bit

coming soon.

Ease Of Use 14/15
The graphical user interface and layout

are good, although one or two of the

icons are initially confusing. On-screen

help is very good and easily available.

Most people should be able to get into

this package very quickly.

Price Value 20/25
OK, the price tag is high, but it's not that

much in terms of professional video kit,

especially when compared to other, less

versatile controllers. It would seem like

quite a bargain if you added up all the

long-term costs of paying an editor,

equipment hire and so on if you were a
regular user of animation storage

systems, especially if you already have

an Amiga as your graphics engine.

Overall 85/100
Simpatica is not for the casual domestic

video user, but if you are a serious

Amiga videophile, or are looking at

installing a video graphics and

rendering lystem into your edit suite,

you would do well to take a close look

at this system before making that

expensive decision.

ooooooooo
Shopping List

Sknpatka £] 750 + VAT

Available from:

Artbeat Computer Graphics Ltd

2 Wickham Place,

Basildon,

Essex,

SS16 5UN.

* 0268 289384

iace,

X7384 /
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ON TEST

As well as the Amiga, ST and

Amstrad PC, ihe Contriver 5 in 1

mouse can be used with the

Commodore PC-Ill scries (installation

software is supplied) plus the

Schniodor Euro PC and AT286.

In the box with the mouse is a T-

shirr (of oil things) o thin sponge

mouse pad with the words Mouse-

Pad' cunningly printed in the corner

to ensure that it is clear to the

purchaser which item is which

(personally, I'd rather wear the

mouse pad) and a mouse house for

ticking to your monitor or whatever.

Freebies tike this are designed to

increase the perceived value and

have very little effect on reviewers.

Sizing it up
The 5 in 1 is smaller all round than

the original Amiga mouse - a fairly

compact 95mm x 64mm and 25mm
rail ai us highest point - weighing in

20g lighter at lOOg.

If has more than I 5m of lead

attached; almost 2m if you count the

length of the adaptor as well. The

adaptor itself is a particularly solid

affair - top quality connectors with

screws at the Amiga end so it can be

securely attached to the computer in

the same way as a video, a parallel

or a serial lead can

Because it is not as heavy, and

because its lead is more supple, the

6 in 1 is easier to push around than

the original Amiga mouse Under the

burtons are microswitches, as

opposed to bubble or leaf switches in

the Amiga mouse, which mean a

more satisfying, more positive, click

is heard and felt and, more

importantly, it means the switches will

last a lot longer. A typical high-

quality mitrodwilch ii designed la

live for approximately one million

Jeff Walker reports test results from the mouse
track and offers a few pointers on rodent handling

When you take a new car for a test

drive you need a while to get used
to the feel of the steering, gears,

clutch and brakes. Similarly, a new
mouse feels alien for the first few miles. How
quickly you adapt can often influence your

decision on which mouse to buy.

If you have to use more than one work
station, swapping between the different mice on
the different machines is an occupational

hazard. Like cars, we feel most comfortable

driving the one we use most.

More and more professional people these

days are taking to carrying around their own
mice, those that with a quick change of adaptor
can be used at all the different work stations.

The Naksha mouse, which is designed for use on
the Amiga, Atari ST and Amstrad PC, has
enjoyed a monopoly in this area of the Amiga
marketplace for some time.

But recently Contriver has entered the fray

with a versatile mouse that has a couple more
strings to its bow. However, If your bag is to

dump the clutch and go screaming off from the

lights, you might like to cast an eye over

Pandaal 's latest souped-up rodent.

Contriver 5 in 1 mouse

clicks - that's a mind-boggling 270
clicks a day for 10 years.

The mouse mechanism has a

resolution of 220 dots per inch (dpi),

which means that under normal

operation a shift of just under three

inches will move the mouse pointer

from one side of the screen to the

other. Like all other mice when used

with the Amiga, this resolution can

be reduced via Preferences or

increased by various levels with

shareware programs like

MouseZoom and DMouse.

New resolutions
I mention this multiple mouse dpi

resolution aspect of the Amiga

because Contriver makes a multiple

dpi mouse for the PC as well. In

order to adjust its resolution, the PC

mouse has a little slider switch on its

left-hand side, exactly in the place

your thumb tends to hover. The 5 in 1

uses the same outer shell as this

multiple dpi mouse, and sticking out

of the hole where the dpi slider

switch would normally be is an

obtrusive little lump.

I found this lump an awful

distraction. Every time I grabbed the

mouse my brain had to tell my thumb

that the lump it could feel was not

important. In trying to forget it, I only

managed to notice it more.

In time, however, I would guess

that it would become an accustomed

lump. In fact, after a while, if you

picked up another, lumpless mouse,

you might even feel terribly lost

without it. No doubt a phenomenon

similar to that comforting rattle

emanating from somewhere under

the dash-board in the car.

Clean lines and a low profile lend

I
that Lotus Elan look to the 5 in 1

(hwkout on poge 48

When manufacturers talk about the

'speed' of a mouse, they are really

talking about its dots-per-inch (dpi)

resolution - the dots in question

be'mg th« pi«ols projonl on the

computer's monitor.

If a mouse has a resolution of

640 dpi, then a horizontal mouse

movement of one inch would cause

the mouse pointer to travel from one

side of the Amiga's screen to the

othor^ because the maximum width of

a normal Amiga scroon on a normal

Amiga monitor is 640 pixels. The

original Amiga mouse has a

resolution of around 1 80 dpi - it

takes about a 3.5in push to move the

pointer across the screen.

Tidy desktop
The new Pandaal DAATAmouse is

360 dpi, which means the area of

Pandaal DAATA mouse

desktop required to operate the

mouse, taking account of the size ol

the mouse itself, is a very tichy 4in x

6in. But, on the Amiga the resolution

of the mouse can easily be increased

(or decreased) with software Using

the default settings of Matt Dillon's

shareware DMouse program, for

example, a mere half-an-inch shove

on the DAATAmouse is all that is

needed to whiz from depth gadget to

close gadget, bringing the area of

desktop needed in which to operate

the mouse down to a stingy 3in x

4.5in Now that's fast.

In physical size the DAATAmouse

is about the some bulk as the original

Amiga mouse - the same length and

height, but fractionally narrower.

However, it weighs considerably less;

80g instead of the original's 1 20g.

So one of the first things to strike you

about this new Pandaal mouse is

how light it feels.

Travelling light
Its weight, or rather its lack of weight,

is entirely due to the extra-lightweight

ball inside it.

Mouse balls are usually heavy in

order to keep up a good pressure on

the mouse pad. All this rubbing the

mouse to and fro causes static to

build up - a tiny, tiny amount, but

enough to reduce the friction

between the ball and the mat and

possibly cause the mouse to 'slip' if

you move it a little too quickly.

So, in theory, the lighter the ball, the

more chance there is that the mouse

will sometimes slip; a very annoying

thing when it happens.

Pandaal has addressed this

slippery problem by coating the

DAATAmouse's ball with an anti-

Stick wheels on the DAATAmouse
and watch it clean up at Le Mans.

continued on poge 48
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continued liom page 47

static material, which means that the

ball, and therefore the whole of the

mouse, is much less heavy.

It works well. Using it on both soft

sponge and hard vinyl mouse pads,

tho mouse feels like it is almost

hovering on air. Pandaol claims their

mouse's operation feels silky smooth,

a description which I would be hard

pressed to dispute.

Robust buttons
The buttons, as one would expect of a

mouse of this price and qualify, are

microswitched, so there is little

danger of them wearing out quickly.

The upper face of the mouse is a
hand-hugging arch shape and the

large ( 1 in x 1 .5 in) burtons fit

seamlessly into this design. A
featherlight touch is all that is needed

to effect a click; there is not even the

merest hint of unpleasant sponginess

about the operation - straight down
and up, no messing.

Sponginess, by the way, is that

quality of a mouse which describes

how much pressure is required to

keep a button down once depressed

- or, for you engineers out there, how

much upward pressure the mouse

button is exerting on your finger. The

less spongy the mouse, the less effort

is required when clicking and

dragging items, which would be a

sought<ifter feature by users of

graphics packages in particular.

The DAATAmouse's tail is as

supple as 4mm cable con be - which

is for more supple than the original

Amiga mouse's 5mm thick toil - and

it measures a generous 1 7m long.

Underneath the mouse there is a

small switch that allows it to be used

with either the Amiga or the Atari ST;

no cumbersome adaptor is required

for it, as is usually needed with a

great many other dual-purpose or

multi-purpose mice, ni

ooooooooo
Shopping List

5 'ml Mouse Upgrade....£29.99

Contriver (Europe) Ltd

Unit 3, Buckingham Industrial Park,

Buckingham, Bucks

MK181UH

» 0280 822803/4

DAATAmouse £39.99

Pandaal Marketing Ltd

44, Singer Way,

Woburn Road Industrial Estate

Kempston,

Bedford, Beds

MK42 7AF

« 0234 855666

Checkout
CONTRIVER:
Ergonomics 10/20
Not completely comfortable to use. It

you hove small hands the non-rounded

back edge rubs the heel of your hand

Style 3/5
Though the creamy-white colour makes

the Amiga look dirty, this is compen-

sated for by clean lines and low profile.

Accessories 10/15
The mouse pad is a cheap sponge

affair, but adequate. The mouse house is

useful if you have a cluttered desk.

Buttons 15/25
Microswiiches mean longer life and a
more positive click Less pressure is

needed than on the original Amiga

mouse, but feel is still spongy

Resolution 4/10
At 220 dpi it has lower resolution than

some (280dpi) ll can be improved with

shareware like MouseZoom or DMouse.

Price value 19/25
The same price or less than other Amiga

micro-switched mice. Comes with more

'freebies' and can be used with more

computers than any other mouse.

Overall 61/100
This mouse's multiplicity is its main

buying point and is what raises it above

similarly priced competitors.

HECKOUT
PANDAAL:
Ergonomics 17/20
Very comfortable in the hand; not a

sharp edge in sight. Its arched shape

means your fmgets rest on the buttons

without danger of occidental clicking.

Style 5/5
It's sort of mid way between the two

shades of the keyboard. From the side it

looks like a racing car. High pose value.

Accessories 8/15
Comes with an adequate sponge mouse

pod No mouse house.

Buttons 22/25
Big wqII towail microswitched buttons. A
light pressure is all that is needed to

cause a click Not a hint of sponginess.

Resolution 7/10
At 360 dpi, it has the highest resolution

in its price range. (The nearest

competitor is the Naksha at 280dpi)

Price value 21/25
For £40 I would have expected a mouse

house as well as a mouse pad. But then

I would have expected to pay more for

a 360 dpi mouse Great value.

Overall 80/100
A top rare, high-resolution, lightweight,

microswitched mouse Currently, this is

the mouse all other mice in the same

price range will be measured against.

The Big Alternative

Stroller, new from

Alternative Image
Report by Gary Whiteley
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ere's an interesting new
product for the Amiga
video market. BAS is an

easy to understand, multi-

featured, video titling package which

has no frills - just a simple set of

options for making text scroll up or

across your video, with almost instant

access to all its functions and its 20
built-in typefaces, shadowing,

spacing, speeds and colours.

In less than a minute after you've

booted up with the BAS disk you ore

in action. A simple menu screen

appears. If you have itchy fingers

already and hit the F1 key (as almost

all BAS options are accessed via

function keys and exiled using Esc)

then a scrolling demo appears that

explains BAS to you. Within half an

hour I'd been through all the

functions: changed typefaces and

colours, typed in text, toyed with

shadowing, saved to disk and not

even bothered to read the short

manual. In fact the package carries

the following text - -WARNING, this

software does not require a manual".

And it's true. Even if you do get stuck

there's always help at hand - just hit

the Help key.

Features
• 20 built-in typefaces; although only

one con be used at a time. But

they've all been chosen because they

look good on screen and have

enough variety for mony uses.

• Vertical and horizontal scrolling in

nine speeds, either continually

looping or as a single pass. And the

options of stopping and starting at

any time. The text can be scrolled

over any portion of the screen - set

using the scroll parameters.

• Colours: only four colours are

currently available (including

background and shadow colours) but

this won't be a major drawback to

most users as most titling work is very

simply coloured

• Text Editing: simply type in your

text, with either left, right or centre

justification. Reformatting is also very

easily done.

• Shadows these are positioned by

using the cursor keys.

• Text Spacing: words and letters

can be spaced out, again by using

the cursor keys.

• Disk Save/Load: BAS uses its own
disk format, but a large number of

files con be saved onto one disk

thanks to efficient storage techniques.

In addition, BAS graphics are in full

overscan, high resolution interlace

mode and the program will run on an

Amiga with 1Mb of memory and only

one disk drive. It is also optimised to

run as fast as possible, so it will use

your co-processor if you have one.

Drawbacks
BAS cannot import any other fonts,

load or print ASCII files, or multitask.

But I'm told that these problems will

be rectified and additional features

will be added when its successor,

BAS 2 arrives as an upgrade ff.Tf

ooooooooo
Shopping List

BAS £50 (£1 p&p)

from: Alternative Image Productions

6 Lothair Road

Aylestone

Leicester

LE2 7QB

Checkout
Documentation .... 10/10
In foct you don'l actually need any, as

it's all on screen.

Features 5/15
Good at what it does, but fairly basic.

Speed 15/15
The slowest function was my own
typing speed.

Ease of Use 19/20
Extremely easy to use.

Quality 14/15
I found BAS to be of very good quality,

but where video is concerned, quality

usually depends on the equipment as

much as the software-

Price 24/25
Vefy much a value for money package

Overall .............87/100
If you're in the market for a

dependable, understandable and

highly useable, if not completely

flexible, video titter, then I would

consider BAS to be £50 well spent.



LATEST DESIGN INCORPORATES 'CHIPMEN' OPTION AT NO EXTRA COST!
^ , ^ h t *

• tnc feases compi/e r memory from normal / megabyte

to 1 megabyte

• Includes disable switch/incorporates high quality silver

coated pin connector

• 16 bit technology

• Fit in minutes /

• Direct replacement of Commodore A5Q1 expansion

t Includes "CHIPMEM OPTION' - Phone for details

• 1 2 month warranty ,

J

• In stock nowl i

tf»*
Pnce includes VAT and post

and pocking

Tel: 0582 491 949
•HITISH MAOC

Send order with payment to:

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ

Accessrj AMIGA REPAIRS
JUST £44.95 inc.

VISA

•k Commodore registered repair centre

* Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers
+ 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal

* We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including

parts, labour, VAT and post & packing

* Most computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in.

* Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power
supply unit if necessary

it Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra i! these units are

unrepairable and require complete replacements)

•k All repairs covered by a 90 day warrant

>

Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory for just £25.00

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER:
If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing

this advert along with just an additional £25, we will supply and fit

a 51 2K memory expansion at no extra cost.

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer; simply send or hand

deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing

payment and this advert and we will do the rest. (If possible please

include a daytime telephone number and fault description).

* // you require 24 hour courier to your door, please add £5 else your

computer will be sent back by contract parcel post.

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE

CHAUL END LANE
LUTON. BEDS. LU4 8EZ

Telephone (0582) 491949 • (4 lines)

NVFS rcsctVD ihc Mtfhi lo iclusc nuwhiim ihM in QUI opinion U? i-ijttpcrrd uilh. loan CXtCfll
bevimti reasonable repair
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GRAPHICS
he Amiga is a wonderful

graphics computer, and over

the endless meandering

months I will be following it

into the world of graphics. In each

issue we'll be taking a look at all the

latest in graphics software and
hardwaro for the Amiga, plus any
bits of hardware that push back the

boundaries of what is possible. 2D,

3D, hard or soft, you name It. If it's

graphics you'll find it here. And to

kick us off with a bang (nobody

mixes metaphors in quite the same

way I do) we have Disney's

Animation Studio.

The wonderful world
The box contains three disks and two

enormous manuals. The 'get you
started' book is only a fifth of its

apparent thickness in real terms as it

contains the English, French,

German, Italian, and Spanish

language versions all in the same

volume. I flicked the main manual

hopefully to see if this was also the

case with that one, but unfortunately

Ike thing that

really got my goat

was the copy

protection using the

original disk as a

key disk. Aarghl"

this is English all the way through.

Drat. Still, such a thick manual must

mann thnt the thing is well

documented, right? Okay, yes it is.

The program doesn't really need

quite such a thick book to explain its

use, but on occasions it is handy to

have something to refer to, not least

when you Come up against the

Dicney tnecial storaqe format*. Th©

program handles IFF and ANIM files,

but also its own format (Why? Surely

there are enough formats in the

world?) called CFAST. But by and

large if you've used an Amiga before

then you can dive into the program
straight away without much faffing

about looking things wp.

Moving along to the disks, these

are the Studio, the Morgue and the

Demo Reel. The main guts of the

program is on the Studio disk,

containing th© two modules which

comprtjf Animation Sfod'to, namoly

the Pencil Test and Ink & Paint.

The normally sedentary Phil South gets animated
with a graphic account of Disney's Animation Studio

Pencil testing, for those of you

uninitiated in the graceful art of

animation, is usually the first stage in

any production, where the basic

animation is laid down using pencil

sketches on translucent paper, called

'onion skin'. The paper is not actually

made from onions, so why it is called

this is more obscure. If you examine

the skin of an onion (well, until you

start crying anyway) you will see that

the skin is made of many translucent

layers of very thin material. So onion-

skin paper is very thin, and when you

draw on it and put another sheet

over the top of it, you can see

through to the sheet below.

Now this is very handy in

animation as you can match

subsequent drawings to the last three

or four that you've done. This means
your animation remains consistent

between frames and, unlike so many
computer based animation programs,

using this technique in the real world

has allowed animators to produce

smooth, continuity-error-free cartoons

since time immemorial. Or at least

since humans have been compelled

to sit in the dark together and watch

cartoon animals knocking seven bells

out of each other.

Know your onions
So Disney, having its roots in real

paper and pencil based animation,

has added this feature to its first

animation program. The paper sheets

are imitated by allowing the previous

frame to show through, simply by

leaving it on the screen and
rendering it as a shade of grey. This

is a splendid effect on screen, giving

a very good impression of translucent

layers, with all the lower layers

becoming fainter and fainter until

they finally vanish. This really is the

only way to do smooth animation, by

seeing where you're going and

where you've been all on the same

page. DPaint III, although an

otherwise excellent program for

animation (and something of an
industry standard to boot) makes you
flip from screen to screen to see what

you are doing The onion-skin effect

is a much more flexible and artistic

alternative, one that has been a long

time coming to computers. Too long

in my view. If people were using

BUTS
One former Disney employee,

Don Bluth, went on to design such

famous classic computerised coin-

op arcade games as Dragon's Lair

and Space Ace. Hice one Don.

8t BOBS
these techniques in real animation,

why weren't they adopted right off?

After you've tested your

animation, and it looks like the whole

of Fantasia crammed into 10

seconds, you need to colour it in.

(You also need Leopold Stokowski to

do the soundtrack for you, but we'll

nip by that for o second.) The

colouring in Disney's Animation

Studio is done in the Ink & Paint

module, which boots up

automatically when you select Ink &
Paint from the menu in Pencil Test

Animations can be drawn in any
of the usual resolutions, and you
choose the resolution in pencil test

and the amount and range of colours

in Ink & Paint.

If you squint, Ink & Paint looks

oddly familiar, especially to people

who remember the original

DeluxePoint. In Ink & Point, simply

add colour to your animation in the

same way you would use any normal

paint/animation package. This really

is DeluxePaint territory

Back to skool
It is o very educational piece of kit.

The Disney samples supplied with the

disks give you a unique interactive

insight into how the pros do it.

(Animate, that is.) The example disks

are brimming with demos, and all of

them are enchanting. You can

examine all the Disney files on the

disk, but you are very sternly warned
before loading each one that it is for

tutorial use and only and the

characters are © Disney. You can
learn a lot from the demo files even if

continued on page S?
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To adjust the timing of various moves, the best way is to use the
exposure sheet. By doubling up certain frames you can create a
slowing down or speeding up of certain moves, making an otherwise

dull animation appear much more dynamic and professional.
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GRAPHICS
continued from page 51

Snouty goes for a loopy walk
And now a quick tutorial on how to get the

best out of Disney's Animation Studio, I took

one of the walking loops from the library and

added my own head - a character with a big

floppy snout. So first some hints:

• The onion skin prevents the need for

flipping back and forth when positioning

your character's features on the screen.

• Animation is all about timing.

• To help you get a start/ why not try

scanning in your key frames?

• To scale up and down in size, put

construction lines on the eel and erase them
when you're finished. Or better yet, why
not draw them on another page and lay the

character over that page while you redraw.

Let's try knocking up a quick animation and
see how it works.

1 First the pencil test. You must draw your

character very carefully as you will need to

remember how to draw him again in a slightly

different position. (I suppose that sounds quite

obvious, but It's actually harder to do than It

sounds.) I found the best way to sketch was in

magnify mode - it shows the paper as it would be

seen if your nose was about two Inches away.

Id or te

2 Using the previous eel as a guide, we can draw

the figure again. What we are concerned with here i:

the characterisation of the figure and the timing of

his movements. Fast movements happen in very

few frames and softer, slower movements happen

over a lot of frames. Here I'm making the end of the

nose follow the character's head bobbing up and

down, but making it follow on afterwards.

3 Notice here how the nose hasn't stopped at the

end of its arc, but continued upwards. If It were

longer it would probably slap against his forehead,

but this isn't supposed to be an elephant. Note that

this is the last frame. It's good idea to make sure it

matches with the first frame to make the loop

complete, or there'll be a jerking movement at the

end of each loop. (Take care not to go beyond the

last col or TAS will add frames automatically, but

amy can be deleted wttn trie cut tool.)

4 For a different effect, try inverting your normal

animation and you'll be starting with a black

background. This is nice for blackboard drawings

that come alive, or even a Fantasia effect, where

things come out of the blackness to cavort around

on screen. And on the subject of Fantasia,

unfortunately Disney forgot to support soundtracker

scores or modules, so you will have to get a PD
.SMUSO-to-tracker converter to add a few more
interesting tunes to your cartoon creation.

you can't use Ihem. The examples on

the disk cover o wide range of basic

and advanced animation techniques

like in-betweening, anticipation, key

frames or extremes, silhouette tests,

arcs, path of action, squash and

stretch, walking loops and Hying.

Key frames are the extreme

frames of an animation, usually the

beginning and end frames, plus one

in the dead centre of the action. The

remaining frames are then 'tweened'.

In-betweening, or 'tweening' as it is

known in the trade, is the technique

of filling in the gaps between your

extreme frames.

Silhouette tests ore on essential

animation technique, meaning that if

BLITS
Disney's most notorious outing

with computerised animation was

with the hi-tech Tron starring Jeff

Bridges. It cost millions to make

and, guess what, it flopped.

& BOBS
you blacked in your character, the

key frames are still recognisable. The

reason for this is simple; if the key

frames are strong and it is easy to tell

what's going on, even in silhouette,

then your animation will be easy to

watch. If the key frames aren't strong

enough to stand up to the silhouette

test, then your animation will

probably be bunched up and rather

difficult to follow.

Anticipation is another essential

animation technique. You don't

realise how much of this goes on,

until you see an animation off the TV

frame-by-frame on your video. Try

this test: video a Tom and Jerry or

Disney cartoon from the telly. Now
watch it frame-by-frame and notice

that a lot of the actions are

anticipated - an exaggerated

movement in the opposite direction to

the final movement. But the

anticipation is so fast that you don'l

see it. It does make the moves

stronger and once again this is

necessary to make your animations

stronger and easier to follow. In the

same line as anticipation you have

squash and stretch. The point of this

is essential lo good animation, and

the effect is so fast on screen that you

hardly ever see it clearly. Like a

rubber ball bouncing on the floor.

The boll stretches out towards where

it will bounce, squashes when it hits

the floor and rebounds in the

stretched position. Try the frame by

frame video test and see.

* ii;4jZ*ti*£*f*ifi*.jSXt
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GRAPHICS
Arcs occur when a figure's limbs

describe an arc in space and the

demos clearly illustrate this point too.

A finger describes an arc in space,

and the finger follows a smooth curve

on the screen. It's a common mistake

to let the finger cross the imaginary

lino, and this looks really naff. Pgth

"A// fhe demos

except one were

silent, and the one

that did have sound

just went 'boing'."

of action is similar to the arc in

practise, except the whole body of

the character describes an arc in

space. This is a useful technique for

giving depth to your animations, as

the characters don't just stay in the

one flat left to right plane. You can

move around and show different

camera angles if your characters can

move along curves. In an example on

the disks, Goofy slides down a ski

jump from the top right hand corner

and whizzes off the screen in the top

left, having grown in size and curved

across the screen.

Nice Touches
The fact that you can use a different

palette for each frame is practically

unheard of in the world of Amiga.

Obviously the restricted palette for

each frame helps, but it is still very

impressive as a feature. Also

unavailable in other package* is any

kind of dither fill, but you get this

with Disney. This makes the most of

the colours you have on each frame

as you can mix them in a stippled

effect and stretch the palette. This

also allows very subtle shading

offo<?K, not utually possible with

restricted palettes.

Also very good is the use of

frisket, which DPaint users will know

as stencil. This allows you to paint in

sins
Wall Disney's first feature film,

Snow While, took a team of more

than 1,000 employees three

years to make at a cost of S/.5

million. Quite a lot in the 1930s.

& BOBS

an area without painting over certain

colours. These are protected as if

they were masked with masking

tope. When you remove the frisket,

the colours behave normally again. It

allows some very professional effects

and no drawing package is really

usable without this kind of masking.

Another nice touch is the use of

fills, and Animation Studio has more

types than most. First there is the

regular solid fill, which floods an

area of the screen with colour. Then

there is another fill that creates a

checkerboard of two colours of your

choice, which usually has the effect

of creating a third colour. The third

type of fill is the one controlled by the

fill bucket with no paint coming out of

it in the tool box. This is known as the

Fill To Colour tool. What it does is at

first a little bit odd. It fills a shape lo

the edge, even if that shape is

overlapped with another. The

example given in the capacious

manual is of two circles intersecting.

If you clicked the fill to colour tool in

the centre of one of the circles, it will

be filled to the edge, not stopping

where the second circle intersects. It's

a bit hard to explain, a sort of 'smart

fill' best describes it, but I can't really

see the benefits of such an

unpredictable tool.

Experimentation may provide you
with some good uses for it. Unusual,

sure, but very clever with it.

Love Bugs
There had to be some drawbacks to

compromising the aims of the

package, and they are many. One of

the biggest omissions is the lack of a

printing facility. I would have said

this would be first thing on the

agenda. But obviously this is the first

thing to go when you want to take up

continued on page 54

Adding colour with Ink and Paint

1 Moving on to Ink & Paint, we can colour in and

clean up our basic animation. Filling in the flesh and
clothes is a piece of cake as you just use the fill

tool. And although this gives you a quick result, you

might consider adding more shaping to the different

areas using a slightly different shade. Also, you

should consider getting rid of the black lines

common to most animations as this will make the

character look more solid.

or i£

2 I put a few little strands of hair on my character to

help emphasise the bobbing of his head. Heads
always move up and down in a walking sequence -

have a look at people walking down the road. You
might try drawing a shallow curve across the screen
before you start drawing so you can keep the top of

the head under it. This gets away from the stringed

puppet* syndrome and results in a much smoother
and more realistic walking sequence.

COL Of JiftUtittt'

RGB H5V
Q .~ H Hi

3 Here I am putting a bit of shading under the nose

using the darker skin colour. This is easy if you
draw an unbroken line where you want the shadow
to be, and then fill it. This screen also shows the eye

that I had to redraw on each eel. It's a real drag

editing something over and over, so try to cut and

paste as much as you can on the pencil test phase.

4 The palette requester is shown here in all its

glory. Using it, you can alter the palettes for each
single frame and set the colour cycling. Colour

cycling makes it possible to add some exciting extra

animation effects to single frames as well as adding
a wealth of complex sub-animations to the main
thrust of your creation.

r m * * * i i s A * * i r^4if
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GRAPHICS
continued from poge S3

JARGO BUSTING
ANIM: A m«thod o* storing animation frame j developed by Sportafilm, whereby

only the changes between successive frames are stored, thus saving

tignrficant amounts of space.

DITHER: A technique for simulating more colours than are normally available by
placing different coloured pixels close together

HAM: Hold And Modify is an Amiga graphic mode allowing all 4096 colours to

be displayed at once, with certain restrictions.

IM . Interchange File Format is a means by which data from different graphics

or sound sampling programs is saved in a compatible way.

PIXEL; A picture element - one of the thousands of tiny rectangles that make up
a computer screen. A pixel is the smallest addressable area on the

screen, so a screen's resolution is measured in terms of number of pixels

displayable across by number of pixels down.

SMU5: Simple Music Format is a subclass of IFF, used as a standardised way of

itoring musical scores by programs such as Sonix or Deluxe Music
Conttruction Set.

all the memory with animations.

Although there is a brush making

clip tool in pencil test, there is no

brush mode in Ink & Paint. This

moons that when you colour in

something, like the eye in my

example tutorial, you have to

laboriously draw it in in each frame.

I don'l know why, but the editing

pixel is painfully slow in magnify

mode. This makes repeated touch-

ups, again like the eye in my

example, very labour intensive. I

thought the whole point about

computer graphics packages was

that they were supposed to be fast

and easy to edit Animation Studio is

actually one of the slowest graphics

packages I've ever used.

Also, the oddest thing, but

although the Ink & Paint and Pencil

Test modules ore linked, they don't

pass the data between them. You

have to load the CFAST file again

when you switch from one to the

other. I suppose it's nice to load the

next program just by a menu

aclottton, but this ia no good if you

have restricted memory. If the

modules don't communicate then why

not just hove them as two separate

programs and have done with it?

In real animation, the

backgrounds are static and the eels

uie laid over them. The backgrounds

don't change because they are

separate from the eels on which the

characters are painted. This is the

way it works in Animation Studio too,

except in this case the backgrounds

are IFF files imported from other

sources You hove to be careful

about how your characters interact

with the backgrounds and they have

to be clipped to go behind objects. If

a character walks behind a wall, all

but the bit that sticks over the top has

to be erased. For the future, I can

imagine a way you could map your

"So, is this the best

Disney product since

Disney dropped the

Walt and became a

mega-corporation?"

r LAUGH LINES

W# Mtm on the lookout lor cartoonists

who can do two thing* fit not mort) -

fjrte. Ufdw yuoU cartoons or a strip

on the conventional media or the

Amiga Two. make them funny. The

second part la the moet Important

and the moat difficult - II tt doesn t

make us at least chuckle, then It

simply will not do. And we'll even pay

you for them, so earn some dosh by

•ending yeur tartwns tg ; Funnier

Than Bob's Ears. Amiga Shopper 30

Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW\ Mon ^

characters on a HAM background

picture, and even move several

planes at once in front and behind

the animation But you'd need about

8Mb of RAM just to get started with

that sort of caper, so it will have to

wait until they perhaps do the

professional version I've been hinting

about. (Are you paying attention to

this Disney?)

Although Animation Studio does

feature music scores (SMUS format

only) and sound effects, I haven't

mentioned them because sound takes

up a lot of room and if it's animation

you are interested in then this won't

bother you too much. All the demos

except one were silent, and the one

that did have sound just went

'boing'. So it handles samples and

music, but no variety of input files

was available. You'll have to bolt on

a tracker module as an executable

file or something if you want more

interesting or longer tunes.

And finally, the thing that really

got my goat was the copy protection

using the original disk as a key disk.

Aarghl It asks for the original disk

every time you boot one of the

modules. This is very tedious, and I

wish people would pack up using this

kind of copy protection. It doesn't

stop concerted pirates, as they know
how to get around this sort of thing

easily. And the program is no fun

without the manual, so why bother

with copy protection anyway? I hate

it, I hate ill Please, in future let's have

a manual-based, check it once only,

tap in the password-type copy

protection system.

The End
So is this the best Disney

entertainment product since Disney

dropped the Walt and became a

mega corporation? Well yes and no

is the short answer. The longer format

of that is that although the program is

excellent as an educational tool for

budding animators, it falls way short

of being a professional tool in any

way shape or form, in spite of its

massed features. The lack of any

print out routines means that you are

confined to the production of

animations that will fit into and play

from your Amiga - fine if you have a

big memory, although I challenge

anyone to have enough memory to

run a full length short, let alone a 90-

minute film. I can't decide if it's an

animation tool or an educational

program. Or is it just another method

of selling Disney merchandise - do

they really need another excuse9

Is it a 1 990s version of those

little Chad Valley projectors - the sort

you cranked with a handle which

showed you a 20 second clip from

some famous Disney short? In any

case, testing the program proved that

Disney's software division has the

talent to provide state-of-the-art

Amiga programs. Now all they have

to do is turn out a pro version and

we could see all UK animation

production being done on Amigas.

Okay, roll the credits.. ©
fooooooooo
Shopping List

Disney Presents

The Animation Studio £99.95

Distributed in UK by:

Entertainment International

4 The Stannetts, *jf

Laindon North Trade Centre, >

Basildon, Essex SSI 5 6DJ ] /
0268 541212 \/

Checkout
Ease Of Use 6/10
Although animating and the use of

onion-skin techniques gives you a lot of

graphics power, the editor itself drops

points by being a bit cack-handed. Not

as good as DPaint
t
so it might be wise

to knock up your key frames in DPaint or

scan them in. Too slow by half.

Speed 4/ 1

Slow is too fast a word for it really. I

don't know what the program is doing

to take up so much of its time, but it's

obvious the programmers don't know
much about making the Amiga fly along

on the blitter.

Artistry 8/ 1

Animation skill is the best description. If

you weren't a brilliant animator before

you started, you wilt be in the end.

Output 0/10
As there is no form of output except tc>

'he screen, this is the poorest aspect of

the program. Not o professional piece

of kit by any means.

Graphics Handling....7/10
Does some very neat tricks, and if you

have DPaint as well, you can really do
some very hi-tech stuff. Except for its

editing, this is a very slick pockage

Educational 10/10
You learn more tinkering about with this

package than you do from a pile of the

most expensive animation books. It takes

you through all the important aspects of

animation from start to finish.

Colour 10/10
The colour handling of the program is

very special as it allows a different

palette for each frame of your

animation. If you have a large amount

of memory this can allow very subtle

and ever changing shading effects

Tools 71 1

Some very unusual tools, and some very

basic and boring ones. A nice enough

mixture though, and enough for you to

create very sophisticated graphics

Documentation 10/10
Top notch, and a very attractive book lo

leave lying around. It's not a bad read

in itself, as it is chocco with Disney

characters and background on

animation and technique

Price Value 6/10
A tad too expensive for a bit of fun,

though with the facilities offered for

importing and exporting perfect

animations to other packages it is very

good value, but as a rather large utility

rather than a stand alone package.

Overall 68/

1

00
A glossy and entertaining package,

which only loses points for not really

knowing what it wants to be in life.

Falling between two stools either means

you can't decide whot you want to be,

or it means you have no idea of the

market you're going into. As a way of

rendering animations for export to other

ANIM format packages, it has no equal

A
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COMMS

BEGINNERS
TART HERE

Using computers over

telephone lines is nothing new;

before the advent of the

desktop machine it was
common practice to rent time

on a large mainframe some

distance away from the

terminal. The user

communicated with the

mainframe computer via a

teletype, which was basically

an unholy (and unreliable)

alliance between a typewriter

and a telephone.

Computers cannot send

digital voltages down the

telephone line. Instead they use

a modem to modulate

transmitted data onto a high*

pitched audio tone and

demodulate the received data

from the same tone. You'll

have met a modem if you have

ever phoned up a fax machine

by mistake; the screech they

make is a modem trying to

make a connection with

another modem.
With just your Amiga

system, a cheapish modem
(around £1 50 for a 1 200-baud

model) and some PD terminal

software (absolutely free) you

can access local Bulletin Board

Systems (BBSs).

These are a supply of inane

chat, useful help and freely

dbtributable software, limited

only by your phone bill. Many

BBSs are linked to the Fidonet,

a worldwide network of

hobbyist comms users that

offers discussion forums and

cheap (but rather slaw)

international mail.

The same kit will get you

access to commercial services

like CIX but, as they tend to

charge for the time that you

are online, it's a neat idea to

have a fast modem.
W s possible to spend over

£1200 on a truly intense

modem, but a bog standard

Amiga is not even powerful

enough to drive them to the

full. You'd better save your

pennies for an A3000 ~

Stewart C Russell investigates a system with nine

gigabytes of diskspace, nearly 6000 users, support
from Commodore and definite Surbiton tendencies

ompulink Information

eXchange, CIX (pr. kicks)

for short, has made quite a

name for itself since it

opened a little more than four years

ago. It grew from a user group

owned by Frank and Sylvia Thornley,

CIX and is now an electronic

conferencing system quite unlike any

other in this country.

So what is an electronic

conferencing system when it's at

home? Well, it's like a big common

"BBSs offer inane

chat and useful help

limited only by your

telephone bill'
\H

room where ideas, news and chatter

can be exchanged. Like all common
rooms, little huddles of like-thinking

folks get together to discuss their

interests. However, unlike any

common room, everyone can meet in

the comfort of their own computer

rooms and not everybody has to be

present at the same time to take part

in a discussion.

Without computers, modems and

telephone lines, this sort of thing

would be impossible. Add to that

electronic mail for confidential user to

user talk, and programs to download

too, CIX could prove to be the perfect

way to win friends, influence people

and soundly bosh your telephone bill

into hyperspace.

CIX runs on a large Sequent s27

multiprocessor machine and the

software is based on CoSy - the

University of Guelph's Conference

System - which runs under Unix. The

Sequent has 32Mb of RAM and is

networked to the file servers which

handle the multiple telephone lines.

All this power may seem

excessive, but do remember that CIX

has the facility to support more than

60 users at one time.

Electronic Mail
Electronic Moil (email) is the simplest

part of CIX. It allows CIX users (CIX

jargon calls users 'ClXen') to send

confidential messages to one or more

users. Unlike paper mail, email is

delivered instantly and wastes no

trees at all. Green computing lives.

CIX has email links with JANET,
the UK's university mail network, and

Internet, the giant international

network which has links to

everywhere. Although mail within the

UK is free, sending or receiving

international mail costs 3.3p per

Kilobyte. Unlike many electronic mail

services, CIX allows you to send

binary mail; you are not limited to

purely text mail. This means that you

could send pictures to one another

and it gives us hard-pressed

journalists the chance to archive an

article, together with its screendumps,

for close deadline work.

If you need an instant response to

a question, you can try CHATting to

another user. The user you want to

chat to must be online to CIX and

must be available for chat; in other

words, not entering a message or

downloading a file. Chat can be a

fun, but not very rapid, method of

CO ECTINO TO CIX
If you want to join CIX online, the numbers to call are 081

390 1244 or 081 399 5252. These lines support V21 (300

baud), V22 (1200 baud), V23 (1200/75 baud) and V22bis

(2400 baud) with MNP up to level 5. The usual 8 bits, no
parity, one stop bit applies. Other lines support 9600 baud
in both V32 and HST standards, and with MNP 5 data

compression you can get up to 19200 baud out of CIX. You
can find out about those faster lines once online.
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Welcome to the machine ... the above screen greets

you when you first set out to get your CIX.

Crib words and pictures from your mates via the

telephone line and bypass the Post Office.

continued on pop So
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COMMS
continued from pop SS

We've got a Conference,
and we're going to use it

Before the preview copies of AS hit the shops, we had our own
conference on CIX. It's called (not surprisingly) amigashopper.
Such was the interest in a serious Amiga magazine that the

conference was generating comments even before any other

ClXen had been told about it.

There are four topics in the amigashopper conference:

• General - Anything to do with the Amiga and AS goes here.

• Complaints - Want to complain about a product, a supplier

or (perish the thought) AS? Here's the place to whinge.
• Letters - Letters to AS, the best of which will get printed,

e) Files - Useful bits of FD software for downloading.

Various AS people will be around the conference; Jeff

Walker and Phil South from time to time, and the whole thing

is moderated by me, scruss@cix.

getting your messages to and from

other people.

Conferences
There are well over 1000

conferences on CIX. Some of those

are closed conferences; only

authorised ClXen can access them

The Amiga Developers' conference is

"C/X offers more

than 30Mb of

the best in free

Amiga software,

'

an example of a closed conference,

since Commodore would not want

sensitive information leaked to the

general public.

Anyone can start a conference,

on ony subject under the sun. If your

burning desire is for a sfanding-on-

one-leg-and-whistling-Dixie

conference, so be it, but it wouldn't

be much of a conference since you

might be the only member

The Amiga conferences are

always full of new messages and

comments and cover every aspect of

using Amigas. According to

Matthew Sims (one of the CIX System

Operators) there are well over 500
active Amiga users on CIX, and the

Amiga conferences are some of the

busiest on the whole system

Piles of files

Even the most humble BBS offers files

for downloading. CIX offers over

30Mb of the best freely distributable

Amiga software. This may not sound

much, but this software gets updated

and added to regularly. Most of the

files are utilities, although there are a

number of music files.

Files are kept in conferences, but in

special areas given an FUST, or File

List. To get a file, you browse the file

list until you find what you want. CIX

supports X, Y and 2 Modem, and the

Kermit protocol. Put simply, that

means any piece of terminal software

for the Amiga will be able to

download any of the hies.

Now if everyone just downloads

the software on offer, CIX would be

left with a very few, very ratty files. It

is down to you to upload your own

software, but it won't get posted for

everyone to download before the

conference moderator has checked

the program out properly.

Usenet
The Usenet news service was one of

the things which kept the very early

Amiga community together. Similar in

concept to CIX's conferences, Usenet

is a worldwide forum on a huge

variety of topics.

Most of the real Amiga news

happens on Usenet first; thus if you

have access to Usenet, you'll be able

to follow some of the discussions.

CIX's Usenet feed is read only, so

you won't be able to post anything

there. Usenet does have some very

talented programmers using it - Matt

Dillon, Steve Tibbett and Jack

Radigan (JR-Comm) moke frequent

appearances, and chip in with their

useful hints.

Save Time & Money
CIX costs money, and that's

something we all want to save. A
piece of software called Query is

available to do just that. It allows

users to use NComm to log onto CIX,

read oil their unread messages,

archive them together, download

them and then log off.

The Query software then takes

over, giving you the chance to

compose answers without the

telephone charges ticking away.

Once you have answered everything,

the program archives your replies

together, dials up CIX, and pumps

your replies down the phone line.

This technique is called 'blinking',

reflecting the short times that users

can spend online.

Query only works with NComm
at the moment, and is still in the beta-

test stage. It does work, but is not

recommended for the first few times

you call CIX, unless you like

downloading 500K of old and mostly

irrelevant conference comments.

Is CIX for me?
Do you really need CIX? Well, some

companies give their best product

support on CIX, so it might be a wise

idea if you use applications

packages a lot. Commodore people

have been known to lurk about on

CIX, and who better to ask about our

favourite machine?

If you are heavily into comms
and want to use a professional

service, go for CIX If you're a

comms beginner then it would be

best not to go to CIX until you've

learnt enough of the ins and outs to

be able use it properly. ^D

JARGO BUSTING
ARCHIVE: Separate filet may be archived by being compressed into one file,

smaller than the sum of it* ports and hence cheaper to transmit.

Unarc hiving restores the original files , retaining any directory structure

in which they are organised.

BAUD: The number of possible changes in state per second on a transmission

line. For simple protocols (V21, V22) there are only two possible states,

so baud rate is equivalent to a measure of bits (binary digits) per

second. V32 makes use of more possible states and clever cooing
techniques meaning much more can be sent at the same baud rate.

MNP: An error detection protocol, with 9 levels of increasing sophistication. If

an error is found, the sender will retransmit the offending segment of
data. Level 5 also compresses data before transmission and
decompresses it on reception.

PARITY: A simple form of error checking where an extra bit is included with

each group of seven data bits. There are two types: even and odd. For
even parity, the data bits are summed; if the result Is odd the parity bit

is set to one, otherwise it is set to xero. The opposite is the case for odd
parity. On reception of the data, the eight bits ore summed and if the

result is odd (for even parity) then an error has occured.
V21, V22; Standard protocols for modems defining baud rates and control codes.
XMODEM YMOOtM ZMODEM, KERMIT: These are different software protocols

used for transmitting and receiving data.

ooooooooo
Shopping List

,..£17.25

£3.56

.... £2.30

£7.19

One-off registration fee:

(£15 + VAT)

Usage charges:

(£3.10 + VAT)

Per hour, peak

(£2 + VAT)

Per hour, off peak monthly min

(£6.25 + VAT)

All CIX billing is via credit card. Remember

to add the cost of a telephone call to

London to these prices. A rough guide to

these are 76p an hour off-peak local and

£4.71 for one-hour off-peak long distance.

If you plan to live on CIX, it might be

cheaper obtaining a PSS account from BT;

this allows you to access CIX for the cost of

a local call. The initial charge for PSS is

£60, plus a quarterly charge of £1 5.

Compulink Information eXchange

CIX: Suite 2, The Sanctuary,

Oakhill Grove, Surbiton,

Surrey KT6 6DU

Voice Telephone:

081-390 8446

Checkout
Services 23/25
International and local electronic mail,

conference* on every subject under the

sun and more files to download than

the mind can comfortably take in; could

anyone ask for anything more?

Cost 20/30
At £7.20 a month (plus phone charges)

minimum, CIX is a considerable

expense. But the features on offer are

either unavailable on any other system,

of would cost far more.

Manual .................. 6/10
Short, and only gives just enough

explanation to get you started on each

subject. It is adequate for the majority

of users though.

Feedback 1 7/20
Plenty of people who know and love

the Amiga use CIX, so any questions

you ask will be answered promptly and

(usually) correctly. The system operators

are very helpful too.

Amiga Specifics.... 12/15
Amiga people make up some of CIX's

most active conferences and just about

every special topic is cotered for. The

newest and best FD software always

gets onto CIX first.

Overall 78/100
Although CIX has its fair share of

techno-poseurs, it's a valuable source of

advice, news and good chat. Of all the

information systems in the UK, CIX is

currently the best value.
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VIDEO

VIDEOMASTER VM-2 GENLOCK
ccording to the typewritten

A4 manual, the

Vidoomastor VM-2

Genlock is O full-function,

state-of-the-art, broadcast quality

genlock that features the latest

analogue and digital design

techniques and is equipped for both

component (Y/C) and composite

video applications. It comes

equipped with a small selection of

special effects (wipes), a built-in

colour video splitter (for connecting

directly to video digitisers) and

dissolve controls. Two optional extras

are an external power supply (if you

Installation
The VM-2 plugs into the RGB

monitor port of the Amiga via

a hard-wired cable. The RGB

output can then be routed

from the VM-2 to your Amiga

monitor, although the manual

refers to connecting an S-VHS

output to the chroma and

luma inputs of the Amiga

monitor, which is not possible

on European models. Other

connections are made from

your chosen video source

(VCR, video camera or other

video source) and to your

recording VCR or other video

equipment. The video source

can be either Y/C format (ie S-

VHS or Hi-8) or composite. A
Y/C cable is provided with the

VM-5. The input video signal

can be looped back out for

monitoring or other purposes.

Two composite and two Y/C

outputs are provided, so that

you tan also connect your

Amiga or other composite

monitor to see what's going

on. There is also a Key Out,

which allows output to a

chroma-keyer or external

video mixer, and on RGB

splitter output for connection to

your video digitiser. All

composite connectors are

industry-standard BNCs

(British Naval Connector),

while the Y/C connectors are

4-pin miniDINs.

don't want the Videomoster to take its

power from your Amiga) and a cable

which will allow automatic colour

digitising with DigiView Cold.

The VM-2 is an independent unit

which will work with all Amigas

(even the 1000). With the exception

of the A500, the VM-2 will fit snugly

between your computer and monitor

and, being of a similar colour, it

blends in well.

Working the VM-2
I tried several experiments with the

VM-2, using it for laying graphics

over video and digitising. I tried

various video sources, including a

Panasonic F-10 single chip colour

camera (which I often use for

digitising), a Lo-Band U-matic (0.75"

industrial standard VCR) and a VHS
VCR. I also tried the unit with an

Amiga 500 and an Amiga 1000. I'm

also hoping to try S-VHS and Hi-Band

U-matic and I'll report back when I

have results.

First, let's deal with the Genlock

functions. As with all video

applications, the better your signal

quality, the better the results. I found

that a graphic overlaid onto a

domestic VHS signal was noticeably

less stable than one laid over Lo-Band

U-matic or the video camera signal.

After I'd made some adjustments to

the side panel controls, I tested the

unit using a variety of paint packages

and video titlers. None of the

software I used caused any

additional video problems. With

each of the different sources

mentioned above I noticed there was

an amount of 'rippling' on both my
Amiga screen and video monitor.

This seemed to be more obvious with

the Amiga 500, possibly because its

power supply may not be enough to

drive both the computer and the VM-

2. This was most obvious in those

strongly saturated colours such as red

and deep blue, which often cause

problems. Colour crawling was also

evident (making the vertical edges of

graphics appear to be shimmering).

However, these are problems that

may be curable by some internal

adjustments to the VM-2.

Let's get digital
Now for the part I was most looking

forward to - digitising. I followed the

instructions, connected my video

camera and DigiView, loaded up the

software, set up my shot and off I

went. I'm sorry to say that I was
rather disappointed with the results.

There was definite evidence of

herringbone-like patterns over parts

Gary Whiteley tests Vidtech

International's VM-2 Genlock

Vidtech's VM-2 offering joins the host of genlocks on the market, but

brings with it its own quirks and a tendency for the knobs to fall off.

JARGO BUSTING
CHROMINANCE: Th* colour hue and saturation information in a video signal.
COMPONENT VIOEO: This is where various component parts of the video signal,

such as chrominance ond luminance ore kept seporate from each other.
This con give a better quality picture than composite video os the components
can be processed separately. An example of a component video signal is the
Y/C format used in S-VHS, Hi-8.

COMPOSITE VIDEO: A video signal including chrominance (colour hue ond
saturation) ond luminance (brightness) information in one combined signal.

CONTROL TRACK: A track on to which regular pulses are recorded so that the
position of tho video tape con bo read by the VCR as time elopsed etc. Unlike
Time Code, index points must be set in order to locate other points on the tape.

GENLOCK: A way of slaving one video source (eg Amiga) to another (eg Video
Tape) in order to synchronise their signals together to allow stable wipes,
mixes ond other effects including overlay (key) between the two sources.

LUMINANCE: The monochrome pari of a video signal which carries the
brightness information.

MIX: Also referred to os DISSOLVE. One image is gradually foded up across
another which is fading down.

NTSC: National Television Standards Committee. This is the name for the TV colour
coding system used in the USA and other countries. It has 525 lines,

running at 60 fields and 30 frames/second. H is often, and perhaps
unfairly, japed at as Never Twice the Some Colour by PAL standard users.

PAL: The other main TV colour coding system (with the exception of France's
SECAM system), which is In use around the world and was developed by
Britain, PAL refers to Phase Alteration Line. In foct, there are severol hybrid
PAL systems in use, all of which ore slightly different.

SEG: Special Effects Generator, also referred to as a Vision Mixer. A piece of video
equipment rhat allows video transitions and effects to be mode, eg wipes,
dissolves, keys ond so on.

5UDCARRIER: A 4.40361875 MHx signal that is used to correctly set the colour
phase of the video signal.

WIPE: Describes a visual transition between two images, where the edge of one
progressively obscures or reveals the other.

-
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of my scans. Having seen this

problem before, I tried my trusty

noise-reduction filter on the video

splitter output (thanks to David

Howarth of Stockport for letting me in

on lni» little gizm© a couple of years

ago - if anyone has any enquiries

about this I'll pass them on to him).

Unfortunately, this time it couldn't do

the business. So, thinking the

problem may have been with my
equipment, I went back to basics and

ran DigiView in the usual way. I had

to conclude that the VM 2 was

causing the trouble. I also

evpenenced some strange problems

when I connected the Auto cable The

first time I ran the splitter in Auto

mode, it worked fine (apart from the

previous problems). From then on,

every other time I ran Auto, the first

scan (whether it was R, G or B didn't

seem to matter) was a complete mess

- just a hash of vertical lines. Maybe
the test unit was duff. Or maybe the

VM-2 just doesn't work properly.

Also, I wasn't too impressed with the

colours, but to be fair, DigiView does

require some setting up to get the

best out of your system.

There were no problems with the

dissolve controls. Likewise with the

wipes, except when using slower

transitions. You may worry about the

slightly steppy digital edges, though I

think a serious video user would

either want a few more than this or

wouldn't really use them anyway as

they'll more than likely be using the

VM-2 linked to an external SEG. As

the wipes stand, it would be far more

useful to have a way of positioning

them so that they could be used in

other places on the screen

(positioning the circle to highlight a

feature in the video while the

graphics refer to the highlight). QJ

ooooooooo
Shopping List
Videomaster VM-2 Genlock

by Vidtech International Inc

2822 NW 79th Avenue,

Miami, Florido.USA

it 010 800 722 2261

Distributed in UK by:

Power Computing Ltd

44A Stonley Street,

Bedford, MK41 7RW

» 0234 273000

£799

THE MAIN CONTROLS
The front panel of the VM-2 consists of a series

of membrane key switches, faders and a

power source selector. Taking the latter first,

the power source switch can be set to three

positions - up is for Amiga power, down is for

the optional external power source (which I

didn't have available for testing) and a central

position where the unit power is off but the

RGB signal is still passed through to allow you
to use your Ami ja monitor normally while the

VM-2 is off. Taking the rest of the control panel

from left to right we have the following:

• Reference Format Selector - to tell the unit

whether it is using component or composite

video input.

• Video Output Selectors - here the output of

the VM-2 can be determined. You can choose

between Reference (incoming) video only,

Amiga only, Key (which overlays all the non-

colour zero Amiga graphics over the reference

signal) or Key Reverse (which allows the

reference signal to be seen through the non-

colour zoro graphics).

• Dissolve Controller Panel - these are two
horizontally mounted faders which are

manipulated to determine the amount of both

the reference and Amiga signals which are

output. The levels can be adjusted from fully

off to fully on for both sources, allowing the

mix of one with the other to be set. Live mixing

can also be performed during recording. These

controls are used in conjunction with the Key
switches.

• Wipe Selector Panel - there are three simple

wipes available; circle, horizontal and vertical.

These can be used singly or in any
combination. They are preset as to where they

appear on screen and their positions cannot be

adjusted. So a circle wipe will always travel in

or out from centre-screen, for instance. Another

horizontally mounted fader can be used to

manually control the movement of the selected

wipe, or automatic control can be selected. In

automatic mode the wipe will take place over

a preset (though adjustable) time. If the Invert

Wipe key is selected, then the wipe will occur

in reverse - either manually or automatically.

The order of the wipe transition will also

depend upon which of the Key switches is

selected.

• RGB Splitter Panel - this is where you select

the red, green or blue video output to send to

your chosen video digitiser. If you have
Newtek's DigiView Gold system then you can

do this automatically using an optional cable,

which connects between the joystick port of the

Amiga and the VM-2, and the Auto function in

DigiView. Users of other digitiser s must use

manual selection.

In addition to the easily accessible controls

described above, there are six recessed

potentiometers on the right hand side of the

VM-2 which allow fine tuning of the unit to

work within your video set-up, although the

HUE adjuster is only used on the American
NTSC version of the VM-2. Variously, these

controls are:

• TIME - used to set the transition time of an
automatic wipe. Adjustable from two to

eighteen seconds.

• POSI - this adjusts the horizontal position of

the graphics in relation to the input video.

• LUMA - for setting the brightness of the

graphics (luminance control).

• CRMA - for setting the brilliance of the

graphics (chrominance control).

• SUB - is used to fine tune the subcarrier of

the reference video in order to produce the

correct colours. Often used to correct colour

deficiencies caused by long cable runs.

Also, for the technically minded, there is a set

of four DIP switches on the rear of the VM-2
which are set to provide the necessary 75-Ohm
loadings for the incoming video signals (set to

Hi-Z for when a signal is to be looped out

again, or 75 Ohms if not). However, whether
you're a boffin or not, these need to be set

correctly in order to ensure that your video

signals are at the proper levels. The VM-2
manual shows the correct way to do this.

ECKOUT
Documentation 8/ 1

Basic, functional and mostly

understandable for those who con work

out solutions to the few problems, such

as connecting the monitor - mentioned

previously. There's also a glossary of

technical video terms.

Ease Of Use 10/15
Installation is straightforward and the

unit is not difficult to operate, once set

up, although I had reservations about

the fader layout and the membrane keys

(see Construction for further details)

Features 8/15
I liked the idea of the built-in colour

splitter. Shame I couldn't get it to work

properly Also, I think that the wipes are

not of particularly great value unless

they're all you've got S-VHS is probably

a good idea, though I don't think it's as

popular yet as was hoped. Looping

signals through ts good thinking.

Features such as Key Reverse may
occasionally be of use, similarly the Key
Out signal to those with access to an

external SEG

Construction 9/ 1

5

The box is solid enough to support on

Amiga monitor and measures 14 by 10

by 1 3/4 inches. I'm also glad to see

BNC connectors, which are solid and

durable and make positive contact.

Personally, I didn't like the membrane
keys on the unit, finding them difficult to

activate accurately. I wasn't too keen on

the horizontal faders either, but it would

be impractical to mount them any other

way on a unit like this The power
selector may be vulnerable to occidental

movement The fader knobs also come
off fairly easily.

Quality 10/15
1 have to reserve some judgement on

quality here, as I didn't have chance to

lest the unit on equipment that is

considered lo be of broadcast quality in

this country (such as Hi-8 or Betacam),

so obviously what I put into the VM-2
was reflected in what came out. The VM-

2 is certainly adequate, though I think it

could be better.

Price 17/25
At £799 this unit is fairly well priced for

what it is. but I'm not sure if the extra

functions are worth what must be on

extra cost, particularly considering that

there a number of other genlocks and

SEGs on the market that will do all the

VM-2 does (except colour splitting) for a

comparable price. As usual, deciding

what you really need, and then

shopping around for it, hos got to be the

order of the day.

Overall 62/100
The VM-2 is not really the state-of-the-art

piece of kit that the manual says it is.

It is certainly a functional unit and. if

some of the apparent problems that

showed up under test were ironed out. it

would be a more useful addition to

one's video arsenal
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CSI, pronounced 'skuzzy',

is the short name for the

Small Computer System

Interface. It was developed

to provide a high performance

ayalcm for the interconnection of

computers and peripherals, and

being bus-based, allows data to flow

in both directions.

You probably know SCSI best

when it's used to interface a hard

disk drive to a computer, but it will

work with any similarly equipped

peripheral such as printers, tape

streamers or CD-ROMs. It is currently

fitted as standard in the Amiga 3000
and as a bonus in the A590 hard

disk for the Amiga 500. In the A590.

though, the interface is not used by

the Amiga 500 unless another SCSI

peripheral is connected.

Data express
The best way to visualise a bus

system is to imagine a stretch of

railway track with a number of

stations along its length. Each station

can send or receive a train along the

same set of lines, but only when the

track is clear. It follows that the whole

system must be carefully regulated,

Past, present & future

SCSI was originally developed

from SASI, the Shugart

Associates Systems Interface.

This interface was slow,

unintelligent, and single-user.

The industry stopped using it

about eight years ago.

However, early Amstrad 1512

machines were fitted with SASI-

equipped hard drives. A fast,

high performance system was

needed, capable of handling

multiple devices. Hence SCSI,

the most versatile interface on

the market.

SCSI is under continuing

development, with SCSI-2 in the

wings. This will hove 16 or 32-

bit data lines and more

message commands.

Synchronous transfer speed has

been doubled to 10MHz, so

when taken in conjunction with

the increased data transfer,

SCSI-2 can theoretically shift

data at 40Mb per second. SCSI-

l's top speed is 5Mbps. No
need to worry though, as son

of SCSI will be fully compatible

with his dad.

David J R Ward reveals the workings of the SCSI

with signals and messages to stop

trains leaving stations when the track

is already occupied. If each station

was connected to every other station

by its own separate tracks then the

whole system would be over complex

and difficult to build. In SCSI our

single railway track is eight data

lines, one for each bit of data so a

byte can be transferred in one go

The SCSI bus can connect eight

devices, one of which is the host

computer. Each device has an ID

address, written in binary code and

set up by switches on the equipment.

It acts as a device identifier and is

used to enable two devices to

communicate across the SCSI bus.

Differential driver
As most users are local (printers and

such) a SCSI peripheral is usually

equipped with a singleended 48mA
driver. This allows it to transmit up to

six metres. Differential drivers give

greater range, but as the pin

assignments are different, the two

drivers cannot be mixed in the same

system. Software drivers are another

matter. Earlier interfaces required

specific software for each different

device. With SCSI they are

independent of the final device, thus

allowing any data to be transferred

to or from any media. This places the

onus of reading or writing the data

on the SCSI controller.

There are two types of controller,

each with its own memory. The

embedded controller is built in with

the disk drive mechanism and,

because of space limitations, is

usually 8 to 16k in size. The bridge

controller, on the other hand, can be

separate from the peripheral and

may have up to 16Mb. With hard

disks, system speed is greatly

improved with a large buffer. This is

because look ahead prefetch' can

be used. When the controller is

requested to read certain sectors of o

disk, it will also read adjacent sectors

that have not been requested. Nine

times out of ten the next read request

will be for those sectors, so read time

can be reduced by transferring the

data from the buffer. The FastFiles-

System used to format Amiga hard

disks ensures that related data is

stored in adjacent blocks, thus

making full use of cache memory.

As I said earlier, peripherals can

SCSI BUS SIGNAL DEFINITIONS

Initiator

< REQ

Figure 2.

Target

- I/O

send, receive or do both. When a

device wishes to send, it is known as

the Initiator, The receiving peripheral

then becomes the Target. The two

will then communicate

Asynchronously - that is, by using

start/stop bits to separate each byte

of data sent down the lines. If both

devices support Synchronous

transmission then they will switch

over to be more efficient.

Synchronous data transmission

requires both devices to be in sync.

This is achieved with the use of

special message bytes sent before the

main data. As there are no

intervening start/stop bits, the whole

transaction is faster. Up to twelve

bytes can be sent without acknow-

ledgement, depending on the number

decided in the message phase.

Hold very tight
In figuro 2 we con see that there are

three types of signal, Control, Data,

and Phase. There are also three types

of Phase signal, Command and

Status (C/D), Data In/Out (I/O), and

Message (MSG). Command and

Status are used to interrogate the

Target. Data In/Out is fairly obvious

and the Message signal enables two

devices to determine how they link up

and act. A list of messages is given

in figure 3. The control signals look

after the flow of Data, Commands
and Messages, as well the overall

operation of the bus.

If the BSY signal is on then the

bus is active and any devices that

wish to transmit must wait, otherwise

any data already on the bus would

bo corrupted. When this signal goes

off, the waiting peripheral switches

on its own BSY signal and transmits

its own ID address. If more than one

device is trying to access the bus, the

device with the higher data bit goes

fit st. This phase is known as device

arbitration. The unsuccessful

peripherals must now wait until the

bus goes quiet again before they can

re-arbitrate for bus control.

The winning peripheral now
begins device selection. With the

BSY signal still active, the Initiator

instructs all the other devices that

selection is taking place by switching

on the SEL signal. It then transmits the

Torget's ID os well as its own on the

bus. The Target device responds by

activating its BSY signal. The Initiator

now goes quiet but listens to the

Target's BSY signal. If it remains on

then device selection was successful.

If the Target supports

Synchronous communication it will

send the 'Offset interlock data

transfer request' message. This tells

the Initiator to switch over from

Asynchronous mode if it supports the

foster transmission method ¥.\1

SCSI MESSAGE TYPES
Figure 3

From Target.

Command complete

Disconnect

Initiator detected error

Link command complete (LCC)

ICC with flag

Modify data pointer

Restore pointers

Save data pointer

From Initiator.

Abort

Message parity error

No operation

Reset bus device

From both.

Extended identity

Identity

Message rejected

Offset interlock
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HARDWARE PROJECT

Mark Smiddy gets our occasional hardware series

off to a fine start by demonstrating how to build

your own anti-click board for use v/ith the Amiga
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If you're suffering

a nervous tic

from incessant

click, then you

will certainly

appreciate the

benefits of the

quiet life with this

extremely cheap,

very handy and

easy-to-buitd anti-

click gadget.

Welcome, one and
all, to the butcher

brigade. This

series is all about

doing things to your Amiga
that will make Commodore's
design team get very nervous

for the safety of their baby.

This little beauty is a device to

stop that annoying click when
the machine is waiting for a

disk. As promised in the sneak
preview, this project shows
how to build one of your own.
This project is easy-ish, but

since Amigas are expensive

beasts, id like to clear up a
few points before we start:

• All the projects are based on tried

and tested products that are already

on general sale. Where possible, we

have arranged o special price for the

completed kits, fully tested and ready

for conslruciion.

• A full kit of parts (excluding cases,

nuts, bolts etc.) will be available from

the manufacturers along with a PWB
Unless a special case arises, we will

not be running PWB overlays or

complete circuit diagrams. This is to

prevent the over-adventurous

attempting to bodge circuits together

on copper clad stripboard, then

expecting them to work.

• This series is about electronics

projects. If you don't know which is

the hot end of a soldering iron, either

buy the modules ready-made or enrol

in a good night-school class. Many of

the projects can potentially damage
your machine if built or fitted

incorrectly. If in doubt, get an

experienced engineer to check and

fit them for you.

• MAINS ELECTRICITY KILLS!

I cannot stress this one enough. None
of the projects planned for this series

require you to go prodding around in

the back of monitors or probing

around PSUs. Leave that sort of thing

to people who know what they are

doing. Before you start anything,

switch off and unplug the machine

i

Important: Warning and Disclaimer

Future fubtoWng, the author and Power Computing, or their ogents, will accept no

responsibility for damage, death or injury however coused by use or misuse of projects

featured in this series. We take every reasonable precaution to ensure details are

correct, but the choice is up to you.

The anti-click board fits inside your Amiga. This means you will have to invalidate

your warranty !f you Intend fitting it yourself. That includes any extended warranties

taken out through Commodore or another third-party supplier. If in doubt, get an

appointed Commodore agent to fit it for you. They will be able to ensure your warranty

is not jeopardised - if such a thing is possible.

from the wall. And leave it switched

off for at least 30 minutes to let any

residual current dissipate.

Building The Board
You will need:

• A good quality soldering iron (max

17W) with a pencil tip (<2.5 mms).

Antex type CS with an 1 1 00 or

1006 tip is suitable.

• Good quality side cutters. Nail

trimmers will not do.

• About two metres of 22 swg

60/40 solder.

• A small clamp or vice.

• A scriber or small terminal

screwdriver.

• The anti-click board kit.

1 S Make sure your work surface is

clean and you have all the parts.

2s Study the two overlay diagrams.

(Figure 1 is the lower side of the

board when fitted; Figure 2 is the

upper.) Although tracks have been

removed for clarity, the upper side is

distinctive because it only has three

tracki; the lower side has over 40.

3 1 If you aro using a socket for IC1

,

solder it in place now. It goes on the

upper side of the board on the right-

hand side. The notch at the top

should face the front of the board.

As Insert the 20-way IDC socket into

the lower side of the

PWB (Figure 1) and

solder it in place. This

is a little fiddly if you

don't have a vice.

Sticky tape will hold it

temporarily.

BEGINNERS
START HERE

The anti-click board is the sort of

job the average electronics

enthusiast can do wearing sun-

glasses and with one leg tied to

the bedpost. However, it does

require a certain amount of fine

soldering and any little solder

bridges could be potentially

disastrous. Not forgetting there

are 90 soldered joints to make
on a board that measures just

73 x 23mms. Fitting it to the

machine is a breeze and should

take about 45 minutes, even if

you have never had your Amiga

apart before.

The board uses a single,

low-power TTL IC which does

not require any special handling

precautions. Nevertheless, the

chip is usually soldered directry

to the board, so care must be

taken to avoid overheating it. tf

you are at all unsure, pop out

and buy a 14-pin DIL socket

from your local electronics' store

- Tandy for instance.

6s Turn the board over, insert and

solder the 34-way link pin assembly

onto the upper side (Figure 2).

Ts Insert and solder the 4-way link

pin set alongside the 34-way

connector.

8* Insert and solder IC 1 . (This would

normally be done last, but this way
avoids accidentally melting the IDC

socket on the lower side.) It is

essential you get the chip in the right

way round or the board will not

work. Pin 1 - marked by a notch at

5: Insert the 1 4-way

ICD socket into the

upper side and solder

that in place too.

Some kits may be

supplied with a 34-

woy socket. This

replaces the two

separate parts.

Anti-click board overlays

POWER COMPUTING

POWER COMPUTING

....

Figure 1: (Top) Female side

Figure 2: (Bottom) Male side
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JARGO BUSTING
CMOS: Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor. A special semiconductor

material widely used in low-power logic ICs. Such ICs are extremely
WrttitlYC to Static electricity because they have a very high input
resistance. CMOS logic ICs are commonly found in every electronic

and have the prefix 40xxx.

WU Dual in-line: describes the layout of pins and sockets on many logic ICs

and some socket assembly »

dpy JOINTt A <oldered joint is sa.d to be 'dry' when the solder has oxidised
slightly during heating and cooling. Dry joints ore weak, prone to

failure and always due to bad soldering or a poorly prepared surfoce.

Dry joints usually have a dull or pitted appearance.

IC-

MOS:

PW»;

TIL

Integrated Circuit, A tiny circuit etched on a semiconductor. Simple ICs

may contain as few as 10 transistors; complex ones like the 60840
may contain over I million.

Metal-Oxide Semiconductor. See CMOS.

Printed Wiring Board. The correct term for the frequently misused, PCS
or printed circuit board. An etched copper-clad board contains wiring

connections used to connect various ports of the circuit. The term PCS is

better applied to integrated circuits.

Transistor-Transistor Logic. Silicon based logic IC usually prefixed with

a 74xxjc or 74LSxxx in for the low power versions. TTL ICs are not

sensitive to static but are usually restricted to a very narrow supply
voltage - typically 4.5 •» 5.5 volts. The new 74ACxx series TTL chips
ar» based on a CMOS design and are therefore subject to the usual
handling precautions.

the lop of the case - faces the front of

the board. When correctly fitted, two

horizontal tracks run off left of pins

one and two.

9t Insert and solder the 4-way IDC

socket on the board's lower side.

1 Ol Inspect the board for dry joints

and solder bridges or other foreign

bodies. Using the scriber, carefully

chip away any large amounts of

residual flux. Be very careful not to

damage the PWB.

Fitting the Board (A500)
You will need:

• A small Posidrive screwdriver

• A number 10 Torx screwdriver (a

flat-blade terminal driver will do)

• A modivm flat blade screwdriver

• A pair of long-nosed pliers

• Pen and paper

• Time and patience

1 t Prepare your workplace. It should

ho rleon, well lit with enough room

to work. (A kitchen (able covered

with tin-foil is good, but don't scratch

it. Hell hath no fury like a woman
with a knackered dining table.)

2: Unplug the Amiga from the mains

and remove all of its externol

peripherals: mice, hard disks, printer.

monitor, etc.

3: Place it upside down on your

work surface and remove the six

Posidrive screws holding the lid in

place - three at the front, three at the

back. Your warranty is now invalid.

••X Turn the machine right-side up

and gentry remove the lid. Do not try

to prise it off forcefully or you'll end

up damaging it.

St Look at the plug where the

keyboard is fitted to the PWB and

moke a note of how the wires are

arranged. On my machine the black

wire is on the left, looking from the

front. Using the long- nosed pliers,

gently remove the plug. Don't tug at

it by the wires! Now remove the

keyboard and put it in a safe place.

6t Using a small terminal

screwdriver, lift the four tags around

the shielding. Do not use your

fingernails to lift them as they can be

a bit sharp on unprotected pinkies.

Projects in the pipeline
I've already said this is an occasional series - just how occasional
depends on two things: how much feedback we get and how willing

the manufacturers are to part with their designs. Power Computing
has already started the ball rolling with the anti-click board and has a
couple more goodies almost ready to roll.

On the cards for future issues are: an AudioMaster II compatible
sound sampler, virus protector, MIDI interface, anti-click board for
external drives, and a little gribhly to probe into your fuel bills while
you kip; that one should get the grey matter churning over. The rest is

Up to you. What do you want to see featured in this section? Let me
know and I'll do my best to get something done about it. Reader
contributions are welcome - so get those irons out and start building.

7t Using the Torx screwdriver,

remove the two screws at the front of

the shield and the two at the left-hand

side. These also hold a secondary

shield in place above the expansion

bus. Do not lose them.

8: Note how the ribbon cable and
power supply cable are fitted to the

disk drive and gently remove them at

the PWB end only.

9x Align the completed board above

the socket and press it gently but

firmly into place. It only goes in one
way - with IC 1 at the left of the case

facing away from the internal drive.

Take care not to snag the small axial

electrolytic capacitor just below.

1 Ot Replace the leads from the

internal drive onto the anti-click

board in exactly the same way they

went on. On my machine, the red

wire on the power lead is the furthest

away from IC 1

.

Ill Reassemble the machine and

check to see if it works.

1 2: If the drive light does not come
on, check that you have fitted the

board correctly, that none of the pins

are bent and that you have fitted the

socket correctly.

F

Static precautions

Static electricity is as lethal to

your Amiga as mains voltage

is to you. The anti-click board

is not sensitive to static, but the

Amiga is. For this reason,

when you are working inside

your computer, you should

observe normal static

precautions:

• DON'T: wear nylon or

woollen clothes.

• DONT: work on hot, dry

and sunny days.

• DO: use an approved

(resistive) wrist strap when
working inside the machine.

• DO: work on a correctly

earthed bench.

1 3s If all else fails, remove the

board entirely and re-test. If the

machine still fails to work - erm, then

you've probably done something

nasty. Get an engineer to check it out

and don't attempt this sort of thing

again Ltkely causes are one or more

leads missing or transposed. It is very

easy to misalign the keyboard

connector - and if you do this the

machine will refuse to work. QJ

ooooooooo
Shopping List
Ports list:

Semiconductors

IC1-74LS32 quod 2 input OR gate

Others

20 way DIL IDC PWB header socket

14 way OIL IOC PWB heoder socket

Four way IDC PWB header socket

34 way DIL link pin set

Four way link pin set

PWI

A full kit of ports for the

anti-click board is available.

Pleose see details below.

Anti-click orper formi

By special arrangement with Power Computing/

|
Amiga Shopper readers can have the anti-click board -

which normally retails at £19.95 - for just £ 1 2.99

I
ready to go, or for a snip at just £7.99 in kit form.

Send this order form (a photocopy will do) with your
remittance to:

I
Anti-Click Offer, Dept AS1, Power Computing, 44A

I

Stanley Street, Bedtord MK41 7RW.

I Please rush me:

J
Q anti-click board(s) for my Amiga- £ 12.99 each

|
J anti-click board kit(s)-£7.99 each

| I enclosed a cheque for

I Please debit my Access/Visa account
I number fTTI'MM I I I 1 I

Expires
|

| Price includes VAT, postage and packing.
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WIN A
PC 1640

COMPETITION

INTRASET LTD
Tel: 025 72 76800 (Main office & 24 hr order line)

Helpdesk 0490 3284 (weekdays 3-4pm)
Fax vour order on 025 72 74753

Access
VISA E IE> 155

All prices include F&P and VAT. Overseas orders please add £5.00

(51

CASHMASTER
HOME AND BUSINESS ACCOUNTS

• Master your own finances, CASHMASTER is the easiest

to use, most versatile accounts program yet written,

• CASHMASTER is suitable lor Doth small business
accounts or home finance use

We wrote CASHMASTER lor our own use out of sheer frus-

tration with the other so called easy to use packages. CASH-
MASTER allows you to input entries in one easy operation
and yet allows you to extract the absolute maximum of mlor*

mation m an impressive array o' statements and reports lust

look at its range of features

• Easy natural data entry - just like a handwritten ledger

• Fun VAT analysts or omit VAT altogether if you wish

• Any amount of ledgers at one time.

• No set time periods, span any lime period - no one year hmrt,

• Reports can be produced over any time span (1 day to 100 years)

• Up to 100 user definable Claw and 20 Accounts Codes.
• Detailed statements by selected Classes or Accounts.

• Profit & Loss Statement
• Tagging of entries tor report selectivity

• Entnes can be inclusive or exclusive or zero VAT.
• Automatic repeat of entries (standing orders etc ) yearly,

half yearly quarterly, monthly fortnightly or weekly
• Insert entries anywhere in ledger. CASHMASTER auto-

matically sorts into date order.

• Search and find option on any entry anywhere wrlhin ledger

• Reports can be output to screen, pnnter or disk file.

• Reference field for every entry (Invoice no cheque no etc
)

• Split and merge ledgers at any time.

• Ail functions available from mam programme screen.

Class and Accounts codes visible at an times

• FREE pop up running total calculator called up with one
key press

CASHMASTER IS THE MOST USER FRIENDLY POWER-
FUL AND VEH3AIILt ACCOUNTS PACKAGE YET - YOU

WON T BE DISAPPOINTED
And now available with

CASHMASTER INVOICING & STOCK CONTROL
• Full customer data file easy to find account records

• Full stock data file, pnee lists, re order lists

• Full invoicing with user defined messages
• Full invoice editing, invoice to & deliver to fields.

• Pre-paid, account or credit note, full VAT facility

• So moment, no return A line discounta.

Stand alone invoicino/slock control or integrates fuily with

CASHMASTER (or a FULLY FEATURED
ACCOUNTS/INVOICING PACKAGE costing less than a

Quarter the pnee of its nvais

CASHMASTER £39 95
CASHMASTER INVOICING E39.95

BOTH PROGRAMMES TOGETHER £6995

r
££££ PROFIT FROM YOUR

MICRO ££££
RECESSION? WHAT RECESSION?
• Make y©ut Micro earn!
• Whatever maUo o( micro you hovo you can use it lo mako

a good income even if you only hnvo a couple of hours

spare each week!
• This is nol PIE IN THE SKY. MAKE A MILLION BEFORE
BREAKFAST nonsense Out a true report of exactly the

sort o( steps that we ourselves took at INTRASET
• We have put together a package of easy, sensible business

ideas which can easily be used by anyone with any Micro.

• NO COMPUTER EXPERTISE REQUIRED
• Earn EEE's from home doing what you enjoy oomg - using

your computer'
% You probably already hav# •v»n/tr*ng you need to start earning

• Hundreds of potential customers >n your area who will

GLADLY pay luf your services We lew you now to find mem 1

• Part time or start your own full time business Ideal for

housewrves/husbands. unemployed etc Very little capital

outlay on proiocls

• Full step by step sixty page book PROFIT FROM YOUR
MICRO comes complete lor just

£14.95 inclusive

SPECIAL DISK DEAL

DISK

e

10 50

£

100

3" CF2 (AMSOFT)
3 \(Z DSDD
5 1/4 DSDD

1900
90

390

92 50
32 00
1900

180 00
60 00
37.00

POOLSMASTKR
The Football Pools Predictor

A LICENCE TO PRINT MONEY* Mr F C Hammond of Essex

WE HAVE WON MANY THOUSANDS' • Mr P E Roberts ol Oonel
• Just a couple o( the many unsolicited testimonials about

this truly amazing Football Pools Predictor Programme
wtiich has consistently astounded us with its accuracy
Check out its features.

• Predicts homes, aways and draws
9 No tKJdty typing in o< team names, unique indexing system

tor quick entry o* fixtures and results just type m the results

each week from your usual newspaper arxl the pro*

gramme updates itsett

• Uses scientific formula which is the result of many years
study of the football pools to give a stnke rate which is

consistently higher than the laws of average
• Also has a SEQUENCE PREDICTOR option in addition to

form Predictions which analyses coupon number
sequences This option has astunded us in the past and
continues to do so

• Can be used for league and cup matches. Updates season
after season No need to buy a new copy every season.

• Send for POOLSMASTER today and increase your

chances of that JACKPOT Comes complete with manual
and informative Pools Guide

DISKS AND TAPES £1995

• • SPECIAL OFFKR ••
SPECIAL COMPENDIUM DISKS/TAPES

POOLSMASTER'PERM-MASTERCOURSEMASTER
& SPOT-THE-BALL ANY 2 PROGRAMMES £37 95
ANY THREE PROGRAMMES £49 95 ALL FOUR
PROGRAMMES £59 95 BUY ANY THREE DISKS

[OR TWO INCL COMPENDIUM) AND RECEIVE PROFIT
FROM YOUR MICRO FREE

THE GRAPHOLOGIST
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS PROGRAMME

"UNCANNILY ACCURATE" - 8000 PLUS MAGAZINE
• Analyse YOUR handwriting, or your partners fnends etc

What are they REALLY like 1 Your handwriting always reveals
your true nature, state of health etc.

• This programme is a must tor anyone interested in hand-
writing analysis, both expert and beginner alike

• The programme will provide an analysis of a subjects
handwntmg ranging from a simple signature analysis to a full

15 page complete character report Ideal for prospective

employers, experienced graphologists or anyone interested in

this fascinating art.

• All you need is a sample of the subjects handwntmg and
follow the simple on screen instructions Upon completion
you are left with an in depth report detailing all aspects ol

your subjects character from career ambition, state of health
through to sexual preferences and megalomania 1

• You may even edit this report using your word processor
for representation to your subject-Client

THE GRAPHOLOGIST is a must for serious business use or
Simply have loads of fun entertaining your friends whilst

learning the finer aspects of this fascinating subject

• COMPLETE WITH MANUAL OF GRAPHOLOGY

£49.95 inc. VAT and P&P

Ail programmes available tor IBM/PC & compatibles, ad
Amstrad PCs, Amstrad PCWs. Atari, Anuga. CPC 6128
(unless otherwise stated). Perm-Master also available for

Commodoere 128 disk. Coursemaster and Poolsmaster also
available for alt Amstrad CPC s. all Spectrums and C64 & 1 28

GENUINE HIGH QUALITY DISKS

COMPETITION RULES
Every purchase made qualifies you to enter our

competition draw. The total value of your purchases will

determine the prize won.
There will be one 1st prize only per draw.

Spend up to £20 00 - 1st prize = a Star LC pnnter.

Spend up to £40.00 - 1st prize = Amstrad PC1512 SDMM
Spend over £40.00 - 1st pnze = Amstrad PC1640 SD colour

5 runners up will each win full set of Intraset software as
above intraset s decision final on all matters.

Send SAE for list of wtnners.
Draw dates 28.02 91 and 28 09 91

COURSEMASTER
THE COMPUTER HORSERACING TIPSTER

PROGRAMME
BEAT THE BOOKIE FOR A CHANGE"
RATES ANY RACE using racecard tn any daily paper or
racing paper - BOTH FLAT AND JUMPS. Racing paper
not required, ordinary daily paper is all you need
Gives clear forecast of best selection PLUS second and
third for Tncasts etc and oven recommends type of bet.

Will advise best bet. good tongsnot or Each Way and even
when nol to bet

No more struggling with a calculator to work out your
winnings COURSEMASTER works out your WINNINGS
on most popular types of bet ie SINGLES. DOUBLES.
PATENT. YANKEE. CANADIAN HEINZ etc

MAINTAINS A BANK ACCOUNT • Bet like a PROFES-
SIONAL! Compare COURSEMASTER'S performance with

your favourite Newspaper tipster

i Complete BETTING ADVICE from first principles. Even it

you have never seen iho inside of a betting shop the easy
to understand belting guide takes you trom the first princi

pies of betting, lypes of bet. staking plans to helpful advice
on building a betting bank

i PLUS the amazing COURSEMASTER SYSTEM BET
This superb easy to use betting system regularly provides

our customers with MAJOR WINS for small stakes - try it

and amaze yourself Based on sound mathematical princi-

ples this betting system is based on Permutations and
seeks to maximise your returns on minimum stakes TWO
MAJOR WINS A YEAR IS ALL YOU NEED TO BE IN
PROFIT

I Will even PRINT OUT YOUR BETTING SLIP tor you if

you have a printer'

I COMPLETE WITH 20 PAGE BETTING GUIDE AND
MANUAL

DISCS AND TAPES £19.95

PERM-MASTER
II you enjoy dotng ihe Pools and regularly use perms as we
at INTRASET LTD recommend then checking your coupon
can be a nightmare Have you won or haven t you Perm*
Maste* ends the agony by chocking your perm (or you
Simply led it which ol your coupon numbers are draws and it

will do the rest telling you how many winning l*nes you have
Perm-Master comes complete with several of the top perms
already bu»tt m. but if your favourite perm is not there then
s-mpty create your own using the unique perm editor,

• Fast and simple lo use
• Unique PERM EDITOR
• Create your own perm using the inbuilt perm calculator,

test your own theones etc

• For most block ana single ime perms

Price £19.95

SPOT-THK-BALL
For all SPOT-THE-BALL fans this programme is a must, no
more tiresome counting of *x's or messy rubber stamps. Use
your computer to do your SPOT-THE-BALL coupon
Just tell your computer where you thtnk the ball is using the

screen template supplied

WM pnnt out up to 540 mcfo-fme crosses in your chosen
snape or simpty ten n to choose at random
Leams as rt goes - tell it where the ban is every week and
build up a database of results to use in SPOT-THE-BALL'S
sequence pred*ctor option

Works with any Epson compatible dot matnx printer or buikJ

your own pnnter driver using the on screen option

• LET SPOT-THE-BALL litl in YOUR COUPON this week

SPOT-THE-BALL £17.95

INTEREST FREE CREDIT TERMS
Spend over £80 and spread Ihe cost at no extra
charge! (Cheque purchases over £80 only). Simply
divide your order by 4 and send us (our cheques
each with your name and address and cheque guar-
antee card number on the back Date the first

cheque with today's date and post-date each of the
other cheques by one month i e. 1 5.91, 1.6.91 etc
We will then hold each cheque until it is due.

HOW TO ORDER: CHEQUES. P.O.'S TO: INTRASET LTD (DEPT. ASH)
FREEPOST 10 WOODSIDE AVENUE, CLAYTON-LE-WOODS, CHORLEY, LANCS. PR6 7BR

OR PHONE/FAX AS ABOVE FOR LIGHTNING FAST SERVICE.

WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT/CHARGE CARDS-
SEND SAE FOR FREE SOFTWARE CATALOGUE



mm MUSIC

If
your attitude towards

instruction manuals is the same

as mine, you will only refer to

them in the direst of

emergencies. With both soft and

hardware capable of multiple

functions It is often difficult to get to

the bottom of your musical equipment

and g«t tn# boit out of it. Thi> i» not

mode any easier by the annoying

habit that synth/keyboard

manufacturers have of putting very

few buttons on the front panel, only

'There have been

cases where there

are more sounds in

the instrument than

you can access from

the front panel"

using a miniscule LCD/LED display

and providing a swarm of functions

accessed by playing those buttons

like an accordion.

However there is a page of

information common to all MIDI

equipment called the Implementation

Chart (MIC). If you can read this you

will at least comprehend at a glance

what your gear can and cannot do

and turn that simple keyboard into a

raging multi-timbral synthesizer

capable of playing several sounds at

once from your Amiga

Knowing what the possibilities

are with your instrument means you

can cut out all the pages of waffle

you're not interested in and get right

down to the pertinent details. It is by

no means uncommon for an

instruction manual to be either

ambiguous or muddled in translation

when describing attributes. If you can

read the MIDI chart then at least you
are armed with the certainty of its

prowess and merely searching for the

way to do it. It is also a simple way
of checking the compatibility

between two devices; sequencer and

tone module for example. Here then

is the Amiga Shopper beginners'

guide to reading those charts.

Taking the MIC
All MIC's have the same layout and

terms of reference. If your instrument

has two charts you will find that one

is for the synthesizer or sound

generating section and the other will

be for the sequencer section; the

chart will tell you. The example I've

chosen (see page 66) is from the

Roland RA-50. This is an intelligent

arranger but the sound module

section is the ever popular MT-32.

Jon Bates dons his mortarboard
and explains how you can get
more than you ever thought
possible from your MIDI gear

The O and X throughout the chart

mean Yes and No.

Basic Channel
This tells you what MIDI channels it

will send and receive data on.

'Default' means those which it

responds to in its raw state and

'Changed' is those you can alter. A
tone module does not Transmit any

data of its own and so this section,

and in fact all the Transmit parts, are

marked X for No. It will recognise

and work simultaneously on channels

2-10 but you can't alter them; you

can't get it to work on channel 1 or

1 1-16. Many instruments let you do

this and often the Remark column wi

say 'memorized' In other words, it

remembers that last channel setting

Frankfurt Music Fair Frankfurt Music Fair Frankfurt Music Fair Frankfurt Music Fair

he Frankfurt Music Fair is one

of the largest in the world,

with over 1 1 00 exhibitors

from around the globe

courting punters over a period of five

day*. If products arc to bo launched

before the end of the summer it is here

that companies direct themselves with

regard to the European market. The

size of the overall fair is so large that

it is rather hard to give you a clear

idea of its scale. It takes over some 6

cxhibmon halls and each one of rhose

is about equivalent in size to

Olympia/Earls Court.

As far as we are concerned, it is

Hall 9 that holds our interest,

specialising in the digital side of music

creation. Although it is hard to be

specific, about half of this hall

contained stands for companies that

market, develop and generally deal

with music software. Alan Hackers

from Gajits Software, visiting the show
for the first time, said he found it

extremely useful as it enabled the

company to take stock of foreign

competition as well as drumming up

interest in their own products. It is

worth noting that there is a sizable

chunk of music software that does not

find it's way over here for lock of

distribution, and the fact that the UK is

quite a full market

New Software
Several major pieces of Amiga

sequencing software were seen for the

first time at Frankfurt this year. Bars

and Pipes in its ordinary version was
launched in the UK in about the

middle of last year and quickly gained

acceptance because of its easy-to-

follow colourful icon-driven screen. It

also had a whole range of tools that

could add a semi-intelligent aspect to

the music and generate new
harmonies in many ways. Bars and
Pipes Professional, while hanging on

to the unique method of sequencing,

adds many features found on more

'serious' software. It has extensive

editing options using music notation as

well as graphic and events listing.

There is a competent arrange window
with cue points, enhanced transport

controls, full print-out for scores with

lyrics and chord symbols, it will record

system-exclusive data and has

enhanced quantize and loop features.

One page emulates o mixing desk

enabling you to automate the mix by

including pan, velocity, track muting

and volume as part of the sequenced

data. Like the present version,

Professional requires a minimum of

1Mb memory. The finol UK price is yet

to be fixed but it should be here well

before the summer.

Steinbergs' long awaited Pro 24
for the Amiga has been out in Europe

for several months. We should be

The Frankfurt Music Messe has to be the slickest event on the music
industry calendar, with giants like Commodore mounting huge displays.

continued on poge 64
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conltnued from page 63

JARGO BUSTING
MIDI: Musical Instrument Digital Interface it a standard devised by electronic

instrument manufacturers allowing a number of synthesisers to be
controlled by a single keyboard or sequencer*

MTC; MIDI Time Code is a means by which MIDI instruments are synchronised.

MULTI TIMBRAL: The ability of a synth to play different notes using different voices
(or timbres) at the same time; for example, one that could play a drum
sound, a bass and a piano.

QUANTIZE: The process of finely altering the timing of individual notes, perhaps
bocause they have been inaccurotely entered 'live', to bring them in line

with the overall beat of the musk*

SEQUENCER; A piece of software on a computer (or sometimes built into o
keyboard) which stores musical scores and transmits this information in

real rime via MIDI to synthesisers which will then play it. Some
sequencers have the facility to receive and memorise MIDI information
from a keyboard so music can be entered 'live' instead of note by note.

SMPTE: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers - this is a time coding
used to synchronise audio or video tape with MIDI signals.

you left it on, A typical single

keyboard - the self-accompanying

variety from Yamaha and Casio -

will transmit on only one channel,

usually variable However they wi

often receive and play on up to 8

channels simultaneously and with

other surprising attributes.

Mode
Not terribly important now. Early on

it was thought that various modes of

playing MIDI instruments would be

useful. Not so. Although there are 4

ways in which MIDI data can be

dealt with relating to either one note

or many notes at a time and one

channel or all channels playing the

same notes, most if not all instruments

use mode 3. This means that it will

play lots of notes and listen to the

MIDI channels individually.

Note Number
You could have more notes in your

module than you bargained for as

the note number tells you how wide a

range of notes your instrument can

play, regardless of the length of the

keyboard. Every note is given a

number; lowest is and highest 1 27,

which is virtually 1 octaves - a

piano only has 7. Our example

reads all the notes but then in the

next line says 'True Voice 12 - 108'.

This is o guide to the actual range of

the sound chip. It will only create

pitches within that range.

Notes it recognises and that fall

outside the range are 'wrapped

round'. That is to say, it will repeat

the upper or lower octave again.

For example, if note number 1

2

came in followed by notes numbered

1 then 0, you would actually hear

note 12, then notes 1 1 and 12

again, the 1 and triggering off

notes an octave higher than they

really should be because the chip is

incapable of playing that low.

Velocity
Velocity is another important area for

keyboard owners to check out. Our
example shows that the module does

respond to velocity - how hard you

hit the keys. This is always noted

against Note On and often gives you

the range it will respond to; typically

1-127. With low-budget keyboards it

is often the case that the transmission

side will say 'O v-64\ This means

that the velocity it sends out is fixed;

it does not have a touch sensitive

keyboard. However, often the

internal sound chip does respond

and this data can be varied in many
sequencing programs to add to the

variety and depth of the sound.

The Note Off is invariably 'X 9n

v=0'. It ignores the MIDI code that

says note off but rather pulls the

velocity down to 0, thus effectively

muting the note and reducing the

danger of a note 'hanging'.

A point to bear in mind is that

both Velocity and Aftertouch are

parameters that are set up in the

actual voice data. For example, a

Trombone usually responds to

Velocity and, where possible,

Aftertouch. But a voice such as a
Church Organ or Bagpipes would

respond to neither of these as it has

no need to even if the specs say the

sound chip is capable of doing so;

the genuine article has no expressive

variation of volume and so neither

will the synth version.

Aftertouch
If yours does this, it's an extra bonus.

Aftertouch is the pressure applied to

the keys after the note has been

played but before it is released. It

can do all sorts of things to the

sound; make it change in tone, pitch,

add vibrato and is the current

favourite among sound programmers

working on screaming heavy metal

guitar sounds. As you will see, there

are two sorts. Key Aftertouch is the

expensive variety where each

individual key has its very own
aftertouch data tagged to it - good
for bringing out individual notes

inside a chord. Channel Aftertouch is

the norm for most instruments, a
facility by which the aftertouch effect

is sent to all notes working on that

Frankfurt Music Fair Frankfurt Music Fair Frankfurt Music Fair Frankfurt Musk Fair

seeing the 1 . 1 version in the UK 'very

soon', as they say, and at a price

competitive to Music X, things could

prove interesting. By no stretch of the

imagination is it a re-write of the well

known ST version, more of a re-think.

It will run on on A500, although you

might be stuck for memory space. As

well as all the professional features of

editing, looping and recording, it has

the graphic grid editor, graphic

control of parameters, a drum editor,

Plenty of musical applications for the Amiga are demonstrated and, for

some, thoro'o the opportunity to get hands-on' previews of new gadgets.

score display, midi echo and complete

mix-down features. Tempo and time

signature changes are programmable

and it will also work with SMPTE and

export up to 4 extra MIDI chains,

bringing the total number of channels

available to the user to 80.

Also having its first outing was Dr

T's KCS 3.5 which now has the more

friendly name of Omega. KCS has

undergone many upgrades and this is

the latest. A top-of-the-range package,

it has 48-track recording and 1 26
specified sequences which can be

ordered in up to 16 songs. The editing

is either graphic or data-event and

there is a score printing facility as

well. Not only does it allow you to

control the notes but its graphic

editing features extend to control MIDI

parameters such as tempo, velocity,

volume etc; these features are an

enhancement of those seen on Tiger

Cub. Provisions are also included to

control the Fostex R-8 mufti-track

recorder via MIDI and it can work

with SMPTE and MTC codes for use

with external devices, such as multi-

track recorders and video. An auto-

mix window with graphic faders is

also present. In effect, Omega is a

culmination of all the features currently

available on the Dr T sequencers and

present owners can upgrade to this

top-of-the-range package.

Amiga Education
The most revolutionary program of the

show (for my money) was the teaching

program, Composer Quest. This is in

its final development stages by Dr T

and offers a revolutionary, interactive

and altogether fun way for a student

at school to learn not only about the

history of music and composers of

different types of music - jazz, rock

and classical - but also it fills in the

social, world and art history as o
contemporary background for each

era and composer. It can be used as

either an educational game or a
learning application and if the

concepts of those boring school

programs (a la BBC) leap to mind,

forget it. This one is real fun.

By spectacular use of the graphic

and sample playback abilities of the

Amiga you can not only click on a

photograph of the composer but hear

simultaneous sampled excerpts from
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MIDI channel. Again, it doesn't

matter if the keyboard can't transmit

this data, if the chip responds you

can add it in the sequencer.

Pitch Bender
We all know what a Pitch Bender

looks like. It's either a wheel or

joystick that bends the note up or

down. Even if your instrument hasn't

got one (therefore no transmission)

you may find that the chip will

perform this function. Quite often

there is extra information given, like

0-12 semi', which means that when
at full stretch it sends an octave's

worth of pitch bend data up or

down. The Remarks column may say

something like '7-bit resolution'. This

means that the data is quite detailed

in respect to each small shift in pitch.

5-bit resolution usually means you

can hear the sound make small steps

up or down as you bend. Again, the

amount the sound is shifted is

dependent on how it is programmed

in the first place and often the Pitch-

bend range of the sound is only two

or three semi-tones; it reads in a full

octave of Pitch-bend data but scoles it

down accordingly.

Control Change
Check the control changes to see

what other tricks your instrument can

perform. There are 1 27 control

change numbers and these refer to

parameters that are common to most

synths that in some way affect the

sound. Every M.I.C. I have seen

always tells you exactly what these

controls will be, so if you line up the

charts of your equipment side by side

you can see at a glance just what

common ground they have between

them The most common ore:

1 - Modulation. This will probably

add some sort of Vibrato to the

sound depending on the

programming

7 - Volume. Essential for multi-timbral

modules as by setting this from the

sequencer you set up the balance of

the sounds. Otherwise it is on

impossible task.

10 - Pan. With a stereo output, it

positions the sound between the left

and right audio channels.

64 - Hold. Usually refers to a sustain

but it's often handy to put this in a

sequence to give the effect of, say, a
big piano chord.

All these numbers will be

followed by one or, in some cases,

two more numbers referring to the

status; on/off or the distance

between its extremes. Our example

has several more controls but suffice

to say that Data Entry can mean
anything that the manufacturer wants,

as does RPN (Registered Parameter

Number). Expression is usually

transmitted by Organs as the foot

pedal volume and Reset All

controllers fixes everything back to

it's power up state. If you have some

unusual ones most MIDI handbooks

or sequencer literature will guide you

as to their use.

Program Change
You will need to check the program

change function out to find how
many voices/sounds your instrument

has really got as the information

round' logic as the true note

numbers. Some instruments miss out

certain numbers and use numbers of

more than 1 00 to access different

banks of sounds.

The very latest synths and
modules use Control Number 0,

followed by another to find

soundbanks and Program Change,

Info File Block Track
v Soft Thi

ons Screens
V »ui

»
inPU

Set Filter...

Sync Send

x/ Internal Sync
External Sync

Mode Messages. .

.

•

87 89 11' 13 15 17 19
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J= 132 88881:811 LIMIT! loof
m

88884:81
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The facility to alter the way your sequencer deals with MIDI information

can help you extract bags more sound from your synthesiser modules.

shows the module's ability to change

sounds separately on each channel.

Sometimes there are many more

sounds in the instrument that you can

actually access from the front panel.

Our chart shows that the RA-50 has

1 28 sounds that respond correctly

from numbers - 1 27. If yours has

less than this number it will have a

'True #' that follows the same 'wrap

then they will find the sound inside

the sound bank. This facility makes

for a very versatile sequencer-

synthesiser set up.

However, a quick cautionary

note (pun slightly intended). Some
multi-timbral models have used

Program Change to flip between

multiple set-ups. This should be noted

in the Remarks column.

Frankfurt Music Fair Frankfurt Music Fair Frankfurt Musk Fair Frankfurt Music Fair

relevant works with CD quality while

reading text. Clicking on other icons

displays information and pictures

about social and art history of the

period. The advisors for the program

include some heavyweight academics

from Harvard. An additional feature is

that text can be altered and tailored to

particular grade work. The game
section plays a mystery tune which the

player has to put into an era within a

certain time limit. The player travels

through time, picking up other

significant points and hints en route,

from the cockpit of the 'Gizmatron')!).

It requires at least 2Mb and a hard

disk to run this application; release is

planned for CDTV as well.

Going for a Song
There has been an increase of interest

in the UK recently in pre-recorded

songs in MIDI format on floppy disk.

The idea is that you purchase a

selection of tunes on disk that will fire

up your multi timbral synth having first

been loaded into a suitable

sequencing program; one that will

read MIDI file format. If the Fair was
anything to go by, this is a trend that

is set to explode as virtually every

stand seemed to have some sort of

MIDI music catalogue as well as

specialists in this field; this also spills

over into educational programs that

teach you how to play bass, slap bass

and blues, for example; some schools

in Germany have already been using

these. Amiga files feature quite highly

in the catalogues both in Germany
and the USA. Expect a task force-type

invasion soon.

New Midi Standard
By way of supporting a new MIDI

standard, there is a new level of MIDI,

shortly to be announced, colled

General MIDI Mode; details of this

were revealed at the Fair and the new
standard is expected to be quickly

ratified by the Japanese and American

MIDI associations, probably by the

time you read this in fact.

The plan is very relevant to the

concept of MIDI song files. At present,

if you buy a song file there is no

guarantee that the sounds constituting

the song will match up to those in your

synth as there is no way at present

that the MIDI code can call up sounds

by name - it can only do it by number

and there is no agreed standard as to

which number matches what sound. In

other words, you may find that the

program number (sound) present on

the song file for, say, that heavy bass

line actually calls up a pan flute; your

synth not matching that which was

used when the MIDI file was written.

Other problems can arise in that there

is no agreed standard MIDI channel

for the drums or indeed any

agreement on what note number

corresponds to what drum; the solid

bass drum on the file could be routed

to a triangle on your equipment.

General MIDI Mode is an attempt

to remove all this as until now the user

had to take a fair amount of time and

trouble to change MIDI channels,

program change numbers, volume,

velocity and pan settings not to

Kawai, and every other synth manufacturer worth its salt, appears every

year with a new crop of instruments by which to wreck your savings.

continued on poge 66
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MIDI Implementation Chart
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Basic Default
Channel Changed

Default

Mode Massages
Altered

Nate
Number True Voice

Velocity Nota ON
Nata OFF

After

Touch
Kay's
Cfc's

Pitch Bander

Control
changa

I

2-5
6
7
6-9
10
11
12-63
64
65-99
100-101
102-120
121

Prog
Change Trua #

System Exclusive

System Song Pes
Common Song Sal

Tuna

Systam Clock
Real Time Commands

Transmitted Recognized Remarks

2-10
x

Moda 3

*••••••••
0-127
12-108

x 9n v=0

X
x

Modulation

Data Entry * 1

Volume

Pan
Expression

Hold 1

RPN LSB, MSB M

Rsut All Controllers

a 0-127
0-127

•

One Way Only

l
Local ON/OFF X

Awx All Notes OFF
|
X

Message Active Sense x
Reset x

x (123-127)
x

Notes '1 RPN = Reslsterod Parameter Number
RPN (00H 00M) Pitch Bend Sensitivity

Dete entry sets the value ef this parameter

MIC for the Rolands RA-50
sequencer section. The sound
module is that of the MT-32.

Note the and X throughout the

chart means Yes and No.

System Exclusive
System Exclusive tronsferrol of data is

handy, but only essential if you need

to save the memory of your

instrument. This section sends and

receives voice data and anything

else that is peculiar to that make and

model - micro tuning, drum patterns

and so on. If your synth can do this

then you can dump out the sounds

and put them back in.

Most sequencers can record this

data as part of a sequence, but you

would need to find out what the

commands are or burtons you have

to press to do this with your

particular set up. A very good case

for delving into those lonely

instruction manuals.

System Common
Relevant mainly for drum machines

that hove a song assembly facility or

for sequencers that need to line up

bar by bar with other devices. Song

Position sends bar and beat

information and the sequencers sync

to this. Song Select and Tune are

hardly ever used

System Real Time
Clock is important if you have o drum

machine or sequencer. Most software

will either run on its own internal

,
I

(toll over Ludo

clock or respond to another. The

Commands are simply Stop, Start

and Continue. You should be able to .

receive and transmit this data but you

may need to delve into the manual to

find out how to switch it on and off.

Aux Messages
Local on/off is not often used. It

disconnects the keyboard from its

sound generating chip for use as a
master keyboard in a MIDI set-up.

'All notes off' is usually only received

unless it is a sequencing device; it

turns every note off (Oh what a

surprise that is).

Active Sensing is usually found

on instruments designed for live use;

unless they get o little message every

few milliseconds to soy everything is

OK they switch off and Reset is not

usually implemented.

Better buys
Now you've studied this information

you should be in a position to read

through your synthesiser's MIC for an

instant MIDI profile.

When applied to possible future

purchases, this information should

enable you to compare different

synths and see which one is right for

your purposes. Also, now you know

the relevant sections to look at, you

should be able to get more from the

gear you have, which means much

more creativity.

After all, the whole point of these

little black boxes is not about

specification but inspiration. QJ

Frankfurt Music Fair Frankfurt Music Fair Frankfurt Music Fair Frankfurt Music Fair

mention aftertouch. For an instrument

to conform to this new standard it must

be able to play 1 6 notes

simultaneously, 16 drum sounds

simultaneously, support 16 MIDI

channels, percussion should be on

Channel 1 and it should have 1 28

preset sounds. These sounds are to be

grouped in a certain way, which

pretty well corresponds to the way
Roland has laid out sounds in the MT-

32 and its latest module, the Sound

Canvas. The General MIDI Voice

Definition Table will ensure that song

files, for example, will play the right

voices on any tone module or multi-

timbrol synth regardless of make,

although, of course, the quality may

differ. General preset number 1 will

be Acoustic Piono, 36 Fretless Bass

and so on. Aspects of the sound, like

touch sensitivity, pitch bend and

vibrato, will also be standardised Of

course, all this will only apply to

preset sounds - those permanently

locked into the ROM of the instrument.

How other sounds are organised is

something that this standard could not

hope to cover. Roland is also

proposing that there should be

subgroups behind the main 128

sounds that could be accessed by the

use of the recently added MIDI Bank

Change command (control number 0),

which will dive into the depths of the

ROM and pull out finer definitions of

the sound required. However this

refinement is not agreed on as yet by

all manufacturers and may end up

being unique to Roland.

As this voice standardisation

gathers momentum it can only mean

that sales of song disks for sequencers

will increase enormously, as the

laborious process of fiddling around

with the data to tailor it to your set-up

is removed. It may take a year or two

for both the song files and equipment

to catch up, but when they do the

advertising war will start in earnest.

Since some state-of-the-art software

already offers these files on CD-ROM
it doesn't take much to see these

crossing over to the Amiga, which

should put paid to the £7000+ outlay

required for Karaoke f \1

ECKOUT
Launches: 15/20
Probobly the nighost concentration of new
programs and hardware under one set of

roofs, although you have to walk your

socks off to get round it all

Bargains: 5/20
It's not really a box shifters' market stall

show but you could get one or two deals

from the smaller exhibitors Curiously,

software is cheaper In Germany than it is

in (he UK.

Venue: 18/20
Monstrously large but smart and clean,

with moving walkways and escalators to

take you from area to area. Very easy

to find as it is copiously signposted at

every opportunity and served by all public

transport with special airport buses

running every 15 minutes

Facilities: 18/20
With Teutonic efficiency, there is

everything you could want within easy

reach Loos hove attendants and ore

clinically spotless, there are permanent

food and beer stalls in every hall and a

restaurant immediately outside each hall

Prices aren't exactly wonderful, with the

cheapest (you guessed it) Frankfurter being

about £1 50 ond drinks are quite pricy To

get there could cost you as little as £79
return from Gotwick and about £ 1 30 from

most other airports.

Stands: 18/20
With oil the major music companies

displaying their wares, the general

appearance is very slick and often novel

This is in keeping with the place itself,

which is smart and modern but

manages to retain some character.

Overall: 74/100
As an eye-opener to the current trends in

music soft and hardware it is excellent.

Although not cheap to get to, compared

with home-grown exhibitions, it would be

ideal for the average punter who could

combine it with a holiday of sorts. For the

retailer, specialist or |ust plain fanatic it is

fairly essential.
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BEGINNERS
WART HERE

A spreadsheet is just an

electronic version of the blank

planning charts businessmen

have been using for years.

Typical uses include cashflows,

profit and loss accounts.

Spreadsheets have several

advantages over their paper I

cousins: they are much faster,

help eliminate (some) errors,

and are much more flexible.

Modern spreadsheets - such as

Advantage - have evolved from

the bask row-by-column

calculation of their ancestors

and often include database and

even word-processing facilities.

Figure 1 demonstrates how
all spreadsheets are laid out.

The result is a sheet covered in

little boxes, known as cells.

Some spreadsheets display the

rulings - the grid - by default,

others do not. Either way, the

techniques are the same.

Every single cell on the

sheet has a unique row/column

address - called a cell reference.

Traditionally, rows are shown

as numbers and columns as

letters. This is shown in Figure 2.

The idea of cells is something

many people find a little alien

when they first start using a

spreadsheet, even if they have

spent most of their lives using a

similar paper-based system.

Take a typical case from a

cashflow forecast - cliched

certainly, but relevant

nevertheless. Imagine for a
moment you ran a small news

agency. Each month you have a

certain number of takings from

papers, magazines, cigarettes,

sweets, cards and so on.

Similarly, you have expenses -

some fixed and some variable.

The essence of good

cashflow is predicting how

those trends will affect the bank

balance at the end of each

trading month, quarter (for VAT)

and year. The idea being, you

predict what you expect to

continued on poge 68

MARK 9 ;*

When it comes to

spreadsheets for the

Amiga, Advantage is

reckoned to be the

cream of the crop and, without

saying any more, I shall break the

first law of reviewing by agreeing.

Not perfect - but still the best of the

bunch. The design is beautiful yet

functional, the layout intuitive, and

the interface easy to get on with.

Version 1 was withdrawn soon

after it appeared because of a bug, I

understand. This was quickly

corrected, a load of new features

added and the product re-released in

its 1.1 incarnation. It's just a pity the

same cannot be said of many other

software products. For those already

familiar with Advantage 1 .0, see the

panel below for a list of some of the

new features and changes. Those

who haven't seen it yet, start here.

Advantage is the first people friendly

spreadsheet I have ever seen - and
believe me folks, I've seen a lot.

Lovers of the slash commands
employed in PC-based sheets like

Lotus can forget this one because it

uses WIMPs to the full. Nevertheless,

quick-key shortcuts are still dish of the

day - and although many appear on

the menus, some functions have

extended meanings when accessed

via the keyboard.

Good behaviour
Thankfully though, Advantage

programmer Michal Todorovic has

been thoughtful enough to stick to

standard Amiga guidelines - so the

program behaves as expected with

editing combinations such as A+X
and A+V. Selecting a range of cells

is a simple matter of dragging a

rubber band around the ones you

ge spreadsheet

want to work with. Shift-clicking

works as it would on the Workbench
(or the Mac for that matter) and

instantly selects a range. Though this

feature is not always predictable at

first, you soon get used to it.

Ease of use and instant appeal

are predominant throughout the

interface. Requesters are indicated,

by ellipses (...) and sub-menus by

R "**

O
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W—¥
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»

1 1 1

Columns

1 1

1
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FIG. 1. Typical spreadsheet layout

showing rows and columns

Ringing in the changes: the Advantage 1 . 1 Upgrade

The 68881 and 68882 (floating point co-processors or

FPUs) are now supported. This should result in an

increase in re-calc speed on larger spreadsheets. In itself,

this is a bonus for Advantage because it is the only

Amiga spreadsheet I have come across to offer this sort

of support. Currently, only the Amiga 3000 series is fitted

with FPUs as standard.

Accuracy has been improved. Advantage now
calculates internally up to 18 digits of precision and

displays 13. Despite this, the programmer claims a

significant increase in speed over the old engine - from 5

to 40 per cent. Also, the file format has been honed

resulting in a claimed increase in loading speed of more

than 80 per cent (30 per cent from floppy).

New menu options include an alias for cells, so any

cell - or range of cells - can be assigned its own name.

This allows you to traverse large sheets easily by

assigning meaningful names to areas of the sheet.

Gold Disk's Transcript word processor is now
supported. This allows users to attach extended cell notes

to cells. When the cell is double-clicked, Transcript loads

the file and its window is forced to the front, similar to the

memo-edit function found in dBase III clones, but takes in

the power of multi-tasking. The option requires at least

1 Mb RAM, preferably more. Transcript (or Transwrite) is

a separate word processing program also by Gold Disk.

Support for Lotus 1-2-3 has been improved, with the total

functions now 126. File formats for version 1, la, 2 and

2.2 are supported, plus Symphony. Macro files and the

following aren't included: ATAN2, CELLPOINTER,

VLOOKUP, HLOOKUP, CELL, @, ISAAP, ISAAF.

ARexx scripts, macros and graphing information are

now stored alongside the sheet and loaded

automatically. ARexx support includes four more
functions. Also, a new command has been added to

access data from disk-based spreadsheets - saving

memory. Macros and ARexx scripts can be replayed

automatically when the sheet loads up. ARexx is not

supplied with Advantage. It does come with Workbench
2. 1 .3 users can buy it separately.

Graphics have been improved. Area charts can now
be stacked and 3D pie charts can be exploded. The save

to IFF option has been altered so it does not require large

amounts of CHIP memory.

The small version of Advantage (for the A500) has

been replaced by two separate modules: Calc and

Graph. Calc is the complete spreadsheet without

graphics; Graph contains the graph drawing features.

Phew, all this for a bug fix! Registered users should

have received their upgrades by now. If you haven't

registered your copy, do so now or you won't get to hear

about the bugs.

(onftrwd on pogt 48
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What happened to K-Spread 4?
We promised you a review of K-Spread 4 and
we brought you Advantage. Why? Those who
read the first part of this series will have
noticed I promised to cover only those products
I would trust in my business. On the surface, K-

Spread 4 is just such a product. Underneath,
quite a different story starts to emerge.

Spread 4, like its predecessors, was
developed on the ST and ported to the Amiga.
Nothing wrong in that - if you can put up with
a gaudy simulated GEM interface and garish
colour scheme. After turning up late, things

started to go downhill.

When it did finally arrive, bits of the

manual had been punched in the wrong places

and some pages were out of order. But to err is

human so I can forgive Kuma for that slight

mishap. Serious bugs simply cannot be
overlooked and K-Spread A has several. I spent
the best part of two days trying to discover

what made it Guru incessantly.

The obvious answer is a stack problem,
surely they would not overlook that one?
Someone did. According to the programmer/
the ST version is shipped with a 20K stack and

the Amiga is very stack-thirsty at the best of

times. Setting a 30K stack helped - at least it

stopped the endless crashing. That problem is

easily remedied from the Workbench.
So, undaunted, off I went again, battling

bravely against the recalcitrant auto-recalc,

devilish directory selection and a distinctly

unfriendly user interface.

After wasting five days and countless hours
on the phone to the programmer, I threw in the
towel. I will review K-Spread 4 in a future
issue on two provisions:

1: Kuma fixes all of the major bugs.
2: Someone writes a decent manual that refers

to the Amiga.
Until then it will be relegated at the back of

a disk filing cabinet, so for this month I've left

you to enjoy reading about Advantage, a
spreadsheet that does work.

To this end, I am indebted to HB Marketing,
which stepped in and supplied Gold Disk's

Advantage at a moment's notice. One frantic

phone call, just after five o'clock in the
afternoon, resulted in the package arriving in

the first post next day.

>>>. This replaces the » symbol

found in Version I
,
probably

because it's clearer. Even so, this

approach does get a little unwieldy

in places - the Maximum Decimals

sub-menu, for instance, has no less

than 15 separate items.

The Graphics
Using Advantage is sheer delight. If

there is such a thing as business

leisureware, then this surely must be

it. Drawing graphs of data is so easy

that it soon becomes second nature -

simply select a range, ask for a chart

and bingo! Unique in my experience,

Advantage* pops up a requester with

pictures showing the available chart

typos; just select the one you want.

This is followed by another requester

of chart preferences - specific to

each type - so making an exploding

3D pie is a doddle.

On the down side, it is not yet

possible to use fixed scales on charts,

or some of the fancier features

normally found in packages such as

this one - log scales and so on. Also,

because Advantage works out the

data sets for you, it is not possible to

superimpose two different chart types

or two data sets. These are two

features I would like to see added for

a future release - Gold Disk take

note. To be fair, these are generally

only useful for some scientific

applications, but who's to say who
might use the package some day?

They may also like to look at

including Gannt charts (used in

project planning) and found in

Superplan the power spreadsheet

from Precision Software.

Taking stock
So, I hear you ask, are there any

disadvantages to Advantage? Well

on the face of it, no, but the
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spreadsheet world is in constant flux

and just when you think it's safe to

say "enough", some clever dick

comes up with something better.

Kuma claims K-Spread 4 has enough
graphics, even though it is limited to

bar, line and area charts, but I would

argue that if people don't need pie

charts, scattergrams, Hi-lo charts and
so on, then why were they invented?

One competitor from the PC world,

weighing in at 50 quid, includes

Radar charts (whatever they are).

ARexx wrangle
On a more specific issue, functions

such as Fill Range should really be
included somewhere without having

to resort to ARexx programs.

Although this does prove the worth of

an ARexx interface beyond doubt,

most of us have to lash out more

hard-earned moolah to get it.

Similarly, the database function is

i happen and

\ recalculate the

sheet at the end of

each period with the

real figures. This shows how
accurate your forecast was.

The example cashflow

shown in Figure 3 was drawn
up to illustrate a typical hand-

written version. As you can see

there are a lot of figures and
this greatly simplified version

only covers six months. Just

imagine making one simple

mistake in the calculation. Not

only is it difficult to spot, it

affects the rest of the sheet too.

In other words, tracking and

maintaining a manual

cashflow is a nightmare.

Spreadsheets remove all

the hassle and they are much
easier to update. For instance,

this theoretical example

assumes after the budget,

cigarettes and tobacco have

received their usual

hammering. This reflects on the

cost of stock and profit margin

on the items concerned. And
when the price goes up, people

buy less. But what if petrol

rises sharply as well? Worse
still, what if the landlord puts

up the rent?

None of these problems

concern a spreadsheet because

all you have to do is correct the

offending figure and the sheet

does the rest. Adding extra

items or deleting others is a

real breeze and, at the end of

the day, because a picture tells

a thousand words, producing a

graph of the results is

simplicity itself.

Figure 2. The diagram shows the way In which spreadsheets are drawn
up. Note each cell has a unique address, given as a letter and a number.

Still Grappling With ARexx?
I'm well aware that many of you will go out and buy
Advantage, get completely lost and turn to Amiga Shopper for
help. Not to worry. If I can persuade HBM or Gold Disk to part
with a copy (hint hint), I'll be running a full tutorial on the beasty
in the months to come. In the meantime, the thing most likely to
cause hassle in the early days of using Advantage is ARexx.

Since Commodore is bundling ARexx with Workbench 2, a lot

of people are going to be using it, and Advantage is a typical

ARexx controllable example. Remember though, you must
activate RexxMast or ARexx will not be running. The simplest
way to do this is drop it in the Auto drawer on Workbench 2 or
start it from the Startup-sequence - it doesn't use much RAM.
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Setting up any spreadsheet

requires a small amount of

programming, but this is not

usually a major problem once

you get the hang of them. I'll be

featuring more on this later in

the series. Typically, for a

cashflow you'll just need to add

up lots of columns. In

Advantage this feature is

simply =SUM(Starting

celhFinishing cell). Where the

start and finish numbers are

just simple cell references, so

=SUM(B2:B6) would add the

cells B2, B3, B4 B5 and B6.

This is where spreadsheets

come into their own, because

the value produced by that

formula can be used elsewhere

in the sheet simply by accessing

the appropriate cell - that is, the

one containing the formula. In a

cashflow, you have to perform

the same calculation for every

column so that when you copy

the cell, the relative references

are changed automatically.

Therefore B8 contained

-SUM(B2;B6) and you copied it

to C8, C8 would read

=SUM(C2:C6) and so on.

There you go, not all that

difficult at all, huh?

adequate, but not as flash as it could

be. Then again, Spreadsheets do not

tend to make good databases; that's

what databases are for.

Overall though, I have yet to see

a spreadsheet that is better, more

stable, easier to use, or as downright

good as Advantage. I said that

before when I reviewed Version 1

and I feel there is every reason to

stick to it now.

What it lacks in features - and

many useful features are still missing

Lotus is still top dog - easy as 1 -2-3
In the PC world the great grandaddy of them
all (at least the first package to gain a wide
following) is Lotus 1-2-3. Lotus has many
imitators, many of which claim to be better

specified and faster, yet it still retains the top
slot as the industry standard. Therefore, at

least some level of Lotus file compatibility is of

major importance to any spreadsheet - even
those on the Amiga. Nevertheless this is not

always as simple as it may at first appear.

For openers, Lotus - understandably - is not

very forthcoming about the intricacies of its file

format. Certainly, the basics ore fairly well

known, but many of the finer points are not.

This leads to a certain amount of

incompatibility, but in the end it is the clone-

makers that suffer.

Just to exacerbate the situation still further,

Lotus has a feature called Add-lns. This allows
third-party programmers to add features to 1-

2-3, yet retain full compatibility with existing

spreadsheets. Unlike macros or user functions,

Add-lns are not interpreted by 1 -2-3. Instead
they access the spreadsheet engine directly.

Being programs in their own right - which use
1 -2-3 as an operating system - they are not
compatible with other software. Even if Amiga
software (for instance) could ape the
spreadsheet's system calls, the Add-lns will still

not run on different processors.
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Figure 3. A typical handwritten spreadsheet might include the items

given above. It's plain to see it would be a nightmare to update manually.

- it more than mokes up for in every

other way. Kuma, and quite a few

other spreadsheet developers, could

do a lot worse than sit up and take

notice of Gold Disk's style of less

flash, more panache.

Very few people will be at all

disappointed with the host of

excellent features on offer in

Advantage and, at such a good

price, this is definitely still the

package to go for. Nice one Gold

Disk, the advantage is still yours.^Q

OOOOOOOOOl
Shopping List
Home Office Advantage £99.95

by Gold Disk tr 010 41 6 602 4000

Supplier: HBM Group Unit 3, Poyle 14,

Newlands Drive, (olnbrook,

Berks SL3 ODX

« 0753 686000

HECKOUT
Functions 21/25
Enough to perform most of the tasks

you would ask of it, but a few more
features would be nice for seriously

heavy use.

Ease of Use 22/25
It is probably tH© most accessible

spreadsheet yet devised.

Speed 8/10
Hardly blinding, bul nevertheless it's

still very impressive.

Interface 9/ 1

Some day, every application will be

designed this way

Documentation 5/ 1

5

The documentation is dear, but far too

concise A little more in-depth

information would not go amiss

Price 10/15
Advantage is right at the top-end of the

price bracket, but then you get an

awful lot for your money

Overall 75/100
A true 'everymanY spreadsheet. As

you've probably gathered, in my view

AoVonfocje is Amiga software worthy of

very high praise indeed.

General queries on the Rexx should be sent to my bearded
chum, Jeff Walker. He's a nice guy and loves a challenge.

Right then, the examples on the Advantage Examples disk

are as follows:

• Months: insert three letter month names into a sheet.

• Swap: Swap columns in a range.

• Table: Create a table of values.

• Replace: Search for a string and replace it with another.

The first two are a real doddle. Simply select a range for them to

work with and oxecute them from inside Advantage. Table and
Replace are straightforward but they need to be run from the

CLI. Eegadds, did I say this was friendly?

• First select a work area (a range of cells) with the mouse.
• Now move the Advantage window well out of the way and
it's time to open a Shell.

• Set the directory to the Rexx directory, which you will find on
the Advantage Examples' disk.

• Now enter the following at the prompt:

RX TABLE 200 1

Flip back to Advantage and you can see the range getting filled

with values before your very eyes. Replace works in much the
same way, but this takes text values. To see this in action, load
up the Graph.ADV spreadsheet from the Examples disk,

highlight Bl to HI and type the following:

RX REPLACE Label Point

If all this seems like gobbledygook or goblinspeak, then you
should study the Amiga Shopper series on AmigaDOS, now
showing on pages 81-83.
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Worlds
Paul Overaa describes how to jump from C to machine code and back

BEGINNERS
TART HERE

You only have to pick up an

official Amiga reference manual

to see how important C is to the

Amiga programmer. Why is this

so? Ifs because large amounts

of the Amiga's operating system

software were written using C

and this dependence has spilled

over to the technical

documentation.

Why was C chosen? The

underlying reason is simple - C

is an absolutely brilliant

language. It is small, so ifs

relatively easy to learn. It is a

compiled language that

produces fast-running code. It is

very well suited to modular (that

is to say, stage-by-stage)

development and it supports the

separate compilation of

individual modules.

C offers facilities for using

complex variables, called

structures, which provide a

powerful way of grouping and

accessing sets of related items in

a single unit. C also supports

recursion and has incredible

multi-level indirection pointer

facilities (see Amiga Answers).

Programs written in C can

be very portable - that is easily

moved from one

machine/operating system to

another. That said, just because

you write a program using C as

the language does not

necessarily mean that the

program will then be portable.

To write portable C code, you

must take care to minimise the

use of and isolate the areas of a

program that may be

machine/05 dependent.

C, on the Amiga at least, is

unfortunately quite an expensive

language. Even so, the two most

lontirwd on poge 72

o be able to write mixed

code you need to know how
to get from C to assembler

and back again. The good
news is that once you have seen it

done, you will realise that it is not as

difficult as it may at first seem.

All the necessary mechanical details

are provided in your C compiler

manuals, but the explanations are

usually written in a way that only

really make sense once you know a

little about what on Earth is going on

in the first place.

This article is designed to do
three things: first, to provide the

necessary background information so

that the accounts you'll read about in

your compiler manuals will make
more sense. Second, to provide some

details of the conventions used with

the two most popular Amiga C
compilers, Aztec and SAS/C. Third,

to give you a couple of short

examples which will get you into

mixed code programming in as

painless a manner as possible.

For the moment, however, let's

make a start by talking a bit about

the magic thai happens when you

place a call to an assembler routine -

Convert(), for example - into a C
source program.

References
The compiler uses such source code

statements to generate a reference to

the named routine.

Under normal circumstances both

the Aztec and SAS/C compilers tag

on an initial underscore to the

function name. The call to the

function Convert)) therefore has the

linker searching for a routine called

_Convert And it is this routine, if the

linker is going to successfully resolve

the reference, that must be provided

in the assembly language module.

The code that various C
compilers produce when they

encounter a function call does vary,

but the conventions to be followed

will always be detailed in the

compiler manual.

To start with, all you need to be

aware of is that the end result is

usually that any parameters present

in the function call get pushed on to

the stack prior to a call being made
to the appropriate subroutine. I say

'usually' because there are some

qualifying conditions with SAS/C
which allow register arguments to be

used rather than the stack, and in this

case it is an @ character rather than

an underscore that gets placed at the

start of the function name.

Writing the C code is easy. It

merely involves placing suitably

named functions calls, with any

required parameters, into the C
source. This is done using normal C
function conventions - you can even

add your own ANSI C function

prototypes to ensure the compiler

makes the appropriate usage and

parameter-type checks.

The next step involves writing

suitable assembly language code

and assembling it to produce linkable

object code. A couple of assembler

directives - XDEF and XREF - have to

be used to get things running nice

and smoothly.

XDEF and XREF
XDEF is on assembler directive used

to define assembly language labels

as being visible to other modules at

link time. If you forget it the assembly

stage will go OK but you'll get errors

when linking because the linker will

be unable to resolve the

corresponding function reference in

the C code module.

XREF goes the other way - it tells

the assembler that the information

needed about the item in question

will be imported when the assembly

language module is linked. If you

forget this you will get errors os soon

as you try to assemble your code

because the assembler will not realise

thai labels have been used whose

values ore unknown when it comes to

assembly time.

Most assemblers place a limit on

the number of characters within a

label that will be regarded as

significant. The ANSI C compiler

standard requires that the compiler

caters for six characters with external

references, although most handle

more. Either check first, or don't use

long names for functions and

variables whose references might

need to be passed between modules.

Aztec C offers #asm and

#endasm statements to allow

assembler code to be embedded
within the C source. This can be

useful on occasions, but in general it

J ARGO BUSTING
ARGUMENT: General name for a value supplied to a C function. Also referred to as

a parameter.
DIRECTIVE: A statement which instructs ar\ assembler or compiler to do something

os opposed to compile or assemble something*
EMBEDDED CODE: Assembler instructions which have been written within the C

source code.
EXTERNAL REFERENCE: A reference to a variable or function declared in another

module.
FUNCTION: The C longuoge name for a subroutine.

GLOBAL VARIABLE: A variable which con be accessed and altered from anywhere
within the program.

LABEL: A name used to identify a particular position within a program*
I ONGWORD: A byte is 8 bits, a word is 16 bits, at\d a long word is 32 bits (the

equivalent of four bytes).

MODULE: An isolated program or piece of code, not part of the main source code
file, which usually does a specific job.

NON SCRATCH REGISTER: A processor register which must be preserved from

NULL* Symbolic name for a zero value.
PARAMETER: Commonly used alternative name for an argument. (No it isn't. Yes it

is. Look, do you wont a parameter about M)
POP: Retrieve a value from a stock.

PROCESSOR REGISTER: A data storage area inside a microprocessor.
PUSH; Store a value on a stock.

RETURN ADDRESS: The address in memory at which program execution continues
after a function has been exited.

RETURN VALUE: A value which a function gives back to the program that called it.

Also referred to as returned object.

RETURNED OBJECT: see above.
SCRATCH REGISTER: A processor register whose contents do not have to be

preserved.
STACK: In general... o last in, first out (UFO) data structure. In the context of this

article the term refers to an area of memory used by the processor to
store and retrieve values in UFO order.

STACK FRAME POINTER: A pointer to, or in other words the address of, a stock
work area.

STACK WORK AREA: A area of memory set aside on the stock, usually on a
temporary basis for things like intermediate calculations.

STATIC WORK AREA: A fixed area of memory which is available to the program
throughout the whole time it is running.

STRUCTURE: A complex variable supported by the C longuoge.
UNION: Another type of complex C variable which con store different types of

object at different times.

continued on poge 7?
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continued horopoge 71

\&
\ popular C compilers

r > for the Amiga really

-
r

offer excellent value

for money. SAS/Lattice and

Manx's Aztec C are both well-

thought-of and offer far more

than just compilers. You get a

complete programming

environment, which includes a

compiler, editor, assembler,

debugger, large libraries of

pre-written routines and, most

importantly, good docu-

mentation and on-going

product support.

A welcome development is

the appearance of North C, a

compiler available in the public

domain. It was written mostly

by Steve Hawtin, who was
largely responsible for putting

a complete C environment

together all on a single disk.

Those of you with

programming experience on

other systems will face three

bask problems. First, you'll

need to understand a suitable

language. This, to all intents

and purposes, means

becoming competent at C.

Even if you were wishing

to work with assembler, or a

language like Modu la2, you

would still need some

understanding of C in order to

understand the Amiga's

reference manuals.

Second, you will have to

come to terms with the

Amiga's facilities and technical

documentation - a frightening

task for newcomers and for

those coming from the

relatively simple, 8-bit

computer world.

Third, you'll need to learn

how to break problems down
into manageable pieces.

One of the major stumbling

blocks for many would-be

programmers is that they have

never been taught how to

translate their ideas into forms

that can be physically coded.

This first step is something

I'M be looking at in more detail

next month.

is safer to always place assembler

code into a separate module.

SAS/C Conventions
Upon entry to a function in SAS/C,
the stack, under conventional

parameter passing conditions,

contains the function arguments

placed immediately above the

longword return address which

register A7 (the stack pointer) points

to. The arguments appear in left-to-

right order with the leftmost item

being the one immediately above the

return address.

Here are some standard function

entry steps that must be carried out:

• Save register A5, which contains

the previous function's stack frame

pointer. The best idea is to push it on

to the stack.

• Copy the contents of A7 into A5,

thereby establishing a frame pointer

for the current function which allows

you to access the arguments

indirectly using the A5 base value.

• Subtract any stack work area

needed from A7.

If the work area needed is less than

32K, these steps con be achieved

with the 68000's LINK instruction.

SAS/C expects registers D2-D7, A2-

A4 and A6 to be intact on return, so

if any of these registers are to be

used they must be preserved. Again,

it is common practise to place them

on the stack.

The above stack-orientated

procedure forms the basis of a

powerful general parameter passing

technique - something well worth

learning about. SAS/Cs register

argument facilities, although good for

speed, are less useful. For details of

this approach the place to look is the

SAS/C compiler reference manual.

Function return values are passed

bock in one or more registers,

depending on the data type declared

for the function in question. Figure 1

below shows the return value details

that must be adhered to.

If the function returns an instance

of a structure or a union - as

opposed to a pointer to the object -

then it must define a static work area

(NOT on the stock) to temporarily

hold the returned object. In these

cases the function should return in DO
a pointer to the temporary copy.

Having set up the required return

value the routine needs to reverse its

entry steps, restoring the registers,

advancing the A7 stack pointer past

the work area and restoring the

previous frame pointer to A5 before

BLITS
Unix was written in assembly

language, then C was written

under good old Unix in assembly

language, then Unix was re-

written in C 'hen C was re-

written in C Phew.

& BOBS
exiting via an RTS instruction. Again

the 68000 has an unlink instruction

(UNIX) specifically intended to

simplify these operations. Note that it

is the job of the calling function, and

not the called function, to remove any

arguments from the stack.

Aztec C Conventions
The Aztec compiler exports the name

of a function or variable by

truncating the name to 3 1 characters

and prepending the underscore

character, as mentioned earlier.

The function entry rules, which

ore similar to SAS/C, ore as follows:

Upon entry to a function the stack

contains the function arguments

placed immediately above the

longword return address (which

register A7, the stack pointer, points

to). The Aztec arguments appear in

left-to-right order with the leftmost

item being the one immediately

above the return address.

The Aztec technical manual says

that register usage is implemented

according to the Amiga guidelines,

so all used registers except for DO.

Dl , A0 and Al must be stored and
reinstated before the assembly

language routine returns. However,

in the assembler section it states that

registers D0-D3, A0, Al and A6 are

Figure 1: SAS/C return value details

Return type Size Pass back details

char 8 Low byte of DO
short 16 Low word of DO
long 32 All of DO
float 32 All of DO
pointer 32 All of DO
double (IEEE) 64 DO and Dl (DO high)
double (FFP) 32 All of DO

available as work registers and
follows this statement by saying that

there is no need to preserve the

values of work registers for other

routines. I'd recommend sticking to

the former, more restricted

convention until you hear otherwise.

It works and it is definitely safe.

Inline or embedded assembler

code must also preserve the contents

of the non-scratch registers - that's all

except DO, Dl , A0 and Al - and in

addition should not not make any
assumptions about the contents of the

processor registers; the code the

compiler currently generates for

particular C statements might well

change in later releases.

The Aztec function return

conventions again use the DO and
Dl data registers.

Two examples
If all the references and directives in

the above stages are correct, the rest

is easy The C source is compiled,

the assembly language code

assembled, then the modules are

linked together with the startup code
to produce an executable program.

Both the examples perform

similar processes: Each asks the user

to type in a string, and then calls an

assembly language routine called

Convertj). The assembler routine

performs an exclusive-or (EOR) of all

bytes in the string which are neither

the NULL terminator nor equal to the

mask value itself, thus protecting C's

definition of a string by ensuring that

we don't produce any NULL values

within the body of the string.

Having done that, the program prints

the modified string, repeats the

Convert!) process and prints it again.

The second EOR process does of

course result in the original input

string being produced. This technique

is the basis of a great many simple

encrypt/decrypt schemes. Where the

coding differs is that in the first

ooooooooo
Shopping List

Manx's Aztec C:

Professional. £129.95

Developer....* £229.95

Distributed by Precision Software,

6 Pork Terroce, Worcester Park,

Surrey KT4 7JZtr 081 330 716

SAS/lofficeC 5.1 .....£229

Imported by HiSoft, The Old School.

Greenfield, Bedford MK45 SDE

* 0525 718181

North C: Read

PO house ads.
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example, the assembler routine is

directly accessing the global

variables g_input_string and

g_EOR_mask present in the C source

code. In the second example these

variables are't global, and both the

start of the string and the EOR mask

value are given to the assembler

routine as parameters - in other

words, the values are provided as

arguments during the Convert{) call.

This means that in the second

example we have to get those

arguments from the stack. Here is the

run down on what has happened just

prior to entering our assembly

language patch: The arguments will

have been pushed, in left-to-right

order, on to the stack. Then the return

address will have been placed on the

stack. My second assembler patch

uses a LINK a5,#0 instruction which

pushes the contents of a5 on to the

stack as well. The result? To access

the two arguments of the C function

we have had to use positive offsets of

8 and 1 2 respectively.

You'll notice in the pieces of

assembler code that only the scratch

registers AO and DO are used. This

means that for the examples it is not

necessary to preserve register

contents on the stock. Despite this, in

the second of the assembler patches I

have included movem instructions to

save and restore data registers D2-

07 so you can see exoctry where in

the code those push and pop
operations would be carried out had
registers D2-D7 been in use. Q)

LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS
.'* example!, c - uses Exclusive ORing patch via GLOBAL variables */

• include <exec/ types. h>

•include <scdio.h>

"define MESSJGE1 "Please enter a string\n'

•define MESSAGES "Converted string is "

•define MESSAGE3 "String after 2nd conversion..."

•define LINEFEED 10

•define MAX.CHARS 80

•define EORJ4ASK OxlF

XT g_input_string[MAX_CHARS+l] ; /• space for the user's string

UBYTE g_EOR_mask=EORJ4ASK; /• Exclusive-ORing conversion mask

V
main!)

I

WORD keyboar4_character; UBYTE count=0;

print f (MESSAGED;

while ( lkeyboarcLcharacter=getchar ( J ) ! LINEFEED)

(

if (count<=MAX_CHARS) g_input_string[count+*]=keyboardwcharacter;
);

g_input_str:ng [ count ] =NULL;

V
Convert ( )

:

V
prinuris %s \n\M£SSAGE2,g_input:_string);

converted string •/

Convert ( )

;

•/

printf("%s %s \n",MESSAGE3, g_input_string)

;

V

/* add terminal NULL

/* EOR the string

/* show user

/* 2nd EOR operation

/* show string again

I

Our first example/ above, shows the C code that calls the patch

without argument passing. Note, the corresponding assembler
routine, below, it directly accessing the global variables

q input string and q EOR mask present in the C source code.

opt L*

* examplel.s: assembler patch without argument passing '

* aO is loaded with the starting address of the input string

XDEF _Convert

XREF _fl_input_string

XREF _g_EOR_mask

.Convert move.l #_g_input_string,aO

move.b ^..EORjnask.dO

subq.l Kl.aO

start of string

get mask value

CONVEFT.LOOP:

addq.I ll.aO

tst.b (aO)

ted FINISH

cmp.b (aO).dO

beq CCNVERT_LOOP

eor.b dO, (aO)

bra CONVERT_L00P

FINISH rts

move to next byte

check it

quit if NULL terminator

will it EOR to NULL ?

if YES don't EOR it

safe to convert

keep going

back to C

/* example2.c - version which uses parameter driven Exclusive ORing
patch */

•include <exec/types.h>

•include <stdio.h>

•define MESSAGEl "Please enter a string\n"

•define MESSAGE2 "Converted string is

#define MESSAGE3 "String after 2nd conversion..."

ftdefine LINEFEED 10

•define MAX.CHARS 80

•define EOELMASK OxlF

mainO

(

TEXT input_string[MAX_CHARS*l]; ' space for the user's string
UBYTE EOR_mask=EOR_MASK; /• Exclusive-ORing conversion mask
WORD keyboard_character; UBYTE counts-
print f (MESSAGED ;

while ( (keyboard_character=getcharU ) !=LINEFEED)

{

if (count<=MAX_CHARS) input_string[count«;=keyboard_character;

);

input_string[count]=NULL; /• add terminal NULL
Convert (input_string, EOR_mask)

;

EOR the string

printfi"%s %s \n\MESSAGE2,input_string); /* show user converted

string */

Convert (input_string, EOR.jnask»; /• 2nd EOR operation
printf("%s %s \n',MESSAGE3, input.string)

;

/• show string again

)

•/

V

*/

V

This second example, above, shows the C code that calls the

patch with argument passing. In this example, the variables are
not global and both the start of the string and the EOR mask
are given to the assembler routine, below, as parameters.

opt L*

example2.s: assembler patch with argument passing

XDEr _Convert

.Convert link a

5

.•0

movem. 1 d2-d-, (spl

move.l >,d0

move.l B i5),a0

subq.l »l,a0

CCNVERT_LOOP:

addq.I #l.a0

tst.b (aO)

beq FINISH

anp.b (aO).dO

beq CONVERT-LOOP
eor.b dO.(aO)

bra CONVERT_LO0?

FINISH movem. 1 <sp»*,d2-d7

unlk a5

rts

*

don't need any workspace

normally where we save

retrieve mask value
retrieve string pointer

move to next byte

check it

quit if NULL terminator

will it EOR to NULL ?

if YES don't EOR it

safe to convert

keep going

normally where we restore

back to C
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AMAZING OFFERS ON
3.5" DSDD DISKS

25DSDD 135 tpi 10.95

50 DSDD 135 tpi 20.95
75 DSDD 135 tpi 30.95

100 DSDD 135 tpi 35.95
ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS AND ARE 100% ERROR FREE 2 FOR 1 GUARANTEE

'3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS
10 9.95

25 23.75

50 39.95

100 57.95
(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE

INCLUDES LABELS)

DISK STORAGE BOXES
3.5" 100 CAPACITY 5.95

3.5" 60 CAPACITY 5.45

a.S-SO CAPACITY 4«5
3.5*40 CAPACITY 4.45

5^5M00CAPACrrY...5.95

5,25" DSDD DISKS
30 8.95

50 12.95

100 23.95

200 45.95
(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE

INCLUDES ENV *LABE LS)

5.25" DSHD DISKS
30 17.95

50 20.95

100 35.95

200 67.95

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES ENVAABELS)

HOW TO ORDER

BY PHONE

0782 208228
BY FAX

0782 281506
BY POST

MEDIA DIRECTI
iOMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD

UNIT 3
RAILWAY ENT. CENTRE
SHELTON NEW ROAD
STOKE ON TRENT

ST4 7SH.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

w?AvN\\

GENUINE SONY 3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES

25 12.45 200 79.95

50 22.95 500 179.95

100 41.95 1000 339.95
(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH LABELS)

s: CAPACfTY 4 95

2.95 P & P PER ORDER
9.00 NEXT DAY

(UK MAINLAND ONLY)

I REMEMBER"»7l
WE ONLY SELL HfGH OUAUTY
DISKETTES.OUR 3.5- DISKETTES

ARE MAM BYKJtO AND OUR
525" DISKETTES ARE MADE BY
ATHANA.WE DO NOT SELL SUB
STANDARD DISKETTES FROM
_ THE FAR EAST

::;

3n>& OFFER ##&
OOMJCT tu» FROM TMf
ABOVE BOX PMC£SF

tufiCHAamc aouamtytv
OF OOKS BELOW 79 AMD
t*.00 FOR AQUANTITY

ABOVE 75

RAINBOW DISKS
(RE D.GREEN.YELLOW.OR*NG£.ftACK.WrfTE COLORS AN0 QTTS Of YOUR CHOICE)

4

.

5.25* OR 3.5" 10 CAP BOXES
5 FOR 4.50

10 FOR 7.50

3.5" DSDD DISKS
25 DSDD 1375
50 DSDD 26.45

100 DSDD 44.95

200 DSDD 84.95

5.25" DSDD DISKS
25 DSDD 10.45

50 DSDD 18.95

100 DSDD 34.95

200 DSDD 67.95

<ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WfTH ENV /LABELS)

rnwrmn-mnnmirt T

>

Illl T

1 1 1

.

......

SS3859
ii»iwmwwvt^^fmY&ttWti m

QUALITY MOUSE MAT 2.50

MOUSE POCKETS 1 .50
3.5- CLEANING KfT. 1.95

5.25" CLEANING KIT. 1.!

ATARI DUST COVER
AMIGA DUST COVER..
2 PIECE PRINTER STAND...

;i?FH*:»*r:** * * * * *

»

.3.95

o.yo

n^AwmvmnmMNMMHMM

MONITOR STAND 12.95

PERIPHERALS

CUMANA
I (I llllKtllllltttttt t'it | •|V.

,

.

EXTERNAL DRIVE

only 59.95

amiga 51 2k ram
expansion board

with clock

only 32.95
without clock

ONLY 29.95

STACKABLE
STORAGE BOXES

BANX BOX
HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS

CAN BE STACKED
HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

JOYSTICKS
COMPETmON PRO 10.95
COMP PRO EXTRA %2M
ZIP STICK AUTOFIRE.,1 2.95
PYTHON ONE 9.95

(MANY MORE AVAILABLE
PHONE FOR DETAUSI

S-M-HH

ULTIMATE BACKUP UTILITY)

34.95 I

DATEL
ACTION REPLAY II

57.95MIMMHIMnil

POSSO BOX
HOLDS 150 3 5" OR 70 5 25" DISKS

CAN BE STACKED

HORIZONTALLY AND VERTCALLY

ONLY 15.95

RIBBONS
WE STOCK A RANGE
OF RtBBONS FOR
MANY MACHINES

PHONE FOR A QUOTE
.y»1vj

THIS MONTHS
SPECIALS

*& OFFER 1 flr&

200 3.5" DSDD +

2 100 CAP BOXES
J#S5 64.95

&& OFFER 2 rir&
NAKSHA MOUSE+
MAT AND POCKET

3*95 22.95

* )< OFFER 3 »
CUMANA EXT.DRIVE
PLUS 51 2K RAM EXP.

WITH CLOCK
.9230 87.95

#tfr OFFER 4 &ifr
CUMANA EXT.DRIVE
PLUS XCOPY PRO
•&430 89.95

#& OFFER 5 &ft
ACCESORY PACK

MOUSE MAT
MOUSE POCKET

DISK CLEANING KIT

DUST COVER

240 7.99

^fiiiii'mnmiitv otwkv



QUESTIONNAIRE

Take your chance to influence how Amiga Shopper develops. Act now,
tell us whaf you want and we wi"// try our best to ensure you get it

miga Shopper was launched because

you were crying out for a serious Amiga

magazine. Now it's here we want to

keep making it the magazine you want,

so here's your chance to tell us exactly what it is

you do want. We need your input and ideas and

we're always ready to listen to them, so don't

delay; fill in this page and send it, or a photocopy,

to: Amiga Shopper Questionnaire, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

1. How old are you?
Under 16

16-20

21-30 ....

31-40

41-50 3
51-60 a
Over 60

2. What sex are you?
Mole Q Female

3. How much do you earn a year?

Less than £3,000

£3,001-£6,000

£6,001 -£10,000

£10,001 -£15,000

a

£15,001 £20,000
More than £20,000 Q

4. Which computers) do you own?
A500
A1000
A1500
A2000
A3000 Q
Other (please specify)

5. How long have you had your Amiga?
Less than 3 months

3-6 months

6-12 months

1-2 years

More than 2 years Q

6. How many people (including yourself)

have read this copy of Amiga Shopper?

7% How many issues of Amiga Shopper do
you expect to buy over the next 1 2

months?

8. What was your main reason for buying
this issue of Amiga Shopper? (tick only ONE)
For the hardware reviews

For the software reviews Q
Because there are no games in it

For the programming tips Q
To look for good buys in the ads Q
For general tips on using the Amiga Q
To keep in touch with other Amiga users J

To get the latest news Q
Because it's only °9p Q

9. Were you bothered by the fact that

there are no colour editorial pages?
Yes QNo ..Q

10. How useful have you found the

advertisements in Amiga Shopper?

Not at all

Occasionally useful

Very useful

More important than the editorial content...

.

.a

.Q

1

1

. How do you rate Amiga Shopper in

terms of value for money?
Excellent value Q
Good value Q
Reasonable value

Poor value Q
Ripoff

1 2. Which computer magazines do you
buy? Please give each a rating out of 10.

Amiga Shopper /10

/10
/10
/10
/10
/10
/10
/10
/io

13. What software do you (a

intend to buy this year?
Word processor o
Database a

Spreadsheet a

Graphics a

Video titling a

Desktop publishing a

Communications a

Assembler a

Accounts a

CAD a

Programming language a

Music a

Sound sampling a

Video digitising a
Educational o

) own or (b)

ba
Q, bQ

b j

J bQ
j bQ
Q bQ

b J
. bQ
. bQ
. bQ

3 bQ
bQ

Q bQ
bQ
bj

14. What hardware do you
intend to buy this year?
Second disk drive

Hard disk

Joystick

MIDI interface

Modem
Memory upgrade

Printer

Monitor

Freezer cartridge

Sound sampler

Genlock

Video digitiser

Macintosh or PC Emulator

Accelerator card

Hand scanner ,

(a) own or (b)

a Q.

aQ.
aQ.
a Q.

aQ.
aQ.
aQ.
aQ.
aQ.
aQ.
aQ.
aQ.
aQ.
aQ
a J

bQ
bQ
bQ
bQ
bQ
bQ
b j
bQ
bQ
bQ
bQ
bQ
bQ
bQ
bQ

1 5. Give a rating out of 1 for the

features in this issue.

News
Amiga Answers

Hard disk buyers' guide

Expansion module review

DTP column

Video reviews (Simpatica and VM2)
Mice review

Graphics column

Comms column

Hardware project

Music column

Business column

C programming

Assembly programming

AmigaDOS column

Education column

Book review

AMOS column

PD world

1 6. Give a rating out of 1 for the

following aspects of Amiga Shopper.
The reliability of the reviews

The usefulness of its tips and advice

Its value as a good read

Its up-to-dateness of information

Its layout and design

/10
/10
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io
/io

/io

/io
/io
/io
/io
/io

1 7. Please use this space to comment on
how Amiga Shopper can be improved/ or
attach a separate sheet giving your views.

Thanleyou for your time and trouble. QJ
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PICTUREWARE©
IS HERE!!! ©NJN Williamsiwi

Pul life into your DTP/DTV. create a realistic background for that animation, give your
paint program a detailed photograph to work from let your creativity nut wil(L~

ONLYAVAILABLEFKOM

NIK WILLIAMS
BROADCAST
COMPUTER
PICTURE
LIBRARY

General Enquiries 0792 470503

FREE OFFER flflfr/SfflF gg^SKftffg
j^_^__^_^ library disks. (Worfh 90p each!)

Offer closes end of June 1991

Pictureware© disks cost justip£V9 each, with five pictures per disk..

s £4.50 each. Some lilies as follows:-

Unbelievable quality!!

Amazing value!!

Incredible fun!!
Now available in two formats,

40% Colour HAM
and

32 Colour IFF.
Please specify when ordering.

PLEASE SEND SAE FOR
FULL DETAILS

Two disks or more
Edwardian Photos Views of Vietnam

Children
Silverback Gorilla
People

.African Animals
Rocky Coastlines
Beautiful Sunsets
Afpcan Pygmies
African Animals
Hippos

African Famine
Art In Photography
The Suite

Each title

has two
disks, order
a two disk

set for £9!

Our PD Library Disks @ 90p each include, iwo Picturcwarc© demos.
Picture* arc© Catalogue, plenty of graphics PD/Shareware programs. DTV
Background disks (created from Picture* are©) and a mishmash of pictures in

all sorts of formats, taken from Picture* are's© development and provided for
your fun and entertainment as ten PRE-FORMATED tfisks for £9 post free!

If you like (he pictures keep them, otherwise use as blank floppies!!!

"Wmt 1>KTUREWARE© YOUR GRAPHICS WKLNEVERBE THESAME!!"
Please add £lpp to all orders. Order over 5 disks post free.

VAT® 15^ Included. VAT No. 484 4843 12
Access, Visa, Cheques, PO's Welcome. (No cash please) To:-

Nik Williams Broadcast, Aspect House, 21, Brynmill Crescent,
Brynmill. Swansea. SA2 OAL ^_«,A

24 IIR Credit Card Phone/Fax Hotline 0792645946
Please alio* 21-28 days for delivery, and phone tor urge I iwuVt**

0533 440041

Fax:

0533 440650 ALTERNATIVE IMAGE

C Lotha* Road

Ayleslone

Leicester

LE2 7QB

1 1 ALTERNATIVE SCROLLER
20 Fonts

Choose from a variety of typeface styles.

4 I U t Hi. .idle colours
Up to 4 colours (chosen from 4096) can be displayed on screen.

Drop shadow
BAS has the capacity to create drop shadows In any font.

High resolution uith full overscan
Crisp tent right up to the screen edge.

Horizontal and Vertical scrolling
Your tent can enter from right to left or scroll from bottom to top on your screen.

9 Speeds
Change speeds instantly whilst scrolling text

Minimum requirements • a standard A500 with 1MB of RAM

A VMS tape demonstrating the scroller gtnlocked over live video footage is

available at a cost ol £5.00 • refundable on return of tape or on purchase of..

THE BI<; ALTERNATIVE SCROLLER
£50.00 <lncl. VAT) plus C1.00 p.p

Bureau service

Have your own Amiga images outputted to 35mm slide.

All resolutions except overscan and halfbrite

• send for disc with safe areas and examples.

UNMOUNTEO PRICE
Prices incl. VAT & 1st class

1 £5.00 Please ring

postage in U.K 2-10 £400 to

(Glass mounts 11-20 £3.00 discuss
30p extra per slide

) 20» £2.00 requirements

Wt also demonstrate and supply SIMPATICA hardware and software

* please enquire for bureau service and purchase price.

Hi

<
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AMIGA HARD DISKS AND RAM
Fujitsu 3.5" SCSI Hard disks

43Mb, 25ms, Thigh
90Mb, 19ms

135Mb, 19ms

180Mb, 19ms

£199

£349

£469

£520

All Fujitsu drives fully support synchronous SCSI transfer (with

Amiga 3000 and some Amiga 2000 controllers).

Tapestreamers now available!

150Mb SCSI tapestreamers now available. Prices start at £399.

Please ring for details.

Seagate, WD, Toshiba, Maxtor
Far too many drives to list hen;, please ring for details and

pnces.MFM, RLL ESDI, SCSI and AT drives available.

Amiga SCSI controllers

You will need a SCSI contmller to use any of the hard drives listed

above. Please ring for the latest prices on ICD, Microbotics and

Commodore container cards.

RAM Chips

Plus 3.5" SCSI Hard disks (Quantum)

52Mb, 17ms, Thigh
85Mb, 17ms, Thigh
105Mb, 17ms 1" high

120Mb, 15ms

170Mb, 15ms

210Mb, 15ms

£249

£399

£439

£499

£689

£749

All Plus hard disks have a 64kb inbuilt cache which gives an 1 1 ms
read access time. Quantum is a subsidiary of Plus Development

FREE PUBLIC DOMAIN!
Buy any hard drive over 1 00Mb from us, and we will put on as

much free Public Domain software for the Amiga as you want!

Just say how much you want you can list specific Fish dusks (I to

41 0) in your order if you wish

256x4 80ns-DRAM ( For A590, A2091 , A540, etc.

)

1 Mbxl 80ns DRAM (For A2058, 8-Up, etc)

lMbx9 80ns SIMMS ( For GVP Series H etc)

4Mbx9 80/70ns SIMMS

£38 per Mb
£40 per Mb
£42 each

£CALL

Almathera Systems Ltd
Tel (081) 683 641 8 Fax (081 ) 689 8927

Challenge House, 616 Milcham Rd, Croydon, CR9 3AU.
All prices include VAT and delivery.

Data cables and 5.25" mounting frame*, are extra. Free PD can only be provided for

controller* that support Commodore's Rigid Disk Block standard (CBM A2091&
A590. GVP Series IL Microbotics Hardframe. ICD etc). Please check your

controller manual.

All prices are correct as of 1 4th March 1 99! . E&OE All trademarks respected.



A S S E L E

PROGRAMMING

Jolyon Ralph guides you safely through opening libraries, allocating

memory, checking your input, cleaning up memory and safe exiting

BEGINNERS
crAffr ifror

Everybody seems to think

assembly languages are difficult

to learn. This is simply not true -

the instruction sets of most

processors , even powerful ones

like the Amiga's 68000, are quite

limited and there is nothing

complex about the operations

involved. Each instruction carries

out some elementary task,

perhaps adding two values

together or copying the contents of

one memory location to another.

The problems arise when
you try to combine hundreds of

thousands of these elementary

instructions into a program that

does a particular job. It is a task

which is prone to error and tends

to be time consuming. Assembly

language programming requires

attention to detail and the

programmer has to have the

ability to break down a
programming problem into more

easily managed sections so that

any difficult coding problems can

be solved as they crop up.

The benefits? First, you'll be

able to make your programs run at

the ultimate speed. Second, you

wil get a 'gut feeling' for what
computing is all about at the nuts

and bolts level. It is something that

will help you understand more

about high-level languages and the

problems they have to address.

The Amiga adds another

dimension with the sheer

complexity of its operating

system. Before you can

comfortably write assembler code

to do a particular job, it's

necessary to know enough about

the operating system and its

library code system call

arrangements to work out what
the Devil your assembler code

should be doing.

continued on page /8

torting this issue and

finishing next month is the

source code to a program

called VectorCheck. It will

introduce you to library routines,

opening screens and windows, and

most of the other basics of Amiga

machine code programming.

For more experienced coders

who find linked lists and IDCMP old

hat, I've included some example

code for setting up a User Copper list

attached to an Intiution screen.

Beginners - if you don't know the

difference between a copper list and

a coprolite, don't worry. All you

need to know at this stage is it makes

pretty rainbow patterns (which you

won't see until you get next month's

part, anyway.)

Let's start by going through code

listed on pages 79 and 80. The First

line is an option command - an

instruction for the assembler. The I-

tells the assembler that you wont an

executable (program) file and the d+

puts debugging information into it so

that the file is readable by monitors

like Monam2.
Next is the Section command.

Sections are an important concept.

When your Amiga loads a file from

disk, it doesn't put it in a fixed place.

The code can load into any location

in memory and one file can be split

into small lumps loaded in different

areas of memory. There is a very

good reason for this. The Amiga
multi-tasks, so you can't write a

program and say: "My program will

load into address $40000". Well,

you can actually, but you shouldn't. I

mean, what if somebody else wrote o

program that also needs to load into

$40000? You wouldn't be able to

run both at once, negating the whole

point of multi-tasking.

Getting loaded
The Amiga has a special load file

format which takes care of this,

meaning a file can load into any part

in memory which is free and it will

work fine. Don't worry about the

load file format; it's all taken care of

by the assembler. This is explained in

great depth in The Kickstart Guide to

the Amiga, by Ariadne Software - an

excellent read.

The Section command tells the

assembler that the following block is

either code (68000 instructions) or

data (such as text and graphics). It

also tells the assembler whether this

particular block needs to load into

chip, fast or public memory. Next

come the include files.

Includes make it much much

easier to call library routines.

Libraries are collections of standard

system routines that your program

can call. They can be used from any

JARGO BUSTING
CHIP MEMORY: Memory that con be occessed by the custom chips. Things like

graphics data and sound samples must be stored in chip memory.

COPPER LIST: A program written for one of the Amiga's special chips, the Copper.
See the Amiga Hardware Reference Manual for more information on
programming this chip,

COPROLITE; Fossilised or petrified excrement. Often examined for information on
the dietry habits of dinosaurs.

MONITOR: A program that can help you remove bugs from your code.

FAST MEMORY: The opposite of chip memory. Data in fast memory cannot be used
by the Amiga's custom chips. It's called fast because code runs faster

in this memory.

IDCMP: Intuition Direct Communications Message Port, a fancy way of
getting input from things like the mouse and keyboard.

INCLUDE FILES: Files that come with your assembler, they contain definitions of
all the system structures.

PUBLIC MEMORY: Either chip or fast memory, if you specify public memory the
Amiga will use fast memory if it is available, otherwise it will use
chip memory.

language - machine code, C, Basic,

Modulo II - in exactly the same way.

A Library is accessed by jumping

fo a negative offset from its base

address. The base address is the

beginning of a table of entry points

in memory working backwards. It

looks a little like this:

The Library Jump Table

JMP Routine4

JMP Routine 3

JMP Routine 2

JMP Routine 1

JMP Extfunc ; These routines

JMP Expunge ; would not be
JMP Close ; called directly

JMP OPEN ; from your code

librarybase:

These can either jump to routines

stored in the Kickstart ROM or to

routines in memory, because libraries

can be loaded from the LIBS:

directory of your boot disk.

Remember, the only safe way to call

routines in Kickstart is to use library

call. The code to call a library

function is therefore:

move . 1 1 ibrarybase , a

6

JSR-xxx(a6)

which calls the library routine at

offset -xxx.

The library offsets are

documented in the Amiga manuals;

more usefully, they are stored as

equates in the include files. For

example, there is a function in the

Exec library called Openlibrary

which our source code makes use of

right at the beginning. All this does is

open up o new library. Note that we
use a6 for the library base register.

• This is the first rule of

programming by libraries: always

use a6 for the base register.

If we look at the include file that

contains the offsets for the Exec

library functions - exec/execjib.i -

it's a standard ASCII file that you can

look at or print out. It contains:

_LVOOpenLibrary EQU -552.

onpoge/8
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owlnued from page 77

rn ing about these

Amiga facilities alone is

a massive challenge

simply because there is so

much to understand. There is no

easy road; you've just got to sit

down and work hard at it. Don't

get disheartened. We have all

found the Amiga a long, hard slog,

but take it from me, it does get

easier after a while. If you

persevere and get through the first

couple of years without giving up,

you'll be home and dry.

Before you start, you will

need a few things. Firstly, a good
(

assembler. The only two I can

recommend are Hisoffs Devpac

and Argonaut's ArgAsm, both of

which have been tested with my
source code. PD assemblers won't

work because you need the Amiga

include Mies, which are not in the

public domain.
j

If you want to understand

what is going on you will need the

two Amiga ROM Kernel Reference

Manuals - Includes & Autodocs and

Libraries & Devices. These are a

little pricey but are an essential part

of any serious Amiga

programmer's bookshelf.

If you have any money left

after kitting yourself out, have a I

look at Ariadne's Kkkstart Guide

to the Amiga and Computers

Mapping the Amiga.

You can either just replace the -xxx

in the above code fragment with

-552, which is not a good idea

because when you read the code

later you won't understand what it's

doing, or better still, change it to:

include "exec/exec_lib.i"
move.l EXECBASE,a6
jsr _LV0OpenLibrary(a6>

With this, the assembler sees the

_LVOOpen Library, says "Oh yes, that

means -552", and assembles it

correctly. And it remains readable.

If you look at the example code,

you won't see any of that because

the include files also provide an

assembler macro which gives you

new commands: CALLEXEC,

CALLINT, CALLGRAF and CALIDOS.
There are others for other libraries,

but only these four are used in this

source. You could replace the two

lines after the include line with:

CALLEXEC OpenLibrary

which is an awful lot simpler. The

assembler converts it back to the

original two lines when assembling.

VectorCheck uses OpenLibrary to

open graphics. library, intuition,

library and dos. library so it can use

the functions from these. You set al to

point to the name of the library,

which is an ASCII string (look at the

data section at the bottom of the

code, you will see ASCII strings for

the three libraries we open), and set

dO for the lowest acceptable version

number of the library; this program

uses zero so it should work with

Figure 2:

Name

IDCMP Flags
Report

SIZEVERIFY

NEWSIZE
REFRESHWINDOW
ACTIVEWINDOW
INACTIVEWINDOW

Sizing request

Size of the window has been changed

Window's contents need to be refreshed

Window has been activated

Window has been deactivated

CLOSEWINDOW
GADGETDOWN
GADGETUP

Window's close gadget has been pressed

Gadget has been pressed down
Gadget has been released

REQSET

REQVERIFY

REOCLEAR

First requester in the window has been clicked

There has been an attempt to open a requester

Final requester has been removed from the window

MENUPICK
MENUVERIFY

A menu item has been selected

There has been an attempt to use a menu

MOUSEBUTTONS
MOUSEMOVE
DELTAMOVE

A mouse burton has (or has not) been pressed

All mouse movements

Mouse coordinates relative to last position

INTUITICKS

NEWPREFS
DISKINSERTED

DISKREMOVED
RAWKEY
VANILLAKEY

Timer events every 1/1 Oth of a second

Preferences settings have been changed

A disk has been inserted

A disk has been removed

All unprocessed (raw) keypresses

ASCII key values

everything. The routine returns the

library base address in dO. You need

this base address to access any

function from that library.

Luckily for us the Exec library is

always open, so we don't have to

worry about how to open a library to

use OpenLibrary. The Amiga stores

Figure 1: Screens and Windows
To change the flags in structures like the NewScreen

structure for different types of screen just list all the flogs

you want separated by a pling I
-

CUSTOMSCREENISCREENQUIET. Flags for the screentype

parameter in the NewScreen structure are:

CUSTOMSCREEN This is your own screen and is not a

system screen

CUSTOMBITMAP You have to allocate the memory

yourself for the screen

SCREENBEHIND Opens the screen that is behind the

workbench screen

SCREENOUIET The operating system does not draw

gadgets on the screen

The flags in the NewWindow structure determine the

characteristics of your window and are specified in the

same manner as those for screens. Flags for the window

type parameter in the NewWindow structure are:

WINDOWSIZING You can change the window size

WINDOWDRAG You can drag the window about

WINDOWDEPTH It has depth gadgets

W1NDOWCLOSE It has a close gadget

SIZEBRIGHT The right-hand border of the window has

space for a scroll gadget

SI 1 EBBOTTOM The bottom row of the window has space

for a scroll gadget

GIMMEZEROZERO Window with two planes. Uses lots of

Random Access Memeory

SIMPLE REFRESH Your application redraws the window if

if s covered over

SMART REFRESH The operating system redraws the

window if it is covered

SUPER BITMAP Gives you low-level control over the

window's display memory

BACKDROP The window fills the entire screen as a

background

REPORTMOUSE Reports mouse coordinates when the

window is active

BORDERLESS The window doesn't have a border drawn.

ACTIVATE The window is automatically activated when

it is opened

RMBTRAP Right mouse buttons sent as IDCMP rather

than pull-down menus

the EXECBASE value at location 4 in

memory - the only fixed memory

location the Amiga operating system

uses (We'll see more fixed locations

next month, but those are to do with

the 68000 and the custom chips.)

Now we have looked at the

basics of libraries, let's take a look at

two of the fundamental parts of

Intuition - screens and windows.

Screens and windows
A screen can be any resolution or

number of colours the Amiga

hardware allows. The Amiga is

unique among personal computers in

that it allows you to have two

programs running on the same

display with totally different

resolutions and colours; drag the

Deluxe Paint screen down to reveal

Workbench and see what I mean.

You con set up your own screen quite

easily using on Intuition library call

called OpenScreen. See Figure 1 for

a list of available option flags. Call

the OpenScreen function with a0
pointing to o NewScreen structure.

There is one at the bottom of the

code for you to look at; it's a
collection of long words (del), short

words (dew) and the odd byte (dc.b)

or two. You've just sussed structures.

Structures are a stored collection

of numbers, addresses and strings

etc. Point a register at it - usually aO
or ol - and let the library do the rest.

There is a huge number of

structures used for programming the

78
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Amiga. If you want to try and work

out what they do, get Computel's

Mapping the Amiga. The structures

are explained in the official ROM
Kernel Manuals, but mostly in C, so

unless you know how to translate C
into machine code, you are going lo

get confused.

Call the OpenScreen function

and it returns another pointer, this

time to a screen structure which it has

created. The screen should also now

be open, unless something has gone

wrong, in which case the pointer will

be zero. As the memory at location

zero is busy being used by the

68000 for something else, there is no

chance that the structure could

correctly be at location zero.

• So, the second rule of

programming by libraries is: always

check for errors.

There are plenty of reasons why
the OpenScreen call could fail. You

could have your parameters wrong,

or you could have run out of memory.

This month's source checks the

return codes from all calls opening

things. If they fail, the program jumps

to the Abort code, which checks

everything in turn to see if it was
successfully opened, and if it was,

closes it again before leaving.

• The third rule of programming the

Amiga by libraries: always leave the

Amiga how you find it. Don't leave

binary litter around. Close libraries

when they are not needed, close

screens and windows before your

program exits.

After the screen has been set up

we can open our window. This is

similar to the way we did

OpenScreen. It calls a function called

OpenWindow, which takes a pointer

to a NewWindow structure as its

input. The output from this is a pointer

to a window structure, which is stored

in the same way as a screen.

The library calls from here down
to MasterMainLoop are to set up the

copper list that I talked of earlier. The

data for the copper list will be shown

next month, so we'll leave a

discussion of this bit until then, except

for AllocMem which is important.

AllocMem allocates a block of

memory for use by your program.

Once allocated, the block of memory
is yours to do with as you please; the

Amiga will not load anything into it,

it won't trash it at random ond no

other program will be able to

allocate memory in that atea. Other

LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS

LABEL INSTRUCT OPCODE

opt l-,d.

COMMENT

* Vector check code. Written by Jolyon Ralph.
* Gives lots of useful information
* on 68000 and system vectors.

Bection

incdir

include

include

include

include

include

.:. ;". .Je

include

include

include

include

include

include

include

lea

CALUNT

move.l

Doq

main, code

"dhQ: include/"

exec/types. i"

"exec/exec_lib. i"

"exec/exechase.i"

"exec/memory. i"

•graphics/gfx.i"

graphics/gfxbase. i*

•graphics/graphics.lib. 1"

•graphics/view. i"

"graphics/copper .
i

•

libraries/dos.lib.i*

"libraries/dos.i"

"intuition/intuition.:"

"intuition/intuitionbase. "

*intuition/intuition_lib. i"

"misc/easystart.i;• this •does"

contain code

not a true .i

file

lea IntName.al

moveq *0, dO

CALLEXEC OpenLibrary

move.l dO ,_IntuitionBase

beq Abort

lea GfxName.al

moveq iO.dO

CALLEXEC OpenLibrary
move.l dO,_GfxBase

beq Abort

lea Do6NeWe,ai

moveq 10,dO

CALLEXEC OpenLibrary

move.l dO,_DOSBase

beq Abort

LABEL

iDopa

.cloop

MyNewScreen.aO

OpenScreen

dO, MyScreen

dO.mnw screen

Abort

stick into

NewWindow

structure

move.l

lea

dO.aO

ac_ViewPort(aO).al

ove.l
lea

move.l

lea

move.l

al.tyVievPort

sc_RastPort(aO),al

al,MyRastPort

sc_BitMap(aO),al

al.MyScreenBitMap

.back

.ok

INSTRUCT OPCODE COMMENT

lea

CALLINT
move.l

beq

ove.l
OVBQ
CALLINT

move.l

lea

moveq

CALLGRW

move.l

CALLEXEC

move.l

move.l

move.l

owe . I

move.l

ove.l
CALLGRA.-

ove.l
CALLGRAF

CALLEXEC

.1

callexec

:alumi

move.l

MyNeviWindow,aO

GJ*nWindow

dO.MyWinaow

Abort

ShowTitle

MyViewPort,aO

HyQnap.al

•32,dO

LoacKSI

tucl_SIZ£Dc.dO ; allocate am for

»fcy_-_i aLIClHeXF.CLEAR.dl ; UserCopList

I

dO.HyXopList
dO.aO

•400,d0

UCopperListlnit

of

oveq •SlO.cH

ovc

.

•200,d3

lea colourtable.a3

move.l HyUCopList.ai

move.l cu.ao

ove.l •09,dl

auottf Obit
ove .

1

tyUCopList.al

OUOUtf ?r[
ove.u (a3)»,d5

bne.s .ok

lea colourtable,a3

bra.s .back

move.l HyUCopList.ai

ovc .

1

•Sdffl82,d0

ie.

.

dS.dl

CALJ;?Ar Store

OVt.

.

>tyUCopList,al

zall. ;.-.-_
•

-"-""*

addq.v I2
(d4

; start

; MyUCopList

d3..cloop

tytEopUst.al
•10000,dO

#255,di

.

HyUTopList.al

Forbid ; While building

; the copper

»*VievPort.aO

IfcOTopList .vpJJCGpInsUO)

Permit ; Safe now!

RethinkOisplay

MyRastPort.al

ceMnjed on pogi

:
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continued from poge 79

programs can read and write to the

memory - there is no hardware

memory protection on the Amiga as

there is in Unix - but for well-

behaved programs this should not be

much of a problem.

AllocMem takes two parameters

- the first is the size of the block of

memory you want to allocate, the

second defines the type of memory

you want to use. Whenever you

allocate memory with an AllocMem

you must do a FreeMem at the end of

your code to de-allocate it (remember

rule three). There is a rare exception

to the rule here however. The

particular structure I'm defining, a

user copper list, has a library call to

shut it down and this call frees the

memory automatically. Trying to free

a block of memory that is already

free can be fatal.

Next comes the IDCMP check.

IDCMP stands for Intuition Direct

Communication Message Port, and is

attached to your window. When a

window is active (that is, when the

title bar is not ghosted) any input

from the keyboard, the mouse and so

on, is sent to the message port for the

window. This is how you can have

two windows open and type into one

without text appearing in the other.

When you set up your new
window, there is a IDCMPFlags

value. This is set with a number of

flags to tell Intuition which input

events you want the window to pass

on to you and which ones you want

it to ignore. Figure 2 lists the names

of these flags and what they mean.

In Ve^torCheck we use GetMsg()

in MasterMainLoop to see if there is

an IDCMP message waiting for us. If

there isn't, the program loops back,

prints out some text with the current

value of system vectors in (jsr

UpdateVecs), and pauses for one

second using the Delayfl function

before checking again.

LABEL

MasterMainLoop

Abort

,sk5

.sR4

.sk3

INSTRUCT OPCODE

moveq II, dO

CAii£RAF SetAPen

nove.l Window,aO

raove.l wd_UserPort(aO),MyiDCMP

jsr UpdateVecs

moveq *50,dl

CALLDOS Delay

move.l MylDCMP.aO

CALLEXEC GetMsg

tst.i dO

beq.s MasterMainLoop

move.l dO,ai

CALLEXEC ReplyMsg

move.l ItyUCopList.dO

beq.s .sk5

move . 1 KyViewPort , aO

CALU31AF FreeVPortCopLists

CALLIMT RemaxeDisplay

move.l MyWindow,dQ

beq.s .sk4

exg.l dO.aO

CALLIWr CloseWindow

move.l MyScreen,d0

beq.s .sk3

exg.l dO,aO

CALLIWT CloseScreen

move.

1

_lntuitionBase, dO

beq.s .sk2

exg.l dO.al

CALLEXEC CloseLibrary

COMMENT

; do a short

; pause. .

.

; no close, so go

; to begining

; of loop

; reply to message

; free copper list

.<

,aW

move.l

beq.s

Qxg.l

CALLEXEC

move.l

beq.s

exg.l

CALU3BC

JXKBase.dO
.ski

dO,al

CloseLibrary

_GfxBase, dO

.skO

dO.al

CloseLibrary

When the close gadget is clicked.

Exec sends us a message It contains

information about, for example, what

type of event was received and the

mouse coordinates at the time. When
you receive a message you must

reply to it with ReplyMsg() which gets

rid of it so that you don't receive it

mistakenly next time you check.

Because we are only detecting

one type of IDCMP event - a

CLOSEWINDOW gadget press, and

once we receive this we quit - we
don't need to check what type of

event we are getting. Just click on the

gadget and it quits. If you want to

add RAWKEY to the IDCMPFlags in

the window, you'll find thai any
keypress will also quit the program.

After this is received, everything is

closed down in reverse order.

• Rule number four: Close down
things in reverse order to the way
they were opened. If you close a
screen while there is a window on it,

the window falls off the screen and
floats around memory, eating

whatever it finds. Guru time. I'll be

giving you the rest of the code next

month, so till then, be seeing you fTfr

ooooooooo
Shopping List
Devpoc 2 £59.95

produced by HiSoft, The Old School

Greenfield, Bedford

MK45 5DE* 0525 718181

ArgAsw —£59.95

produced by Argonaut Software

66b The Broadway, Mill Hill

London NW7 3TF « 081 906 4253

ROM Kernel reference manuals:

InoWes & Autodocs—£28.95

ISBN 201 181770

Libraries & Devices

ISBN 201 18187 8

Published by

Addison Wesley

...£29.95

LABEL

-skO

_DOSBase

_GfxBase
_IntuitionBase

MyScreen

MyWindow
MyViewport

MyRastPort

MyScreenBitMap

MyUCopList

MyIDCMP

MyNewScreen

tyNeMWindM

mnw_screen

GS • LISTINGS • LISTINGS 1

INSTRUCT OPCODE COMMENT

clr.l oO : return code
rts * quit program

section os_^tuff,data

dc.l

dc.l

dc.l

dc.l

dc.l

:::..

dc.l

dc.l

dc.l

dc.l

i
An Intuition

NewScreen structure
dc.w 0,0 ; left, top
GC.W 640,256 ; width, height
dc.w 3 ;

;..---

;-.c 1.2 pens

dc.w -;ires ViewHodes
fc.u Cu^ICH^CRESSlSCREENQUIET ; screen aode
dc.l ; Font

dc.l tyTitle
;
Title

dc.l
; Gadgets

dc.l j ! Points to ny BitMap

1
structure.

even

; Borderless

;
backdrop window

f
for mf screen

dc.w 0,0
!
left, top

dc.w 640.256
:
width, height

dc.b 1,2
1
pens

dc.l CLOSEWM30W
f
IDCMP FLAGS

dc.l NXARER£FR£SH!VraCCWOOSE:attKEROP!ACTIVATE
; Flags

dc.l
; FirstGadget

dc.l
i
IaagePtr

dc.l tyTitle ; Title (not needed)

dc.l ; Pointer to

; screen
dc.l

; Pointer to bitmap
.;:...• 0.0,0,0 ; Min&Max

cc.w

eves

CUSTCHSCHEzN

width/height

Type

* to be continued next month...
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AMIGADOS

BEGINNERS
WART HERE

DOS is an acronym usually

taken to mean Disk Operating

System, but on the Amiga it

means much more than that.

AmigaDOS is a high-level user

interface to all the machine's

devices - a device operating

system. Devices can be real

hardware entities, such as

disks; virtual devices simulated

in software like the keyboard

and screen; or logical device

assignments - hard disk

partitions and disk names.

Although this may seem

complex initially it is beautifully

simple in practise, in that the

user can talk to any device in

the same way. In other words

you can use the same

command to copy text from

disk to disk, as well as disk to

screen or disk to printer.

This series is an introduction

to AmigaDOS which will

eventually build into a complete

guide to the DOS system. Later

instalments will cover some of

the system's powerful features,

the programming of it at script

(batch) level as well as from

other languages. However, to

keep it interesting, a good

knowledge of the Workbench is

assumed. You should

understand terms like initialise,

click, double-click, open and so

on. If they are unfamiliar, don't

worry. You should be able to

pick things up quite easily with

a spot of common sense.

The series will also

concentrate on the 1 .3 and

1.3.2 models since these are

the most common. The relevant

version number is printed on

your Workbench disk - not the

Kickstart version. Users of the

1.2 software should either buy

the Enhancer software or

obtain ARP 1.3 (a Shareware

AmigaDOS replacement). The

main reason for this is the

(ontmvcd on pafe 82

Mark Smiddy reveals and explains the mysterious
workings of the Amiga's device operating system

^m ^B ^welcome to the first of Shell windows use another prompt: The example listing shown is fromWelcome to the first of

my regular columns

on AmigaDOS. Let's

kick right off with

getting into the Amiga's Shell and

imposing a ban on egg jokes.

On Workbench 1 .3, you can

start the AmigaDOS command line

interpreter by opening the Shell icon.

(Workbench 1 .2 users will have to

activate the CLI icon first from

Preferences The actual icon lives in

the System drawer.)

After a few seconds a window

will open, similar to the one in Figure

] . The Shell and CLI windows are

actually AmigaDOS device

BLIT5
AmigaDOS was developed in BCPL

unlike the rest of the system

which was programmed in C For

the new release 2, AmigaDOS has

been completely rewritten in C

St BOBS
emulations called consoles. Three

different flavours are available with

the various versions. The earliest still

in use, supplied with Workbench

1 .2, has no editing facilities

whatsoever, save for the delete key.

For Workbench 1 .3, a new console

device was added offering simple

line editing and a history buffer - this

one is used by Shell. Workbench 2

also uses Shell but the

implementation is slightly different.

At the top left of the screen is the

prompt This is AmigaDOS's way of

telling you it is ready and waiting for

its next command. On CLI windows

the prompt follows the format:

x>

where [x] is the current CLI process

identity - the CLI number. > is used

as a separator but can be changed.

x.nnnn>

where [x] is the CLI number and

[nnnn] is the current directory

pathname. As before, the > symbol is

just a separator.

Shell's initial prompt is normally:

l.SYS:>

For the sake of clarity, I'll adopt a

standard CLI prompt 1 > when
introducing a command line. You

must not type this.

Giving Commands
You givo commands to AmigaDOS in

the form of written (typed) instructions

but it will not act until you press

either the Return (0) or Enter key.

Therefore, if you are instructed to

enter the following command line:

1>DIR

You would press [D] (I) [R] and [0] or

[Enter). Also, many commands take

optional parameters, called

arguments. All arguments must be

separated from the command and

each other by at least one space, as

in the following line:

1>DIR OPT A

Probably the most important 'grass

roots' commands in AmigaDOS are

those concerned with directory and

file - object - management. The most

important two are DIR and CD. Try

this:

1>DIR

C (dir)

Devs (dir)

Fonts (dir)

L (dir)

Libs (dir)

S (dir)

AmigaBASIC
AmigaBASIC.info

AmigaDOS responds by listing the

names of all the files and directories

contained in the current directory

The example listing shown is from a

theoretical disk; your screen will look

slightly different. The command gets

its name from an abbreviation of

DIRectory. Directories contained in

this listing are highlighted with (dir)

automatically.

Changing DIRectory
AmigaDOS operates what is known
as a hierarchical filing system. This

sounds rather grand, but is very

simple when you know how. Disks

are organised into directories and

every disk has at least one - called

the root directory. The root directory

ts always at the top of the hierarchy.

Directories appear on the

Workbench disk as drawers, but

prior to Workbench 2 jl is not

generally possible (or practical) to

show all the directories as drawers.

A typical disk hierarchy is illustrated

in Figure 1 (over). It looks something

like the roots of a tree. Notice how
all the sub-directories (siblings)

connect back to the root directory by

pathways or paths. This is rather like

a family tree and is, in fact, where

the analogies of hierarchies, parents

• Tip: You can press the

spacebar at any time to stop

AmigaDOS producing written

output. Printing can be

restarted with the backspace

(") key. This can sometimes

make commands appear to

fail - watch out for this.

and children come from. Sibling is

just another term for child - the two

are often used interchangeably.

AmigaDOS uses the / (slash)

symbol to indicate a path and the :

(colon) to indicate the root directory

of any disk. Memorise these - you

will use them a lot. Now study Figure

2 which is a slightly simplified

(ontmuwj wi pooe 8?
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ROOT

DEMOS UTILITIES PROTEXT BASIC

DOCUMENTS LISTINGS

TEMPLATES WORKING FD-FILES

INVOICES LETTERS

Figure I: A typical disk hierarchy showing the inverted tree structure by which files are linked.

version of the directory structure

shown earlier. This time, the directory

names have been replaced with

letters and the absolute paths shown.

Absolute paths can be used to get

from any part of a disk hierarchy to

any other. However, it is more usual

to utilise the simpler method of

relative paths.

Stop scratching
Al about this point many of you will

be having a severe attack of piuritus

cerebrum - itchy brain. Relax. What

we have been through is all just

background knowledge which will

become clear in time.

Before learning how to change

directory, it is better to know how to

find out where you are. This is

achieved with the CD (Change

Directory) command like this:

1>CD
Workbench 1.3:

Workbench 1 .3 shown is the current

volume (disk) name and the position

in the hierarchy (:) or root directory.

CD and AmigaDOS being the weird

beasts they are, could have replied:

1XTD
SYS:

Which in this case mean precisely

the same thing because

Workbench 1 .3 was also used as the

boot disk. The name SYS is a logical

device name which was assigned

automatically to the boot disk on

startup. Once again, some of these

terms may be a little unclear at the

moment, but it is absolutely vital you

understand the concepts giving rise

to these, even if they fail to mean

anything at this stage.

In order to move into a directory you

must know the name of the directory

you want to go to. This can normally

be found by performing a DIR on the

disk first. Try this:

1>CD DEVS

Which in English reads: "Change

current directory to DEVS." The name

BUTS
Most commands can be stopped

using the [Ctrl]( break sequence.

Scripts (like the starlupsequence)

only respond to [Orl]-D.

St BOBS
DEVS is passed to the CD command

as an argument - more on those later

in the series. AmigaDOS 1 .3 users

will notice the prompt also changes

to indicate this. Just to confirm where

you are, type CD again:

1>CD
Workbenchl . 3 : Devs

Notice how the case of the letters

may differ from what you type

AmigaDOS is not case sensitive, but

object names are. The directory

name is as it appears on the disk.

Single drive volumes
AmigaDOS uses a system of transient

commands. This means every time

you execute an AmigaDOS
command it is loaded from disk,

executed, then flushed from memory.

This might seem a little ludicrous

because it give rise to a lot of disk

swapping, especially if you only

have a basic machine with one drive.

Transient commands are used

because they save an enormous

amount of memory and are easy to

update. Imagine if DOS was on

ROM and DIR had a serious bug -

this would create havoc because

ROMs have to be physically replaced

by qualified engineers. As it is, bugs

can be fixed by simply releasing a

new version on a floppy disk.

So much for the advantages, but

this gets a little tiresome when using

AmigaDOS on a single drive

machine. Take this example:

1>DIR DFO:

First, let's break this line down into its

component parts;

DIR - an AmigaDOS command
to list the directory contents.

DFO: - the device name for the

internal drive - Disk Floppy 0.

Note how device (and volume)

names are always post-fixed with a

colon. This acts as a separator and

indicates the root directory of all

filing system (data storage) devices.

Used in this way, AmigaDOS
tries to read the root directory of the

disk in the internal drive. This is fine

if the disk just happens to be your

startup disk, but try executing this

command with a different disk.

Unless you are lucky enough to

be using a hard disk, AmigaDOS
responds with a requester asking you

to replace volume xxxx (usually

Workbench - the boot disk) in any

drive. Single-drive users are then

confronted with a paradox. On
replacing the boot disk in DFO the

machine then reads the directory

from that disk.

This happens because

AmigaDOS knows its transient

- greatly enhanced CLI

. window. Anyone

lucky enough to

own an Amiga 3000
running Workbench 2 can

relax; any major changes will

be highlighted. Or you can

boot into Workbench 1 .3 as -

described in the user manual.

AmigaDOS vs. Workbench
Some of you will have

upgraded to an Amiga after

experience of other machines,

many of which will have had

some form of command-line

disk or tape operating system.

For those only used to WIMP
systems like Intuition, GEM or

Windows, a few words of

explanation. AmigaDOS

commands are called from a

command line interpreter.

If s bit like older adventure

games in which the player

describes what he or she

wants to do using English

commands: GET SWORD,

THROW KNIFE AT WIZARD,

and so on. The latest

adventures allow you to

manipulate objects with a

mouse in the same way as

you would communicate with

Workbench. Although a

system in which you have to

describe every action might

seem odd, it is actually very

powerful.

For example, imagine you

have opened a text file with a

viewer such as More.

(Document icons are usually

configured to do this for you.)

You now want hard copy on

the printer so you drag the

icon to the Printer. But wait,

the printer doesn't have a

Workbench icon. (That is why
the Workbench replacement,

Jazzbench, supplies device

icons for the printer) You can

get round this by loading the

file into a word processor -

NotePad would do - and

printing it from there but it is

rather long winded. Once you

get used to AmigaDOS, this

sort of thing is a doddle.

82
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JARGON
BUSTING

CHILD:
DIRECTORY:

FILE:

HANDIFS:

PROCESS:

OBJECT:
ORPHAN

See sibling

part of a disk where
files ore grouped
together,

block of stored
information.

I/O ports where
processes can gather
and output
information. C
programmers should
already know these

as STDIN, STDOUT and
STDERR.
a task running under
AmigoDOS.
a file or directory.

PROCESS): Sibling

processes can be
orphaned if the parent
process shuts down -

this should never
happen.

ORPHAN DIRECTORY: A sibling

directory which has
lost it* parent. This

only happens when
the disk structure is

corrupted and can
sometimes be
recovered using

DiskDoctor.
ROOT DIRECTORY: The first

directory on any disk.

All other sibling

directories link back
to this one.

SIBLING (DIRECTORY): A directory

contained within a
directory. All siblings

must have a parent -

which con be the root
directory or some
other sibling. They
may also contain their

own children.

SWUNG (PROCESS): A process
which has been
created (spawned) by
another process and
has inherited its

handles.
a disk or a disk's

norne.
VOLUME:

commands - DIR in this case - are

located on the boot disk and asks for

it back. When the disk is replaced,

DIR is loaded and executed.

However, the commond line

argument is interpreted by DIR, and

because it says DFO: the disk loaded

in DFO: at lhat moment is (ead

There are several ways round this

problem. Which you use depends on

the version of AmigoDOS installed

on your machine, the amount of

memory you have and how well you

label your disks. The simplest method

works with all versions of AmigaDOS
and works even when memory is

tight. The command looks like this:

1>DIR DFO: ?

NAME,OPT/K,ALL/C,DIRS/S,
ENTER/S,FIUES/S:

What makes this command special is

the use of a trick. Most AmigaDOS
commands have an interactive mode
triggered by the query (?) operator.

(Interactive mode can be used For

some very advanced techniques

which force AmigaDOS to do things

automatically.) For the sake of this

example, interactive mode has two

important features. First, il offers a
reminder of the command's options;

second it forces it to load and wait.

This is what makes it so useful.

Consider the previous example

where AmigaDOS always lists the

directory of the boot disk. If ? is

specified before pressing Enter,

AmigaDOS asks for the boot disk but

the command halts and waits for user

input. Al this point you can swap to

the disk you want a directory of and

press [Enter].

Exposing the kernel
This is not unlike using a sledge

hammer to crack a nut, but it is

relatively painless, works and

conserves memory at the same time.

A better technique - certainly a better

behaved approach - is to use a

volume name. A volume name is the

name you give the disk after

formatting it - not necessarily the

name on the label. For instance, to

get a directory of the Extras disk you

could enter:

1>DIR Extras 1.3:

As before, the command is loaded

from the boot disk, but instead of

listing the contents of the disk in

DFO:, AmigaDOS asks you to "insert

volume Extras 1 3 in any drive". The

problem with this approach is

brought about through Workbench

and AmigaDOS allowing spaces in

object names - disk names in this

case. Let's say you had a disk called:

'Copy Of Workbench 1 3'.The

following line will not work:

1>DIR Copy Of Workbenchl.3:

because AmigaDOS thinks the disk is

called "Copy" and the rest of the line

is arguments. Remember how
arguments are separated from the

command and each other by spaces?

The solution is to surround the volume

name in quotes:

1>DIR "Copy Of Workbenchl.3:*

At this stage, you may wonder why
bother to use volume names at all. If

you have more than one drive, they

seem pointless and long winded.

What you use is up to you, but

both methods have pros and cons.

Device names are shorter, but disk

names are more reliable. This is

particularly true when it comes to

programming AmigaDOS and you

want to make sure you are working

on the correct disk.

These variations just described

rely on pre-loading the command
before executing it This is fine for

commands you only need once in a
while, but what about those in

constant use? What is needed is a

method which avoids all the constant

disk swapping. Prior to AmigaDOS
1 .3 there was only one method and,

while it is a little clumsy, it is useful to

know. The solution adopted in

AmigaDOS 1 .3 is better so I'll look

at (hot one first

All the AmigaDOS commands
are stored in a special directory on

the boot disk called C. At boot time

this directory is given (assigned) a

logical volume name of C:. Because

of this, the AmigaDOS command
directory can be accessed as if it

were a normal disk volume, thus:

1>DIR C:

1>CD C:

Given this knowledge, you can make
good use of a special command
introduced for AmigaDOS 1 .3. As its

name implies, RESIDENT is used to

pre-load copies of AmigaDOS
commands into RAM Once loaded

BLITS
Processes are a special type of

task which is able to access the

dos.library and so, therefore,

devices managed by DOS.

& BOBS
in this way, commands will stay in

memory until you re-boot the

machine. A typical synopsis for this

command - making DIR resident - is:

l>RhhUDENT C:DIR

It's important to note how you must

specify the AmigaDOS command
directory (C:) as part of the command
line. This is so RESIDENT knows

where it should load the command
from. To find out which commands

Got a Problem John?

Are you completely bogged

down with any aspect of

AmigaDOS whatsoever? Drop

me a note detailing the nature

of your conundrum:

Mark Smiddy, Amiga Shopper,

30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1

2BW. Ill do my best to lose it

on my desk - er, figure out an

answer that is. Sorry, but no

personal correspondence can

be entered into, no matter

what you enclose (!)

already resident in RAM, you would

type in the following code:

PRESIDENT

m <

DIR
CD

SIDENT
EXECUTE

UseCount

1

Notice how each command has a
UseCount figure. This is defined by

the number of processes sharing

each command.

At this stage only RESIDENT is

showing a value of one because the

current (multi-tasked) process is using

it; the other commands are idle.

Get on with it

Multi-tasking is just one of the things

I'll be covering in-depth a little later

in this series on AmigaDOS.
For now, try having a go at

experimenting with some of the

commands in the C: directory and

making a few resident. Next month

I'll be taking a good look at copying

and disk housekeeping with

AmigaDOS.©

:A/B

:A/B/C :A/B/D

A/B/C/DI:A/B/C/E

Figure 2: A simplified disk hierarchy showing paths. The root is

shown by a colon. Note how directories in different parts of the tree

can have the same name.
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E D U C AT I O

Disney characters Mickey and Goofy host a

hidden number puzzle for the under fives.

Now where did I put that letter?" Donald

Duck presents an alphabetical poser or two.

Goofy's Runaway Train provides a colourful

way for youngsters to learn about shapes

Pat Winstanley sets our regular education column firmly on its feet

with a mum's-eye-viev* of kids, Amigas and educational software

s the mother of two lively

boys I have found severe

different ways of using the

Amiga with the children

for both their benefit and mine. I'm

not too sure whether the Amiga gets

much out of it though. Over the last

First Choices
With such a lot of software

about, if you've never seen

any what should you choose?

Our Shopping List on page 89

gives items representative of

the genre and, in some cases,

top class. Initially I would

plump for a pack that consists

of a variety of topics. Then you

can judge which areas need

further work, perhaps at a

lower level, and which ones

the child is coping with easily

and so would benefit from

something of a higher level.

Remember the lisfs age

guidelines are just that - don't

treat them as gospel. It all

depends on your child's skills

and how he or she is

'grabbed' by the software.

The best program in the world

is worse than useless if your

child doesn't enjoy it, while a

poorer version of the same

thing might become instantly

addictive and be of some use

without putting the child off.

few years we have found plenty of

educational software around

although it has often been a matter of

scouring the small ads to find

suppliers. We have also found a

good deal of software which is not

promoted as educational but ends up

doing the job anyway.

While the market for educational

software is vast, with a high

proportion of households now

owning a home computer of some

description, the larger software

houses and distributors seem

reluctant to take the plunge. This

might be due to the long shelf-life and

hence slow turnover of the products,

"Once little fingers

know what to do,

they can be safely

left to get on with it,

giving me time

for a break"

but it does seem rather short-sighted

when the educational customers of

today are the shoot-em-up fans of

tomorrow. I would have thought a

moderate amount gambled now
would be a reasonable investment to

build up a future customer base

In the absence of powerful

distribution, most educational

software comes from small concerns,

often one man bands, so you will

have to do some searching to find

what you need. ESP is a good first

source as it stocks a wide range of

titles as well as producing some of its

own. Another place to look is Rickitt

Educational Media which supplies

software for virtually every computer.

The list is mainly for the BBC since

that is what most software has been

written for, but a good selection of

Amiga titles is stocked. Addresses for

both these dealers are on page 89.

Amiga babysitter
There are three main reasons for

involving children in the computer.

First there is a wealth of software

covering all aspects of education,

from pre-school right through to adult

education. Second, many games
benefit from a second player which

means I can pinch the children as

opposition. Third, the Amiga makes

and excellent babysitter. Once the

little fingers know what (and what

not] to do they can safely be left

more or less to get on with it and

give me time for a break.

Having noted earlier that the big

boys ignore educational software,

two exceptions are Electronic Arts

which handles a few titles, and

Database which has even had kid's

titles in the Gallup charts alongside

arcade games. Of the educational

software tested and played for fun,

by far the most popular has been

Database's Fun School series, with its

wide variety of age ranges and

subjects. We have found quite a

large overlap in the age ranges.

Philip and Jamie are seven and six,

so fit nicely into the middle of the

KIDS VERSUS COMPUTERS
Amigas have a distinct aversion to mud, crumbs. Coke, jam,

chewing-gum and other assorted nasties - unfortunately kids

don't. In order to prevent your babies damaging each other in

either direction here are a few ground rules to lay down.

1. NO kiddies' drinks should be placed anywhere near the

computer equipment EVER.

2. Keep your own coffee out of the way too. Kids are

indiscriminately clumsy when excited.

3. No switching power on or off without proper supervision or

adequate training.

4. Ensure the drive light is off before changing disks.

5. Make sure the children's hands are washed before allowing

them to touch the equipment.

6. No wrestling the joystick or mouse away from each other.

7. Take turns choosing games.

8. Don't poke anything in drives or sockets.

9. Take it easy - press, don't hit keys.

10. No sneaking downstairs while Mum's still asleep and
messing up her Captive saves.

(ootmued on poge
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Xerxes' Revenge: Adrenalin-pounding, Pukadu: Cute arcade-style strategy game RjL
fast-action horizontally scrolling shoot with (hat professional touch to keep you lor which enables you to create copper

'em up game (Now free with AMOS] playing [Shareware] list backdrops (Public Domain]

Fun School 3: Beautifully animated fol-

low-up to the number one best-selling

Fun School 2 [Out now £24 99]

With UK sales racing past the 25.000 mark since Us launch

in June. AMOS - The Creator has to be the biggest-selling

non-game package ever for the Amiga

Every day new programs flood into Mandarin's office:

Gaines, educational programs, musical lukeboxes.

scrolling demos, font definers - and all are a tribute to the

sheer power and ease of use of AMOS Its graphical power

brings an unprecedented level ol professionalism to even

the most elementary programs.

With AMOS it is simplicity itself to display pictures in

any graphics mode (including HAM and overscan): add

copper list ramoows, write text using any Deluxe Paint

font; overlay windows: add pull-down menus; send soft-

ware and hardware sprites spiralling round the screen; and

add atmospheric music created in Soundtracker Noise-

tracker, Sonix or GMC.

But AMOS also has a more serious side too; Amiga

owners are creating icon-driven databases. In-company

training programs, home finance packages. CDTV applica-

tions and so on.

AMOS is so successful that the independent AMOS

Club already has more than 1 000 members {contact The

AMOS Club, 1 Lower Moor Whtddon Valley. Barnstaple.

Devon EX328NW)

There's also a rapidly expanding Public Domain

library with more than 50 discs available {contact Sandra

Sharkey. 25 Park Road Wigan. Lancashire WN6 7AA. Tele-

phone. 0942 495261).

With all this enthusiasm and support, AMOS is the

perfect package to unleash your creativity and design pro-

grams beyond your wildest dreams

AMOS is yours for only £49.99

"Worth every penny - get it now!"
- Amiga Format

SOFT WA R

Please send me

AMOS -The Creator

and FREE Extras disc

NEW!
Version 1.2

with extra

features!

I enclose a cheque for £49.99 payable

to Mandarin Software

P&P free in the UK. Add £2 for Europe.

Please debit my Access/

Visa/Connect card number:

Expiry date

f_

DDUU DDDQ DDDD DDDD
Name

Address

Postcode

Send to Database Direct. FREEPOST.

Ellesmere Port, South Wirral L65 3EB.

Dept AS5

24-HOUR ORDER HOTLINE: 051-357 1275



Contains all

this and more...
The Amiga's History

Software Creativity guides for beginners and experts:

Word Processors • DTP • Graphics • Digitisers • Scanners • Music •

Databases • Spreadsheets • Accounts • Video • Education • Multimedia

The Amiga Inside and Out:

Beginners • The Chips • Easy Workbench and CLI • Hardware Upgrades

• Printers • Programming Languages • Games Programming •

Communications • Emulators • Odd uses for the Amiga

The Public Domain Scene

Workbench: Top Tips for Software and Hardware

Gamebusters: 100 top games tipped

Get the Most out of Your Amiga has been hand crafted
by Amiga Format's Editor Damien Noonan to be the

most complete guide to using the Amiga.

In 172 information-packed pages it aims to provide
advice on all aspects of the Amiga scene: what soft-

ware to buy, how you can get it free through the PD
libraries, how to solve those tricky technical problems,
where you're going wrong with a game you can't beat.

You can get all this for the bargain price of only £9.95.
Alternatively, for a mere £4 more you can also have two

880K disks absolutely packed with the most useful
utilities and the most entertaining programs, carefully
picked to be the essential collection from the PD and

elsewhere.
Start getting the most out of your Amiga!

i

!

I

I

I

I

I

l

I

L

PRIORITY ORDER FORM
Please send your order as soon as possible to avoid disappointment.

I I Yes, I would like to order copy/copies of

GET THE MOST OUT Of YOUR AMIGA at the recommended price of £9.95.

{
Please add £1.45 per copy to cover ptp.)

Yes. I would like to order copy/copies of GET THE MOST

OUT Of VOUR AMIGA plus two disks at the recommended price of £1 3.95.

(Please add £1.45 per copy to cover pip.)

Name: (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Address:

Postcode;

Telephone:

I

I wish to pay by Access, Visa

achequefor* I

rpfease cWe as appropriate

My credit card number is:

Expiry date:

Signed: ...

H pay*ig by cheque, please enclose payment wrth this card m a sealed envelope addressed to. AMIGA FORMAT Book Otter. FREEPOST. Futurt Publishing Ltd. The Otd Bam, Somerton,

Somerset TA1 1 7BR. (No stamp is needed H the letter is posted «i the UK.) Please allow up to 28 days foe tMnty.

I

I

i

;



Amiga
Repairs

If something is wrong with your Amiga

500 or C64. who better to turn to than

the Commodore National Repair

Centre.

For all repairs to your computer, one low

payment covers diagnosis, repair

(including parts and labour) and delivery

back to you.

And, as a special bonus, you can receive

a free piece of software if you contact

us before 14th April 1991.

The experience and expertise of our

technicians ensures that your computer

is repaired to a high standard at a low

cost. And each repair will be carried out

within 12 working days!

To schedule a repair and claim your free

software, simply call Michelle or

Matthew on 0733 391234.

Please be ready to give your name,

address, computer type, serial number

and the type of fault.

The cost is £49.95 for an Amiga 500

and £39.95 for a C64. Payment can be

made by cheque, postal order or credit

card.

And remember, if you call before

14th April you can claim a FREE piece

of software.

Commodore National

Reoair Centre

0733 391 234

FMG House

Newcombe Way, Orton Southgate

Peterborough PE2 0SF

£49.95

COVERS
ANY

REPAIRS



AMIGA ASOO * £299,95
Yes it's true - brand new Amiga 500

Computer, Workbench + Extras disks,

Modulator, mouse and PSU for £299.95.

Price includes VAT and insured delivery

Add £5.00 for Courier Delivery

AMIGA SCREEN GEMS
Includes Deluxe Paint II and 4 Top games

MJC PRICE £359.95

with !/2 meg expansion add £20.00

with Cumana 2nd drive ..............add £60.00

COMMODORE AS90
HARD DRIVE

20Mb Auto boots from WB 1.3

MJC PRICE £279.95
with extra lMeg fitted £319.95
with extra 2Meg fitted £349.95

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE
280 DPI with FREE Mouse House + Mat

MJC PRICE £21.95

AMOS - The Creator - V1.2
MJC PRICE £32.95

Personal Finance Manager
Best selling Home accounting package

MJC PRICE £21.95

CUMANA CAX 354
DISK DRIVE

Quality Brand name 3.5' second drive

includes thru port, disable switch and No
Hassle 1 year guarantee.

INCLUDES FREE VIRUS-X UTILITY

MJC PRICE £61.95

REPLACEMENT POWER
SUPPLY

Provides up to 30% more power for add ons

MJC PRICE £39.95

PHILIPS 8833 MK2 MONITOR
Including cable and delivery

MJC PRICE £249.95

MEMORY EXPANSIONS
*/? Meg internal expansion for Amiga 500

Battery backed clock and disable switch uses

latest 4 chip technology - will not invalidate

your warranty.

MJC PRICE £31.95

PROTEXT Version 5
A very fast command based package now
with 1 10,000 word Collins Dictionary Mail

Merge and up to 36 files open plus much
more - call for details. (1 Meg)

MJC PRICE £99.95

PROTEXT V 4.3 £64.95
PRODATA AMIGA..... £55.95

VIDI AMIGA
Best value video digitiser available will digitise

directly from a home video recorder or
camera (phono)

MJC PRICE £85.00

VIDI-CHROME • The colour upgrade
for Vidi including software and filters.

MJC PRICE £15.95

RGB SPLITTER - for use with

Vidichrome or Digiview. MJC PRICE £59.95

VIDI COLOUR SOLUTION
Vidi Colour package - including Vidi Digitiser,

Vidichrome and Photon Paint

MJC PRICE £95.00

COLOUR SOLUTION RGB SPLITTER ,.£149.00

ZVP VIDEO STUDIO
Great Video Production package - call for

details (requires 1 meg + 2 drives)

MJC PRICE £89.95

RENDALE 8802 GENLOCK
Great value Genlock offering both Foreground

and Background modes.
MJC PRICE £169.95

8802 MODE SWITCH BOX - £31.95

SUPERBASE 2 plus
SUPERPLAN

Professional products at a bargain price

MJC PRICE £99.95

AMIGA EDUCATIONAL

FUN SCHOOL 2
Educationally based games
8 programs per disk-

Fun School 2 for 2-6 year olds 12.95

Fun School 2 for 6-8 year olds 12.95

Fun School 2 for 812 year olds 12.95

FUN SCHOOL 3
5 educational games with great graphics:

Fun School 3 for 2-5 year olds 15.95

Fun School 3 for 5-7 year olds 15.95

Fun School 3 for 7-12 year olds 15.95

Leam to Read with Prof: - builds a complete

reading course for 4-9 year olds

PT 1. Prof Plays a New Game - includes

audio tape & 5 booklets 19.95
PT 2. Prof Looks at Wordi 19.95

MAVIS BEACON TYPING TUTOR
The fun way to learn typing with games, rhymes

and custom facilities. (12+)

MJC PRICE £19.95

KOSMOS SOFTWARE
Answerback Junior Quiz • is a quiz based game
containing 750 general knowledge questions for 6-

U years 14.95

Fact File Spelling - extra 500 questions pack for

use with Answerback Quiz 7.95
Fact File Arithmetic 7.95

Answerback Senior Quiz • is again a general

knowledge quiz for 12+ years 14.95

Kosmos Language Tutors - useful as an aid to

learning a language. Vocabulary of some 2500
words split in to 20 specific groups.

French Mistress (12+ years) 14.95

German Master (12+ years) 14.95
Spanish Tutor (12+ years) 14.95

Italian Tutor (12+ years) 14.95

Sesame Street - Letters For You featuring

Digitised Sesame Street voices - fun way to learn

the alphabet. (3-6) 15.95

DISNEY EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE • yes

software from the world famous Disney Studios -

with great sound and of course great graphics.

Mickey's Runaway Zoo - for 2-5 year olds -

for identifying and learning numbers 19.95
Donald's Alphabet Chase - for 2-5 year olds

for discovering the alphabet 19.95
Goofy s Railway Express - for 2-5 year olds

for learning colours and shapes 19.95

LCL Educational Software • a well presented

step by step method - developed by practising

teachers. Features up to 35 programs per pack.

Primary Maths Course (3-12 years) 19.95
Micro Maths (up to GCSE level) 19.95
Micro English (up to GCSE level) 19.95
Micro French (up to GCSE level) 19.95

Sesame Street -

(

Numbers Count - digitised

sound and a colouring book -for learning numbers.

(3* years) 15.95

VISA

Access

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE TO THE U.K.
Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed.

Overseas customers also welcome, please call or write for quotations.

All goods subject to availability, all prices subject to change without notice. E&OE.

CALLERS WELCOME 9.30 TO 5.00 (6 days)

M.J.C. SUPPLIES (ASH)
2 The Arches, Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts, SG6 1UJ

Telephone orders and enquiries: Letchworth (0462) 481166 (6 lines)

Fax: (0462) 670301

MasterCard

Proprietor: MJ Cooper
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range (five to seven) but both have a

great deal of fun with the under-five

and over-seven packs too. As with

any educational aid, don't take the

quoted ages too seriously. Your child

might well enjoy software aimed at

younger or older child.

Learning at play
Although children like using the

plainer software at school, when they

come home they prefer to play

games. As a parent I try to look out

for games with a good educational

content hidden out of sight to avoid

the "Boring -
I want to play games"

syndrome. One of the better

programs we discovered recently is

written in AMOS and is PD. Pickup

a-Puzzle is a jigsaw generator and

had them absorbed for hours. At its

simplest level it is far from easy, but

they were determined to cope by

themselves so who am I to complain?

"But jigsaws aren't educational",

you may be saying. Oh yes they are.

They teach concentration, logical

thought, shape matching, perspective

- need I go on. All these skills are

essential for studying any subject and

what better way to acquire them than

without even realising? If you look

hard enough you will find aspects of

all sorts of games that teach parts of

ooooooooo
Shopping List
PRESCHOOL:
FUN SCHOOL (under 5) £24.99

Database

Six different games covering counting,

letters, shapes, action words, colouring and

object words.

DISNEY (2 -5) £24.99 each

Entertainment International

0268 541212

Goofy's Railway Express (shapes and

colours), Mickey's Runaway loo (numbers)

or Donald's Alphabet Chase (letters) -

hilarious lo watch - for once adults won't

get bored sitting with the babies.

PRIMARY:
FUN SCHOOL (5-7) £24.99

Database

Six offerings for the older child covering

arithmetic, time, direction finding, circuits

and a retrieval only database.

PUZZLE KXHC £19.95

ESP

Another set of six, this time more logic

problems than the three "R"s. Adults and

older children will be left

scratching their heads with

some of these.

r~—

the National Curriculum while the

kids think they are zapping aliens.

Another game that has taken

over my computer is Captive. After

watching for a while, both the

children quickly figured out what was
going on and became my eyes, ears,

mappers and puzzle solvers. Jamie in

particular had to be given his own
save disk lo keep him off mine.

Although there isn't a sum or spelling

in sight, the boys are learning

direction finding and mapping

techniques - exactly the subjects

covered in some of the Fun School

games. There is also a good deal of

observation and deduction involved -

does that gun shoot high or low, how
far can I throw this, where was that

power point I passed a while ago so

that I can recharge?

Answering back
However much they like games,

children still enjoy the more

traditional educational styles.

Software that simply presents sums

on screen and asks for the answer is

hugely popular, especially if several

children are playing together. I find

that even when they are supposed to

be competing, they help each other

out as much as possible. Sometimes

the older children don't give the

younger ones time to think before

yelling out the answer, which can be

a bit frustrating for the little ones.

Mind you, that can easily be fixed by

making the older children play at a

harder level - it soon teaches them -

they either behave or give up.

Perhaps most popular of all are

the hybrids - educational programs

jazzed up by the use of cute

characters, storylines or animation.

The Puzzle Book series is a good
example of this. One of the games is

actually a variation on Hangman but

instead of the execution, Buddy the

caterpillar blows up a balloon every

time a letter is guessed wrongly.

Once the room is full of balloons they

all burst one after the other with

delightful pops. The only drawback is

that the 'failure' animation is far more

satisfying to watch than that provided

for 'success', which tends rather to

defeat the object.

Another firm favourite is Hooray

for Henrietta, which sends the

heroine on a rescue mission

answering maths questions en-route.

Unfortunately this is another 'failure

more spectacular than success' jobs

as a parrot drenches Henrietta's

hapless boyfriend if she doesn't

reach him in time. Hilarious, but not

much incentive to the children to get

the right answers.

Rather too young for my brood

but greatly enjoyed by the next door

20-montKold is a set of games based

on Disney characters. The easiest

(which was well within the baby's

"/ was surprised

at how quickly

children of all ages

grasped the basics"

capabilities) is Goofy's Railway

Express where the only control

needed is pressing the space bar.

Admittedly the space bar was around

three inches deep, judging by the

child's aim, but she had lots of fun.

The game is like an interactive

cartoon in which Goofy drives a train

around the countryside. On the way
shapes are puffed out of the funnel

CL
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Database
Educational Software
Europa House
Adlington Pork, Adlington

MocclesheidSK10 4NP
• 0625 878888

Scerlander Software
74 Victoria Crescent Rd,

Glasgow Gl 2 8BR
• 041 357 1659

Prisma Software
29 St James Ave
Upton Heath, Chester

Cheshire CH2 1NB
• 0244 326244

Ablac Computec Ltd

South Devon House

Newton Abbot
DevonTQ12 2BP
• 0626 331464

ISP
32a Southchurch Rd
Southend on Sea

Essex SSI 2ND
• 0702 600557

Electronic Arti

Langley Business centre

1 1-49 Station Road
Longley, Berki

• 0753 49442

AMOS PD Library

25 Park Rood
Wigan, Lanes

• 0942 495261

R ickitt Educational
Media
llton, llminster

Somerset TA 1 9 9BR
• 0460 57152

Genisoft
• 0753 680363

Kosmos Software
Dunstable,

Beds LU5 6BR
• 05255 3942/5406

School Software
Tail Business Centre,

Dominic Street,

limerick, Ireland

• (Eire) 061 45399

La
Thames House,

73, Blandy Road,

Henteyon-Thomes,

Oxon RG9 I OB
• 0491 579345

Soft Stuff Software
19, Quarry Hill Road,

Ton bridge

Kent TN9 2RN
• 0732 351234

E D U C AT i O

which, when the spacebar is

pressed, transform into items of

scenery. Since the items formed are

related to both the colour and shape

it's an excellent game for pre-

©J &S9P©® / if
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Budding astrophysicists can
learn their sums while finding

out what space looks like.

schoolers who ore just coming to

grips with those topics.

I tend to receive quite a lot or

educational software to look at

covering all age groups, so it's just

as well that the neighbours are o

prolific lot when it comes to the

pleasures of life. The summer

holidays quite often see me with a

houseful of eager testers, aged from

three to fifteen, grouped around the

various computers. At first the older

ones were rather sceptical about a

'Mum' knowing computers, and more

anxious to show off their joystick

prowess than take the programs

seriously. That was until they realised

that the little ones were just as quick

as them on games that took thought

rather than reflex. I didn't snigger at

their embarrassment - much.

Quickly literate
Considering that the local school

doesn't hove an Amiga (why not?),

and the most of the local households

have Spectrums or Nintendos at best,

I was surprised at how quickly

children of all ages picked up the

basics of loading, saving, disk

handling and all the other essentials.

With so many undisciplined fingers

around some ground rules were set

down for protection of both children

and computers, but once these were

understood I could stand back and let

them get on with it - all teaching and

helping each other. The fact that the

same set of children had had a

running battle in the street the

previous day seemed quite forgotten.

If you baulk at the idea of letting kids

loose on your precious machine,
.

don't worry. Blame for all the

accidents we have had with software

or hardware can be laid firmly at my
door - the children haven't damaged
a single thing, fjy

AAAMIGA SHOPPER •ISSUE 1 e>MAY 1991
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CUMBRIA'S LEADING P.D. SUPPLIER
AT IAST NEW AMOS DISKS JUST ARRIVED AND ABOCT TIME TOO!

3.5" DISKS only £3.00 r>r Pkt 10

INCLUDING LABELS + ii.i* carriage per 10

MAKE YOUR AMIGA EARN!

DEMOS

D45 Punk Croc Megademo
D42 Puggs In Space
069 Photomontage III

D70 Batman The Movie
Demo

D68 Showbiz Animation

D59 Mihe Tyson Animation

D49 Monty Python Demo
D7B Bat Dance Demo
D79 Walks' Demo

(2 D*k. 2 Meg)
DC? Acid Fo*co Compilation

AMOS LICENCEWARE
(13 SO EACH)

ZLi Colouring Book
ZU Arc Angtts Maths

ZL4 TnmQNnaeg
2L5 Jungle Bung* (1 Meg)
ZL8 Work ft Play < i Meg)

ZL9 Amos AssemWe* req

Amos
ZL 10 The Word Factory

ZU1 Go Getter Qame(1 Meg)
ZLi 2 Hypnottc Lands

ADULT GAMES
AVAILABLE

OVER IB'f ONLY

NEWS
IRAQ Iraq vs USA Demo Disk

UTILITIES

U28 Soundlracker V4
U21 NBS Speodbonch

U32 Clight

U34 Amiga M CAD VI 2 5

U29 Protracker

U24 New Amiga Sample Player

U23 MED V2.01 Music Edit

U11 NASA backup disk

U18 P Copy 3

U26 Midi utility disk

U39 New 8 track soundlracker

U37 Sound noise'starlra

(2 Asks)

U27 Video progs 12 disks)

U31 Copiers 1

U40 Noisetracker V1 I*

U22 Visacak; Spreadsheet

AMOS PD. GAMES (£1 99

each)

Z102 Chain Saw Death

Z103 Pck Up A Puzzle (1 Meg)
ZHO Cross Fired Meg)
Zi30TheWodemBail(i Meg)
Zns Baltoonachy ( 1 Meg)
Zi37TiieTnleii Meg)

AMOSPD. DEMOS <C1 99
EACH)
Z124 Bob's Mantes Demo

(i Meg)
Z129 Music Demo l

Z131 Armageddon Demo

ART
A30
A29

A15
A14

GAMES
Gl Amoebi, Asteroids.

Cosmor
G5 Lingo. Bally. Nightworks

06 Packman 87
G8 Startrek 3 l Meg (2 disks)

G 1 Startrek 2 t Meg (3 disks)

GI2 Breakout con n
GI4 Emerald Mine 3
G21 Paranoid

(Arkanoid Clone)

G22 Puzzle pro ft puzzle make
G23 Trams*

WORD PROCESSING
Wt Word Wrght
W3 Uedri with Amnaspel

Fantasy VI

Disney 1 (Pictures &
Music)
Destination DccUnds
Police Car Animation

SUPPLIES

SS'drsksPktlO C3 00 .1 15

DehjiePamt3 £5197.3 45
Deluxe Pnnl 2 C33 47.3 45
3 5" Second drive C59 95*3 45
5<2K Ram oxpansion

£39 50.3*5

Klndwords V2

R.R.P. C49.95
Special E32.47+E3.45

SUPERBASE 2 PERSONAL
WITH FREE

SUPERPLAN(1 MEG)
WHILE STOCKS LAST
WORKBENCH SPECIAL

£94 2Q.E5./5

MASTERSOUND HARDWARE & SOFTWARE ONLY C26 67+C3.45
SEND 3 x 22P STAMPS FOR A DISK WITH CATALOGUE & W.P. PROG

ALL DISKS

99p
CARRIAGE FOR
EVERY 1 -10

DISKS £1.15

i.e. 7* £1.1

5

20 = £230

FRED FISH 300 TO 350 AVAILABLE

WE STOCK THE COMPLETE STOCK
OF AMOS P.D. & LICENCEWARE

WORKBENCH P.D. DEPT AS9105

1 Buccluech Street

Barrow-in-Furness
Cumbria LA14 1SR
Tel (0229) 473609

We can only lake

phone calls

atier 7.30pm

BBS atier hours
- 3001200 2400 bps

Price subject to change without notice 1

Otters while stocks last'

All prices include VAT.
All sales subject to our trade terms ot trading

Yes making money with your Amiga becomes incidental when you know how Your

micro is. it only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is irrelevant Make the

initial effort NOW by starting your own

HOME BASED BUSINESS
This may be the most important move you will ever make'

REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch". Anyone in the

country, including YOU. can become very nch in a relatively short period of time just

by doing a few basic things' It's more rewarding than playing games The benelits

are many and varied Full or part time For FREE details send S.A.E. to

'T/WU

Hfv

31,PILTONPLACE(AS1)
KING AND QUEEN STREET,

WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR

AMIGA REPAIRS & SPARES
SPARES: 6570-036 £19 00

RomVt 2 £3200
8367 Agnus £34 00 RomV13 £32.00
837lFalAgnus £49.00 8520CIA E17.00
8372 Fatter Agnus £62 00 5721 Buster £16 00
5719 Gary £24 00 68000 MPU £24 00
8364 Paula £4000 41256 RAM £4 00
AlOOORomOckl £25 00 LF347 £2 50
AtOOORomEven £2500 6362 Demse £29 00
MSM 6242 Clock £12.00 414256 RAM £9 00

Many other spares available

ACCESSORIES: A5O0 internal Dnve £7500
Am^a 500 Scnjtn Gems Pack £370.00 512K RAM PkisCkx* £45 00
Cumana CAX354 3 5

-

£80.00 A500PSU £50 00
External Dnve 3 5* £70 00 Arr»ga Mouse £35 00

A» pnc** *X3uo> postage and paciung
Fixed Pnce Amiga 500 Repairs £40.00 - (Does not cover keyboard or dnve lauftt

)

3 months warranty. 1 week turnaround

ACE Repairs, Dept AS, Outways Farm, Pelynt, Looe,
t—3 Cornwall PL13 2NW —

—

W.^% £J (0503) 20282

o
O-O
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Your computer is

the only teacher

which YOU CONTROL

Whatever your age, whatever your subject
- let your computer help you learn.

Subjects include ...

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English

History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge,

Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland,

Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic

90

Available for most popular

home & business computersS
Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational

Software designed to help you enjoy learning from your

computer Our programs even allow you to add your

own lesson material.

Write or telephone for a FREE 20-page BROCHURE
of our Educational & Leisure software

Please state your computer type

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)

DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406

MCMfc
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HART MICRO
COMPUTER CONSUMABLE SPECIALIST

^SBulkDrDD'oisks £034

3.5 Bulk HD Disks.. £080

50 3 5 Disk Labels £0.95

3.5 Disk Cleaner £1.95'

3.5 40CapLcxkableD.sk Box £4.50

3.5 80 Cap Lockable Disk Box £5.50

3.5 80 Cap Banx £10 95

ST Replacement Mouse £17 95

Mouse Mat £2 95

Mouse Pocket '. £2.45

4 Player Games Lead £4.95

Joy/Mouse ext Lead £4 95

Joystick ext Lead £4.95

Joystick Splitter Lead £4.95

Monitor Plinth £23.95

Seal 'N' Type Thru Keyboard cover £12.95

Dust Cover £3.95

Quick Shot Python £9 99

Quick Shot Maverick £13 99

Quick Shot Fhghtgrip £7.99

Quick Shot Starfighter Remote Control £32.99

* ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE a PACKING *

VfSA

I 1 Stonald Ave, Whittlesey, Peterborough,

~ lies Hotline: (0733) 350142
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Mastering
AmigaDOS2
Volume 1

here are several books

available thai attempt to

explain the usage of

AmigaDOS from the shell.

Most of these offer a short tutorial on

operating system basics and then

give an alphabetical listing and

description of the commands

available. If you are lucky, an

appendix is included which explains

error messages in such illuminating

terms as: '103: insufficient free store

- you don't have enough physical

memory on the Amiga to carry this

operation out'.

This rather terse arrangement is

only of use to those already well-

versed in operating system lore.

Beginners will find the tutorials too

brief, and what is the point of an

alphabetical listing of commands if

you don't know the name of the

commond you want?

Pump up the volume
Smith and Smiddy's offering

overcomes these problems by being

split into two volumes. The first is

essentially a tutorial that explains the

various concepts involved and how
they work together; the second is a

reference work, consisting primarily

of the afore-mentioned alphabetical

listing of commands.

Volume one, although intended

for beginners, is anything but skimpy

Its preface sets the tone for the whole

book: lively, unpretentious,

unpatronising, encouraging. The

authors stress the importance of

experimentation, pointing out that

everyone begins as a beginner, and

make a sideswipe at computer

academics for their lack of

imagination and sense of wonder.

The book proper begins by

outlining the distinction between

AmigaDOS and Workbench,

followed by the obligatory

explanation of directories. There is a

chapter devoted to formatting and

copying, then comes a description of

how commands are entered and

edited from the Shell.

Each chapter introduces new

possibilities for using AmigaDOS.
Differences between the versions

(including AmigaDOS2) are always

pointed out, and often separate

examples are given for each. The

examples themselves are excellent,

being highly practical and clearly

explained. For example:

"Consulting Volume Two, you will

find thai PROMPT does not have a

Cliff Ramshaw and Jeff Walker take a quick peek
between the covers of a new publication aimed at

helping beginners get to grips with AmigaDOS2

Bruce Smith and Mark Smiddy take a two-volume approach in their attempt to explain the workings of

AmigaDOS. With 688 pages of in-depth information, the tomes make a mighty read. But do all those words
and all that paper add up to £40 well spent and, perhaps more importantly, do they a programmer make?

command template, but it takes a

new prompt string as an argument.

What we need to do therefore, is

supply the argument from a variable.

In AmigaDOS2 this is simply:

1>prompt $vai Lable

Neat, clean and easy. We will

look at some more AmigaDOS2
specifics shortly, but what about

applications that must run under

AmigaDOS 1 .3 too? The command
string looks like this:

1>PR0MPT <ENV:variable
>NIL: ?

We know ENV: normally lives in the

RAM disk, but it could be anywhere

in theory. Using the ENV: logical

assignment ensures we access the

right directory. The filename will be

rhe name of the variable.

The clever bit is triggered by the

'<' redirection operator. This forces

the command to read its line input

from a file. This can be any file - but

in this case it is an environmental

variable However, the command will

only read its command line

"interactively" if the '?' operator is

specified. This also has the effect

of triggering the command to display

its help template - so we sink this to

NIL: using '>Nli:'."

As can be seen from the example
,

occasional references are made to

volume two and, though it is not

necessarily required, some sort of

reference work for the commands
most certainly is.

Filing commands
The heart of the book is concerned

with scripts. Most of the preceding

chapters explain concepts necessary

to on understanding of scripts, and it

is clear that the greatest power can

be got from AmigaDOS by their use.

Simply, a script is a file

containing a sequence of AmigaDOS
commands. Just as the typing of an

(onlinued on page 9?
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continued from poge 91

AmigaDOS command results in it

being loaded from disk and

executed, so too with the typing of o

script's name But in this case, rather

than machine code the file contains

strings of text, each string

representing a command which in

turn is loaded and executed. So

scripts give the user access to an

interpreter similar to Basic.

What's the point?
There are some problems with this.

Why should someone write a

program using an AmigaDOS script

when they could probably write it

more efficiently in C or assembler?

Unix, to which AmigaDOS owes a

great deal, offers a lot of small

programs that the user can join

together from within a script to create

custom applications with ease. But

Unix is far more powerful than

AmigaDOS and tends to run on much

faster machines. It might be argued

that since scripts are interpreted

rather than compiled, they are easier

to write and debug. Yet the syntax of

AmigaDOS is hordly intuitive, or

even consistent, and the error

messages ore less helpful than those

of the most terse compiler.

Although the authors do not

address the question directly, there

are some advantages. For instance,

operating system functions can be

executed by typing the relevant

command, whereas from C, all sorts

of libraries have to be opened and

complicated structures created.

Having decided that you do want

to program using scripts, you will

find the book very useful. It deals

with this confusing topic in great

detail. From basic principles the

reader is led carefully onwards to the

creation or intricate programs. The

authors ore justifiably proud of some

of these. Many are scripts which

write their own scripts; there is a

chapter devoted to those using

recursion. Although impressive, it is

doubtful that anyone but a

programmer could appreciate their

power They are certainly useful, but

their uses may well strike the

beginner as trivial. In the following

quote, taken from the chapter on

recursive scripts, the authors

introduce a script that creates and

executes its own script:

"This is another of the support

scripts that we have devised to

bridge the gap between

AmigaDOS 1.3 and AmigaDOS2. It's

a very apt demonstration of recursion

at work - although only a few lines

long it can examine every file and

every directory on a hard disk. It can

be improve of course, but for this

example we wanted to show how

much recursion can do in a few short

lines. This apparently simple script

undergoes some very complex

looping, so we'll leave the fancy bits

for later...

The authors then present the six

line line script and explain the

meaning of each line. It's clever, but

a beginner might well wonder why
such a convoluted method is needed

to do so something as simple as

listing the directories and

subdirectories on a disk.

BUTS
A bunch of BBC engineers trying

to display a certain data file

found the screen filling with little

green smiley laces. After much

running to and fro screaming

"Virus!" it turned out to be

nothing more than a corrupted

data file lull of the ASCII value

for the smiley lace character.

& BOBS
The example scripts are available,

along with a number of PD utilities,

on a disk for £1 . This saves you

fromb typing them in and introducing

almost untraceable errors.

The most common script on the

Amiga is the startup sequence,

executed every time the system boots

up. This has a chapter all to itself,

where the meaning of every single

line is explained and customising it is

discussed. Another chapter deals

with the possibilities available with

AmigaDOS2.
All this, and additional chapters

describing such things as devices

and the Amiga's text editors, make

this one of the most comprehensive

and lucid books available on

AmigaDOS. But who is it for? The

beginner will struggle and probably

flounder. It is unfair to expect an

operating system manual to teach

programming, but knowledge of

programming is required for an

understanding of much of the book.

The ideal reader, then, would be a

new Amiga user with some previous

programming experience, or one

with an additional programming

manual and a strong desire to learn.

Volume 2
The second volume of Mastering

AmigaDOS2 - 48 pages and £4 less

than Volume one - is a straight-

forward reference manual to every

command available under versions

1.2, 1.3, 1.3.2 and 2 of the

operating system.

It is complete and almost entirely

correct except for those 2 commands
which were, at the time of publishing,

undocumented; the authors have

described these few commands as

best they can, pointing out that things

might have changed by the time

System 2 is finally unleashed.

Where commands might warrant

examples, in many cases the reader

is referred to the relevant chapter in

the first volume. But the explanations

of all the commands except Ed, for

which Volume one is needed, are

clear and comprehensive.

Volume two is padded out with a

few appendices discussing error

codes, viruses, IFF and the mountlist.

The IFF appendix, which has

been adapted from an article

originally published in Amiga
Format, is particularly advanced and

requires a knowledge of assembler

and C to understand; it doesn't really

go far enough to be of use to a

programmer and is far too complex a

subject for novices.

Appendicular virus
The appendix on viruses, on the other

hand - which has also been adapted

from an article originally published in

Amiga Format - addresses a problem

that all Amiga newcomers eventually

come across. Because of the mosses

of news coverage given to viruses

which have attempted to infiltrate

large important computer systems,

like the one at NASA, many
beginners begin to panic blindly at

the merest hint of a virus, usually

without any good reason.

Volume two of Mastering

AmigaDOS2 describes concisely

what a virus is and, more

importantly, what it isn't, plus it lists

the various strains of virus you are

likely to get infected with and what

the signs of infection are.

A short section describes how to

protect against viruses. I would argue

that this volume is the more useful of

the two. The command descriptions

are extensive where they need to be

- List, for instance, takes up seven

pages. Resident takes up six - and a

little experimentation with the more

advanced commands will probably

teach you more than any tutorial

book can hope to.

On its own, at £17.95, it is

about par for the course as far as the

price of books on AmigaDOS go,

although a fair amount of it - 45 new
or enhanced commands out of 92 in

total - will be of limited use to Amiga

500 owners who, according to

current sources at Commodore, will

not be seeing AmigaDOS 2.0

released for their machines 9.\i

The shell explained

The shell (or Command Line

Interface as it was known in its

earlier incarnation) is a text-

based method of

communicating with the Amiga,

similar to that used in MS-DOS

or Unix, which side-steps

Workbench's graphics

interface. Instructions are sent

by typing the command name,

followed by a list of options

specific to the particular

command. The vast majority of

AmigaDOS commands are

stored in the C directory of the

system disk. They are loaded

into memory and can be

executed as required.

Of course, clicking on

Workbench icons results in this

same loading and executing of

commands, but an additional

layer of interpretation -

Intuition - has to be gone

through first. Also, a listing of

the C directory will show that

there are many more

commands available than there

are menus and icons on the

Workbench. Obviously, using

the shell has some advantages.

Many users of the Amiga,

content to click on icons and

open drawers as required, are

probably in the dark as to

exactly what a disk operating

system is. Most are probably

happy to remain that way. But

while using the Workbench, the

average user can carry out all

the disk activities he or she is

likely to require, there remain

many commands and options

available only from the shell.

oooooooool
Shopping List
Mastering AmigaD0S2:

Volume 1

ISBN 1 873308 00

Volume 2

ISBN 1873308 01 9

by Bruce Smith and

Mark Smkldy

Published by

Bruce Smith Books
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^\ VIDEO GRAPHICS

You get more value for your money from a company that

specializes in video graphics.

Not only do we provide a full range of Amiga hardware and

software, with a telephone help-line on all purchases, but also a

wealth of advice on how to get the most out ot your Amiga.

Send for full details now

Existing Amiga owners send only 3 x 22p stamps for our Info Disk.

GALAXY GRAFIX,
FREEPOST,

SWANSEA SA2 9ZZ
Tel: 0792-297660

Amiga

-

Imagesetting
Desk Top Publishing from Amiga files, output

to our 1200/2400 dpi Imagesetter giving

typeset quality on paper or film.

Software: Professional Page & Pagestream.

Contact Steven Fisher for further details

184- 186 London Hcl. Leicester LE2 1 M

I

Telephone: (0533) 558422

Fax: (0533(550624

A II All A 1 1 A 1 1 A 1 1 A 1 1 A 1 1 A 1 1 A 1 1 A 1 1 A 1

1

AUTHORISED DEALER FOR • AMIGA • STAR
AMIGA (UK MODELS ONLY)
Amiga 1500 B2O00 * 1064SD • Twin

Floppies The Works' Plat DPan

M

Banie Chess/Sim City Popuii

Thetr Finest Hour £928 00

as above without monitor £679 00

WHY NOT ENHANCE YOUR A1S00
WITH ONE OR MORE OF THE
FOLLOWING
Supra 48/80 Mb Autoboot Drive

Card £3 19 £399

SUPRA DRIVES INCLUDE EXPRESS
COPY BACKUP & CLIMATE S

W

xT Bndgeboard • 5 25" Drive

. MSDOS4.01 £189.00

AT Bnogeboard . 5 25" Dnve

.MSDOS4 0' PHONE
Supra 8Mb RAM Board Pop 2Mb £179 00
Supra 8Mb RAM Board Pop

476/8Mb E279/C379/C479

Hi-Ros Video Card (Flicker Fixer) £219.00

A500 FIRST STEPS Education

Pack £539 00
A500 SCREEN GEMS Pack

including 512K RAM CLOCK £369 00
A500 Base Pack 319 00
Commodore 64C NIGHT MOVES
Pack £14995

PRINTERS
Citizen 120D* £129.95
StarLC-10 - £159.00

ir LC-2O0 Cbtour £209 00
Sid/ LC-2-i-io £209 00

Star LC24-200 £259 00
Sta' LC24-200 Cotour £299 00
Star XB24- 10 24 pm £481 85
Okimate 20 ribbons heads paper PHONE

MONITORS
Commodore 1084S Stereo £249 00
Ph4tps 8833-II S»W*> Cotou' £249 00
Quadram Hi Res MuNi-Scan £329 00

DISK DRIVES
A590 Autoboot 20Mb £2 79 00
A2000 interna* 3 5" p&p £2 £69 95
ASOO Replacement

Internal 3 5' p&p £2 . . £69 95
High quality Amiga

• 5* Metal Cased p&p £2 £59 95

MISCELLANEOUS
KCS PC Board for A500 inc

MSDOS4 01 tree p&p
A500 RAM/Dock 512Kb with

Disable Sw tree p&p
RAM Chips tor A590 2091 per
512Kb free p&p
A500 Compatible Power
Supply tree p&p.

.

KickstarlVI 3 ROM for

A500 2000 .. tree p&p £28 00
1 Mb Fat Agnus 8372A tree p&p £69 00
CIA Chip 8520 free p&p £15 00
VtdrAmiga PAL Frame Grabber
inc Filters tree p&p £129 00
RGB Composite Video
Splitter tree p&p £69 95
Surge Protector 4 Way Block

liAPlug p&p £2 £15 95-£19 95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15°c VAT
CARRIAGE C5 (EXPRESS £10)

Prices subject to change without notice. E & O.

*I Veti* Pi Sofiwaxe. £td £

8 Ruswarp Lane. WHITBY. N Yorks Y021 1ND
TEL/FAX 0947 600065 (9am - 7pm)

AnAiiAnAiiAnAnAnAnAnAnAnA

BEST SELLING AMIGA BOOKS

AMIGA DOS INSIDE & OUT £16.95
An m-depth guide to AmigaDOS and the CLI. Covers the insides

of AmigaDOS Irom internal design up to practical applications.

Versions 1,2 and 1.3 are covered and this revised edition also

includes AmigaDOS 2

AMIGA C FOR BEGINNERS £16.95
An introductory guide tor the Amiga user who wishes to learn

this popular language without a lot ot technical jargon. Describes

the C library routines and use ot the most popular C compilers

Lots of programming examples.

AMIGA DESKTOP VIDEO GUIDE £16.9!

This is a book for everyone who wants to use the Amiga for

video. You'll find information on video basics, video-tape equip-

ment. video/Amiga interlaces, artwork and more.

AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS £12.95
The ideal book tor the first time user. A clear introduction to

essential Amiga features including the Workbench diskette.

AmigaBASIC • and AmigaDOS Recently revised to include

Workbench 2 info.

AMIGA PRINTERS INSIDE & OUT NEW £29.95

A comprehensive guide with easy to follow examples and simple

explanations to help you use your printer more effectively. Learn

AmigaDOS commands for printer control and printing tips and

tricks from the experts. Includes a companion diskette with |

essential printer utilities

MAKING MUSIC ON THE AMIGA NEW £29.95

The Amiga has wonderful music talents. This book shows you

how to take advantage of those capabilities, it starts with the fun-

damentals of music and progresses to the details of using soft-

ware such as Music Construction Set. Aegis/Oxxi and
AudioMaster and how to construct your own MIDI interface,

includes companion diskette containing lots of music examples.

THE BEST OF TRICKS & TIPS NEW £24.95

The best selling book Tricks & Tips' and its follow up book More
Tncks & Tips' have been replaced by this single volume The
companion diskette is included. A great collection of program-

ming hints and techniques for all Amiga users

OTHER
AmigaDOS Ouick Ref Guide £8 95
Am»ga 3D Graphics Prog m BASIC £16 95
Amiga System Programme
Guide £29 95
Amtga Disk Drives Inside & Out £24 95
Amiga Graph.es lns.de & Out £29 95
Amiga ROM Komai Ret

Libs & D«vs £29 95
Amiga Hardwiiro Ret Manual £2195

entary Amiga BASIC £12 95
Amiga Applications £ 1 6 95
inside Amiga Graphics £ 1 5 95
Amiga DOS Hot Guide (3rd ed) £18 95
M.Pp.ngiheAnnya £19 95
Amiga Desktop Video (Compute') £ 16 95
AMIGADOS A n.ibhand Guide £14.95

Inside the Amiga with C fi9 95
Amiga Programmer's

Handbook Vol 2 £22 95
Desktop Vidoo PioductKHv

Amiga & MftC II £14 95
Amiga Basic Insido & C £18 95

BOOKS
Amiga fctachine Language CM 95
Ailv System Programmers Guide £29.95

Amikm C lor Adv Programmers £29 95
Morp Amiga Trtcks 4 Tips £14 95
Armja ROM Kornai Re) Includes

a AuTOQOC t*iO ift

KkIs and the Amiga £13 95
need Amiga BASIC £ 16 95

Lifting OeluK Pmnt 2nd Ed £19 95
i n si Book c4 Amiga £14 95
Second Book o» Amtga £14 95
Amiga Programmer's

Guide (Compute') £16 95

Amiga DOS Roteience

Guide (2nd Ed) £6 95
Amiga Companion 2nd Ed £16 95
Becoming an Amtga Artrst £ 1 6 95
Amiga Assembly Language

Programming £12 95
Amiga Desktop Video Workbook

(inc dttk) £29 95

All prices Include postage within UK.
Add 10% postage for European orders and worldwide surface mail.

Add 30% for airmail outside Europe. Dealer enquiries welcome

DTBS id.pt AS ) Tel/Fax 0706 524304
18 Norwich Avenue, Rochdale, Lanes OL11 5JZ

Access/Visa orders accepted
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Your 1 step guide to
a magazine dream
1 Dream of a magazine that has page after fact-packed page full of

practical, useable, valuable advice solely dedicated to the more

serious side of the Amiga.

2 Imagine that it uniquely covers programming, Public Domain,

graphics, comms, word processing, bulletin boards, music, user

groups, business uses and special applications.

3 Hope that it has authoritative tutorials, reviews, buyers' guides

and comparisons written by acknowledged Amiga experts like

Jeff Walker, Mark Smiddy and Phil South.

4 Fantasize about a magazine that's at least 1 1 6 pages thick

containing over 75,000 words - with bigger-than-A4 pages to

pack in even more information designed to help you save time

and money.

5 What if it also answered every single serious query about

the Amiga? That's an incredible service!

6 Then add the expertise of Bob Wade (previously Editor

of Europe's biggest and biggest-selling Amiga magazine,

Amiga Format), leading an unrivalled, hand-picked team.

And if only they could be backed by the full resources of

Europe's most successful computer magazine company,

Future Publishing.

7 How about if all the games were cut out? A games

exclusion zone would allow loads more space for all

the serious stuff.

8 Don't forget about free readers' ads, the special

show reports and the news from local correspon-

dents all around the world.

9 Then there could be a guide to getting the

most out of buying mail order, to complement the

simply enormous number of dealer offers.

1 And just fhink if it could be priced at only 99p!
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Enough. Dream no more. At last, AMIGA SHOPPER is a dream coming

true all over the country. Issue 2 out on May 2nd.

Don't miss the continuing great adventure...
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RESERVING IT AT YOUR NEWSAGENT
Don't miss out on the second issue of AMIGA SHOPPER. Every serious

Amiga user in the country is trying to get their hands on this new maga-

zine and you don't want to miss out. Over 100,000 Amiga Format

readers saw the special preview issue and you can bet this issue won't

be on the shelves for long. So, to guarantee your copy, either;

• Make sure you remember to rush into your local newsagent and buy it on the

morning of Thursday May 2nd.

• Fill in this form and give it to your friendly, neighbourhood newsagent, and

they will make sure that it is reserved for you or even delivered to you. (Did

you know that WH Smith and John Menzies will also save a copy of

AMIGA SHOPPER for you?)

Please reserve/deliver me a copy of Amiga Shopper
Name ^^^____^_^_____^^^__^^^^__^^^_
Address

TO THt NEWSAGENT - Amiga Skfft |0#s on 10U on every first Thursday

in the month. It is pvblishtd by Future fublishina. and Is

avoilobU from your lo<al wholesaler, float* return this form to Koto

Hodge*, future Publishing, 30 Monmouth St, lath IA1 2IW, to eater our

free prii* draw.

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION
OFFER WITH FREE

DEMO DISK
Don't miss out on the magazine that's serious obout your Amiga ond the disk thai

shows you some of the best software for H. For just £1 1 .98 here's what you get:

• ) 2 issues of Amiga Shopper, packed with everything you need to know about

your Amiga and delivered to your door.

• A free sampler disk containing demos of three superb utilities.

STUNNING DEMO OISK

The free demo disk not only gives you a chance to test out three superb programs,

but gives you the chance to save money ond get more from your Amiga. On it you

will find

• AMOS demo from Mandarin - find out why this programming tool has taken

the Amiga world by storm and discover some useful examples that will be featured

in our AMOS column.

• Devpoc 2 demo from HiSoft - test out the highly acclaimed ossembler program

that's used by many top programmers and then take odvontoge of our special

discount voucher to purchase it for £39.95 instead of me usual £59.95.

• ReafThings demo from RGB Studios - delight to the demo that allows you to

design, build and fry your own butterfly using Deluxe Point 111. Then toke

odvontoge of our special offer to get hold of on exclusive tutorial on disk for

£12.95 that will help develop your an and animation skis.

You don't hove to subscribe to get hold of the disk either, you con purchase it

separately for just £175.

To toke advantage of this great offer complete mis form ond return it now or

telephone our credit card hotline on 0453 7401 1.

SUBSCRIBER'S REGISTRATION FORM
YES, YES, YES! I wish to become a subscriber to AMIGA

SHOPPER. Please send me issue 2, The next 1 1 issues ond the special

sampler disk for the price of £1 1 .98.

Please tick the subscription you require

UK £1 1.98a EUROPE £25.98 Q REST OF WORLD £51.98

SAMPLER DISK ONE WITHOUT SUBSCRIPTION £175

The srjrr^ rft wi be despoidrt

within 28 days if you hove ordered it separately

Al overseas subscriptions ore sent by Airmail for spied and safety ond the cost is

incfaded m the above pnees. The ensures youoetyourawofWIWSHOmi

as fast as possible so you don't mss any

Methri of royment

ACCESS /VISA Expiry Date

Card No mrrrn nnTT
CHEQUE

Please moke cheques payable to fl/TUft PUBLISHING LTD ond send together with this

cord to the following address: AMIGA SHOPKR, FRKPOST. Somerton, TA1 1 7BR.

Nome: Tel No:

Adorns:

PostCode:

Signature: Bo*

AS/TV0391
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V .WVVVVV.VAV." ' 0,<A.<.</A<€tiL<A

rCokuprwMar

Cctor ' menorfcbon

226 opa
6 namam* NLQ tortt

24Rnpmtar
t3ULM
24PrprpV*

LQ LQ

Piari a ixa raw hwd

fan

PuaTi or olJ Actor toad Piahorpdl

StorLC24/K)

Sav Law 8DB, 2Md RAM
SterLC 10

Ctoon Swift 24 pii

GOD*

£20^90 AIStorPrtTtora

padano

carry Bmontaan
UKlAJpmttni

C3W99
030.90

S4K buflw 3 nptf

266K birffar 3 wputHtl C4O00

Pftone tor cfefa//s o/ Sfar F/9 and XB ranges.

it Memory enable/disable switch

* Compact low power design

* Optional battery backed clock

512K Board £26.99
With clock £29.99

UMANA

Quantity Loose
m

"eo^d
TDK Brand

10 £ 5." £ 6."3? £ 9.
49

40 £ 20." £ 26."==" £ 34."

100 £ 48." £ 57."£T £ 84."

150 £ 66."
«mc tax

£ 125."

* Data enable/disable switch

Daisy chain 'through' connector

Low power consumption

Only £59.99
Plmmmm add £3 PtP

Al disks carry an unconditional lifetime guarantee. Ptease add

80p P&P for each K) disks or £a00 for 100 and above.

200 DPI scanner, thermal printer

and photocopier

* Upto 16 grey scales or B/W mode,

<r Compatible with Amiga and ST.

Only £449.99

Use your ST or Arriga to send faxes.

Futy featured modem accesses
bvtetin boerdaJcommecciaJ aystems.

Q FJyftoyeacofrpabrjte.

Q Auto cM/answar

Q 300/CO0/24O0 Baud

Q ForSTorAmgs
Q Cannot receive Saxoa Not BT

£200

A500
computer£329.99
A500 Screen Gems

Pack£369.99
Any of above packs • Tenstar

gamea joystick, mouse mat

add £30

GVP Series II A500-HD+
Includes injection moulded styling. Internal RAM expansion to

8Mb via SaUM boards. Capacities from 62Mb. 3.6' Quantum
mechanism. Internal Fan. Game switch and mini slot for future

expansion. Phone for latest prices

Phiips 8833 MK I Colour. Stereo monitor £ 249.99
Cmdr 1084S Colour monitor * limited offer * £ 269.99
Phiips 15" FST TV £ 269.99

The phiips 15" FST Tv includes: remote control Scart input 60 tuner

presets, steep timer and Fastext. Al displays include Scart cable.

Deduct £10 from Monitors oniy. i bought with computer. The Phiips

8833 comes with f\M t2 months on site warranty.

Phone for other cables and Switch boxes eta

AT 12Ktu Desktop
AT t2Mhz VGA Mini tower 40Mb
AT 16Mu Desktop
AT 16Mhz VGA Mini tower 40Mb
386SX Mni lower
386SX VGA Big tower CK66 40Mb
386SX-20 VGA Mini tower 40Mb
386-25 VGA Mini tower
386-25 VGA Big tower CK66 40Mb
386-33 VGA Big tower CK590 40Mb
486-25 VGA Big tower CK590 2X)Mb
Mono Monitor

VGA Colour Monitor

PC Emulator
ATOnce, AT Emulator

£449.99
£799.99
£499.99
£84999
£69999
£1099.99
CTI29.99

£tt94.50
£1599.99
£169999
EPOA
£99.99
£299.99

£199.99

You can phone your Access or visa card
dctatis or send a cheque/postal

orders made payable to Ladhrokc
Computing International Please

1

allow suflH'.ient clearance time for cheques.

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071
ShopS 33 Onrmkw* Road. Preston

m a rrmdna noma
tromOOOam
of Walton lertaftaj

PR1 20eOpan Monday to Saturoay

LtmrtadAj



UYERS' GUIDE

Your quick-reference summary of floppy-disk drives for the Amiga
Drive CBM Cumana Power Power Golden Roctec Roctec Roctec

A1011 CAX354 Single Dual Image RF302 RF332 RF504

Internal PSU No No No 1 Yes No No No No
Throughport No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Compatibility OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
Disable switch No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

40/80 track No No No No No No No Yes

Height (mm) 50 35 32 66 46 32 22 52

Width (mm) 135 116 107 107 143 103 115 148

Length (mm) 200 200 223 241 223 208 192 280

Weight (g) 1,000 700 1,000 2,010 1,000 940 880 2,000

Lead length (mm) 490 610 580 640 790 685 675 665

Plug type Moulded Shell Shell Moulded Moulded Shell Shell Shell

Anti click No No Yes Yes No No No No

Build Good Good VGood VGood Good VGood VGood VGood
Casing Plastic Mastic Metal Metal Plastic Metal Metal Metal

Fixing Screws Clips Screws Screws Screws Screws Screws Screws

External finish VGood VGood Good Good VGood VGood VGood Good

Repel solvent AC ABC ABCD ABCD ABC
1
ABCD ABCD ABCD

Repel fire (30s) .No-1 No 10 Yes Yes No -15 Yes Yes Yes

Repel scratches Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Repel liquids No Yes Yes * Yes No No No

Repel dust No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Extreme stress Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass

Pull breakaway (g) 400 800 400 1,600 1,000 1,000 600 2,600

Pull running (g) 400 200 400 1,400 800 1,000 400 1,800

Mechanism Int Ext Ext Ext Ext Ext Ext Ext

Eject throw (mm)
:

7 2 2 1 7 7 2 6 V

Eject pressure (g) 600 , 700 700 600 800 700 800 -

Price £99.99
,

£74.99 £65 £110 £84 £65* £65' £99 -

These prices may vary greatly depending on the supplier and badged name.

Summary of Test Criteria
THROUGHPORT: throughput compatibility lest

determined if drives from Afferent rnonufoctucers could bo

connected to eoch other

REPEL SOLVENT: Four Afferent solver* and bleaches

commonly found in the household environment were used.

rM^heiiX:ii«Ueothmgoaemto'D'-apo»erful

solvent rive ml was oppwd to the cose ono Mowed to stand

for 70 minutes The cases were then cleaned, dried and

impeded lor damage A letiet hete irvdicales o pass

REPEL FIRE: A yellow flame was played on the casing for

30 seconds or until the surface showed visible signs of

oomooe. It vos Icnovn that tie piostK coses would not

survive; *e houre shows lime recorded before hlmiiiheM

REPEL SCRATCHES: A sharp stylus was scraped along the

drive's cosing until the covering become perforated. All of

the drives reviewed performed more or less equolly.

REPEL LIQUIDS: 300 ml of damn foe hot coffee was

poured over the dnve cosing A pass indicates that omSough

liquid entered the case, it did not touch any sensttrve

components. The test was not conducted on Power

Computing's dual one dnve as it rs mams powered and would

have franled our reviewer Don't try thrs at home kids!

REPEL DUST: A known amount of fine powder was

sprayed (erectly at the drive door under slight pressure. A

fad indicates that more than 20 per ce* of the powder

entered the rnechamm.

EXTREME STRESS: first, the drive was swung pendulum-

fashion by its lead. Second, a large own stood on the casing.

A possindicotes that the case did not crack.

PULL IREAKAWAY: The farce (calculated as weight in

grammes) required to start the drive moving across on

ertetrory surfoce when tugged by its lead

PULL RUNNING: The force required (cokulaled as weight

in grammts) to keep a drrve moving ocross on orbrtrory

surfoce when pulled along by its lead.

EJECT THROW: The amount of eject button protruding

when a disk has been inserted.

EJECT WEIGHT: The amount of force required to eject o

disk «s*f *e eied button

his buyers' guide is compiled

from the comprehensive

survey conducted in the free

sample issue of Amiga
Shopper given away with issue 2 1 of

Amiga Formal. We have included as

much information as possible to help

you make your buying decision. For

a fuller analysis you should purchase

the relevant back-issue of Amiga
Formal, with the sampler attached,

from our subscriptions address (see

page 1 14).

This page will be updated

whenever necessary and if you are

aware of any inaccuracies or

omissions from the guide then please

notify us in writing so that we can
correct them (J)

POWER DUAL DRIVE
Quite simply, the best all-rounder.

The internal PSU means no strain on

the A500's power unit. The double-

deck configuration is cost effective -

cheaper than two singles. Not quite

as attractive as the Roctec or

Cumana singles, but still looks good
on a desktop.

ROCTEC RF302, RF332 AND
POWER SINGLE
All these can be picked up for £60
or so. Strong construction, good
design and durability make them the

obvious choices - not forgetting the

Power drives' anti-click feature.

Drive Suppliers
When you make your choice where do you go? The

first stop will probably be your local dealer, but few

dealers stock the drives listed here - at least, not

under their own names. Many distributors now value-

add to third-party disk drives by packing them in

fancy boxes and giving things away with them. This is

in evidence with the Roctec units, which we believe

are badged as Qtec (from Trilogic on 0274
691 1115) and Xetec. There's nothing wrong with this,

but it helps to know what you are buying. If in doubt.

get the dealer to open the box and have a look.

Drives most commonly found at local specialist

dealers tend to be the ever-popular Cumano models,

whereas those sold by mail-order firms are usually

made by Power Computing. If in doubt, ask

Roctec units are more difficult to find in native

form. Anyone interested in getting one of the slimline

models can contact their importer Direct Disk Supplies.

The Commodore A101 1 is freely available; any

Commodore appointed dealer will either stock them

or be able to order them. However, you should not

contact Commodore directly.

CUMANA:
Pines Trading Estate, Broad Street, Guildford. Surrey

G3 3BHt» 0483 503121

GOLDEN IMAGE
Golden Image House, Fairways Business Park, lammas

Road, London E 1 7QT tr 08 1 -5 1 8 7373
DIRECT DISK SUPPLIES

Unit 19, Teddington Business Park, Station Road,

Teddington, Middlesex TW1 1 9BQ t» 081-977 8777
POWER COMPUTING
44a Stanley Street. Bedford, Beds MK41 7RW
tr 0234 273000
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Welcome to the AMOS
column, the place

where every month

you can find tutorials

and lots of hints and tips for use with

Mandarin Software's AMOS Basic

Interpreter. AMOS is a powerful

extended Basic and was created by

the writer of STOS for the ST (ptui).

Sorry about that.

To start us off this month I'll be

helping you create your own music

'The really neat

thing about AMOS is

that it can accept

tunes and samples

from a whole

variety of sources"

scores to replace those supplied with

the AMOS program. Okay, so the

tunes you get are very nice, but it

looks and sounds much better if you

do your own. This is not as hard as it

sounds and to prove it I'm going to

let you into a few trade secrets to

show how to get ihe best tunes for

the least effort. And I'll be giving the

usual host of hints and tips from my
many years of BASIC programming

This month Phil

South helps you
to create top

quality music

scores for use

With AMOS and
at a PD budget

experience. (Bigheod! - Big Ed.)

Anyway, let's tackle some of the

underlying principles behind AMOS
- things you don't find in ihe manual

without a magnifying glass.

Banking resources
One of the reasons that AMOS looks

and sounds so brilliant is that it stores

things like music and graphics in

special banks of memory and, when

saving your program, these are

saved with it as invisible resources for

the program to use. So for instance

you would go to direct mode and

load the .abk files for sprites and

music, then go into the editor and tap

in your program. If you just typed in

a program which had music and

graphics files in it from a magazine

without those all important .abk files,

then the program would bomb out

with a 'music file not found at line 1

'

message or similar.

The naked listings do nothing without

the invisible graphic and sound files

attached to them, which is why you

will rarely see AMOS listings in

magazines. Music and graphics are

created in other packages and then

converted to .abk files for use with

AMOS. In the case of music, the

packages concerned are

Soundtracker, Noisetracker, Sonix

and Game Music Creator (GMC).

Converters are supplied with the

AMOS package to convert these into

the special .abk files.

Tuning up
The really neat thing about AMOS is

that it can accept tunes and samples

from a variety of sources. But a lot of

people are still using the preset tunes

that come with the program. It may
seem at first glance that original

music is hard to create, but in actual

fact the problem is halved if you

know a bit about the music programs

and how they work.

Before you try doing your own
music, it might be on idea to hunt

around for an Amiga chum who is a

bit of a musical whizz. If he/she uses

one of the tracker programs, then

you're quids in because they can

show you what to do. If they don't

know one end of a soundtracker from

the other, never mind. They can at

least give you some pointers on how
to make your tunes more tuneful.

While you're thinking about who
to ask, let me cover some of the basic

ground on using a tracker program to

create music for AMOS.

Attack a tracker
Soundtracker was originally a

commercial program, but not a very

successful one. It was good alright,

but hackers took it apart and made it

better. Soon the hacked versions of

the program were so much better and

so different from the original that the

program was released into the public

domain. (That's the way I understand

it, bub. If you know any different,

then let me know.)

The trick to these tracker things is

that they work by setting the music

Game Music

Creator is a

very simple to

use music

program.

Samples can

be culled from

pretty well

any source

and played
back with

ease. A cost-

effective way
to tune up.

Beat Box
Where mere's music, you've

got to have rhythm. A good

beat can give your game
pace and provides a useful

basis from which you can

write your tune. Have a listen

to some of the dance grooves

in the charts and try to keep

track of the individual

elements of the beat.

Here's how easy it is to

get a beat together with

Soundtracker. The thing

works on a 64-step beat,

right? So:

1

)

Get a bass drum sound

and a snare drum sound into

the first two instruments by

selecting the instrument on

the sample buttons and

pressing 'Use Presef.

2) Then work out what kind

of beat you want. Let's take

what I would describe as a

'bog-standard backbeaf to

start with. This is a rhythm

that goes ' durrvchak-dum-

chak' all the way through.

3) Depending on how fast

you want the beat, divide up

the 64 steps of the current

pattern on a piece of paper

into four or eight or sixteen

chunks. That's 16 or 8 or 4
respectively.

4) Now put alternate bass

and snare hits on every eighth

or sixteenth step. That is to

say, on step one put a bass

drum, then put a snare beat

on step nine, then a bass beat

again on step 1 7, and so on.

5) That's the backbeat. Now
on the same channel put a

closed hi-hat on every step

that doesn't have a snare or

bass drum on it, except the

last step which should be an

open hi-hat. So basically you

fill in all the gaps with the hi-

hat cymbal making a nice

drum track on the first

channel. Note how the gaps in

the hi-hat are unnoticeable

because of the boss and snare.

L
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AMOS
down as 64-beat patterns, made up

of four tracks which play all at once.

You put the music into the 64 steps

and play it by hitting (he play button.

The tracks scroll up the screen and

any notes crossing the line across the

middle of the screen are played. The

notes are input from the keyboard on

your Amiga, although some versions

exist that accept MIDI input.

Tunes are made by writing short

tunes, or 'patterns' as they are called,

then organising those patterns into a

song. So one pattern might be the

intro, the next pattern might be a

verse, the next a chorus, and so on.

Patterns can be played any number

of times and in any order, so you

only need to create each pattern

once. Then all you do is call up the

pattern by indicating its number and

its position in the song.

Although the ways you put your

notes in the thing vary from program

to program, the way to build a tune

is generally the same.

Dum-de-dum-dum
Oh dear, now we come to the tricky

part; how to make a tune. Well, start

off with a simple bass riff on the

channel next to the drums. One bass

note on every other step should do it.

Keep it simple and repetitive. Some
of the most successful tunes are.

Now change to the third

channel. Play The tune through and

imagine what the next instrument

should be doing. Think of a tune and

pfay it, playing along with the bass

dnd drums until you have it down.

Then, depending on the

Snouty roots for tips
If you have any hints and
tips you want to send me.

whack them on paper or a

disk and send them to: Phil

South, AMOS Action, Amiga
Shopper, 30 Monmouth
Street Bath, BA1 2BW.

I got algorithm
Before you program
something, after you've

designed the idea and
before you start coding,

come up with an algorthim.

Algorthims are a stage

between English and
computer language by which

you can define the problem

more closely and start

setting up the procedures

you will use and devise

ways of cracking the basic

problems of the program. To

make an algorithm, divide

the problem into as many
parts as possible and give

each a short name
describing its use. This forms

the basis of your subroutines

and the main program
driving them.

Indent
Make all your listings kinder

on the eye by using the

Indent function on the top

menus. This tabs all the

loops and stuff in a few
spaces so that it reads more
readily, and this can save a

lot of problems when you
come to edit the program. It

also defines the shape of the

program so you know at

which bit you're looking.

Designer label
Make your label names
descriptive of what the

subsection of the program is

doing. But be careful not to

allow any reserved words -

Basic keywords, that is - into

your label names. If a label

turns out to be a keyword,
change it to something

phonetically similar. For DEC

you could say DEK, and for

FOR you could say FOUR.

Inverted logic
The file selector command in

the original manual for

AMOS has a typing error.

The correct format for the

command is not:

Print Fsel$(*.*)

but is in fact:

Print Fsel$ ("*.*")

The inverted commas are

everywhere in AMOS in disk

ops, so the above solution

stands to reason really. If

you get an error with a

program that uses the file

selector, try checking to see

if this particular syntax error

is the real problem.

Noisetracker
is another
very useful

musical tool

available in

the public

domain. It is

based very

heavily on
Soundtracker

and features

impressive

facilities for

a freebie

program
04 1
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soundtracker, you can either put it in

step by step or even ploy it live.

The trick to playing tunes if

you're either not very musical or just

tone deaf is to keep it simple. The

simplest, silliest little tunes can be the

least heavy on the ear. And
remember, the tunes should be an

accompaniment to the pictures, not

the main attraction in themselves.

Think about the tune you want to

BLITS
The word 'algorithm' derives

from the surname of redoubtable

Persian mathematician, Abu

Ja'far Mohammed ibn Musa al-

Khowarismi. Try saying that with

a mouthful of marbles.

& BOBS
play and hum it to yourself before

you start banging the keys. Once you

have a melody in your head,

carefully find the notes on the

keyboard. Then when you know how
to play it, tap it into the soundtracker.

Sounds simple, right? Okay, so it's a

bit hard at first, but soon you'll be

banging the tunes out like a

demented Andrew Lloyd Webber ...

err OK, not such a good example,

but you get the gist.

Mods and rockers
On the AMOS disk there is a little

program which lets you convert a

Soundtracker or Noisetracker

'module' - that is the file containing

the samples as well as the tune.

Most trackers will save the

module as a file called

"mod.<song>", and save them

automatically into the modules

directory on the disk. Some allow

you to save them into a completely

new directory, which can even be on

another disk.

Once you have saved the module

to disk you can then run it through

the appropriate converter program:

GMC_To_AM0S.AM0S

Sonix.AMOS

Sound_tracker2_l .AMOS

Load it into AMOS, run it and you'll

be asked to load a file for

conversion. The whole process is

automatic, and it handles all the most

recent versions of the programs.

Time To Go
Okay, that's it. I know that

soundtrackers can be erratic, but

bear in mind that the great number of

tracker programs are PD, and so

aren't likely to be very stable or user-

friendly. What do you expect from

something that's free? Keep plugging

away at it and you'll soon have more

tunes than you know what to do with.

See you next month when we'll be

looking at the way AMOS deals with

graphics and how you can create

your own demos, plus the usual hints

and tips. Be seeing you. ^D

JARGON
BUSTING
SAMPLE: Digital representation of a

sound consisting of a
series of numbers relating

to a sound-wave's
amplitude over a period of

time - typically ten or
twenty thousand numbers
for a one-second sample -

sped up or slowed down
to alter the sample's pitch.

MIDI: Musical Instrument Digital

Interface: a standard
adopted by electronic

intsrument manufacturers
involving a hardware link

and a code for exchanging
musical information,

.able: This is AMOS s way
of storing graphics and
sound data. As it uses a
different data format to

the standard Amiga one
(IFF), conversion programs
must be used on sprites,

pictures and music created
with non-AMOS utilities

before their inclusion in

your AMOS program.



BUYI ADVICE

ADVICE FOR AMIGA SHOPPERS
Whether buying

a local computer
BUYING IN PERSON
• Where possible, test software and

hardware in the shop before taking it

home to make sure it works.

• Make sure you have all the

ncceMury leads, manuals or other

accessories you need.

• Don't forget to keep your receipt.

BUYING BY PHONE
• Be as clear as possible when

stating what you want to buy.

Confirm all technical details of what

you are buying. Bear in mind version

numbers; memory and other hard or

software requirements; and
compatibility with your Amiga (which

version of Kickstart you have?).

• Check the price to make sure it's

the same as the one advertised

• Check that what you're ordering is

actually in stock.

• Check when and how the article

will be delivered and that any extra

charges are as stated on the advert.

• Make a note of the date and time

when you made the order.

over the phone from adverts in Amiga Shopper or of

store, here's our advice on hov* to avoid problems.
BUYING BY POST
As with buying by phone, when
buying by mail-order you should

clearly state exactly what it is you

wish to buy, at what price (refer to

the page and issue number in which

the goods are advertised) and give

any relevant information about your

system set-up where necessary. You
should also be careful to keep copies

of all correspondence both to and

from the company from which you

are buying.

MAKING RETURNS
Whichever method you buy by, you

can return goods if they fail to meet

one of three criteria:

• They must be of merchantable

quality

• They must be as described

• They must be fit for the purpose for

which they were sold

You are then entitled to:

• return them for a refund

• get part value compensation

• get a replacement or free repair

DATAPLEX
COMPUTERS LTD.

129 Bath Road. 19 High Street
Slough, Swindon,

Berkshire,
SL1 3UW Wiltshire

Tel: 0753 35557 Tel: 0793 488448

AMIGA A500
HARDWARE

Amiga A500 Screen Gem3 Pack (512K>

+ free disks £299

Amiga A500 Screen Gems Pack free

disks + 10 extra games pack £345

Amiga A500 1 Meg Class of 90s £459

Amiga A500 1 Meg Class

of 90's (First Steps) £459

AMIGA A1500
Amiga A1500 Computer £549

Amiga A1500 * 1084S monitor £759

Amiga A1500 4 Philips CM8833 MKII .£725

Amiga A500 Screen Gems 1 free box

disks £325

White stocks last

Amiga A500 + TV Mod + Mouse *

system disk + manuals only £269

Of

As above + 10 extra games pack £299

T

SHOWROOM
open:

Mon - Fri
9.30 • 5.30
Saturday
9.30 • 4.30
MAILORDER
Consumable*

£1.50
Hardware
£8.00
Prices

excluding VAT

AMIGA/ATARI DRIVES
1 Meg 3.5" internal £49

1 Meg 3.5" external £60

1 Meg 5 25' external £90

ACCESSORIES
512K Ram + clock £39
Joystick £10
10 Blank disks in library box £8
Mouse Mat £3
Amiga/Atari Mouse £29

Philips CM8833 MK II Colour

Monitor + FREE Lead £189
Commodore 1084S £199
SM 124 (Atari) £99

Star LClOMono £129

Star LC200 Colour (9 pin) £180

Star LC24 200 {24 pin) £210

Star LC24 200 Colour £245

Star LC24/10 £175

Panasonic KXP1124+ lead £199

Panasinic KXP 1123 £179

Panasonic KXP1624 £329

Citizen 120D + £120

Citizen Swift 24 Colour Upgrade £259

Citizen Swift 9 + Colour Upgrade ..£185

Epson LO400 (24 pin) £199

LASER/INKJET
PRINTERS

PLEASE CALL FOR PRICES

When returning anything make sure

you have proof of purchase and that

you do it as soon as possible after

purchasing it. For this reason it is

important you check the goods as

soon os they are delivered to make

sure everything you ordered is there

and works as it is supposed to.

HOW TO PAY
Paying by credit card is the most

sensible way, whether buying in

person, by post or on the phone,

because you may be able to claim

the money from the credit company
even if the firm you ordered from has

gono bust or refuses to help.

Otherwise, pay by crossed

cheque or postal order, but never

send cash through the mail.

GETTING REPAIRS
When buying hardware, always

check the conditions of the

guarantee, servicing and

replacement policy. Always fill in

and return warranty cards as soon as

possible and make sure that you are

aware of the terms and conditions of

the guarantee.

BUYING PD
Even though buying PD software is

inexpensive, you should still apply

the same rules of confirming all

transactions as clearly as possible

and keeping records of all

communications.

Further advice on buying from PD

houses can be found in the PD pages

starting on page 105.

AD COMPLAINTS
If you have a complaint about one of

the advertisers in Amiga Shopper

then write to the Advertising

Department, Amiga Shopper, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW,
stating as clearly as possible what

the problem is.

We cannot guarantee to solve

the problem and you should make
every reasonable effort to sort it out

yourself before contacting us. CD

Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising

we can offer you high quality European manufactured
disks at these extremely low prices

DSDD *J
|1 INCVAT +

DISKS OipLABELS
250 + @29p each; 500 + @ 28p each; 1000 + @ 27p each

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

I

DSDD BULK

3.5" DSHD 65p
5.25" DSDD 19p
5.25" DSHD 36p

100 Capacity Disc Box 3.75 50 Capacity Disk Box 3.25

Mouse Pockets 1.50 Mouse Mat 1.75

Printer Stand 3.75 Amiga Dust Cover 2.50

Posso Box 15.00 Atari Dust Cover 2.50

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock 32.00

Amiga/Atari External Drive 54.95

THIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS £4 AE
SPECIAL OFFER 2 x 100 CAP BOXES UHi^lw
Please add £2.85 p&p/next day £6.50. Cheques/POs to

PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept ASH)

11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton,

Newcastle. Staffs ST5 4EY.

Accttft

TELESALES HOTLINEl

0782 21 2970IS
1 00 AMIGA SHOPPFR • ISSUF 1 •MAY 199



n lines In Now
U.M.S. II

1Meg
Only £18.99

Answer Back Junior £13.99
Answer Back Senior £13.99
Better Maths (12- 16) £16 99
Better Spelling (8-14) £16.99
Dinosaur Discovery Kit £16.99
Discover Chemistry £13.99
Discover Maths £13.99
Discover Numbers £13.99
Discover the Alphabet £13.99
Discovery Maths £14.99
Discovery Spelling £14.99
Donald's Alphabet Chase £13.99
First Letters & Words £16.99
First Shapes £16.99
French Mistress £13.99
Fun School 2 (under 6) £13.99
Fun School 2 (6-8) £1 3.99

Fun School 2 (8*) £1399
Fun School 3 (under 5) £16.99
Fun School 3 (5-7) £16 99
Fun School 3 (7*) £16.99
German Master £13.99
Goofy's Railway Express £13.99
Hooray/Hennetta £16.99
Italian Tutor £13.99
Junior Typist (5-10) £12.99
Kid Talk £16 99
Lets Spell At Home £14.99
Lets Spell At Shops £14.99
Magic Maths (4-8) £16.99
Math Talk £16.99
Maths Mania (8-12) £16.99
Mickey's Crossword Maker £13.99
Mickey s Runaway Zoo £13.99

My Paint £22.99
Postman Pat £6.99
Prof. Looks at Words £16.99

Prof. Makes Sentences £16.99
Prot. Plays a new Game £19.99
Puzzle Book Vol 1 £14.99
Puzzle Story Book £16.99
Rhyming Notebook £16.99
Spanish Tutor £13.99
Spellbook (4-9) £14.99
The 3 Bears £16.99
Things to do with Numbers £14.99

Things to do with Words £14.99

STER SPECIALS • UTILITIES

CUMANA
EXTERNAL DRIVE

10 DISKS
ONLY £66.09

1 2 MEG UPGRADE
£29.99

1/2 MEG CLOCK
£32.99

NAKSHA MOUSE
NEW LOW PRICE

£1909

1.5 MEG UPGRADE
CLOCK

ONLY C84.99

DISNEY
ANIMATION

STUDIO 1 MEG
REC. ONLY £79.99

STAR LC-200

PRINTER
ONLY £219.99

GENGIS KHAN
ONLY £22.99

PHILIPS 8833

MONITOR
ONLY £269.99

BULK DISKS
10 - £6.99
20 -£9.99
50- £24.99

- £39.99100

BUBBLE BOBBLE
THE ALL TIME
CLASSIC ONLY

£14.99

COMMODORE A590

HARD DRIVE
£279.99

14" MONITOR
STAND

ONLY £12.99

JOYSTICK
PYTHON TURBO 3

ONLY £7.99

TOPSTAR
JOYSTICK
ONLY £19.99

PRO 5000

ARCADE JOYSTICK
ONLY £11.99

JCTFK3HTER
JOYSTICK
ONLY £12.99

This is a small selection of the software and accessories we carry.

For further details please phone for a catalogue or see our

advertisement in Amiga Format-

POWERPACK - ONLY £17.99
Xenon 2. BtooOwych, TV Sports Football

Lombard Rally

AMERICAN DREAMS ONLY £6 99
Bubble Ghost. Operation Neptune.

;. Super Ski

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £9.99
Football Maneger 2, Mtcroprose Soccer. Gazzas
Soccer. Football Manaoe. World Cup Edition

FUTURE DREAMS - ONLY E6.99
WatiocKi Quest G Nius Sptdetlronic.

Pufpie Saturn Day

WHEELS OF FIRE -ONLY £14.99

Chase HQ, Turbo Outrun,

Powerdnft. Hard Drivln'

EUROPEAN DREAMS ONLY £6 99
Stu Crazy • Bobo, Teenage Queen. Action

Service, Billiards Sim

PLATINUM COLLECTION - ONLY £17.99
Ghouls N Ghosts, Stridor,

Forgotten Worlds. Black Tiger

SUPER QUINTET - ONLY E6.99
Hostages, Bubble Ghosl, Warlocks Quest.

Passengers on the Wind 1 & 2

Aegis Somx £14.99

A.M.A.S £79.95
AMOS £32.99
Animation Studio £79.99
Can Do £69.99
Comic Setter £39.99

Deluxe Music Const. Kit £49.99
Deluxe Paint 3 £59.99

Deluxe Print 2 £34.99

Deluxe Video 3 £59.99

Devpac2 £44.99

Digicalc £27.99
Digi Paint 3 £59.99
DigiviewGold £119.99
Hisott Basic £59.99
Home Accounts £22.99
Kindwords £37.99

Lattice C V5 £169.99
Mastersound £32.99

Mavis Beacons Typing £19.99

Movie Setter £39.99
Musix X 1.1 Verston £89.99
Music X Junior £49.99

Pagesetter 2 £49.99
Pagestream £99.99

Pen Pal £99.99

Photon Paint 2 £14.99

Photon Video £34.99
Prodata £59.99
Professional Page V2.00 £149.99
Protexl Ver. 5 £109.99

Pro Write 3.0 £109.99
Quartet £34.99

Sculpt 4D £399.99
Sound Express £34.99

Superbase Personal 2 £29.99

Superbase Professional £149.99
Superplan £79.95

Transwrite £59.99

Virus Killer £8.99

WordPerfect £179.99

SCREEN GEMS TURBO PACK 1

Featuring: A500. P.S.U., modulator, mouse,

Nightbreed. Days of Thunder, Back to the Future,

Deluxe Paint 2. Shadow of Beast 2, plus Powerpack

compilation. 10 Wank disks labels, mouse mat.

dust cover, 40 lockable disk box, disk cleaning kit,

Microblaster microswitched joystick.

All for only £399.99
inc VAT & courwr delivery

AMIGA A1500 MEGA PACK
Featuring: 1 Meg ot memory. 2 3.5" disk drives. 8

expansion slots, compatibility with all Amiga A2000
peripherals, keyboard, mouse, 1084S colour monitor.

plus the complete software package to get started

Incl. The Works: Fully integrated word processor,

spreadhseet and database. Deluxe Paint 3. Their

Finest Hour, Populous * Promised Lands. Sim City *

Terrain Editor. Battlechess and Microblaster

microswitched joystick.

Unbeatable value £999.99

Inc VAT & courier delivery

SCREEN GEMS TURBO PACK 2

Featuring everything in Turbo Pack 1 PLUS the

official Commodore 1/2 Meg expansion board

already fitted and ready lor action, giving you a full

tOOOKot memory.

All this for an incredible

£409.99
Inc. VAT & courier delivery

Turbosoft
Unit 6 ft 7 Acacia Cloae,

Cherrycourt Way Industrial Estate,
Stanbridge Road. L«lghton Buzzard,

Beds. LU7 8QE

Opening hours are:

Monday to Friday 9.00am to 5.00pm.
Saturdays 10.00am to 4.00pm

All prices include VAT

Tel: (0525) 377974
(0525) 852278

Sec us on stand E26-E28

at the Computer Shopper

Show, Alexandra Palace.

10th - 12th May.

Many special offers

to save you fssr.sr

r
Maps show direct routes

from the motorway and A5

IEKJKTON BUZZARD

wniiCTOi"

HOW TO FIND US...

IUTON

WCOIK

*amotion*

Please charge my Access/Visa No: Expiry date

ORDER FORM w3T
I
JS

Please supply me with the following for

Computer

Customer Numbe r:

Titles Pnce

DATE:
NAME;
ADDRESS:

Post Code,

TEL:

AMIGA SHOPPER MAY '91

Please make cheques & PO
payable to Turbosoft

Credit card ortter* uikrn. payment cashed
only on despatch. Orders under £5 add 75p
PAP per item For First Class add 75p PAP per
Item UK only. EEC countries add £2.00 per
Item. Non EEC countries add £3.00 per Item.

Express airmail £4.00 per ttem. All tlems sub-

m •< I in avallabtUty. AH prices subject to change
without notice. E.A.O. E. Please note: Mall

Order crtmpanU-s may take up to 28 days to

deliver goodsfrom n*cetpt of order. Please

allow lor cheque clearance



S BIGGEST AND BE ELLING AMIGA MAGAZINE

ISSUE 21 APRIL 1991 C2.95
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GET THE BEST
OUT OF YOUR AMJGA

GAMES TO PROGRAMMING,
MUSIC TO GRAPHICS, AMIGA FORMAT

COVERS ABSOLUTELY
EVERYTHING TO DO WITH THE

AMIGA EVERY
MONTH

can

15

fVWw
ate you

masterpieces

* v
«L

our Graphics Special
* Design DPaint animations

• Pick the right paint program

• Get your graphics into games
• Learn from the experts secrets

m
loonshine Racers, SWIV,

Prix, Genghis Khan
li, F-15 II, Demoniak A
^ ind QuickWrite

2 Pages of hints,

tips and advice

Workbench pi 95
Gamebusters o10S

iiUMrs p205



Yes folks back with great avengance and
offering GENUINE YES GENUINE SONY
DISKS at the following AMAZING PRICES

100 Genuine DSDD
SONY DISKS

plus 100 capacity box
ONLY

£47.99

SONY
Disk Offer

2

200 Genuine DSDD
SONY DISKS

plus 2 100 capacity boxes
ONLY

£84.95

100 Genuine DSDD
SONY Disks

plus 1 00 Capacity box
plus Deluxe Mouse Mat

plus Deluxe Mouse House

£51.95

SONY
Disk Offer

4

D

400 Genuine DSDD
SONY Disks

ONLY

£149.95
These diskettes come in Sony outers to prove authenticity so you can be 100% certain

you are getting the real thing at such LOW, LOW PRICES.
Buy with complete confidence this is the real thing GENUINE 100% CERTIFIED SONY DISKS.

WHY risk your data on cheapo diskettes when you can have what is probably the best
diskette in the world at these UNBEATABLE prices?

Each diskette is supplied with label and there are NO HIDDEN extras such as postage etc The price you see is the price you pay.

PLEASE NOTE YOU MUST QUOTE AF SONY OFFER WHEN ORDERING SO WE CAN GIVE PRIORITY TO YOUR ORDER.
To take advantage of this VERY LIMITED OFFER call our telesales hotlines now.

RING 0689 861400
ORDERS BY POST TO:

M.D. OFFICE SUPPLIES,
18 CRESCENT WAY,

ORPINGTON, KENT, BR6 9LS
o* vo

I
iv ivun vnuc

DO NOT DELAY - ORDER TODAY
(All offers subject to availability. Education & Government orders welcome - E/O.E.)

VtSA
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Free software. Sounds like piracy,

right? Wrong. Public Domain

software is free to anyone. There

must be a catch though surely?

No there isn't, unless of course

you count the fact that there is so

much PD software that ifI hard

to choose what you're going to

have first.

PD is a concept borrowed

from early mainframe systems

where hackers, as the original

computer freaks were called,

produced programs and

distributed them to their friends

and fellow hackers, asking for no

other payment than recognition

as a truly hackish dude. The

copyright to the program was

waived by the author and so the

program was said to be in the

Public Domain - that is any

member of the public had a right

to copy and use the program

however they wished, provided

that the author's credit and

documentation was distributed

with the program.

Since the rise in popularity of

computers in the home since the

late 1970s, PD has been nurtured

by the use of Bulletin Board

Systems (BBS) where anyone can

log on, download a lot of demos

and utilities, leave a few

messages and log off. PD is good

currency and you have only got

to log on to find out just how

much fun swapping and

collecting PD can be.

What can you get? Here are

just some of the things available

from the many PD houses:

• Utilities: These are programs to

help you use your computer.

Some are just simple commands

to use from the CLI
. but others are

complete menu-driven programs

to compress files, convert them

from one form to another or even

to rescue broken disks. The best

dickc to look for are the

collections of utilities with

Phil South cordially invites you into

the Public Domain - a wonderful place where all

software is free and only the disks have numbers

w e are all prisoners of

our budget. So thank

the Lordy for the

many PD houses that

distribute software written by

individuals little concerned with

looking after number one.

Amiganuts United is one such

and specialises in utility and

application programs, though it does

have the odd disk of small addictive

games. The quality of the disks is

very good and overall most things I

hove received from Amiganuts have

been very useful It takes a sharp eye

to separate the wheat from the tons

of chaff in the PD market, and

Amiganuts certainly has that skill.

Let's take a look at the sample

swatch of disks they mailed me and

see what it is, if anything, that makes

this PD house special.

Quizmaster
(disk 876)

1 Across, 2 Down
(disks 877)
Trivia quizzes are ten a penny. In

fact give me a couple of bob and I'll

sell you a gross. Quizmaster and /

Across, 2 Down are both games

The Juggler develops a roving eye in his latest animated escapade, but

watch out as he checks his mate in the final scene.

written by KAG/SJP Productions

using the AMOS Basic interpreter

from Mandarin Software. Very

professional they are too, but then

everything written in AMOS is bigger

than the sum of its parts because of

the overdriven graphics and sound

routines. Having said that, there is

I couldn't find a cross word to say

apart from its rather slow running

about Amiganuts / Across, 2 Down.
speed and lack of sound.

no sound in these games as you

send a racing car up the screen by

answering questions in one or solve

the crosswords in the other.

The interfaces with the programs

are slick, although gameplay is a bit

lacking in Quizmaster Mind you, the

questions are hard enough to keep

anyone going. I wouldn't say that the

games are boring, just a tad slow

They are good as an AMOS tutorial

and being AMOS listings you can

load them into your interpreter and

see how they work. Even so, as it is

copyright material you cannot lift

anything from it without permission

One interesting point is that the

programs are both licenseware. so a
percentage of the profit goes direct

to the authors. This is a trend which

will be quick to catch on, I suspect,

with authors licensing their programs

specifically to one PD house so they

are ensured lower, but more frequent

payments than they would receive

through shareware.

Value for money 59/100
Commercial value 5/10

on pop 107
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VIRUS FREE PD
Amiga Public Domain Software

OVtR 1100 PD DISKS AVAILAOLI
pd sorrwARi helpline

THOUSANDS Of SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
OVER 100 DISKS ADDED EVERY MONTH
MOST ORDERS SENT WITHIN 2* HOURS
ALL DISKS DISTRIBUTED VIRUS FREl

PD STARTER PACK.

Only £5.00 inc P&J>

Essential Utilities!

Dynamic Demo's 3
Demons Slid** 3
Reflections Music
and our cilaiogu*

15 PD DISKS - G7.0.00 Iffl 3 FREE
ONLY £1 .00 FOR EACH SUCCESSIVE
DISK EG: 16 PD DISKS a Ml.00

17 PD DISKS - f-99 00
20 PD DISKS = £23.00

OVER 1300 PD DISKS CATALOGUED.

ADULT GAMES
AVAILABLE
OVER 18 S

ONLY
GAMES

843 MelaKJlactic

Llamas
l064Lettrix (Great)

1020 Master ut Town
1204 Wet Beaver

Tennis

849 The Holy Grari

850 Breakout f

6/0 Monopoly
S9b Care Wunnor

1209Wack"ln
Wonderland

832 Ae.ilrfin Games
531 Bfa/ard

530 Pacmari

525 Tennis 1 Meg
509 Paradroid

1207 Frantic freddy

505 Dnp
255 Flasrhbirr

8S6 Xenon
i

1 1 7 Mor ki RPf,
I00smor*»**rfjW*-

I rack Record 1

Mefi
534 Games Osk 1

1 1 /9 Chess etc

1 1 84 Mastermind etc

UTILITIES
941 Ait 01 Virus Killing

659 Essential Uttls 1

1 206 M3ndlebrot Maker
567 Nmsetrar knr

|

152 Oik* Base
312 Word Wright
33/ Ultimate UWs
334 I e Cowers
613 202 Utilities

341 57 UtAties

1043MVKV2.0
1

1
full Force Utils

342 Acu Utils 22
1208 Database Wizard

10/8 Essential Utils 2
1099 Pro Tracker I la

1 202 RSI Demomaker
1145 Icon Mag*
1 180 Amc
11 59 Red Devil (Juts 6

1158 Red uevil Utils /

115/ i wcistKdters
1151 C Light

1 156 Driver Generator

TOP TEN
|n/K i v.i'iitwi Utils 2
l099Piotracker 1.1a

9 To Kill A Mole (161

1 209 Wonderland
1202 RSI Demo Maker
659 Essential Utils 1

1206 1162 Home UNs
Ill/Budbf*n2
1044 MVKV?
1064 Lettra

MUSIC
1081 Kick Squad I Meg
108,

i
ope III

1089 Sonw Systems 4
1093 Hanky Panky
1094 Intuition Finland

1 126 Sound ol Stents
1154 IMN Turtles

1155 Crusaders

1 1 /4 Jakes Musk:
1181 True Energy

Exclusive Ware;

CROSSED SYSTEM
Mesa fast shoot em
up silky smooth

scrolling digitized

SFX & speech
multiple weapons

and more
Exclusive to us

Onty C3.99 inc PAP
Owed iwicmn not PG

Do the Bart man
A 3 disk version of

the No.l hit single

ONLY C3.00 inc PAP

TcT JUST £1 00 yOU CAN MCflvt Out H#GHLV PHAISCD
CATAIOGUt WW. GftlNG DIIAIH Of OVfl t000 PUtUC
DOMAW DfiKS Of C*0t* 3 OK MOW Op Ttt «CM AND
WC iM ft NtEE OF CH^JEGC

PROTRACKER
COLLECTION
Includes Protracker

vi la and 9 great

instrument disks

10 disks,

only £7.95 inc

3 DISKS OF CLIP ART NOW ONLY £3.00. ALMOST 400 PICTURES

orders

All prices include P&P in UK.
Minimum order of 3 Disks

Catalogue Disk Available at £1.00 sent FREE with a

Send cheque or Postal Order to:

VIRUS FREE PD(DeptM)
23 F.IB0R0UGM RD, OVERSEAS ORDERS welcome
M0RED0N, SWINDON, but please send Euro cheque or Bankers

WILTS, SN2 2LS. ENGLAND draft with order.

TEL: 0793 512321 FAX: 0793 512075 Please add £3.00 towards P&P

521

576
581
639
640
6*9
658
700
728
741

790
793
812
832
839
648
901

906
907
910
922
924
933
939
946
950
962
963
965
966
968
971
979

705.

864
•76

877

899

AMIGANUTS UNITED
169, DALE VALLEY ROAD, HOLLYBROOK,

SOUTHAMPTON, SOI 6QX
Phone 0703 785680 weekdays only

Official UK distributors of
the great MERLIN software from U.S.A.

AU NEW STAft TB£k /. 'i^cafc^iish instructions

EDUCATION Mckca wth pros* (ty !*e ch<k*en
S'D VI 06 Ftnatt^CUash^'ThcnycMjftcMtti^cxosCw /AnOensflje '>

h 2QGotfjes
8 GAMES : Sr p *

' --r 5

** * »

' ^lUSPEO Th»srsan«i I*b aou.i
C*UGHT Ray fo^ncj package a •

-

KEFRENS ExCCJ'Cn! povwtt^iij \ -

u qr*r5 A*
ami foetal to lisks, i M*-
OVNAMiTE DICK Dig '

rt
(
avQiQ It* tots' GCOO

;OES5G- a *ges

al9ftme<0rthf Ufe

V«3fTWl»
\-

GAMES Gefc

RAX DN5 h^A -

*

S A E M\AZi**3 TUNES <" Oc
I

. , -
l Meg;

BUDBRAtN MEGADEMO n Anotnc gooo ^on\ BudO'a in

ANOTHER .veil preset v a^ tjy QC>
NEW MASTER VIRUS KILLER V? K I's 105 O' N* *;, I

PRO TENNIS if Great oia.-i ? p'03
THE USTING BElOW rS rffOM OUR LICENCED PROGRAMS

AMiBASEPSOfESaONAL Th s .*a9octfo«aO«etyog
l Meg Amt^proMl

Go**
:«;^

ACC 1-4 v ssut : '* jiC

971

******
t OOft ••*••

MEDV3 -, tromTO)0*
abort

tope

a

fcc jl jatc

,

£9 00
C9 00

£200
£150
:

£?00

I

I I

£2 00

£100

a

£250

£2 00

£3 00
£800

FREE
JOYSTICK WITH
ALL ORDERS
OVER E20

• FREE! PD disk of your choice with every order

• Spend over £10 (99p a disk)

• Fast & Reliable service

• SPECIAL OFFERS OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE
CANHAMS LEISURE SOFTWARE
The only PD company to employ artists

musicians and coders to write PD software

£1.50 a disk or over 10 99p each/all guaranteed/DI = diskl/* = 1 meg only
MEGA DEMOS

201-202 Budbratn Di -02
396-397 TreackleDl-D2
434 Crusaders Hotwierd
315 Crusaders Audio X
074 Cave Mega Demo
304 305KefrensVHl D1 2
316 MmdwarpVol2
436 Pendle Compo
437 Hed Devils Compo
496 Bud Brain 2

243 Dragons Mega Demo

ACCESSORIES
Meg Upgrades £29.99
Meg Upgrades

with clock £32.99

Mouse Mats £3.99
3 " Cleaning Kite £2.99

40 Capacity 3 5" £4 50
80 Capacity 3.5" £6.99

120 Capacity 3 .5" £9.99

BLANK GUARANTEED DISKS
to Disks (boxed) £4.99

50 Disks (50. disks incl

idDels) £17.99

100 Disks £32 99

* BULK DISKS 29p EACH
PLEASE PHONE *

ANIMATION/SLIDESHOW
199 BATMAN animation

465 Bruce Lee
279 Computet Films

497 Creepshow
494 Fillet Fish

498 Ghost Pool

"

354 Good Morning Vietnam D1

355 Good Morning Vietnam D2
136 CoolCouger'
289 INDIANA Jones'
470 Kim Wild

444 Madonna Animation

2 1 3 Nightbreed Monsters

366 Porky Pig

381 Robocop Animation

479 Ugly Mug
495 Showbiz

360 Neighbours Slideshow

194 Space Fighter
*

350 Star Wars II*

52 Ntght Animation
'

180 Mike Tyson
464 Roadrunner Cartoon
270 Madonna Slideshow

379 Animation Comprtation 1

MUSIC DEMOS
449 Do the Bartman

337 Erasure Mix

268 Docklands

336 Kylie Made in Heaven
309 David Bowie

106

338 Madonna Hanky Spankey

211 Freddy Kruger Rap
108 Heavy Metal

204 Bad News
476 Beasty Boys
106 100 C64 Songs
361 Betty Boo
501 Laurel and Hardy 01

502 Laurel and Hardy D2
459 Money For Nothing

51 Pump Up the Volume
467 WINKERS Song DI
468 WINKERS Song D2
287 Total Remix

288 Total Remix Volume B
50 Michael Jackson

472 Walk This Way
27 Batdance

83 Loads of Money

GAMES/PICTURES
367 WeltnxGame
041 Kick Off 3 Demo
478 Tennis

490 Breakout Construction Kit

492 PacMan
493 Quiz Master

452 Bartsimpson Game
457 StarTrek US Version Di

458 StarTrek US Version D2
471 Werner

UTILITIES 448 Reaper Copier
428 M«ii toolkit 426 Pumpy Copier
1 1 2 Soundtrackers prog 416 PCB Designer
406-408 Soundtrackers 411 155 CLIP ART
420 SID Workbench replacement

068 Wordprocessor NEW
405 Sample Scanner 508 Madonna Rescues Me
370-71 Video Appli 517 Genisis Land of Confusion
337 Graphics Management D1 518 Jotter Slideshow
338 Graphics Management D2 521 Groove In Heart

375 Clerk Accounts 523 Stolen Data 5

255 A - Render 3D prog 524 Ride on Time D1
532 Spectrum Emulator 525 RKJeonTime02
506 ST Emulator 511 Pump Up The Jam
359 C64 Emulator 512 Hi-Fi

362 57 Helpful Utilities 509 Suicidal Blonde Di
469 Action Movie Maker 510 Suicidal Blonde D2
503 D Mag 480 Stealthy 2
481 Home Business Pack (vol 1) 474 Nudge Nudge D1
482 Home Business Pack (vol 2) 475 Nudge Nudge D2
483 Home Business Pack (vol 3) 532 Spectrum Emulator
484 Home Business Pack (vol 4) 534 Bartman Music &
485 Home Business Pack (vol 5) Animation D

1

486 Home Business Pack (vol 6) 535 Bartman Musk: &
487 Home Business Pack (vol 7) Animation D2
488 Home Business Pack (vol 8) 533 Madonna Mega
443 Sound Workshop Slideshow (40 pics)

277 Zero Virus 3 536 Jazz Bench
68 Word Pro Plus

170 Perfect Sound ADULT GAMES AVAILABLE
308 Mimic (STRICTLY OVER
427 Martech Utilities 18'SONLY)
296 Red Devils Utilities PLEASE CALL

Send SAE for full PD Software list'STOP PRESS!! AMIGA SWAPPERS WANTED!!!

Please make cheques payable to: C.L.S, PO Box 7, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK2 3YL (Tel: osos 640763 between 9am and 7pm).

POSTAGE: Free with every order over £6 otherwise please add £1.50 with every order)
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selection of the best

l utils all squeezed

one disk. Virus

killers are probably the

most useful, and the best thing

about them being PD is that they

are freely updated and

distributed all the time.

Applications: Some of the best

programs are PD. SID for

example is one of the best

graphic interfaces for

AmigaDOS, and it's PD. or to be

more precise, 'shareware'. This

is a branch of PD that you pay

for, but the author lets you use

i program to see if you like it

first. Shareware isn't expensive

because authors usually only

ask for between £5 and £25 for

their efforts. In most cases it's

worth paying in the end, as you

get free upgrades and

documentation.

% Demos: This is the field of

Amiga art, where a team of

hackers - usually called a crew

or team - get together and have

a late night hack attack and

create a dazzling demo of their

programming abilities. Demo

team members usually go on to

be professional programmers,

so their demo days are usually

numbered. Scoopex and Silents

are two of the best teams, and

the likes of Kefrens are not to be

missed. Imagine a cross

between a dance record, video

and lightshow and you're

getting the idea.

• Game demos: In recent years,

various major software houses

have watched the PD area

growing and noticed that people

buy demo disks. So they release

demos - sometimes playable

demos - of their new releases,

allowing punters to try the game

before they buy. Demos of this

kind usually turn up first on the

covers of magazines like our

sister mag Amiga Format, and

then later the demos appear on

their own in a PD library. A
cuteessful and popular demo
translates into a very popular

(QnlinvwUn page 108
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Quizmaster invites you to get quizzical with a bunch of tough questions

and a rather slow racing car - probably the Ferarri gearbox playing up.

missing loo, but I definitely suspect

thai it is there somewhere, just in an

obscure place.

TextPlus
(disk 832)
Text editors are distinct From word

processors in that they are really

designed for keying in the source

code for your assembler, compiler or

Basic interpreter. TextPlus can't really

decide quite what it is supposed to

be and the documentation is a trifle

on the wacky side, probably because

good

"Text editors are

for entering

text, but this

program is not

something you

could bash out

your letters on.

"

Text editors are good for entering

text, but forget formatting. This

program isn't something you could

bash out letters on. Well you could,

but they come out about as elegant

as program listings.

There is a spelling checker,

which was okay but not that

intelligent, and a good virus/vector

checking program called Veclacheck.

As a text editor and alternative to ED
and EDIT, it is first rate. But if you are

trying to avoid buying a wordpro

then I'd advise you to start saving

and don't be such a cheapskate

Value for money 36/100
Commercial value 2/10

Classix 2
(disk 798)
Clearly there was a Classix 1 and

this therefore has to be the second

such collection of popular classical

music programmed by Rob Baxter.

The disk features such popular

classical and baroque tunes as

Handel's sinfonia Arrival of the

Queen of Sheba and Allegro Deciso

(from The Water Music), Bach's

Gavotte. Bad'merie and Air (Air on a
G String] and Brandenburg Concerto

No. 5; and everyone's favourite

computer music tune. Pachelbel's

ubiquitous Canon and Gigue.

The tunes are all done using

Sonix and Synthia. Synthia is used to

create the synth sounds, which are

then loaded into Sonix to play the

tunes. All very well if you know
musical notation, but a very difficult

job if you don't. The renditions of all

the tunes are very good, the sounds

are very pleasant on the ear and are

brilliantly synthesised. Rob has

performed both tasks well and his

work is particularly impressive as the

creation of original sounds with

Synthia is not at all easy. I've been a

synthesis* for around 10 years and I

still can't wring anything meaningful

out of the thing. So more power to

your elbow Rob.

As a recent convert to the idea

that baroque music can be a lot of

r

Ratings' Weightings

The ratings given indicate the program's

value for money as a PD offering

and its commercial value if it were

sold as a full-price program.

fun, I found this collection to be very

accurate and not a bad introduction

to the classics. The sounds are

evocative of the instruments of the

day, but of course they have a more

synthetic quality; not unlike Wendy
(nee Walter) Carlos' Switched On
Bach, or indeed anything at all by

Tomita. It's also nice that you can

load the sounds and the scores into

Sonix and study how the whole feat

was accomplished. So, great music

and good educational too.

Value for money 75/100
Commercial value 3/10

it was written by the program's

German author, I suspect.

The program itself is nicely

presented, but I would argue that it

does try to be a word processor

when it fact it is nothing of the sort.

Lots of the features are useful for

programs but not for documents.

Take the hyphenation control, called

Auto-Div This is programmed for

some of the over-long German words

that crop up frequently in the

language (mainly because of the

Teutonic habit of bolting two already

long words together to form a new
one). 5o because it is intended for

German use, it gets it wrong with

English and you can't use that

feature. Word wrap seems to be

QlText Plus V2.2E

:TextPIus2. 2E.doc

? 86.88.1998 by Martin Steppler

ASCII LN 1

PGE 2 LIN 58 COL

Clicking the Menu Button activates the FILE or PATH String
Gadget, allowing you to type in a new file or pathname
without having to click inside of the string gadgets first.
Also, sone keyboard shortcuts are available:

ESCAPE - Sane as clicking on the "Cancel*" gadget.
Cursor-Up - Sane as clicking on the Up Arrow gadget.
ESCAPE - Sane as clicking on the "Cancel*" gadget.
Cursor-Up - Sane as clicking on the Up Arrow gadget.
Cursor-Doun - Sane as clicking on the Down Arrow gadget.
Shift-RETURN - Toggle between FILE and PATH gadget*

Mote that if the PATH, FILE, or PATTERN String Gadgets are

receive a warning nessage
exceed this linit.

After a file has been chosen
either an ASCII- file (lettei

in the titlebar if you try to

le has been chosen as described above, TP loads
ASCII- file (letter-node switched off) or a Utter

Dokumentation ist sehr interesting mit this German offering, but the

programs hyphenation suffers from longcompoundwords.

tonhnuedcnpaplOI
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If ever you have fallen victim to the

pond scum, the virus writer, you wi

Games
(disk 640)
As I said earlier, although Amiganuls

doesn't do games as a rule, it does

do the odd disk of compact and

addictive games. In the case of disk

640 the games ore Train, Roll On,

Cross Fire, Tumbling Tots, Tron,

Kamikaze Chess, and Air Traffic

Control Most of the game titles give

you the idea of what they they do,

but here's a quick rundown of what

you can look forward lo:

Kamikaze Chess is the same

as ordinary chess, except you have

to lose. This is an original concept

and one which I thought would be

easy. I've been losing at chess for

years, so I can do that without really

trying. But what I forgot is that in

Kamikaze Chess the other person is

trying to lose too, and if they're a

better chess player than you then

they'll lose first. It has to be said that

the computer is much better at losing

than I ever was

Tron is a fast and furious light

cycle game, just like the game in

Disney's Tron movie. But without Jeff

Bridges. This is a very good version

however, and you have more control

over your bike than in many other

versions I've seen, allowing you to

rut people up by driving close to the

walls. A nice piece of nostalgia but

not very original.

Cross Fire is a violent Pac Man
in which both you and some ghosts

have automatic weapons and you

must shoot all the ghosts before they

shoot you. About ton seconds fun.

Roll On, o sort of Boulderdash

clone, involves pushing or rolling

rocks on to hot spots on the screen.

The game is very hard to beat and

requires a lot of thought before you

start pushing rocks around. Even the

hardest looking screen is possible,

and it only takes about six weeks'

lateral thinking before you can

complete all the frame*. There is also

sicko tricks of that sub-species of

II appreciate Master Virus Killer.

a screen editor for you to create

tricky scenarios for your chums.

Train is a computerised train set

in which you can fit the track together

and play trains. I think this program

didn't like the huge mounds of

memory I have in my Ami, as it

bugged out. Finally, when it worked,

it was good fun to ploy around with.

I think a Scalextric set would have

been better though.

Tumbling Tots takes a sick

humour to play. It involves bouncing

babies off a fireman's net into an

ambulance. If you miss them then you

need a fish slice to get them off the

floor. Urgh Call the NSPCC.
Air Traffic Control is exactly

what it says, and this version of the

game features Amiga speech It also

has a similar problem with expansion

memory that Train had, so make sure

you turn the computer off and on

again before you begin to play it.

The disk is good value and the

games are all good fun and very

playable too Although some of the

actual programs are a bit old and

have doubtless appeared on

numerous bulletin boards, the

collection is balanced and is a

creditable addition lo your PD
collection. A diverting game on the

old hard disk never does any harm

during those lazy moments at the

keyboard. There's nothing I like

better than a quick game of Tron

before storting the day's toil.

Value for money 71/100
Commercial value 5/10

Master Virus Killer
(disk 971)
This is a virus killing machine, written

by Belgian coder Leclercq Xavier. (I

wonder if he knows Nico Francois?)

This is version 2 of the MVK and

features the bootblocky particulars of

105 different viri, including some I've

never even heard of, and recognises

47 different kinds of benign

bootblocks, which means you don't

get an alert from a non-violent block.

The MVK detects and erases

virtually any virus, including IRQ type

file viri which attach themselves to a

file rather than the obvious bootblock

hiding place. If it cannot detect and

identify a virus, it will log it for future

reference. An IRQ protector program

can be put on your most sensitive

disks, just to make sure they don't

catch these horrid little bugs.

A lot of the docs are in French

(presumably with a Belgian accent)

although all the most important stuff is

in English too. Could this be the start

of a flood of Belgian coding crews?

Are the Belgians coming? Nah, it's

just a couple of guys, you know?

Value for money 82/100
Commercial value 9/10

(onhnwdwpogeUO

JARGO BUSTING
ADSR: Attack

. Decay, Sustain and Release * a means of describing the changing
volume of a sound with time, also known as an envelope. Attack
determines how quickly the sound rises to maximum volume, then decay
specifics the rate at which it falls to o level set by the sustain parameter.
The sound continues at this volume until its is 'released' (analogous to

taking your finger off a ptano key), and the release parameter determines
how quickly the sound fades to silence.

BOOTBLOCK: The first two sectors of on AmigoDOS disk locoted at track 1 , side 0.

The bootblock is used to describe the filing system in use and can contain a
special program to 'boot' (load and execute from a reset) certain disks.

This is how most simple viruses get into the system.
CU: Command Line Interface - a program that provides a window into which

AmigaDOS commands can be typed. Also known as the Shell, although the
Shell offers o number of additional facilities over the CU.

EXECUTABLE OBJECT: a file which can be loaded into the Amiga and run as a
program, as opposed to a data file which requries another program to
give it meaning.

IFF: Interchange File Format is a means by which data from different graphics

or sound sampling programs are saved in a compatible way.
RAY-TRACE: A means of drawing a three dimensional picture where objects are

specified as geometrical shapes with definable surfoce textures. Light

sources can be placed at will in the imaginary area. The Amiga then draws
the scene by tracing the possible stratght-line paths of light from these
sources to the objects and using the laws of optics to calculate refelctions
and shodows.

SOUNDTRACKER/NOtSCTRACKER: Public domain programs that play bock entered
sequences of notes using digital sound samples*

h
game - notice the

\ success of Lemmings

r from Psygnosis.

• Slide shows: Graphic

artists spend a lot of time

creating screens of graphics and

making them into slide shows

for your enjoyment. Some are

scanned pictures, but most are

drawn and accompanied by a

nice bit of music. If you're clever

you can grab the art and

examine it to see how it was

done, and with the permission

of the author you can in most

cases use it as clip art for your

DTP packages. Some of the most

stunning stuff comes from

Tobias Richter of Germany. He

uses a ray tracer called

Reflections and turns out some

amazing stills and animations.

• Music demos: Some authors

are music nuts and they spend

their lives churning out disks of

tunes for you to play on your

Amiga. Some are Soundtracker

or Noisetracker sampled tunes

from the charts. Others are

synthesised tunes from the

classics. Most are pretty good.

• Licenseware: These are

programs that are licensed to

specific PD houses to prevent

their free distribution. At the end

of the day, the price the

consumer has to pay is pretty

much the same.

• Disk magazines: Magazines

on disk are not new, but there

are more now than ever before.

Newsflash, 17 Bit Update,

Computer Lynx, and Jumpdisk

are prime examples of the type

of thing I'm talking about, and

they are all very good, usually

containing PD software, demos

and musk, plus a lot of graphics

and text. The text is usually

reviews of software, or perhaps

a bit of hardware, and usually

quite short to keep the number

of different text files up and

leave space for programs.

If you haven't got a modem and

access to a good BBS, then the

mUutdMpoyllO
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P. D. DISK PRICES

1 9 disks = £1 .50 each

10 - 19 disks = £1.25 each

20 or more = £1 .00 each

PLEASE NOTE:
2 disk sets are charged as

2 single disks. 3 disk sets

as 3 single disks, etc.

POSTAGE
is included in the disk price

if you live in the U.K.

Europe add £1 50 to order

I tost of World add £2 50

TELEPHONE OHULHS
may be made using any

Visa. Access or

Mastercard on

(0709) 829286

A CATALOGUE DISK
is available free of charge

To obtain yours, send us a
stamped addressed

envelope (9" x 6"), or ask

tor one with your order.

ABBREVIATIONS USED
* = 1 meg needed

(X) = 18 and over only

(please state age)

Figures in brackets refer to

number of disks in set.

WEALSO STOCK
FRED FISH DISKS
AMOS P.O. DISKS

A
T.BA.G. DISKS.

ASK FOR THEM
BY NAME!

P. D. PACKS

8 disks for £1

A great way for new Amiga
owners to check out what p.d.

is all about Each pack

contains 8 disks and a just

C10 par packl

GAMES PACK
37 Tines on 8 disks including

Aetaroida. Tiles. BaJty 2. Sys.

Pool. YachtC. Invaders,

H Ball, Fruit Machine, Block

OH, ShootOut, Poter'e

Quast, and many more!

DEMOS PACK
Soma of toe moal popular

demos in the library: Coma,
Wild Copper. Cebit 90. Elvira.

Mental Hangover Rebels

Megademo 2. Pain Is Just The
Beginning, and Popwye Meets

The Beachboya!

SOUNDTRACKER SPECIAL
Tha great PD music make/

plus instruments, songs,

modules, rippers and more!

Make rnus*c or gust have tun!

HOME BUSINESS PACK
A suite of programmes for

those who want to dabble in

the serious ado: Nag Bank'n

Journal, QBase, Spread,

Wurdwnght, AmigaSpell.

Inventory. MemoPad & more'

DEMOS & ANIMATIONS

016 Space Ace Demo
065 Red Sector Megademo (2)

089 Gymnast Animation *

103 Wild Copper Demo
107 RAF Megademo (2)

127 NewTek Demo (2)
*

157 Cool Cougar Animation *

161 Kylie Minogue Demo [2]

240 Puggs m Space Cartoon

261 Deathslar Megademo (2)

280 Tree Frog Animation *

288 The AMOS Demo
207 Holsten Ptla Ad

298 Unicycle Animation *

399 NewTek Demo 3 (2)
•

447 Micro Mix Demo
483 Elvira Demo
499 Showbiz Animation *

568 Wmgs Animation

574 Laurel & Hardy Demo (2)

577 Lumberjack Song (2)

646 Predators Megademo (2)

711 Arcadia Megademo
744 Red Sector Cebit Demo
747 Popeye Meets Beachboys

762 The Run Animation *

771 Congaman Animation*

773 Shark Animation*

821 Popeye Demo /Game
825 Budbram Megademo (X)(2)

853 Dragons Lair Demo *

654 Bread/Home & Away Demo
865 Coma Demo
881 Rash Megademo (2)

895 Trip To Mara

897 Scoopex Mental Hangover

903 Shadow of Beast 2 Demo
906 Madonna Cartoon *

944 Magnetic Fields CD Demo
946 Subway Clapping Hands

GAMES DISKS

037 Mona RPQ *

045 Golden Fleece Adventure

068 Adventures Disk 1

117 Monopoly
121 Stone Age
135 Classic Board/Card Games
151 Chinese Chequers"

172 Flaschbier Game
195 Electnc Train Set

219 Tennsj*

251 Blizzard

314 Breakout Construction Set

315 Return to Earth

496 Hory Grail Adventure *

498 Wanderer Game
500 Star Real

567 Tumcen Playable Demo
648 Star Trek (USA) (2)

*

680 Learn & Play (2)

689 Eat Mine

690 Marstoon Mine 3

727 Star Trek (RK*ter) (2)

766 Treasure Hunt (Age 6-10)

823 Pseudo Cop Game
938 Computer Conflict

957 Pipeline

962 Dhpl

987 Snakepit

991 Jeopard*

1004 Games Disk 9

1084 SF UCK Games
1091 Entropy

1113 Wei Beaver Gamee
1230 Dragon Cave
1245 Ringeof Zon*
1283 Sub Culture

1408 APDS9: Super Quiz

1411 APD62. Arcad-a

1434 APD85: Revers. / Snakes

1445 APD96: Pair-It

UTILITIES DISKS

061 Vistcalc Spreadsheet

081 UEdit Word Processor

110 L>sk Utiltt.ee

111 Graft* UtHmee 1

118 Gratix UWrfcee 2

119 Amiga MCAD
152 Virus Killers Disk

180 Pagesetter Clip Art

210 Icons'

?S9 Ultimate Bootba-flfe Co< (?)

343 Intromaker

346 TV Graphics (2)

348 APOC 25 (Programming)

353 ShoWiz 2.0

354 PowerPacker 2 2a
380 PD Spectacular

410 DPaint Cartoon Brushes

442 DPaint Fonts Oaks (4)

456 Chet Solace Extravaganza

458 HAM Radio Special (5)

496 CkckDOS (CU Helper)

516 A68kAeeembier/C Compiler

536 Red Devil Compacting Utile

537 Red Devil Utilities Disk 3

542 Awesome Utilities

546 loonmsnie!

571 Jazzbench

580 Dope Intro Maker

591 Business Card Maker

595 Amateur Radio Disk

632 MeesyDOS
633 AnatybcaJc

642 C Manual

643 SID v1 06
645 North C
661 Programming L>sk

682 Sound Applications (2)

684 Video Applications (2)

697 Graphics Management (2)

901 THE Comma Disk

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

DEPT. AS, 145 EFFINGHAM STREET, ROTHERHAM,
SOUTH YORKSHIRE S65 1BL

DEMOS & ANIMATIONS

947 Mars Right Animabon *

954 Teenage Turtles Demo
964 Operation Varkl

966 BkxxJspon?

1001 Station at Khem **
(3)

1008 APD22: Fun School 3 Demo
1033 At the Moviee •*

1034 Stealthy *

1043 Razor 1911: Vertical Insanity

1053 Not 9 O'Clock News 3 (2)

1064 Dream War nor Demos
1072 Rebels Tutse Fruit* Pak II

1088 Epic Demo*
1089 Not 9 O Clock News 4 (2)

*

1092 Pharaoh Animation *

1093 DPaint 3 Demo (2)*

1105 Cnontca Neverwhere Demo
1108 Looney Tunes Animation *

1110 Fractal Right

1188 Fillet The F.sh

1190 Pussy :lnnership

1191 Clothes Peg Animebon •

1200 Raiders of Lost Ark Anim*
1214 Anarchy Scratch Pack 44

1226 Wizzcat Traahcan Demo
1229 Budbrain 2
1231 Awesome Game Demo
1235 Kjckboxer Demo
1236 Rebels Tuts Frurbe VII

1238 Evil Dead Demo (X) *

1246 LSD: Comix Diakl

1256 Killing Game Show Demo
1271 Legend of Billy The Kid *

1275 Penguin Animations

1280 Horizon: Sleeping Bag

1287 Wrath of the Demon Demo
1400 APD51: Weird Science

1453 More Aerotoans *

SLIDESHOWS

078 Vallefo Fantasy Art (2)

082 Ray-traced Pictures

163 NASA Slideshow

167 Digrview Slideshow

171 Patrick Nagel Pictures

185 Escher Slideshow

238 TV Sports Basketball

282 ForgottBn Realms

299 Roger Dean Slideehow

617 Neighbours Slideehow

716 Robocop Sltdeahow

725 Dtggy Piggys Slideehow (2)

742 Madonna Slideehow

767 Cinemaware Slideehow

768 Actionl

814 Viz Slideehow

831 Utopia Cartoon SMeehow
863 Scream Queens (2)

878 Sun Connection: Slide 3

891 Creepahow

899 Madonna Slideshow 2 (2)
*

942 Garfield Slideehow

968 Gorezone Slideshow (X)

1044 Desert Island Slideehow 2

1051 Total Recall Slideshow

1062 Golems Gate Slideshow

1073 Fraxion Fantasy Slideehow

1082 Annie Jones Slideshow

1085 Comic Slideshow (X)

1103 Girls of Sports Illustrated

1112 Fractal Factory 3

1210 Turtles Slideshow

1211 Fractai Fantasy

1232 Jmi Hendrix Slideshow

1242 Beck to the Future

1272 Nemesis: Comic on a Disk

1277 Fraxion: Divine Visions (2)
'

1279 Forgotten Realms 90

UTILITIES DISKS

902 QED Text Editor

960 Mercenary Virua Killers Disk

962 Workbench Funl

1022 AMOSMAMOS Update 1.21

1023 Future Compoaer
1068 Zero Virus V3
1071 Notseplayer V3
1078 Prophecy: Fractal Scape
1079 Prophecy: Coder Meg 1

1086 MED VZ 13
1095 Catalogue Workshop (2)

1097 DTP Clip Art (2)

1099 Video Graphics (4)

1117 Geneaology •

1198 SoundtrackerV4 (2)

1222 Picture Format Convenors

1225 Hardware Projects Mag
1226 ST Emulator

1234 Tetra-Copy

1253 Red Devil Utilities 5

1255 Opt Utilities 1

1260 Bowl! V2.0 (2 drrves)

1265 Cn/pbc Utilities 17

1266 House Samples (3)

1269 SpectraPaint

1273 C-Ught
1274 Star Trekker 1 2 Music Prog.

1286 Mandlebrot Generetor *

1293 Pro Tracker v1 1a
1294 Chaos & Fractal Programs

1360 DKB Trace {Fiah 397)

1366 F.x Disk (Fiah 403)

1383 Menu Writer (Fejh 420)

1385 Art of Virus Killing

1432 APD83: AMOS Paint

1450 New SuperKilters Disk

1451 ElectroCAD

1452 AmiBase

MUSIC DISKS

022 Sound Atax

044 Batdanoe Remix

052 Aweeome Sounds
061 J M Jarre - Definitive

166 Vaogalis *

187 Crusaders Audio X
237 Zee's Hip Hop Music Disk

267 Miami Vice Remix
313 Relaxation Disk

335 G»ris Need Love

398 Powerlorda: Power Mueix 1

407 CD Pleyer •

409 Crusaders: Freakd Outl

424 Made) in Heaven (2)

426 Ripping Yame
497 Amiga Chart 5

518 Bopus Pcdupus

534 Vision Musk: Masters

562 Music Invasion 3 (2)

650 MAO: Nub for Ever

654 Powerlorda Power Musot 2
713 Raahl - Queen (2)

722 Beetmaster Club Mix

724 Technotronic Remix
746 Crusaders Bacteria

824 Digital ConcertV
833 DJD*ooLerf2
857 900 / Oxygene Remoc *

866 Pan III Musk: Disk

870 Bruno's Music Box 2

910 Darkling Lords Musk: Disk

914 Special Brothers Muse 2
922 Phalanx Boatbox
924 Game Boy Musk: Disk *

930 Rebellion

935 Madonna: Hanky Panky
941 Sound tracker Jukebox

959 Scorpions
! Eargasm II

969 100 C64 Games Tunes

970 The Comic Strip Remix
976 Scoopex: Beast Sonix

982 E & L: Get Upl

986 Amaze : Revolutions

993 PSA Muse Demodisk 1

1026 Digital Concert VI

1061 Captured Imagination

1068 Exile Chipshop

1077 Superior SoundaVU
1107 Stop Right Nowl •

1243 Chip Musk: Festival

1248 LSD: Supreme Music 1

1284 Cave: Synthetic Power
1292 Crusaders Does Geneeta

ACCESSORIES

3,5' BLANK DISKS
10 FOR £4.99

WITH DISK BOX £5 99

50 FOR £22.50

WITH DISK BOX £26 50

100 FOR £39.99
WITH DISK BOX £44 99

DISK BOXES
FUP-TOP

10 capacity . . £1 49

LOCKABLE
40 capacity £4 99

50 capacity
. £6 99

80 capacity £7 99
100 capacity . £9 99

MISCELLANEOUS
Mouse Mat £2 99

Keyboard Cover ... £3 99
Mon.tor Cover £5 99

Pnntsr Cover £4 99

Mouse House £1 99
Drive Cleaning Kit . . . £2.99

Printer Cable £6 99
Stereo Leads (2m) ... £2 99

i 000 disk labels £12 50
VHS Library Cases

£6 99 lor 10

"CRAZY JOE'S" LOGO
T-SHIRTS (M/L/XL)

While £399
SWEAT SHIRTS (II / L / XL)

White
. . £8 99

(PLEASE STATE SIZE)
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MED v3.0
(disk 973)
If you are in the market for a music

making program, then this could be

the moment you've been waiting for,

because MED 3 is here. This is one

of the best value PD programs on the

market. As well as being a fine

Soundtracker - type music program,

it also allows you to sample,

construct synth sounds and read and

write Soundtracker files and modules.

This is version 3 of this popular

program by Finnish coder, Teijo

Kinunnen, and because of the size

and perfection of the program, it

comes out at a special price of

£3.50. The program works using a

series of pages of hi-fi-type transport

controls, and the program uses two

different methods of editing: the

traditional tracker-type upward

scrolling lists of numbers and a new,

sideways scrolling score. Although

this isn't a traditional blobs and bars

type interface, it is easier to learn for

musically talented but classically

untrained beginners.

For tracker experts there is much

to get your teeth into and you should

be able to crack in right away and

do some wicked music. There are

demo tunes to run, plus a module

from Soundtracker to help you along

the way When you play a tune, the

four channels have hopping bar

meters to show the notes, plus an

oscilloscope display. You can also

see a sort of fake spectrum analyser,

so there's a lot to look at while the

tunes are happening.

The sample editing is nicely

done, with facilities in common with

some of the top-end sample editor

programs like Audiomaster. It is very

easy to use and comes with a

directory of ready made sounds for

you to re-edit and make your own

All the ranging and mixing options

are there for you to take the noise out

of the sample and even add effects

such as echo.

The synth editor is a similar affair

to the sound editor you get in Sonix.

The sounds seem to be naturally

slanted to some of those funky old

C64-type sounds. Not that there is

anything basically wrong with C64
sounds; the SID chip was the best

computer synth of all time in my view

and I've heard some startling stuff on

it. The best thing about synth sounds

is that they are generally more

expressive than samples, as they

"There are a couple

of very groovy

programs for

creating automatic

menus for your

demo disks"

have an ADSR envelope and are

more musical for that. Some of the

bass sounds you can get through

synthesis have a more gutsy quality

than you would have, though

possible, from chip music. The synth

voices also take up a hell of a lot less

room too, being based not on a

chunk of memory but a tiny waveform

and an ADSR envelope. So thumbs

up for the synth section there.

Unlike Soundtracker, you are not

limited to the numbered ST-xx sample

disks and so you can load any old

samples you've got around and use

them to create beautiful music. And

unlike the very unfriendly
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soundtrackers, it is easy to install on

your hard disk. Just copy all the files

from the disk onto DHO: or whatever

and you're off. No stupid assigns to

make, no nothing.

Another really classy thing about

MED is its use of MIDI, allowing you

to send or receive MIDI information

on any MIDI channel, and even a

load at once. One of the sample

tunes on the disk outputs a sequence

to a Rolond U20 if you have one. If

you haven't, I'm sure you can re-route

it to some samples or to appropriate

sounds on your own synth perhaps.

The really astonishing thing

about MED 3 is the sheer amount of

stuff you con do with it, and as a

music tracker it is second to none.

Although MED is not shareware, I

urge you to send a donation to the

author if you buy and use it, just in

recognition of the sheer work that's

gone into writing and testing this

program. By the way, if you send

Amiganuts £2.00, you'll be sent a

disk full of source code.

Value for money 100/100
Commercial value 10/10

Metaluon's Utils
(disk 848)
Metallion is one of the fomous

Kefrens demo team, and here he is

turning his attention to a bunch of hot

utilities for any Power Amiga user

NEWTOPAZ alters the system

font by changing the look of Topaz

8. Also included on the disk is o
selection of fonts for you to choose

from, plus an editor to make your

own The fonts are saved in a

generic RAW format, and the

program can be added to your

startup sequence to alter the font

before anything is printed. This turns

your system into the most totally

customised thing around, os the

topaz font is everywhere on

programs and windows alike. AHer

the shape of the system font and your

computer starts to look really cool

This is something you can do on the

A3000 and other newer Workbench

2 machines, but in the past it's been

a fairly laborious and flaky process.

Metallion fonts are stored in a tiny

r

Aspiring musicians should get a buzz, bleep, whoop and nywooing-sssh

from Teljo Klnunnen's MED 3. a Soundtracker-type music maker.

PD Moneysavers

Th« rang* of Public Domain software

is becoming increasingly bewildering.

So every issue at Least five pages ol

AMIGA SHOPPER will be devoted to

PD reviews But even though PD Is

pretty cheap, we II still be using our

strict value-tor-money judgements on
every review.

\

\ onh/ way to get your
l

. PD is to spend

w * money and buy

some. But you thought I

said PD was for free? Well PD is

free, but disks, postage and the

wages of the men who sit all

day at the copying machine

aren't, so be prepared to pay

between 99p and about £2.50

per disk. The price you pay for

your PD is up to you, although

some people get a bit cross

paying £2.50 when other

houses do disks for 99p. I

suppose it depends on where

they buy their disks and from

whom. Plus it depends how they

duplicate their disks. If they

have an office and a duping

machine, then it costs money to

run. But if they've built the PD

house into an existing business

or are a one man outfit anyway,

then obviously they have no

overheads to speak of. Either

way, ifs up to you. Some 99p

houses are good, others are

terrible. The only way to find out

for sure is to spend 9°p. Or read

Amiga Shopper every month.

RAW data format that takes up a

single file of just 768 bytes, as

opposed to between 3000 to 7000
bytes for your average Amiga font.

There are also a couple of very

groovy programs for creating

automatic menus for your demo
disks. The first one is Powermenu,

which is demonstrated on the disk

itself as the method by which you

select the utilities. The menu is a

starfield from which you can select

your programs using the mouse. A
strange floating copper bar follows

the mouse, leaving a purple ghost

image. Very impressive it looks too.

The second program of this type is

Powerboot, which does a similar job,

but more simply, and installs the

menu on the bootblock. It's damn

good for large programs.

There are two font editor

programs: one for 16x16 and one

for 8x8. The fonts can be for the

NEWTOPAZ program or for general

use, as you can save the files in a

variety of useful formats that are

highly suitable for programmers and

ordinary users alike.

Also on the disk are two other

programs: Window and QuickRAM.

[ormuftjvipopin
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NEWXOW PRICES FROM BCS

\IM)£.V5UH1K M)\\ l>MIUK\ (FROM UKSPVM Hi \DIHV NEXT DAY

AM1GAS& ACCESSORIES
Amiga 500.. ..£310 Jtrifighter £12

Cheetah Star Pro £10

Cheetah 125 + £7.50

lUIXIUbch £7.50

Cumana Drive £63
Mew I pvrade ll*

o.* Meg Clock . ..£35

Screen (icim £355
Class o( Ihe «*l\ £510
First Steps £510
Screen Germ •

A.iraPack £3<K)

Dust Cbvts £5

Zipsticfc HI

Mouse Mai £2 50
Mouse House £7 50
Mouse Bracket £2X0
I'tmicr Stand £9
Monitor Stand £18
Jossikk est lead £5
4 Pla> adu|'i t

;

Call or Send cheques/Postal Orders to

BCS LTD. 349 Ditching Road,
Brighton E.Sussex BN1 6JJ

Tel 0273 506269 or 0831 279084

DIRECT LTD

BEST %.
«? PRODUCTS + <
%JEST PRICES fr

Your local shop....in London
SCREEN GEMS

with Commodore ' i Meg upgrade

-&X2+ row* price

only £369.99
while stocks last

*590 Hard Drive 1209.99

RikIi i il drive utih

iii » S? *>

AMIGA 1500
and ;ill software. Painnvorks,

Deluxe Paint III etc.

>Sjf

f

> POWH PRICE

only £649.99

Amiga 500

only £299.00

Dinner \iiiiiiJTion Muiim tml) &W.99
Dbn*) Education «>nl\ .»i<»'»*mi\kIi»

Genkick 8802 cfcine * 139.99

urn Switch ll-'M

Topsiarjoyatidt S19.99

i 2 Meg upgrade with clock 43-1.99

lOGnml jtamw 'A**ra P«ck" k29.99

\\ iUe range of l*M>ks'

Kcpl.ii i-im-m minis*- 1 1" M
AMOS £39.99

Cm/en s«»tt J i Colour i2"9.99

t.ili/cu SVMll '

|| 1189-99

2 Year Warranty

Mall order • cheques, P.O't etc to:

E3 weicr ire

PHILIPS CM8833
Mk II Colour Srereo Monitor

only £239.99

with free dust covtr & cable

Best prices

on software

<he<k4Hff*first

Shop: POWER STATION

COMPUTERS
14 Station Rd, Finchley

Control, London, N3 2RY.

Courier delivery

Next day £10.00

3*5 davs &6.00

SALES POWER HOTLINE

081-343-0419 (6 lines)

A new angle in PD software•II

Now you can buy ALL YOUR PD at one place. All the latest up
to date releases at some of the most competitive prices around.

AMMMIONC OLLEi.HON;
\A Bridge, I he Nun. Pun* in Sptk > ^

Stuiiiek Uonotuvtts, Agatron No N
BUSINESS COLLECTION:
RIM (/tttmkitiat DatabaseiXli '

^
AnalMu.il, * Spifihhhi-n. M.tJ

frarocor •* WnrcPwaftniw. J \peii

I
.. .

.
Wr \t>. l»,/*|< u>.

VIDEO PACK:
Catalog**

<

i idea fa tmh Com* tin

CD's), Prfntei I rfAHni tLoggbljt • "'<

Cflosftfezii LahtiPritu (tatakmrttn

ADULTS SET1
SDhbfUlai \mn XYV
AM/J /WW f

ADULTS SET 2
SDnksfuii.-t Slkhtkam XXX
IS WI>o\l K*>\U

PROGBAMERS PACK:
Forth. Modulo 2 Utp to$o,Pa$eai S
A68kAtMt NprtttV +MommtDui *

AMOSPD PACK:

UNftfragMm

HARD DISK PACK:
Stl)\ I r, mt I tUUkn Eflrj flu. *u/»

PUZZLES PACK:
Pit::lt* ProtJlfruns t\pr i^mir).

o
©

y^

BEGINNERS PACK:
I /i Tiiimuil. Qua i ( c/n. PJfVI V

Di$tMajlei \ U>

ARTISTS PACK:
DflH *dv /'./,,- IXmin i "».

C7//-I/. Oeluirfiruw \h.m Print It

Fillerpit Giuphi, i * 7i/rnr. />/** /

CUPARTJk FONTS PACK 1:

Cti/mriDui ifm P#/rjrflvrj Fancy j
f wu§, Publish** i twti. \ miom Fonts

DiMkJmageLph \ 22

( 1 IPAR ! A FONTS PACK 2:

i atoMack Clipari tj A 3t Fww ^
Dtel 2, CowmopoHfm famt Dtsi

MUSIC COLLECTION:
Static*. $*mu MayrffTmtt, Garnet S
Mush CfMft Dvrtff Olhthzer

SAMPLEHUBSFOR ABOVBa
Stim/tU' DisLx I to MAIltlitltrtnt

tmJFVlM**! Snttmh

ADVENTHRKPACK:
l/'>i\ Grartt Qokten Fltett.Castk

BfDotmt &eam mEmth WorkL
Ci*tu\sal

m
Adifntuff Wftttf

I \RI) ABOARD GAMES:
CimU*. Cnhtmjfi \t0tuppfyt

Mtuttrmimt

5*

KIDDIES PACK;
//i/*/i Set fGwneh Hum Bee & Tree

I rtfg Ammattun Games

o
9

ASTRONOMY PACK:
Amifntzcr A StOfX luttt

GAMES COLLECTION I:

Blizzard. China l luitlrnv Mam \^_
Hi/it". Pup. Lutip? fa-Hi Jim. Pu'wt'Hd

CI^SSICGAMES COLLECTION;
ijfUin.$pj*fln\aJt'\ SltwCan ^p

I luuhthcr \BoHUictJii\h lltmri. J
\H UHW Comrruiiitt

DEMO PACK I:

fu/t/trttftJttggltrA nlcyctt*Cryp(0 S
Bi4tn?r\. Roger Dean Stul*\lhtw x^
DEMO PACK li
Anarchy Amwoow Pivvtem, Coat ^
Fridge,CryptoBmm 2,Nypousu

I T1UTIESPACK1:
• Disk 26 UttlHies,

Ham* V3a,Dar*Sm UUU2J

I IILITIESPACK2:
Opti Utilities, (p ,i thawing, U
Oisk Label Printer, What I

NfM.ftiJMun Until*

I IIUTIESPACK J:
DulMapper*Mon \t\IHiSd

ST Litter. Primer Driver GeneraUH
M\ Menu Sytrked

DPClMfTaaHngi -pier)

PHONE FOR PULL PD LISTINGS
AND NEW RELEASES

5

r

PDStpfiuatt huiJiituni it wppiiedon various quanutu-s ofdish fas shown below}

Pruts are u\ listed and PER SET hut plvtiu- remember //' add fit)p p&p per order.-

SDISK04.98 A-'DISKpO97j^4DISK00 96 c 5 DISK £A% <Z
PACK L I ^J PACK i-L XJ PACK tO ^J PACK tH ^ 5 DISKS 1.^ EACH

Simply phone your unler through or send a cheque or postal mJcr. /*/< </ ,< <;</</ 60p to covet post and packing.

> 04.95 OR wp

PUBLIC1|

ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARV
Angua House 1 1 5 Raneiagh Roao FelnstoweSuHo'klPii 7HU

283
494 <

111



MEGA BLITZ!
THE ONE STOP SHOP FOR AMIGA PD SOFTWARE
THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR VAST LIBRARY

UTILITIES
PDU 10 Word Processing*Databasmg

PDU 1 6 Air Tunnel Simulation

PDU 23 Fishfl 10 A68K Assembler

PDU24FishJMi4CDocs
PDU 26 Fish#l 33 Console Handler

PDU 27 Fish#l36 Create own puzzles

PDU29Fish#l4Q/i4lSBProiog2disks
PDU 31 Fish«143 RIM Database
PDU 32 FisWM 44 Analytic spreadsheet

PDU 38 Fish*1 85 Ot'.c a CBM IFF disk

PDU 43 Fish#203 Assembler & C eg

PDU 44 Fish#21 5 Mandelvroom V2
PDU 45 Fish#21 Scientific calculator

PDU 46 Fish#21 3 lcons(300 in 8 colors)

PDU 51 Fish#21 9 Astronomy program

PDU 52 Fish»52 A-Z Text Editor

PDU 60 Fish« 237 CLIpnnt

PDU 70 Fish 193 Keymap Editor

PDU72SIDV1 06 The ultimate disk util.

PDU 74 C-Manual

PDU 78File Arch iver

PDU 80 Fonts and Surfaces

PDU8lDisksalve1.3

PDU 82 Scale,Wordwnte

PDU 98 Celtics Demomaker
PDU 99 Ham Radio u Dls<5 disks)

PDU 101 Menu-Maker

PDU 1 02 Label designer

PDU 103 Icon Maker

PDU 104 Icon-Mama

PDU 105 Crossword Creator

PDU 118 VariousCD utils

PDU 1 46 Grocery*Video list maker

PDU 149 Icon Fun

PDU 151 Fixd*sk-disk repairer

PDU 1 64 Games Music Creator

PDU i68VaconeBooster(Viruskiller)

PDU 169 QuickBase Database

PDU 171 Fish#31 5 Draw-map

PDU 1 75F<sh*288 Plotdata 2D
PDU 185ANC22(Excellentutils)

PDU 1 86 Falcon Bootbiock C reator

PDU 1 89 Bootbiock Copier

PDU l94PmanVirusKiller

PDU 198 Synchro Packer V4.6

PDU 200 Virus Killer Pro V2.0

PDU 207 Perfect Sound V1 93
PDU257Fish#349MED
PDU 262 MED Modules

DEMOS
PDD1 Anarchy Demo
PDDSCultDemodisk
PDD 4 Deathstar Megademo(2 disks)

PDD 7 Elvira Demo
PDD 1 4 RAF Megademo(2 disks)

PDDi6RobocopDemo
PDD 17 SAE Demo*12
PDDl8SAEDemo#i9
PDDl9SAEDemo»21
PDD20SAEDemo#25
PDD2lSAEDemo»32

PDD 3 1 Anarchy'Ooh its obscene III"

PDD 51 HacktrcwM Arsewipe

PDD 52 Hacktrick#2Smashmg day out

PDD 55 Kefrens Megademo 8(2 disks)

PDD 60 NitroAC Demos#22
PDD 62 Northstar Megademo*?
PDD 70 Rebels Megademo
PDD 71 Red Sector Demo
PDD 72 Red Sector Demodisk#4

PDD 73 SAE Demos»23
PDD 74 SAE Demos#36
PDD 75 Scoopex Demos
PDD 76 Scoopex Megademo
PDD 90 Trilogy Demos#4
PDD 91 Trilogy Megademotfi

PDD 93 TWI Demo+Virus killer

PDD94 Vortex Megademo
PDD 96 Magnetic Fields Demo*36
PDD 97 Predators Megademo(2 disks)

PDD 99 Semtex Megademo
PDO 107 Budbrain I (2 disks)

PDD 1 1 5 Magnetic Fields Demo#40
PD0 1 1 6 Magnetic FieldsDemo«41
PDD 130 Chubby Brown

PDD 131 CnonicsDemo
PDD 132 Giants Megademo(2 disks)

PDD 1 34 Magneto FieldsDemo*45

PDD 1 38 Page One Demo# 1

PDO 1 39 Page One Demo#2
PDD 1 40 Page One Demo#3
PDD 1 41 Page One Demo»4
PDDl45SAEDemo«31
PDO 1 52 Flash"No Brain No Pain"(2)

PDD 1 53 Billy Connally Demo(2 disks)

PDD 160Hacktrick"Rave-on"

PDDl65SAEDemo#35
PDDl66SAEDemo»39
PDD 177 Budbrain II

PDD 1 79 Cronies Total Destruction

PDO 1 80DMOB Vectordemo

PDD 186 Flash Demos#2
PPD 209 Rutger Demodisk

PDD 2 1 2 Space Pack#32

ANIMATION
PDA9KnightAnimation(1 meg)

PDA 12Agatron Star Trek Anims2
PDA 1 3 Agatron Star Trek Amms 1

7

PDA 1 4 Puggs m Space
PDA 1 5 Moonwalker Demo
PDA 18 Miller Lite Advert

PDA 31 Nude Girls Anim

PDA 34 Basketball Anim

PDA 35BFPOSlideshow(18+)
PDA 36 BFPO Sltdeshow#2(18+)

PDA 37 Busy Bee Anim
PDA41 DigiviewerSlideshow

PDA 42 Dragons Lar Demo
PDA 44 French Hom(1 meg)

PDA 45 Monocyte & Sportscar( 1 meg)
PDA 47 Moisten Pils Advert

PDA 48 MagnumJogger Anim
PDA 49 Mayfair Vol.23 no3(18+)

PDA 50 MegaClean Show V 1 .

7

PDA 54 NASA Graphics

PDA 56 NewtekDemofeel 1 (2)(1 meg)
PDA 57 Newtek DemoreeI3(2)(1 meg)

PDA 58 Paradise Slideshow

PDA61 Sabrma

PDA 63 Space Anims( 1 meg)
PDA 65 Star Trek Amms
PDA 68 Walker Demol (1 meg)

PDA 69 Walker Demol (2meg.2disks)

PDA 70 Walker Demo2( 1 meg)
PDA 73 Westcoast Cracker«4( 18*)

PDA 74 Bodeans Bordello#1(l8*)

PDA 75 Bodeans Bordello#4(l8*)

PDA76Playboy(18+)
PDA77SamFox{18+)
PDA78Utop«a#1(18+

)

PDA79TheFmalEcstacy#1{18+)

PDA 80 Walker Demo 2(2 meg, 2 disks)

PDA 81 Ray Trace ArtDBW Render util

PDA96Utof>a«4(18+)
PDA 89 Bodeans Bordelto#9 (18+)

PDA 90 Bunsen Burner-Jet Fighter anim

PDA 92D Landers Sci- fi Show* 1

PDA 93 D.Landers Sci-fi Show»2
PDA 95 Magician/Jogger Anims

PDA 97 Mike Tyson Knockout disk

PDA 106 Back to the Future II amms
PDA 1 08 Adams Family

PDA 1 1 Bruce Lee Enter the Dragon

PDA 1 1 Bruce Lee Slideshow II

PDA 1 1 2 Dragons Lair II Demo
PDA1 14 Neighbours Slideshow

PDAl16Terrranator

MUSIC
PDM 2 Music Invasion I

PDM 3 Music Invasion II

PDM 4 Music Invasion lll(2 disks)

PDM5MFI'ElectncCLIIV
PDM 6 Winkers song(2 disks)

PDM 9 Ride on time & Batdance

PDM 19 Bad M.Jackson

PDM 20 Bat Dance
PDM 27 DMOB Megamusic III

PDM 28 Enemies Music III

PDM 30 Digital Concert II

PDM 31 Digital Concert III

PDM 33 Helloween'Follow the Sign'(2)

PDM 35Thtnk were alone now-Tiffany

PDM 36Land ofConfusion-Genesis

PDM 38 Miami Vice Theme (4 disks)

PDM 40 MFI Vangehs Demo
PDM 65 Digital Concert IV

PDM 71 NoiseplayerV2.40

PDM 72 Popeye meets the Beachboys

PDM 80 Digital Concert VI

PDM 82 Freddy Kruger

PDM 83 Kefrens Jukebox

PDM 84 Madonna-Hanky panky

PDM 85 Miami Vice-CrocketsTheme
PDM 87 RIP Eruption

PDM 88 Slab Mus.c

PDM91 100 Most Remembered C64 tunes

PDM95Hi-FiDemo

PDM 1 04 BassX#S Power Remx
PDM 105 BassX*6 Sydney Youngbiood

PDM 106 Betty Boo
PDM109DepecheMode
PDM 110 DMOB Music I

PDM 111 DMOB Music II

PDM 112 DMOB Music IV(2 disks)

PDM 1 1 7 Flash Gordan (2 disks)

PDM 1l8Hacktnckloadsamoney'
PDM 1 20 Laurel & Hardy (2 disks)

PDM 1 25 Mr Food (2 disks)

PDM128NASPV2.0
PDM 131 PetshopBoysRemix»1
PDM 132 Petshop Boys Remix#2

PDM 142 The Amiga Chart III

GAMES
PDG 1 Star Trek- Final Frontier(2 disks)

PDG 2 Star trek (3 disks.2 dnves)

PDG 5 Card & Board Games
PDG 18 Marble Slide

PDG 19 Desttnaoon Moonbase
PDG 21 Boing the Game (2 disks)

PDG 26 Treasure Search

PDG 31 Moria

PDG 32 Legend of Farghail

PDG 33 Arcadia(Breakout styie game)

PDG 34 Dynamite Dick

PDG35Pa.rlt

PDG 36 Snakes & ladders/Reversi

PDG 37 Super Quiz

CLIP ART
There is a total of 10 disks in the clip

art range.AII are In IFF Format & are

ideal for DTP.There are loads ol

Images to choose trom.ranging from

fancy borders to special occasions

& from people to animals etc etc.

WE ALSO STOCK
AMOS DISKS
Vanousdemos/musicand games

MAGAZINE DISKS
Amiga Formal & Computing

DOCUMENT DISKS
Game HintySoiuixjns etcetc

DISK PRICES
1-9 £1.50

10-19 £1.25

20+ £1.00

FREE CATALOGUE ON DISK

FREE P&P ON EVERY ORDER

UK ONLY
Please add 25p per disk for

Europe 50p per disk for World

WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO-

PD DIRECT

tt& PACKiatfr

Home Buisness Pack

The 8 disk pack contains

Spreadsheet

Word Processor

Amiga Spell

Memo-pad

Inventory

Database etc etc

A must lof home accounts!

£10-00 inci. 10 cap. box.

AA PACK 2&& t>A PACK 3 &*b

Demo Pack (10 ctek pack)

Budbrain 1(2 disks). & 2

Magnetic Fields #40

Magnetic Fields #41

Keferens Megademo(2 disks)

Puggs in Space

Fillet the Fish

Scoopex Megademo

A great starter pack

£11-00 ind. 10 cap box

Music Pack (10 dsk pack)

Heiioween (2 ojsks)

Cryptic Giidescope II

Beatmasters III

J.M Jarre

Noisepiayer V2.4 + Sample(2)

Freddy Kruger

Crockets Theme

100 C64 tunes

£11-00 mcl 10 cap box

&£PACK4££
Adult pack (10 dsk pack)

Sabrma.Sam Fox (2 dsks)

Bodeans Bordello #2

Bodeans Bordello #3

Bodeans Bordello #10

Bodeans Movies

West Coast Cracker

BFPO #1.BFPO #2

Utopia #1

£11-00 mcl 10 cap box

PD DIRECT
HOW TO ORDER:-

^f 0782 208228
PD DIRECT DEPT ASH

mors
RAILWAY EMT. CEKTRE

SHELTON
STOKE-ON-TREMT

STAFFS.ST4-7SH

FAX 0782 281506

is
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Window allows you to select the kind

of window you'd like to see on

screen and executes it right away.

Type it in and BANG, it's there. And

QuickRAM copies some system files

into RAM giving you a very quick

startup disk. All you do is assign C:

to RAM and you're off. This is a

great utils disk and gives surprisingly

stable results for a bit of PD techy

stuff, But then again the Kefrens mob
are well known for their hot stuff, as

they will doubtless tell you given even

half a chance!

Value for money 79/100
Commercial value 4/10

A-Gene
(disk 933)
This is a genealogy program, which

is basically a highly specialised

database on which to plot your

family tree. Into the program you

enter all your family data, like who

married who and when people were

born, then cross-reference everyone.

You are then able to produce reports

based on the data. The kind of

reports I'm talking about are like

flowcharts, with you at one end and

your oldest known rellie at the other.

We're talking ancestors here, so get

talking to your granny, and see if she

knows anything more than she's

saying. Perhaps you're related to a

famous historical figure?

Be warned, this is just a limited

version of the program. To get a full

two-disk version you have to mail off

£ 1 5 to the author in Australia. The

full version is very comprehensive,

coping with 2000 people and 500
marriages. Not only that, you can

have a separate disk full of digitised

pictures too, so you end up with a

huge multimedia family tree. But

don't forget, you will spend most of

the next two years of your life either

typing in information or down

Somerset House (or wherever the

Dickens that place is where they keep

the records) looking stuff up.

Even though you need the full

program to get really professional,

the limited version is enough to get a

tree going on a fairly casual basis

and the program works fast too

Personally I'd rather give the fifteen

nicker to some bod to look up the

births'n'marriages for me. But then

Module Typt • -Old SounctTraoker

Module Nam. *«iffawar theo greek

Module Size 149812 Bytes

Graphic* Njlm*. None

Gi*aphios Sis* • Bytts

Executable Size 152992 Bytes

load MOP Proc SAVE

status:

Steve's She

O.K.

Doc
Ffl.

rocessor.doc

MODULE

•tftfSP"
1

D„Proc

MOD_P_BACKUP

. info

Forget routine and use a bit of musical intuition to demo till you drop.

Mod Proc enables you to replay tunes and pix without getting strung out.

I'm the kind of bloke who uses a

remote control on his car stereo, so

take no notice.

Value for money 82/100
Commercial value 7/10

Juggler 2
(disk 91 3) 1 Mb
This animation is the only demo I was

sent, and it's a joke on one of the

earliest demos for the Amiga. In the

beginning there was Boing!, which

was a huge red and white checkered

ball bouncing around in a grey

room. (Trivia point: 'twas rumoured

that one of the Amiga system

programmers banged his garage

door to get the boing noise.) Then

after Boing! came the Juggler. Now
old Juggles was the very first ray-

traced image on an Amiga, and the

first animated ray-traced demo too.

The juggler stood in the by now
familiar chequered landscape,

juggling a trio of mirrored balls. It

was really stunning at the time and

sold far more Amigas than Boingl

did, I can tell you.

Now it's the 1990s, and Juggler

2 arrives. It's a Moviesetter cartoon,

starring our old friend from the

Juggler, plus a new friend of his. I

won't spoil it by telling you what

happens, but it's very funny.

Value for money 51/100
Commercial value 2/10

Module Processor
(disk 864)
This is the new version of MOD2EXE
by Steve Marshall. It differs from the

old version in many ways, not least

of which is the way it does the job

via an Intuition interface rather than

from the CLI like the last version.

With it you can load almost any

module from a tracker and turn into

an executable object. You can save it

just as a program, or a program with

(A

(A

o

Amiganuts United

169 Dole Valley Rood, Hollybrook.

Southampton SO 1 6QX
» 0703 /85680

AMOS PD Library

25 Park Road,

Wrgan WN6 7AA
tr 0942 49526

1

AnglioPDL
1 15, Ranelagh, Felixstowe,

Suffolk IP II 7HU
• 0394 283494

Butterchips

Cliff© House,

Primrose Street, Koithlcy

BD21 4NN
v 0535 667469

Comp-U-Save
POBox 157, Hayes,

Middlesex UB3 4SR

Crazy Joe's

t45 Effingham Street, Romerham,

Sou* Yorks S65 IBt

« 0709 829286

EMPDL
54 Wotnall Rood, Hucknall,

Nottingham NG 1 5 7LE

• 0602 630071

KPUG
POBox 1309,

London N3 2UT
•081 346 0050

NBS
1 32 Gunvitle Road, Newport,

Isle Of Wight PO30 5LH
• 0983 529594

PAS Amiga PD Club

3 St John's Walk, Stives,

Cornwall TR26 2JJ

PDSoft
I Bryant Avenue, SouthefK±On-Sea,

Essex SSI 2YD
• 0702 612259

Public Dominator
PO Box 801 , Bishop s Stortford,

Herts CM23 3TZ
» 0279 757692

Riverdene PDL
30a School Road, Tilehurst,

Reading, Berkshire RG3 5AN
• 0734 452416

Sector 16
160 Hollow Way, Cowley,

Oxford

• 0865 774472

Seventeen Bit Software
PO BOX 97, Wakefield,

WestYorksWFl 1XX

• 0924 366982

"mm**
an icon, or a program with an icon

and on IFF picture. This means that

you can create an icon on the

desktop which, when double-clicked,

fills the screen with a picture of your

own creation and then plays your

tune, ideal for making a quick, one-

off demo tune for oil those disk

magazines crying out for brilliant art

and music, eh? It's also a bit good
for doing intros to your games ot

demos. All you do is create a file

with an IFF attached and put the

name of the tune in your startup

sequence. Piece o'cake.

The trackers it supports are Old
and New Soundtracker,

Noisetracker. Brian's SoundMon,

MED, Musical Enlightenment, and

Game Music Creator, which I think

covers all the bases Mod Proc is a

very clever and simple util, and if you

like to generate music then this is one

way to show it to everyone else

without having to know how to code

a play routine.

Value for money 82/100
Commercial value 8/10

ooooooooo
Shopping List
Amigonuts United disks ore

generally priced between £1.50

and £2.50 each (including post and

pocking), £4 for two disk sets and

£5 for three disk sets. MEDvlO

(disk 973) is priced ot £3.50.

For further information and o

catalogue contact:

Amigonuts United 169 Dale

Volley Road, Hollybrook,

Southampton SO I 6QX

tr 0703 785680

SoftviHe

Unit 5, Stratheld Pork, Eleftro Avenue,

Wotefloovife. Hants P07 7XN
» 0705 266509

Start Computer Systems
Batbtcon House, Bonne/sheld,

Sunderland SR6 0AA
*091 564 1400

Vally PD
POBox 15, Peiertee,

Co Durham SR8 I NZ
w091 587 1195

Virus Free PO
23 Elbofough Rood, Moredon,

Swindon, Witts SN2 21$
• 0793 512321

Workbench PD
1 Bucduech Street, BorrowJn-furness,

Cumbno LAI 4 ISR

» 0229 870000
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NEXT MONTH
Issue 2 of Amiga Shopper is on sale

on May 2 and you simply can't

afford to miss it. Special features

include comparisons of all 2D paint

programs and a close look at

programming languages. All the

regular columns you've been

introduced to this month will once

again be featured, bringing you

news, reviews and features on the

area of Amiga computing that you're

interested in.

If you were impressed by this

issue, and we hope you were, then

you ain't seen nothing yet. If you

want to stay in touch with the world

of Amigas then make sure you get

issue 2 of Amiga Shopper.

ISSUE TWO
ON SALE
MAY 2

Editor Bob Wade
Production Editor Karl Foster

Technical Editor Cliff Ramshaw
Art Editor Julie Stuckes

Art Assistant Jacquie Spanton

Consultant Editors Jeff Walker,

Mark Smiddy, Phil South

Contributors Stewart C Russell,

Mick Draycott, Peter Jones, Jolyon

Ralph, Jon Bates, Pot Winstanley,

Terry Cox, Paul Andreas Overaa,

Gary Whiteley, David Ward,
Janet Bickerstaff

Ad Manager Margaret Clarke

Ad Sales Executive
Shaun Lancaster

Production Deborah Cook
Publisher Greg Ingham
Publishing Assistant
Michele Harris

Ad Services Tamara Ward
Circulation Director Sue Hartley

Caricatures Jolyon Webb
Photography Ashton James
Printers Thamesmouth Printing

News Trade Distribution -

UK newsstand only: Future Publishing

0225 442244
Worldwide: MMC Ltd 0483 2 11 678

© FUTURE PUBLISHING 1991
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Tick one bo* to

show required

section heading

For sale..

Use one space for each word to a maximum of 30 words

Wanted ...

J
Personal

.

Fanzines

Q

Deadline: Copy (or ads must reach us six weeks prior to publication.

I have read and understood the conditions for the inclusion of my ad.

Signature

Return to: Reader Ads, Amiga Shopper. 30 Monmouth Street, Both, Avon BA1 2BW

Soil your oacoss hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader Adverts. As a

special introductory offer, this service is absolutely freel

Just fill in the form and send it to us. But BE WARNED. This magazine is not a forum

for selling pirate software or other illegal goods. Please advise us if you are offered

pirate or copied software by advertisers. All ads are accepted in good faith. The

editor reserves the right to refuse or amend ads. We accept no responsibility

for typographical errors or losses allegedly arising from the use of this service.

Trade adverts will not be accepted

EDITORIAL
30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1
2BW tr 0225 442244
Fax: FAX 0225 446019

We welcome written

enquiries, but regret that we
cannot offer advice, guidance
or information on a personal
basis, either by telephone or

post. We welcome
contributions from readers but
cannot guarantee to return

material submitted to us.

We take great care to ensure
what we publish is accurate

but we cannot accept liability

for any mistakes or misprints.

No part of this magazine may
be reproduced in any form
without permission.

ADVERTISING
Margaret Clarke, 2nd Floor,

Rayner House, 23 Higher Hiligate,

Stockport SKI 3ER

tr 061-474 7333 FAX: 061-476 3002

Shaun Lancaster, 30 Monmouth Street,

BathBAl 2BW
« 0225 442244 FAX. 0225 446019

SUBSCRIPTIONS
The Old Born, Somerton,

Somerset TA11 7PY

» 0458 7401 1 FAX: 0458 74378

'Your guarantee of value'

This magazine comes from Future Publishing, a

company rounded just six years ago, but which

now sels more computer magazines than any

other pubtsher n Britain. We offer

Better advice. Our titles are packed with hps,

suggestions and explanatory features, written

by the best in the business.

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy

of editorial independence, and our reviews give

clear buying recommendations.

Clearer design. You need soW ^formation

fast. So our designers highlight key elements

try ussig charts, diagrams, summary boxes,

annotated photographs, etc.

Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate

under two golden rules:

• Understand your readers' needs.

• Satisfy them.

More reader interaction. We draw strongly

on readers' contributions, resulting in the

liveliest letters pages and the best reader hps.

Buying one of our magazines is like |Otn*ig a

natjomnde user group.

Better value for money. More pages, better

quality magaznes you can trust.

Home ot Britain's finest computer magazines.

Amstrad Action • 8000 Plus • PC Plus

Amiga Format • ST Format
New Computer Express » Your Sinclair

Commodore Format • Sega Power
Amiga Power • Amiga Shopper

Mac Publishing

ADVERTISERS
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All the latest news
and product

information.

ProFlight

takes off!
ProFlight. the extremely accurate and flyable

Tornado flight simulator from HiSoft. is due for

release on the Amiga by the end ofMay 1991

.

^
matcbj tkc

Hardware-

First released on the Atari ST where it has won
a high degree of critical acclaim from reviewers

and users alike, ProFlight is not only one of the

most technically realistic simulators around but

it is also tremendous fun to fly.

You can fly peaceful reconnaissance missions or

roar into attack after carefully planning your

combat mission. ProFlight is supplied with a

comprehensive, ring-bound flight manual for an

all-inclusive price of £39.95.

SASC5
SAS Institute (the parent company of Lattice

Inc.) has taken over the development and sales

of the Lattice C 5 compiler for the Amiga and

released a new version. 5.10a.

The improvements and enhancements in this

version establish SAS C5 as the ultimate Amiga

C compiler. Upgrades cost £34.95 (ver. 5.0x),

£79 (ver. 4.xx) or £99 (ver. 3.xx).

Pascal at last!

^ Pascal

A brand-new

version of the

popular Pascal

language will be

available soon for the

Amiga (A500 - A3000).

\Q) VS/ ^/ Highspeed Pascal

originally comes from

Denmark, (the 'home' ofTurbo Pascal), is

extremely fast and friendly to use and is very

closely compatible to the immensely popular

Turbo Pascal on the PC.

Compilation speed is roughly 20.000 lines per

minute on an A500 with excellent code

generation for all the Amiga computers.

HiSoft is developing the package along with the

original authors. D-House. Some of the features

of this exciting new compiler are:

• Compile to memory or disk

• Unit concept as in TP5 allowing modular

development and very fast compilation.

Many standard Amiga-specific and Turbo

Pascal compatible units are supplied

Stand-alone compiler supplied. Multi-

standard linker. Versatile Make facility

Source include to a depth of 7

Inline procedures. Source code control

using conditional compilation

The Highspeed Pascal Editor
•

• Integrated, multi-window editor with on-

line help and interactive error detection

and correction

• Numerous examples and helpful manual

Highspeed Pascal should be available by the

end of May 1991 at an inclusive cost of £99.95.

More
and

more...
In addition to ProFlight and Highspeed Pascal

HiSoft is set to release a number of other new
products for the Amiga in early 1 99 1 , showing

our increasing committment to the Amiga range

of computers. To whet your appetite:

HiSoft C Interpreter
The ideal way to learn the difficult C language.

HiSoft C is an interpreter with a fully integrated

editor and debugger. Release is due by the end

ofjune 1991 at a price of £49.95.

Use this order form to obtain your HiSoft Software directly from HiSoltand we wrt send you a Staner Part convsting oU qualfy mouse

mat (primed with the Amiga ASCII set), an attractive disk walletand 4 douoie-siderJ disks, totally free of charge!

Nam Date

J MSoit ijrvh*; Amiga var 2 £38.86

HiSoll IMS*C ver 1 .06 E48.B6

WSort Fxtenfl Iftrary f19.86

HiSoft BASK 1 Extend £58.88

SJU tit1K*C5 £278.08

ttttft ProflUM tfwtotor

tfcStfl Inspiration

MSuM C Inlerpreter

msoit BASIC z

HiSoft Dcvpac 3 HiSoft Devpac 81

J

J

Address;

J
1 wish to pay by: J Cheque/PO -1 Access

Card No:

Q
J

Expiry Date: Signature:

J Visa

Spring 1991

HiSoft Inspiration
This exciting new product makes it simple to

design and use the Amiga s gadgets, requesters

etc. in your favourite programming language.

Release date is the end of March 1991.

Devpac and BASIC
HiSoft Devpac version 3 and HiSoft BASIC
version 2 are due out in the first half of 1991.

Both feature a brand new. multi-window editor,

much more speed and a great many new
features. Tick the box(es) below for details.

Meanwhile, we have some very special offers

on our existing products - use the order form
below (you can photocopy it if you wish).

Devpac 2 and BASIC 1 .05 contain coupons
offering you the chance to upgrade to Devpac 3
or BASIC 2 for £35 and £45 respectively.

HiSoft software is available from good computer

shops. In case of difficulty, you can order

directly from HiSoft, either by using the order

form opposite or by telephone. For export

terms or further details on any of our products,

please call or write to us. Prices are inclusive of

VAT and carriage within the UK.

HiSoft
High Quality Software

The Old School, Greenfield,

Bedford MK45 5DE UK.
Tel: +44 525 718181

Fax: +44 525 713716
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Choices to Keep you
yjt ONI'*

STOCK

GENUlHEtiK

PROOUCTS\«

f
Wizard Pricesd

'AMIGA THE COMPLETE
PERSONAL

COMPU1
THE SUPREME AMIGA PACK FOR GENERATIONS TO COME...

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU)
Thir hootf ol your computet lytlam

with 1Mb ol RAM. two iV floppy

dlik drlvct. oiid 3 expontloti \U*

folly v#pondaMe ouopl* all Am l|0
7000 poriphcroh

CBM1084S COLOUR MONITOR

KEYBOARD AND MOUSE
'iMiid wtth ntmtttfk fHld, 4 mt h»

koyi, completv with V j>mton mouw

PLUS SOME GREAT SOFTWARL.
THE WORKS: Fully inlograled Word
Processor, Sprvaashtrf, & Dolabai*

DELUXE PAINT III The Now On-l'

THEIR FINEST HOUR - ttw tottU of

ftrilafa, POPULOUS • Th# Piomittd
Land*, SIM CITY Terrain C«to*.

nd BATTLE CHtSS 30 AftN«tl*e]f

^**!*,

4" tbJt** £939m
(w wllhool monilor C699)

fflQ
HOLLYWOOD
COLLECTION

M9 STEALTH
FIGHTER

R0B0C0P

M

DICK TRACY

SPEEDIALL 2

DUCK TALES

U of your towun* n on* ana pak«J boi, umefhng
fa mrvane «bdra BAlAUM. fOBOCOP 1. 6H0STBUSTTIS

I

arriMUM XMSINO TW USHIUSiOC

ra

foig****? TWS IS tK HiGHl OHANUST! Ow 409,600

«uore mlei. tw 3300 potvoWwm. uU, ImrW v
(orwtaio! w. 4 grodtt ol opponanf 4 w« sientncK

fo^ifltoiNh^MettVJSoboiivn'tofATibowdgo^t
run got ALL ir* orton of fc preoXnw AND MOW

!

Iht brftam con* dto<fc« p*n ta Boy, rlanop, ftumKxi end

rhjEbow. Win a (on* cop* 1 Lrtb that famous tot one" tool

andM ft*mm n wen ol Ihg Boy toprw one' hisas*

£23 •••

£23"

£19"
,W4«|

£19"
i «tl

Iho of^rd Spwftol hm teem* • done ..Try to cat l» ,

A fuHrt «or soro-) »**« «. hot* to mo*# *0wq»
ofaamft. aehol

-a <•«*> to 0-ir.*. 1h atato loM yoa lonuv a« Mcomf f 1 Q 99
Tht iMwa Dud » ihs Wortd ' k ma a6mitmWw0n ***>*• ' *„,
*fc and courage AW rou OUCnwoW

'

'" "'

(Nmm ®m@ ®p TUBE ®®°s p^sksNOW REAR W C

TEEHAOE MUTANT Oonoiollo. MKho*onoeto
.
Ruulutl, loonaeo nxi all (inn

HERO TURTLES Iurittt(honxim...afinoiie(H(ta"po(k<doornil

TEAM SUZUKI Amwiomajww&Attihohooly^h And««*VaoW
<l*ng t0fllLW I* IliV. p«l m» i*A Old bum 100* nbfatl

I

LEMMINGS *mHS2!£}Saicat so* **i or* tut h»i Hhoiam •*
ni^octaFfiiMib^onv^rtooAflhi!

Iht fMM WOCO M FLIGHT SIMULATION

One ototfbrilsofcrg Mto'

ssnusB ®fjjua otootii© g®p tjtjotj -xmicv warn

r*

MIC 29

£19"
(»<pLM.t!»

£19"
Nttl

£19"

£27"
('•Bltttfl

rvmraaae
AMIGA

CLASS OF THE 90i
Am^o ASOO Com**!**.

ASOI O.SMh Upvtad*.
Midi Interim*.

•C (M«talo«.

D«t»i« Poinf II. Amtgo logo.

Sup«fbat« Pcrvomil.

Mo*iplor>. Publlsh*f» Choli*.

Dr r» Mi* Rf.o.di..^ Siudi...

10 lonh Ollkv Mouu Mai,
DUh«ll* Wall.!

£529
Add a Sorcerori Pmk Tool

SUPERIASt
PIRSONAL

SUPCRIASI
PCRSONAL 7

KIND
W0RD$ 1

SQ[fiD®QDg STOP •

£29 •

Choose one of our Qreat \ aliu Sarccrurx

Packs togouith your new Ami^u .„ ,

HOME
OFFICE Kit

DISNEY

£39"

STUDIO

PNOTON
PAINT 2

£39"

£259

Ort*. S17K IAM. tiC—.*-, U^i, I

temfe SfifWiM. 4096 Cokwv Iftrti IbiLoa WsibAbm
SyMM DHh *« tii >rl •* AoriH Hawaii

AND INCIUDING AN ASOt SAU IAH UPWADt!

pfcr-
FIVf OR EAT

SOMWARF TITLES

Back to the Futvre II,

least II, Days of ,

Thunder. Niqhtbreed,

t(M»e Point II

1.5

>
Sl&MKLN BtOtKBUSURS BKOUOHI 10

YOUR AMIGA (OR SMALt SCKtlN AlllDHi

£369
Add a Sofcerofs Pock Toot

COMMODORE I 084S
14" Stereo High Ros. Sloreo Colour

PHILIPS CM 8833/11 £ 249
I A" Stereo Med Res. Stereo Colour with Green
Switch & 1 2monlhs on site maintenance
PHILIPS CM 8833/11 £ 249
As above but with 'designer' markings and n

kit to apply lo your keyboard lo molch

PRIHTEtS

STAR LC 1 Mono 9Pin Dol Matrix MONO E 1 59
STAR LC 24/10 Mono ?4Pin Dot Mat MONO £199
STAR LC200 Colour 9Pm Dol Mai COLOUR CColl
STAR LC24/200 Mono 24Pin Dol Mol MONO C2SS
STAR LC24/200 Colour 24Pin Dot Mai. COLOUR I Call

:^t
-tort* oft no- Anton*. Gun* Dtakv

> t of oms* on/tin 7 tu* *iv>uim
(mom on mi batna boil vf> lw y*w*

COMMODORE A590 20 Mb. HARD DISK DRIVE

VtltMONUI CIM\CIfAl AS90 " ' t- £ fV
AVvOih, ofo>f PHONE EOH

It UMj ii

C>t T^*L% NOW I

mr*

m+>***- c«§3.
«« COMMODORf 101 1

_
** W*3.S" SECOND DRIVE
(.omntodortft OWN tiMternal add on dnvn

AND FULLY COMPATIBLE wHh YOUR Amiga
(«cnMHbU *«h Ml Amy. Mf
(MX! 1000. 7000. A 30O01
AHUK FcMmatted Copo-
No •*l*ff»oi powrr irquifpd

s

\

hr ''*

Pen Pal,
ri<anii>i> iIk- Ik-.i \Wti fnemmar
around at lliis pricv! Inii .

L >i .,i. .1

1 iniptik> jimI Ki-.il I lid.ilunt- srl

I'd. lU dlmitl >4 Ihr PMll Sw

CITIZEN 1200* 9 Pin Dol Malrix, MONO
CITIZEN 124D 74 Plin Dol Malrix, MONO
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 9 Pin Dol Matrix, MONO

9 Pin Dol Malrix. COLOUR
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 24 Pin Dot Matrix, MONO

74 Pin Dot Malm COLOUR

£79.95
iMfll;.

**T^v^Ti
QUMJTT

MM OttO
MX OF (IFTT

W
W4S
L44 9S

,0C',ir.'r~l; '-f^- T". 1 !

'
ii \%n

t

ALL MERLINS PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. (AND POSTAGE lor smaller items) UK Mainland only

***fr etfo-1 n mj<rt to *> ' ttw .nffKmanoo shown * our »dvtrn«n-tiir i»u tani««iu«n%UF»TTiji [TWinTUTnwiwnviWi^Niiwr 4W*wi*^ PriCtt. AvQiUt-

voufO*l)^ Wf ttidaartu'WfU»0«fWMn*noM4AO^ Btcauttoar
«!wUinQ«M0Md90ltfniiMncK kMn MrKwt nservv tM hQM lo iMrnwrnm SMcActtom «««rwmpraltcifo^

MMMr^OflOOwi) in*** pw rcea PvEASf CHESDtTAilSPflW TOOflMRiNG

Mirt^taaatfaWlit'€VtR>o»yw*V »"0 rton^id of art igrMP* to tttichmo*

S Jwt 9Hm wr ?4 Hovt ortor l>#f wM^fWf ActetiViti «r^ CW ; Hav«vav«M pt«m *-»•? w»m » ttys*tli.w u*i#ft«iof ilEW

[ »«icNfl»f/M<W>'^<»*lp»«'^*i»^^"^ |C»»tfrt« J 4«flWi1?lBttlfMipmMM tirtl vtlJ ft« rtdiftH Ivf Hmi nmMl
? At«d c(»nnci unlau itimtf by ftinlLBuildino Society lor you) |

rtpur tgvut ii*d wmtmi lo you tty uwlvr.
1

Small lUmt MH fta Oop-t,n,o by poll FREt to til UK MiinliM
j

'Wlwe mii ta"^H^W »•Mm T17U »d« «>H rttM patUf. iMoi. <M

£ Mmm Hinh.MiEfltipilchtOliycoonarstrv^luploybllfllii wH »w DttoliMif^i-w^wnwita.piwttrt

i follows. NEXT WORKING U*Y add EG (o order. TWO WORKING DAYS
|j

Maiiin Eiproii if> pitdomlnanUy i mail ortcrco^pintbut *• M iComt cuilomtn Jo

add C^ lor SPECIAL SAIURDAY DELIVERY add |utl C17 ; our Lridi Co4itcl«on coonlef who wtihloplch up (Mdilfom« Wiry noipayna vtill.

1
iMflflmwW ALWAYS datpatch day *>* 0'0« tmW otftarwiaa dwuuad) j wa w.n ilvayi be piemej to fttlp yaa *tti yo«r t*^»irtai

::IMl KUt
EXPRESS LIMITED
OEPT SH0P/M10, UNIT C7, THE ROPEWALK INDUSTRIAL CENTRE

STATION ROAD, ILKESTON. DERBYSHIRE. DE7 5HX

TELEPHONE 0602 441442 FAX 0602 44Q141

GREAT PRICES, GREAT DEALS. ..THAT'S THE MAGIC OF MERLIN!
E40E ALL our currently advertised offers supersede any previously advertised often si and goods ate NOT suopMM on a trial basis


